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(ABSTRACT) 

This study was undertaken to investigate the task-performance 

behavior of suburban high school principals in their natural setting to 

answer the following questions: 

1. How do suburban high school principals spend their time? 

2. What accounts for the variation between principals in how they 

spend their time? 

This study combined normative statements and descriptions about 

principals' work with observed time allocation results to give both a 

qualitative and quantitative picture of the suburban high school 

principal's life in public school organizations. A multiple-case design 

was used. 

Five high school principals in a large suburban school district in 

Virginia were selected and agreed to participate 1n the study. Each 

principal was observed for one continuous week. To answer question one, 

data was recorded using a modified structural observation technique 

popularized by Mintzberg and analyzed using descriptive statistics. 

Multiple sources of data to include various unobtrusive measures and 

interviewing were evaluated along with the quantitative data to respond 

to research question two. 



Conclusions: Suburban principals averaged 45.6 hours a week on the 

job and an additional 8.3 hours after work. Over half their time was 

spent in scheduled (26.0%) and unscheduled (25.4%) meetings. Observed 

time devoted to other activities was as follows: desk work, 17.7%; 

tours, 7.1%; exchanges, 6.0%; phone, 5.5%; trips, 4.3%; personal, 3.0%; 

monitoring, 2.6%; observation, 2.2%; and announcements, .1%. The 

purpose of each activity was determined and classified under one of ten 

categories. The following percentage of principals' time was devoted to 

each category: maintenance/direction, 33.5%; instruction, 18.1%; 

visibility/social, 11.1%; student control, 10.1%; student activities, 

8.3%; personnel, 7.4%; other/personal, 4.8%; school community, 2.9%; 

pupil personnel, 2.1%; and finance, 1.7%. Activity type and purpose of 

activity were subject to statistical analysis to determine if a 

principal's behavior deviated sufficiently from the norm to warrant an 

explanation. When outlier behavior occurred, three reasons were 

identified as causes: the cyclic nature of the school calendar 

triggered the event; principal's preference for involvement, 

idiosyncratic to his/her administrative style; and the student body 

make-up which mirrored the socioeconomic conditions in the school 

connnunity. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Background 

A school board member asks the deputy superintendent how high 

school principals use their daily time. A high school principal 

explains that she must attend her fourth night meeting this wee~. A 

group of principals collectively voice concern over a performance 

evaluation system which could triple their time spent in the classroom 

for instructional observation. A teacher complains that she sees her 

principal about once a month. The principal cancels a meeting with the 

student representative association to attend a last minute luncheon with 

a school board member and citizens of the community. 

What is the actual role behavior of the high school principal today 

in moving the organization toward the accomplishment of its goals? 

While writers and researchers have discussed, reviewed, and analyzed for 

years the principal as a manager, most role descriptions are "statements 

of organizational goals, lists of incumbent qualifications, or work-

order expectations" (Martin, 1980, p. 2). This study attempts an 

analysis of the task-performance behavior as evidenced by suburban 

public school principals. 

Social issues are not static. Values and understandings change as 

today's technology bombards us with an information explosion. As social 

institutions, schools have historically reacted to and reflected these 

changes. School board members, mirroring community desires and needs, 

1 
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continue in their efforts to improve education while concomitantly, 

fiscal purchasing power declines. 

As the school administrator held responsible for the instructional 

program, the principal has responded directly to changing societal 

demands for years: From the 18SO's when the principal served as the 

teacher-principal; through the 19SO's when his duties were defined by 

the behavioral scientists (Button, 1966, pp. 216-224); to the 1980's 

when the "effective schools" research defined those characteristics that 

make the principal a key element in successful schools. 

Today the nation focuses on quality education. Kindled by the 

National Connnission on Excellence in Education Report in 1983, A Nation 

at Risk, the public's demand for competent educators has resulted in 

such actions as: 

• Colleges lengthening student teacher internships and 

increasing educational content requirements. 

• State boards of education requiring passing scores on 

competency teacher examinations prior to the issuance 

of professional certification. 

• The adoption of teacher assistance programs to evaluate 

and improve the performance of beginning teachers. 

• Local boards of education researching and adopting 

merit pay compensation programs. 

• The inception of the master teacher category with 

responsibility for peer evaluation and professional 

development. 
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• The major revision of performance evaluation measures 

for professional personnel by local school districts. 

This renewed emphasis focuses on instruction in education and 

heightens the dualistic role of the principal who must be both a strong 

instructional leader and an effective school manager. Can principals be 

expected to be effective in both arenas when their experience is shaped 

by the press of administration and managerial functions that mitigate 

against the dreams becoming fact? (Blumberg and Greenfield, 1980, p. 

24). Peter Drucker recognized the many hats principals wear and the 

variety of pressures experienced when he acknowledged, "I know of no job 

moreover that has so many different if not conflicting demands made on 

it" (1964, p. 157). 

How much effect do the personal characteristics of the principal 

have on the school operation? Very little, according to the National 

Occupational Analysis of the School Principal (Salley, McPherson, & 

Baehr, 1975) in a large-scale multivariate study to identify critical 

job dimensions and their relationships to other factors in the 

principal's environment. Size and type of school, and the socioeconomic 

status and ethnic composition of the student body and teaching staff 

accounted for the greatest differences in the way principals defined 

their jobs. However, while these factors usually remain relatively 

constant, each principal brings a unique value system and conception of 

self in relation to the school system which, to various degrees, suits 

the school community (Sarason, 1971, p. 148). This "fit" may make all 

the difference in the level of success experienced by the principal. 
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Interestingly, principals as a group do not mutually agree on the 

definition of their own roles and are, perhaps understandably, often 

perceived differently by those individuals and groups with whom they 

work. Role ambiguity of the high school principal has been a popular 

subject for doctoral dissertations. Researchers have surveyed principal 

referent groups to include other principals, school board members, 

community citizens and parents, students, teachers, central office 

administrators, and superintendents and have consistently found that 

significant differences exist in group expectations of the task-

performance role of the principal (Bankston, 1986; Ray, 1981; Scott, 

1980; Wilson, 1980). 

Statement of Need 

Research studies on the role of the high school principal are 

limited. Much of what exists uses survey methodology to request 

demographic information and principal opinions on how they perceive 

themselves and their behavior (Byrne, Hines, & McCleary, 1978). While 

this research permits a static and cross-sectional view of the 

principal, it misses the very critical and essentially dynamic character 

of the role--principal intentions, actions, and the antecedents and 

consequences of what it is that principals do on a day-to-day basis. 

More recently, a study based upon interviews of four elementary and four 

secondary principals categorized school administrators by leadership 

styles (Blumberg and Greenfield, 1980). A group of researchers (Morris, 

Crowson, Hurwitz, & Porter-Gehrie, 1981) used structured observations 
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and interviews to study the decision-ma~ing process of urban 

principals. Another study by Martin and Willower {1980) evaluated the 

managerial work behavior of five Pennsylvania principals using 

Mintzberg's (1973) theoretical scheme to structure and analyze their 

field work. 

The abundance of landmark research on the role of the principal is 

at the elementary level (Dean, 1960; Foskett, 1967; Gross & Herriott, 

1965; Hemphill, Griffiths & Frederickson, 1962; Peterson, 1981; Small, 

1974; Wolcott, 1973). This body of knowledge has been used to describe 

the role of the principal in general. To associate the role of the 

elementary principal with those of the high school principal is 

misleading. 

Very little relevant research exists using observation techniques 

to describe the managerial behavior of the high school principal in real 

job settings. Wolcott (1970), recognizing the need for empirical 

studies on the role behavior of educational administrators, stated that: 

There is at least one facet in the literature on school 
administrators which to date has received little serious 
and sustained attention. This needed facet is a series of 
careful and detailed descriptive studies of the actual 
behavior of principals .•• (p. 116). 

This study attempts to combine normative statements and 

descriptions about principals' work with observed time allocation 

results to give both a qualitative and quantitative picture of the 

suburban high school principal's life in public school organizations. 
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There is need for additional research which could: 

• Increase understanding of the actual daily activities of the 

suburban high school principal. 

• Provide a framework with which to analyze the work of the high 

school principal. 

• Provide an empirical study on task performance behavior of the 

principal to add to the body of knowledge for the generation of 

educational administrative theory. 

• Provide role behavior information to identify those skills used 

in the principalship with implications for designing 

administrative training programs and for assessing criteria used 

1n administrative selection procedures. 

The Conceptual Model 

The conceptual model of the role of the high school principal (see 

Figure 1) provided the framework with which to view the principal's 

routine behaviors as re-actions and pro-actions to events and subjects 

in the school environment. It assumes reciprocal and interactive 

relationships rather than unidirectional ones. 

The model can be interpreted as the principal coming to the job 

with certain inherent givens; the school community with its beliefs, 

composition and values; the institutional requirements which encompass 

budget constraints, policy and regulation, and instructional goals and 

mandates; and the principal with his or her personal history and set of 
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values and beliefs about the mission of schools and how they should be 

administered. In the context of what the principal can do, he or she 

acts with purpose to reflect behavior which effects the school climate, 

the instructional organization and student outcomes. 

Coummnity Principal/ Climate\ 

Beliefs & ~ + R . Student 

Experiences /Be~~~~:~s \ I Outcomes 

Institutional Instructional 
Context Program 

Dwyer, D. C., 1985 

Figure 1. The conceptual model for studying the task performance 
behavior of the suburban high school principal. 

Statement of the Problem 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the task performance 

behavior of suburban high school principals in their natural setting to 

answer the following questions: 

1. How do suburban high school principals spend their time? 

2. What accounts for the variation between principals in how they 

spend their time? 
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To answer the first research question, data was obtained by 

observing five high school principals selected from among eighteen 

principals in a suburban district. Each principal was observed in his 

or her natural environment for one full week. 

Mintzberg's (1973) technique of structured observation prescribed 

the format for taking field notes. Reporting forms were modified to be 

computer scored and to acconunodate the analysis of data which included 

both qualitative and quantitative measurements. While recording 

instruments differed in form, the majority of information sought was 

similar to that recorded on Mintzberg's chronological record, 

correspondence record and contact record. While recording procedures 

were established to provide some structure to the observation periods, 

the researcher was free to modify the categories as they emerged in the 

data. 

In addition to the field notes and records, each principal 

participated in a semi-structured interview, responded to daily 

inquiries by the researcher, and completed a questionnaire on personal 

and professional history. An examination of anecdotal records provided 

background information on the school, community and school board 

direction. These records included the school handbook, school self-

study report, budget documents, school socioeconomic data and written 

local school board annual objectives. Descriptive statistics were 

employed to analyze the field study data on each principal. The 

research design adhered to a multiple case study approach of the five 

principals. 
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To answer the second research question, the researcher drew on 

grounded field theory research, domain analysis, and the innovative 

qualitative data analysis methods recommended by Miles and Huberman 

(1984). The qualitative dimension of the study provided an opportunity 

to note and weight those activities in the field observation which 

occurred infrequently but registered as highly significant to the 

informant. Conditions were established for a naturalistic inquiry into 

the daily activities of high school principals. Categories and 

hypotheses emerged from the data itself. 

Definitions 

The following terms used in this study have certain restrictions 

placed on their usage: 

Principal 

The chief executive officer of an educational facility 

responsible for the direction, guidance, and coordination of the 

total educational program within the school. 

High School 

A public-supported educational facility organized grades 9-12 

where instruction is provided to students approximately 12 to 18 

years old. 

Role 

The observed (pattern of) behavior of the principal while 

performing his job. 
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Activity 

A categorization as to how a person spends his time. Type of 

activities may include desk work, meetings, telephone calls, trips, 

monitoring, observing, etc. 

Job Content 

What managers do in their work. What activities they carry 

out and why. 

Job Characteristics 

Descriptive statements regarding the physical components of 

work, i.e., locus of work, with whom one works, for how long, type 

of media used, etc. 

Limitations of the Study 

The limitations of the study are: 

• The population of this study was composed of high school 

principals in a large suburban district in Virginia. 

Examination of the task-performance components of the role 

behavior of five selected subjects requires that the results be 

treated with the caution inherent in reviewing any small sample 

research. The generalizability of the results must be 

considered as limited. 

• The data may lack completeness since some observations could not 

be made by the researcher due to their confidential nature. 

• The time of observations was limited to a portion of the school 

year which began in mid September and ended in November 1986. 
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While activities vary throughout the school year, it is 

perceived that the core of behaviors of the principal emerged 

during the observation period. 

• Effects of the researcher's presence on the subjects may have 

altered the subjects' behavior. A brief initial adjustment 

period was noted, but the nature of the job required that the 

principal meet the demands of the day. 

• The perceptions of the observer toward the subjects' behavior 

may consciously or subconsciously misrepresent the data. Every 

effort was made to avoid a personal bias in recording the 

incidents. 

Outline of the Study 

The study of the actual activities and role of the suburban high 

school principal is divided into six chapters. The first chapter 

includes the following sections: introduction, statement of need, the 

conceptual model, statement of the problem, definitions, and limitations 

of the study. The second chapter presents a review of the related 

literature pertaining to this study. The third chapter describes the 

selection of the sample, the procedures developed to record and code the 

field work, and the methods used to organize and analyze the data. The 

fourth chapter describes the quantitative data and provides a profile of 

the suburban high school principal. The fifth chapter presents the 

subjects and analyzes behavior qualitatively. The last chapter includes 

the summary, conclusions, and recommendations. 



CHAPTER II 

THE ROLE OF THE HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL: 
A SELECTED REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature on the task 

performance of the high school principal. Emphasis is placed on studies 

in the 1980's, particularly empirical investigations using structured 

observation methodology. 

While the majority of the literature review comes from educational 

research, landmark studies in management science and organizational 

theory are cited when findings impact the study of the role of the 

principalship or when the methodology of such studies provides a new 

dimension with which to respond to research questions. For example, 

Henry Mintzberg's (1973) work on chief executives is reviewed as a 

result of his unique structured observation methodology which has now 

been applied to the study of educational administrators. Also, 

Sarason's (1966) direct clinical observations at Yale's Institute of 

Human Relations resulted in findings concerning the high school 

principal's role as a change agent and is, therefore, pertinent to this 

review. 

Educational research into the role behavior of principals has 

focused either on the person in the job or on the job itself. 

The connnon means of studying managerial behavior fall into 
three categories: asking those around a manager about the 
manager's behavior; asking the manager; and observing the 
manager. The first method allows one to ascertain the 

12 
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perceptions of others, such as subordinates, about the 
quality of a manager's interpersonal behavior. It does 
not lend itself to determining reliably the overall 
content of managerial activity, however, because 
interpersonal interaction is only one part of that 
activity; the respondent has no way of knowing what the 
manager does when not visible to the respondent. 

The second method, asking the manager, allows one to 
obtain the manager's perceptions of such issues as how he 
or she spends time. Simply asking the manager to provide 
a retrospective estimate of what portion of the day is 
spent in various activities does not yield reliable 
estimates. Asking the manager to keep a diary or log of 
activities over a period of time produces reliable 
information on such unambiguous topics as portion of the 
day spent with various people or in various locations. It 
is not as useful, however, for determining the content of 
act1v1t1es. Further, asking a manager to keep an activity 
record is an extremely intrusive methodology; the 
attrition rate or missing-data rate is high. 

The third method, observing managers, can produce reliable 
data on countable characteristics of managerial attention, 
and consistent data on the content of managerial 
attention. The major shortcomings of observational 
methodologies stem from the fact that they occur in real 
time. Every hour spent observing one manager is an hour 
that cannot be spent observing another one; a single 
observer can observe no more than a few managers in any 
reasonable amount of time. (Sproull, 1981, p. 114) 

Because a variety of methodologies have been used to study the role 

of the high school principal, the research findings are presented by 

methodology in chronological order. After a brief discussion on role 

theory, a review of nonobservational research findings is undertaken 

with studies using survey methodology. This is followed by findings 

from interview, critical incident/job description, and diary 

methodologies. Finally, research using direct observation techniques is 

reviewed. Methodologies presented include experimental, ethnographic, 

general observation, and structured observation. 
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Role Theory 

"By far the largest body of literature on the principalship relates 

to the question, 'What is, or should be, the principal's role?'" (Lipham 

& Hoeh, 1974). Owens (1981) defines role as: 

a psychological concept dealing with behavior enactment 
arising from interaction with other human beings. The 
various offices or positions in an organization carry with 
them certain expectations of behavior held by both 
onlookers and by the person occupying the role. These 
expectations generally define role, with some additional 
expectation that the individual will exhibit some 
idiosyncratic personality in role behavior. (p. 69) 

"Perhaps the most often-quoted model of educational administration 

is the one developed by Getzels and Guba which views administration as a 

social system" (Knezevich, 1975, p. 144). The social system is defined 

in tenns of two dimensions: the institutions with organizational 

(nomothetic) roles and expectations that will fulfill the goals of the 

system; and individuals (idiographic) with their personalities and need-

dispositions which generate social behavior. Observed behavior results 

from the interaction of the institutional role and the personality of 

the role incumbent (Getzels & Guba, 1957). Thus, principal behavior is 

idiosyncratic as a function of the job environment and the individual. 

For years, a definition of the role of the principal did not 

exist. Obstacles to understanding the principalship included the 

insularity of the position, the uniqueness of the position as defined by 

local school districts and the imprecise definition of the role when it 

was written or verbalized (Goldman, 1966). 

Over the years, however, a "stereotypic occupational syndrome of 

the principal's role" was derived from historical legal antecedents, the 
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professional literature and school district policies (Lipham & Hoeh, 

1974, p. 117). 

Contributions toward defining the principal's role in the 

professional literature include professional journals, national, state 

and district publications, and research studies. Research contributions 

of major universities resulted in the fonnation of organizations which 

contributed to the development and enlargement of the principal's 

role. As early as 1947, the National Conference of Professors of 

Educational Administration (NCPEA) was organized to synthesize research 

and refine it for general use (Hoy & Miskel, 1978). Also, the Southern 

States Cooperative Program on Educational Administration, sponsored by 

W. K. Kellogg Foundation, identified seven critical task areas in school 

administration: instruction and curriculum development, pupil 

personnel, staff personnel, community-school leadership, school plant 

and transportation, organization and structure, and school finance and 

business (Lipham & Hoeh, 1974, p. 119). Furthennore, in 1955 the 

University Council for Educational Administration (UCEA) was born. Over 

the years, it upgraded pre- and in-service training for principals using 

simulation materials, focused on the behavior and social science 

concepts in the principalship and identified six areas of principal 

competency: responding to social change; evaluating school processes 

and products; administering and improving the instructional program; 

making effective decisions; preparing the organization for effective 

response to change; and achieving effective human relations and morale 

(Lipham & Hoeh, pp. 121-122). 
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The many personal and institutional variables affecting the 

principalship resulted in role conflict. According to Lipham and Hoeh 

(1974, p. 133), conflict resulted from wearing many hats (interrole 

conflict), being the man in the middle (inter-reference-group conflict), 

being caught in group crossfire (intra-reference-group conflict), and 

not having the man match the job (role-personality conflict). Drucker 

(1964) amplified the complexity of the principal's role when he said, "I 

know of no job that has so many publics to satisfy, so many bosses to 

answer to ••• I know of no job, moreover, that has so many different 

if not conflicting demands made on it" (p. 157). More recently, 

Blumberg and Greenfield (1980) have addressed the interrole conflict 

between being an instructional leader and a school manager: 

Expecting school principals to be both strong 
instructional leaders and effective school managers poses 
a dilemma which shows no sign of abating. It is 
heightened in the current conflict among principals 
themselves regarding whether it is more appropriate to 
align themselves as a separate employee group or to 
identify with either teachers or superintendents at the 
bargaining table. Increasing violence and vandalism in 
our nation's schools, mandates from federal and state 
agencies to service special categories of students in 
particular ways, and pressures to increase teaching 
effectiveness in basic skill areas present principals with 
organizational and educational challenges of unprecedented 
magnitude •••• Principals frequently are expected to be 
all things to all people, to do all things and do them 
well. (pp. 15-16) 

Nonobservational Research 

Survey 

Survey research has been a popular methodology used in the study of 

executive behavior--to include the role of the high school principal. 
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Surveys taken using opinionnaires or questionnaires provide a wide scope 

of responses on considerable information and do so with surprising 

accuracy (within sampling error). Surveys are self reports--

representing behavior as perceived by the respondent. 

Survey research on the role of the high school principal has 

focused in two major areas: describing the person in the job and 

identifying tasks in the job. Customarily, two dimensions are 

explored--the "ideal" vs. the "real" role behavior. 

Profile of the Person in the Job. In 1965, Gross and Herriott 

published their findings on the National Principalship Study which had 

been initiated at Harvard in 1959. While their research focused on the 

Executive Professional Leadership (EPL) in the elementary principal's 

role, high school principals contributed in the sampling stage by 

responding to survey questionnaires describing the role of the 

pr inc ipalship. 

In 1965, the National Association of Secondary School Principals 

(NASSP) conducted a national survey to "draw a comprehensive, reliable, 

and up-to-date picture of the American senior high school principalship" 

(Hemphill, Richards, & Peterson, 1965, p. 3). Over 16,000 principals 

responded to questionnaires which provided information on the 

demographic, geographic, and social background factors of the country's 

senior high school principal. 

Then again, in 1978, NASSP reported on findings from a follow-up 

national survey conducted in 1977 (Byrne, Hines, & McCleary, 1978). The 

purpose of the survey was to provide an up-dated profile of the senior 
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high school principalship and to identify changes in role description 

which had occurred over the past 14 years. 

More recently, Cornett (1983) provides survey demographic data on 

secondary principals in the Southeast. She points out that only half of 

the states statutorily define the status of the principal and half of 

these to not specify the duties and responsibilities of the principal. 

By defining the role of the principal, accountability can be required 

and instructional requirements can be delineated. Results will also 

allow for developing adequate training programs. 

In addition to describing the characteristics of the person as 

principal, surveys have been used to provide information to describe the 

task behavior of the high school principalship. 

Profile of the Job. Questionnaires have been used to sample 

responses describing various respondents' perceptions of what principals 

"do" and what principals "should do" on the job. Virtually most or all 

school community referent groups have responded to this inquiry. Most 

of this research is provincial, being confined to local school districts 

or states. Ray (1981) surveyed teachers, school board chairpersons, 

superintendents, principals, and parent advisory council chairpersons on 

the role of the high school principal in South Carolina. Findings 

indicated contradictory role expectations between referent groups. 

Wilson (1980) compared the actual and ideal role perceptions of 111 

public school principals (elementary, junior, and senior levels) in 

California and found significant discrepancies in the areas of 

instructional leadership; personnel administration; student guidance, 
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activities, and behavior; school management; community relations; and 

professional development. Scott (1980) asked superintendents and high 

school principals to describe the principal's role and concluded that 

principals do not clarify their role with their superintendents as fully 

as they should. Bankston (1986) examined and compared Alabama 

principals' perceptions of their own role. She found role congruence in 

five of the ten factors which were used to describe areas of principal 

task behavior. In ranking order, these were personal attributes, 

climate, school and the law, curriculum development, and interaction 

with students and faculty. 

Other researchers have focused on the amount of time spent in 

specific areas of principal behavior. In NASSP's national survey 

(McCleary & Thomson, 1979) effective principals and randomly-selected 

principals prioritized the use of their time based upon actual and ideal 

task performance. Among the top three categories--program development, 

personnel, and school management--effective and random principals were 

congruent in how they "should" spend their time. Yet, in program 

development, perceived as most important, random principals ranked it 

fifth in "actual" time allocation whereas effective principals ranked it 

third. 

In 1980, Howell (1981) conducted a smaller national study by 

surveying both elementary and secondary principals to assess the impact 

of nonprofessional tasks on the instructional role of the principal. 

Results compared the different levels of principalship. Senior high 

principals spent the least amount of time in instructional leadership 
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with 10% in classroom supervision and 10% in teacher evaluation. Office 

responsibilities accounted for 30% of the principal's time and student 

relations, 20%. 

In Arizona, Butler (1983) identified differences in time-on-task 

activities of beginning, newly-assigned, and continuing high school 

principals. Kramer (1982) found morale higher among principals in 

Indiana when the actual time spent on administrative tasks approached 

congruency with perceived ideal time. Some 300 male and female 

administrators in 22 states were surveyed to find no significant 

differences in time-on-task between the sexes on the emphasis placed on 

managerial activities as contrasted to instructional role activities 

(Rozgony, 1983). A more local study was conducted by Mayer (1985) in 

South Dakota and Iowa to evaluate secondary school principals' ideal and 

real time-on-task using the NASSP categories of administrative 

behavior. Their findings resulted in the conclusion that secondary 

principals have little control over how they spend their time. 

Selected variables which may impact the role of the principal 

(i.e., climate) or selected aspects of the principal' s role have also 

been studied. Wold (1983) assessed Illinois high school principals and 

found the more a change agent the principal perceived himself, the more 

negative the teachers' perception of school climate. Smith (1986) on 

the other hand, found that the more the principal felt that he was in 

control of events that occur around him, the more effective he was 

perceived in his job performance by subordinates and a superior. 

Instructional evaluation as a task behavior in the role of the high 
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school principal in Massachusetts was studied by Tirrell (1982). He 

found little agreement between the teachers and principals concerning 

the principal's role in the teacher evaluation process. Ferrandino 

(1985) studied communication behavior and administrative effectiveness 

among secondary school principals in Connecticut. He concluded that 

effective principals' perceptions of their own communication behavior 

was more congruent with the teachers' perceptions of their principals' 

communication behavior. Ineffective principals rated themselves 

significantly better communicators than their teachers rated them. 

Interview 

An extension of survey methodology includes the use of the 

interview. Interviews may be structured or unstructured and have been 

used as the main research instrument as well as supplementing other 

methodologies. The interview can extend survey responses by probing 

into the context and reasons for answers to questions (Kerlinger, 1973). 

An unstructured interview methodology was used by Blumberg and 

Greenfield (1980) to develop a portrait of the work-world of eight 

principals. Four of the eight principals represented the secondary 

level. They were characterized as the Value-Based Juggler (p. 65), the 

Humanist (p. 107), the Catalyst (p. 119), and the Rationalist (p. 

135). The authors analyzed the interviews qualitatively and cited three 

elements to principal effectiveness: holding a vision for the school, 

taking initiative, and being resourceful. 
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McCullough (1984) studied the occupational ethos of 15 senior high 

principals in Ohio using semi-structured interviews. He identified four 

dimensions of the principal's occupational ethos: an insular view of 

the high school social system, an emphasis on leadership style, a 

concern for the process of schooling rather than for the product, and a 

sense of control over the domain of the high school. 

The interview was used by Hurty (1986) as the primary research 

instrument to examine power as it effects the role of women principals 

in a large urban school district. She found that a "different voice" 

emerged as women spoke about their leadership experiences. Snyder 

(1986) interviewed five "unusually effective" and five "average" h:.gh 

school principals, along with the superintendent, teachers, and students 

from each of the principals' schools. Among her conclusions, she found 

the effective principal a better communicator, more accessible to staff, 

a better role model, and more adept in school/community relations than 

the average principal. 

Critical Incident Technique and Job Descriptions 

Another methodology which has been used to examine the task role 

behavior of principals (as well as other executives and managers) 

collects and examines the critical incidents based upon actual 

behavior. A large number of role incumbents themselves provide examples 

of both effective and ineffective behavior observed in the job under 

study. A classification scheme is then developed listing critical 

requirements of the role. "While this procedure focuses on essential 
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behaviors of the position, it fails to focus on the mundane aspects of 

the actual job and creates a very general job description" (Martin, 

1980' p. 10) • 

Some years ago, this technique was applied to defining the role of 

the high school principal (Bradford, 1958; Jones, 1963; Lindquist, 1973; 

Smith, 1974). More recently, the role has been examined using content 

analysis of job descriptions. Sally, McPherson, and Baehr (1975) 

incorporated the interview with content analysis to research ''the 

interface between the work of the principal and the social-system 

variables that differentially affect his or her concept of priorities 

for performance" (p. 23). The researchers identified 17 job dimensions 

or cluster of principal performances and 21 variables in the work 

environment of the principal. They concluded that principals, to a 

degree, are captives of their environments and that organizational 

constraints must change before the general role behavior of the 

principal can change. Three major findings were presented: 

1. Variables relating to type and size of school 
accounted for the greatest number of differentiations 
in the way principals described their jobs, although 
socioeconomic status and ethnic composition of student 
body and teaching staff made a sizable contribution. 

2. Personal characteristics of the principal produced the 
fewest differentiations. However, there were some 
differentiations based on race and sex that should not 
be overlooked. 

3. The age of the principal and years in present position 
yielded no significant differentiations. (p. 30) 

Weick (1976) supports Salley et al. when he suggests that "the very 

nature of schools as organizations places major constraints on the 

ability of a principal to influence the school as an organization or the 
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individual members of the faculty in a way that administrators (and 

others, too) find baffling" (p. 173). 

Yet, the personality of the principal cannot be denied as a major 

influence and component in role behavior. Sarason (1971) argues that 

the principal's perception of being in control of his own destiny 

instead of the system empowering his behavior is the major factor in 

determining role performance. 

More recently, content analysis of job descriptions has identified 

the tasks and responsibilities of high school principals in various 

states. Pohland (1979) found that principals in New Mexico emphasized 

the managerial function of the job at the expense of educational 

leadership. In North Caroline, Flood (1980, p. 867) concluded that 

"identifiable indicators of effective secondary school management could 

be expressed as tasks and responsibilities of the secondary principal." 

Diary Studies 

The role behavior of managers, to include the high school 

principal, has been studied using diary methodology. The role incumbent 

maintains a log or diary of the days' activities over a period of time 

and records data prescribed by the researcher. Variables usually 

include location, time, nature of activity, persons involved, and a 

predetermined list of activity types. As a singular methodology for 

gathering data, the diary method is weak. Its limitations include the 

inconsistency with which managers maintain self records, categories of 
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information may receive various interpretations in the record by the 

recorder, and the methodology is very intrusive (Willis, 1980). 

The diary method was pioneered by Carlson (1951) in Sweden in his 

description of executive industrial work behavior. Nine cases were 

studied and selected from industrial firms at varying stages of 

development. Carlson structured the diary by giving standardized forms 

as pages to be completed by the recorders. Persons selected for 

recording included the chief executive's secretary or personal 

assistant, telephone operators, and porters. For each executive action, 

data were collected on: "The place of work; contact with persons and 

institutions; technique of communication; nature of question handled; 

and kind of action'' (p. 33). Carlson's description of executive work 

behavior reported information on: place of work and working time; 

activities outside the firm; inspection tours and visits to workers and 

offices; total working load; organizational structure; contact charts; 

internal committees; other contacts with subordinates; written 

communications; and problems of communication technique (pp. 62-93). 

As early as 1964, Galante applied the diary method to study 

perceptions of the role of the high school principal in Detroit, 

Michigan. Secretaries to principals in the study maintained a log to 

record the principal's time on tasks for two typical school weeks. 

Vorhauer (1977) provided a list of activities to principals and asked 

them to report how they spent their time for one week. Vorhauer 

concluded that: 

In large suburban high schools, principals with medium 
experience spent more time than did principals with low 
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experience in school community relations. Also in large 
urban high schools, principals with medium experience 
spent more time than did principals with low experience in 
professional development. (p. 600) 

More recently, the diary method has been used as a technique by 

principals in pre- and in-service settings to focus on time management 

skills in their daily operational procedures. At the NASSP Urban 

Principal Leadership Center which convened in San Antonio, Texas, in 

February 1987, university professors served as mentors to secondary 

school principals to assist in the analysis of principals' logs of task 

performance behavior (W. M. Worner, personal communication, March 5, 

1987). 

Observational Research 

The previously discussed studies rely on self-reporting of behavior 

by the role incumbent. They are not based upon the trained researcher 

observing behavior in the person under study's natural working 

conditions. Dominowski (1980) identifies four problems resulting from 

inaccuracies in self-reporting research methodology: the role 

incumbent's failure to remember information; an unwillingness to provide 

accurate information; biases either personal or against the job; and 

inadequate self-knowledge (p. 183). 

Observational research, on the other hand, conducted by the trained 

researcher, can provide rich data describing events as they occur. As a 

methodology, it is best used "when the variables of research studies are 

interactive and interpersonal in nature and when we wish to study the 
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relations between actual behavior ••• , and other behaviors or 

attribute variables" (Kerlinger, 1973, p. 554). 

Researchers apply different techniques to observe the task 

performance behavior of managers. Variations occur from the intense, 

short-lived, structured observation of role performance to the 

ethnographic technique where the researcher innnerses himself or herself 

into the environment over a considerable period of time. These 

observational studies will be reviewed under the headings of 

experimental, ethnographic, general observation, and structured 

observation methodologies. 

Experimental Research 

In 1962, Hemphill, Griffiths, and Frederikson identified dimensions 

of administrative behavior characterizing the performance of elementary 

school principals. Their study included a controlled administrative 

simulation in which principal performance was observed and recorded by 

the researcher. Activities were standardized and included "in basket" 

tests, evaluation of probationary teachers, preparing a speech, and 

participating in a small group discussion. 

By the sununer of 1975, the NASSP had created an educational 

assessment center for the purpose of identifying potentially successful 

principals (Hersey, 1977). Candidates participate in simulations, much 

like those in the research by Hemphill et al. (1962), to tap a wide 

variety of role behaviors. Highly trained assessors observe and record 

each participant on 12 behavioral dimensions which include: problem 
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analysis, judgment, organizational ability, decisiveness, leadership, 

sensitivity, range of interests, personal motivation, educational 

values, stress tolerance, and oral and written communication skills 

(Cornett, 1983). According to Hersey, assessment centers have helped to 

re-define the role and responsibilities of the principal by targeting 

those skills related to the actual work behavior of the high school 

principal. 

Ethnographic Research 

Popularized by Wolcott (1973), ethnography as a tool of the 

anthropologist has been used in the arena of education to investigate 

the role of the principalship. The mark of the ethnographer requires 

the generation of hypotheses and the conceptualization of models or 

schemes to describe behavior based upon extended observations in the 

field. Ethnographic research in education has not followed the strict 

definition of ethnography as used by the anthropologist. Time has been 

a major constraint to the researcher in examining role incumbent 

behavior. While some studies have involved as much as a year in the 

field, most have been conducted in considerably less time. 

Shortly after Wolcott's (1973) study, Kelly (1975) spent two and 

one-half semesters recording the role behavior of a secondary school 

principal using ethnographic techniques. She presented the principal as 

a personable man obliged to spend much of his time in areas detennined 

by other school personnel. Brittenham (1980) and Zimman (1980), in two 

companion studies, spent three weeks each in the field to generate 
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grounded field theory about the administrative organization, processes, 

and behavior in two different high schools. Among their conclusions was 

an explanation of the paradox in principal decision-making. While the 

high school principal believed he involved every person affected by a 

decision, his subordinates felt that if they were overlooked, they 

viewed decision-making as ineffective; when they were involved, they 

doubted their influence since the principal was controlling the process; 

and furthermore, the process was overused in administrative type 

problems (Zimman, p. 101). 

Owens (1984) concluded that the exercise of organizational control 

and coordination by the principal was a maJor characteristic of the 

senior high organizational culture. He follows Wolcott's (1973) 

sampling procedure and ends up spending all fall semester and two days a 

month during the spring observing principal behavior in a suburban high 

school of 1,719 students. 

In a two-year study reported by Little and Bird (1984), researchers 

used ethnographic techniques to focus on the instructional leadership 

patterns in five secondary schools. The study addressed the role of the 

principal in fostering norms of collegiality and experimentation. 

Conclusions provided connections between instructional leadership 

strategies and school outcomes. 

Shenkle (1986) shadowed a woman in the principalship for over eight 

months. Her study portrayed a woman's background, values, philosophy, 

and lifestyle. She concluded that the principal's daily role behavior 

demonstrated nurturing and support which created some conflict with 
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respect to authority and decision-making. Wiener (1986) observed a 

principal of a suburban-urban high school for a year and a half 

utilizing ethnographic methods. He concluded that a school's setting 

presents unique configurations of work, context, and personality 

resulting in relationships which cause particular events. 

General Observation Research 

A number of observation studies not utilizing ethnographic 

techniques have been conducted which provided insight directly or 

indirectly into the role of the principalship. As early as 1961, when 

Lipham studied the personal variables related to principal 

effectiveness, an ancillary qualitative analysis of his interview and 

observational data identified nonverbal behaviors related to effective 

and ineffective principals. Behavior patterns of effective principals 

incorporated many of the following responses: 

1. Meeting the interviewer at the door of the office. 
2. Offering to take the interviewer on a tour of the 

building or to observe classroom teachers. 
3. Hanging up the coat and hat of the interviewer or 

arranging for a secretary to do so. 
4. Having in the office some item of interest, such as a 

paperweight of unusual design, a drawing, a citation, 
or some other objects not obtainable in an office 
supply store. 

5. Arranging a private place for the conference--instead 
of talking in the presence of secretaries, teachers, 
or pupils. 

6. Seating the interviewer at the side of the desk 
instead of directly across the desk. 

7. Having few interruptions, either directly or by 
telephone. 

8. After the conference, walking with the interviewer 
either to the door of the office or to the outside 
door of the school--instead of remaining behind his 
desk. (Lipham & Hoeh, 1974, pp. 140-141) 
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In other research, Klahn (1962) studied the high school principal's 

position using communication events. Using methodological techniques of 

self-recording, interviewing, and observation, he found that principals 

communicated most frequently with subordinates, spent 61.3% of their 

time communicating, involved message content usually related to 

curricular or co-curricular activities, and perceived their position of 

principal as subordinate to central office personnel. 

Although Leonard Sayles (1964) did not conduct research on the 

school principal, his study of a large American corporation indirectly 

influenced future observational research in the field of education. 

Sayles viewed the manager's role as "stabilizing work systems in 

response to recurring disturbance" (p. 46). His research resulted in a 

description of administrative skill and action in dealing with people. 

He developed a scheme of seven external relationships describing "the 

underlying rhythms of human relation processes" (p. 48). He concluded 

from his empirical studies that: the typical manager was an enormously 

active person; he or she spent only one to two hours a day with his/her 

immediate subordinates; such interactions were among the shortest; and 

the diversity of organizational relationships created a tendency for the 

manager "to adopt a single or excessively narrow array of organizational 

relationship(s)" (p. 57). 

Sarason (1966), working as a clinical psychologist out of the 

Psycho-Educational Clinic at Yale's Institute of Human Relations, 

focused on describing the culture of the school setting and how change 

is introduced into the ongoing social system (p. 3). Part of his 
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observational work studied the complexity of the principal's role in the 

change process. His work led to the belief that the principal 

determines the fate of the change process (p. 4). Furthermore, the 

principal's perception of himself as in control of his/her environment 

is critical to creative change. The school system, Sarason decided, is 

much more tolerant of diverse action by the principal than what most 

principals are willing to try (Sarason, 1971, p. 142). 

Caldwell and Lutz (1978) focused on another aspect of the 

principal's role. They studied the relationship between how a principal 

administered the school rules and regulations and the kind of leadership 

behavior the principal exhibited in the school setting. A six-week 

field study was conducted in two types of school climate: hostile and 

peaceful. Three patterns of behavior were observed: 

1. Mock bureaucracy described the climate where rules and 
regulations existed but were essentially ignored. 

2. Representative bureaucracy described the climate which 
involved educating school personnel in the rules and 
regulations and the subsequent enforcement by managers 
and compliance by employees. 

3. Punishment-centered behavior described climates where 
rules were enforced by punishment. (pp. 64-65) 

Among secondary principals, Caldwell and Lutz found that: 

I. Secondary principals who are high in representative 
rule behavior are perceived by secondary teachers as 
high in executive leadership. 

2. Secondary principals who are high in punishment rule 
administration are perceived as low in executive 
leadership. 

3. Secondary principals who are high in mock rule 
administration are perceived by teachers as lowest of 
all principals in professional leadership. (p. 78) 

More recently, Lightfoot (1983) observed high school principals and 

developed a portrait of successful administrators in various demographic 
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settings in the United States. One such observation and interview with 

a principal in an urban setting resulted in the identification of six 

ingredients for effectiveness in describing the role of the high school 

principal: dedication, humanistic, knowledgeable, having a vision, 

intelligent, having a strong physical presence, and being a flexible 

person (p. 6). 

Structured Observation Research 

In 1973, Mitzberg examined the role and methods of five chief 

executives (one of which was a school superintendent) to define the 

totality of the managerial role as it was actually practiced. His 

research was empirical rather than philosophical, inductive rather than 

deductive, and descriptive rather than normative. Mintzberg labeled the 

research device as structured observation and described the method as 

coupling 

the flexibility of open ended observation with the 
discipline of seeking certain types of structured data. 
The researcher observes the manager as he performs his 
work. Each observed event (i.e., a verbal contact or 
piece of incoming or outgoing mail) is categorized by the 
researcher in a number of ways (for example duration, 
participants, purpose) as in the diary method but with one 
important difference. The categories are developed during 
the observation and after it takes place. In effect, the 
researcher is influenced in his coding process not by the 
standing literature or his own past experience, but by the 
single event taking place before him. In addition to 
categorizing events, the researcher is able to record 
detailed information on important incidents and to collect 
anecdotal materials. (pp. 231-232) 

Six distinguishing characteristics of managerial work were 

described by Mintzberg as a result of his investigations: 
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1. the manager works at an unrelenting pace; 
2. his activity is characterized by brevity, variety and 

fragmentation; 
3. the manager gravitates toward the more active elements 

of his work; 
4. he demonstrates strong attraction to verbal media; 
5. he maintains communication relationships with three 

groups--superiors, outsiders, and subordinates; and 
6. his job reflects a blend of rights and duties. 

(pp. 28-53) 

As a result of Mintzberg's work, structured observation has been 

used in subsequent research among students of educational 

organizations. For example, Sproull (1981) used Mintzberg's methods to 

study five successful educational managers (which included one 

principal) to describe managerial attention--how managers connect 

information with actors in the social system. Among his findings, 

Sproull characterized the structural components of managerial attention 

as local, choppy, oral, unpredictable, and equally other-directed and 

self-directed (p. 116). 

Between 1977 and 1980, a team of researchers (Morris, Crowson, 

Hurwitz, & Porter-Gehrie, 1982) shadowed 24 elementary and high building 

principals in the Chicago public schools for two purposes. First, to 

compile an accurate picture of the large city principal's workday, and 

secondly, ''to discover how principals use opportunities for 

discretionary decision-making in the course of managing their schools" 

(p. 689). Using structured observation, Morris et al. spent ten days 

observing each principal. They described the principal in terms of 

activities to which much time is devoted: as a monitor, gathering and 

disseminating information; as the school spokesperson, giving 

information outside the school; and as both disturbance handler and 
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resource allocator. The principal's workday was "busy," 

"unpredictable," filled with a "variety" of activities, many of which 

were of "short duration" (p. 689). 

Morris et al. (1982) also found that principals do exercise 

discretion in the day-to-day delivery of services of their schools. 

Yet, insufficient available resources result in principal behavior 

reflecting the use of coping mechanisms to reduce the burden of the 

job. These mechanisms were employed by the principals when dealing with 

time inadequacies, enrollment decline, disorder, and community 

expectations (Crowson and Porter-Gehrie, 1980). 

By 1980, two observation studies of high school principals in 

Australia had been completed following the Mintzberg format. O'Dempsey 

(1976) found a high degree of commonality between Mintzberg's findings 

and his three high school principals. Willis (1980) used structured 

observation to study secondary principals in three different types of 

schools--a state high, an independent, and a Catholic school. 

Descriptive statistics were used to describe Mintzberg's (1973) six 

characteristics of work. The nature of the schools/social system and 

such findings as "almost 60~~ of the principals' combined workday and 

after hours work was 'invisible' to staff and students in the school" 

(p. 44), demonstrate that foreign studies, embedded in another culture, 

lack cross-cultural comparison. 

In 1980, Martin used structured observation to examine the 

managerial behavior of five high school principals in Pennsylvania. He 

modified Mintzberg's research, however, by recognizing that principal 
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behavior was not 100% management oriented. The addition of findings 

related to interaction with the secretary and personal time usage 

reflect this alteration. 

Martin found that the Pennsylvania high school principal's average 

workweek consisted of 42.2 hours on the job with an additional 11 hours 

of evening activities. Averaging 149.2 activities a day, time was 

invested in desk work sessions (16%), scheduled (17.3%) and unscheduled 

(27.5%) meetings, and exchanges (9.%). Tours, trips, personal time, and 

monitoring consumed considerably less of the principal's time. Results 

of the study indicated parallels with the descriptions of managers in 

the private sector. Martin attributed differences to the domesticated 

nature of the school organization. 

Paralleling Martin's (1980) study, Berman (1982) employed 

structured observation to describe the task performances of five female 

high school principals. Her findings indicated similar overall task 

performance. However, behavioral differences were noted between female 

and male. In the following areas female principals had: 

1. a higher percentage of contacts initiated by others; 
2. shorter desk work sessions during the school day and 

more time spent in this activity during after-school 
hours; 

3. a higher percentage of total contacts with superiors; 
4. longer average durations for scheduled meetings, phone 

calls, and unscheduled meetings; and 
S. cooperative planning more often taking place during 

scheduled meetings. (p. 2) 
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Summary 

The purpose of this chapter was to review the task-performance role 

of the high school principal. Studies were presented by methodology and 

included landmark research in management science which indirectly 

related to subsequent educational studies. After a brief presentation 

of role theory, research findings were presented first from 

nonobservational studies using survey methodology, followed by results 

from interviews, critical incident/job description studies, and diary 

methodology. Observation research was then presented under the headings 

of experimental, ethnographic, and structured observation methodology. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

That knowledge is a form of generalization too, not 
scientific induction but naturalistic generalization 
arrived at by recognizing the similarities of objects and 
issues in and out of context and by sensing the natural 
convariations of happenings. To generalize this way is to 
be both intuitive and empirical, and not idiotic. (Stake 
1978, p. 6) 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the task performance 

behavior of the suburban high school principal in a natural setting in 

order to answer the following questions. 

1. How do suburban high school principals spend their time? 

2. What accounts for the variation between principals in how they 

spend their time? 

The Case Study 

Good research design logically links the data to be collected to 

the initial questions of the study. When the research questions take 

the form of ''how" or "why" inquiries about a contemporary set of events, 

over which the investigator has little or no control the case study is 

applicable (Yin, 1984, p. 20). According to many evaluators (Cronbach 

et al., 1980; Guba & Lincoln, 1981; Patton, 1980), case studies have a 

distinctive place in research when their use explains causal links in 

real-life that are too complex for survey or experimental strategies. 

38 
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Anderson et al. (1975) define a case study as, "an intensive, 

detailed analysis and description of a single organism, institution, or 

phenomenon in the context of its environment" (p. 46). 

that: 

Yin (1984) prefers to define a case study as an empirical inquiry 

• investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real life 

context; when 

• the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly 

evident; and in which 

• multiple sources of evidence are used (p. 23). 

In this study the contemporary phenomenon is the role task-

performance behavior of the high school principal as observed in the 

context of the school setting. Multiple sources of data include 

unobtrusive measures, non-participant observation and interviewing. 

The unit of analysis in this research is the high school 

principal. The role task-performance behavior of five principals was 

studied providing for a multiple-case design. This design is preferred 

over the single-case since ''the evidence is often considered more 

compelling, and the overall study is therefore regarded as being more 

robust" (Yin, 1984, p. 48). Each case is studied individually with its 

conclusions considered to be the information needing replication by 

other cases in the total study. Cross-case conclusions are then drawn 

(see Figure 2). 
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Selection of Cases 

A large public school system provides educational services to 

126,000 children residing in primarily a middle class suburb in 

Virginia. While the 1985 median family income for the district was 

$54,240 (S. Donnan, personal communication, February 24, 1987), a wide 

range in socioeconomic (SES) conditions prevail with annual family 

incomes varying between $10,000 (1.3%) and $200,000 (.5%). Individual 

schools can experience unique concerns due to influences from high 

mobility, minority populations, the non-English speaking population, 

single family units, and both parents engaged in full-time employment. 

The military, government, and professional occupations provide the bulk 

of employment opportunities for the citizens in the district. In 

general, there is a high level of concern for education and involvement 

in school affairs. 

The school district supports three secondary schools organized 

instructionally grades 7-12 and 19 high schools featuring a 9-12 grade 

organizational structure. Secondary schools were removed from the study 

by virtue of their organization. Likewise, one high school was remove~ 

since it was experiencing unique problems due to a recent school 

consolidation. All high schools were rated using a researcher-devised 

socio-economic index which combined factors of equal weight on indices 

including suspension, mobility, free/reduced student lunches, minority 

population, dropout rate, and student retention. The schools scoring 

highest and lowest were included in the study to provide a basis for 

comparison. Three other schools were selected based upon 
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characteristics of the principal. The decision was made to maximize the 

demographic variables to provide a cross section of the "typical" 

suburban principal. Factors included most years as principal in the 

present school, most career years in the principalship, greatest number 

of principalships held, sex of the principal, race of the principal, and 

recency of appointment to the position. The mean socio-economic index 

of the five selected schools was 10.2. The county mean SES index was 

9.4. 

Structured Observation 

The description of the task-performance behavior of the principals 

was determined by using the structural observation technique popularized 

by Mintzberg (1973) and modified by Martin (1980). Mintzberg defined 

the procedure as: 

A method that couples the flexibility of open ended 
observation with the discipline of seeking certain types 
of structured data. The researcher observes the manager 
as he performs his work. Each observed event (i.e. a 
verbal contact or a piece of incoming or outgoing mail) is 
categorized by the researcher in a number of ways (for 
example duration, participants, purpose) as in the diary 
method but with one important difference. The categories 
are developed during the observation and after it takes 
place. In effect, the researcher is influenced in his 
coding process, not by standing literature or his own past 
experience, but by the single event taking place before 
him ( p. 231) • 

Martin modified the procedure by establishing a separate category of 

activity called personal tasks to distinguish those activities performed 

by the principal that were not management-related but purely personal in 

nature. A second modification included in Martin's study was the 
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recording of all interactions involving the principal with his 

secretary. Mintzberg had recorded such actions as if the manager were 

working alone. Due to the considerable amount of time working with the 

secretary, Martin decided to code such activities separately. 

The results from Mintzberg's (1973) and Martin's (1980) research 

provided the basis for establishing initial constructs in the activity 

matrix whereas the structured observation technique outlined the 

procedures used to take field notes and transfer the data onto three 

records for analysis: 

1. Chronological record - contained a time notation and a 

description of each activity that occurred. 

2. Correspondence record - each piece of printed material with 

which the principals came into contact was examined by the 

researcher. Correspondence was either input or output. Each 

piece was distinguished by type and the sender or receiver 

(target) was noted. The purpose of the correspondence was 

noted and how the principal reacted for each was recorded. 

Finally, the outgoing action taken by the principal was noted. 

3. Contact record - each task that included a contact with another 

party other than through a mode of written communication was 

analyzed. The type of activity, purpose, participants, 

duration, locus of activity and initiator of activity were 

recorded. 

A modification in the recording forms was made by designing an 

activity matrix which permitted rapid coding of the data for 



computer analysis. While this could be used in lieu of the contact 

record, the researcher maintained the initial form of the contact record 

to review for patterning behavior during the analysis phase of the 

study. 

Procedures 

To enhance the reliability by facilitating replication of the 

procedures used in this study, the methodology will be explained in an 

instructional format. What follows is a step-by-step description of the 

implementation of this research. 

I. Meet individually and informally with selected high schoo: 

principals to obtain their reaction and endorsement for the 

research study. 

II. Meet with the deputy superintendent to explain and receive 

approval for the study. 

III. Obtain SES data on all high schools. 

A. SES data includes frequencies and percentages for each school 

on: suspension, mobility, free/reduced lunches, minority 

population, dropout and student retention. 

B. Establish a rating for each school on each of the above 

factors. Determine a mean score for each school using the 

summation of the rating on the factors divided by the number 

of factors. A final combined index score is established 

which permits a ranking of all schools from highest to 

lowest. 
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C. Include the highest and lowest ranked school from this 

procedure. 

IV. Obtain demographic and professional career information on each 

high school principal. Include age, sex, race, total years as 

principal in the present school, total career years as principal, 

number of principalships held, military experience, and highest 

degree. 

A. Select the three principals which maximize the range on these 

variables. 

B. A total of five principals have now been selected for a 

multi-case study. 

V. Meet individually with each principal selected to: explain the 

purpose of the study, establish a tentative schedule, discuss the 

personal time commitment required, and obtain the principal's 

permission for participation. 

VI. Design an activity matrix to be used for coding each activity 

from the written field notes (see Appendix A). Characteristics 

of the matrix should include: 

A. Ease of scoring. Design a grid using rows and columns using 

constructs based upon the literature included for each 

category being recorded. 

B. Allow for space in the matrix to incorporate new cells or 

domains in any category. Adjust as necessary. 
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C. Provide space to list researcher questions and informant 

responses. (Verification of data by informant increases 

validity of data.) 

D. Using the reverse side of the activity matrix, or an adjacent 

page, design the page to separate verbatim language and use 

of the concrete principle (Spradley, 1980) from notes on 

physical appearances, body language, and observer feelings 

and perceptions. 

VII. Design the chronological and contact records to list successively 

each activity observed during the week at each high school. 

Information on the chronological record will permit cross-

referencing to the contact record and activity matrix in the 

analysis stage. The chronological record provides infonnation on 

patterning and targets activities which should be grouped 

together and analyzed for recurring domains. 

VIII. Purchase a notebook to be used as a journal throughout the study 

to record "experiences, ideas, fears, mistakes, confusions, 

breakthroughs and problems arising during field work" (Spradley, 

1980, p. 76). Make daily entries at the end of field work based 

upon personal reflections. 

IX. Design a format to be used for the daily analysis of 

correspondence. Include categories for number, form, 

sender/target, purpose, attention, and action (see Appendices B 

& C). 
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X. Develop and format the principal questionnaire and interview. 

A. Part I, questionnaire. Includes personal information, 

professional philosophy, and unique constraints placed on the 

individual school which could influence principal behavior 

(see Appendix D). 

B. Part II, interview. Designed to be approximately 90 minutes 

in length. Conduct prior to the observation period when 

possible or during the observation week in a location of the 

principal's choice where interruptions can be avoided and a 

relaxed atmosphere may prevail. Tape record to maintain the 

richness of verbal responses and free the researcher to 

record body language, salient points, and to focus on re-

directing when necessary. Design with open-ended and close-

ended questions since neither is superior for all purposes 

and situations (Kahn & Cannell, 1967). Inquiries probe 

principal's goals, daily activity choices, areas of decision 

making, perceived impact as a change agent, philosophy-action 

continuity, and principal's perception of needed skills in 

the job. Questions should be designed to identify the 

principal's goals, philosophy, and skills to determine if the 

observed behavior is goal directed (Appendix E). 

XI. Establish computer data processing procedures. Codify the 

activity matrix. The design must facilitate the use of 

frequencies and percentages. 
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XII. Enlist a reputable, accurate keypunch operator who will input the 

translated numerical codes from the activity matrices each week 

for each school. 

XIII. Field test interview. Make changes to: improve item clarity and 

understanding; avoid the perception of item duplication; re-

evaluate purpose of item; practice delivery to reduce negative 

responses; time the interview length; and finally, to alter item 

sequence for smoother delivery. 

XIV. Visit each school to further discuss study with principal, 

distribute principal questionnaire, and walk through building to 

familiarize self with school plant. 

XV. Pilot all record keeping devices. Conduct field observation for 

three to five days. The activity is multi-purposed to: 

A. Make modifications to instruments for ease of scoring. 

B. Re-evaluate the length of time periods for continuous 

recording of field notes. 

C. Practice record keeping procedures to include maintaining 

daily journal. 

D. Provide practice for keypunch operator in translating field 

data to computer codes. 

E. Begin preliminary inductive analysis which could alter 

constructs from those initially selected based upon the 

literature. 

XVI. Meet as a group with all five subjects preliminary to the formal 

field work to a) socialize and b) conduct business. 
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A. Socialize at a local restaurant after working hours at a time 

convenient to all subjects. This activity is designed to 

further acquaint the researcher with the principals and to 

reduce participant anxiety. 

B. Business to be conducted includes: 

1. Randomly select a week and assign to each principal. 

2. Discuss the strict adherence to ethical principles 

throughout the conduct of the study. Include: 

a. The principal has the final say to exclude the 

researcher from a given situation. 

b. Principals are encouraged to read written accounts 

and provide informant feedback. 

c. Research objectives will be stated and principals 

will be informed should objectives be altered. 

d. Informants remain anonymous. 

e. A copy of the study will be provided to each of the 

five informants (Spradley, 1979, pp. 34-39). 

3. Weekly observations will begin Monday morning and end on 

Friday. The type of weekend school-related activities 

and the amount of time in these activities will be noted 

by the principal and reported to the researcher. 

4. Provide basic information regarding the nature of the 

interview; include amount of time needed, tape recorded 

with subject approval, and consideration of an 

appropriate location for the interview session. 
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S. Discuss how the principal will introduce the researcher 

to school personnel. Emphasize need for the principal to 

encourage individuals to come forward despite the 

presence of the researcher. 

6. Discuss and select a procedure to record the disposition 

of daily correspondence at the principal's convenience. 

7. Receive completed questionnaire along with the following 

unobtrusive measures: 

a. Copy of the principal's written calendar of scheduled 

events/activities for the week. 

b. Most recent self-study report 

c. Copies of routine reports, records, correspondence, 

and memos for the entire week 

d. School handbook 

e. School organizational chart 

f. List of school activities and number of participants 

g. Hours of parent/corrnnunity volunteer time 

h. Copy of principal's job description 

i. Statement of school board objectives pertaining to 

the local school program. 

Interviews, observations and unobtrusive measures 

constitute methodological triangulation and enhance the 

internal validy of the study (Denzin, 1978). 

XVII. Conduct formal observation beginning in September 1986. 
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A. The school year is underway and the principal has established 

a daily routine. Activities take on a general nature since 

special circumstances, (i.e., graduation, school start-up, 

lengthy holidays) do not occur. This provides a sounder 

basis for inferences from results of the study. 

B. Be at school when the principal arrives. 

C. Each morning, the principal reports to the observer any job-

related tasks performed the previous evening and includes the 

amount of time spent on the task. 

D. Using clear acetate overlays, construct an "event-state" 

network (Miles & Huberman, 1984, p. 137). After each day of 

observation, diagram the activity type against a time grid to 

show a sequence of events. Repeat this process for the five 

weekdays and finally construct a single "event-state" network 

to reflect major overlapping activity patterns for the 

week. This final event-state network can then be compared 

with the same for each of the principals (see Appendix F). 

E. Record journal entries on a daily basis, always completing 

the entry before returning the next day to the field 

(Eisenhardt, 1986, cassette recording). 

F. Formulate general theory which has been emerging throughout 

the procedures. Re-examine individual activity sheets and 

documents and modify theory. Direct attention to categories 

of constructs on the activity matrix and make modifications 

as appropriate. Keep research questions firmly in mind. 
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G. Coopt an informant--ask that person to be attentive to the 

researcher's influence on the site and its inhabitants. This 

provides an indicator on observer effects which influences 

internal validity. A source of "phenomenological validity" 

(Bronfenbrenner, 1961) assuring "confirmabili ty" (Guba, 1981) 

and providing the informant the right to know what the 

researcher has found (Stake, 1976). 

XVIII. Conduct the formal interview with the principal. 

A. Select a location where interruptions will not occur. 

B. Employ techniques of an ethnographic interview designed to 

generate discussion and portray a researcher genuinely 

interested in understanding the behaviors of the principal 

(Spradley, 1979). 

C. Pace interview to allow for informant's elaboration but 

maintain schedule to cover questions without fatigue. 

Average interview should last 90 minutes. Adjust for two 

sessions if necessary. 

D. Tape interview with subject's permission. 

E. Assure prin·::ipal of anonymity. 

XIX. At the end of each week, input coded activity matrices for 

computer formatting. 

XX. Run computer program for each school separately and then for all 

schools combined. 

A. Obtain total frequencies and percentages for all cells in the 

activity matrix. 
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B. Analyze chronological record. For each activity at each 

school, provide total job hours, total after hours, grand 

total hours worked, total number of activities, and mean 

number of activities per day. 

C. Analyze simultaneously-performed tasks for each type of 

activity. Include total sessions interrupted, total number 

of interruptions, mean interruptions per interrupted session, 

and percent of sessions interrupted. 

D. Provide analysis of after hours work record. Categories will 

have been generated from the data. Give type of activity and 

duration in hours. 

E. Analyze each type of activity. Provide frequencies and 

percents for number and type of participant, initiator, locus 

of activity, and purpose. 

F. Analyze purpose of each contact task. Include number of 

tasks, percent of number, total time, and percent of time. 

G. Provide analysis of the correspondence record. Include 

frequencies and percents for each subcategory. 

XX!. Construct a "site-by-attribute matrix" (Miles and Huberman, 1984, 

p. 219) to analyze information across sites. List sites 

(schools) as rows and attributes as columns. Data will include 

principal questionnaire variables, interview results, and profile 
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of field study using work descriptors generated from the 

observations (see Appendix G). 

XXII. Identify relationships and patterns as modified theory emerges 

from the data. Tactics for generating meaning include counting, 

identifying emerging "Gestaults," clustering, use of metaphors, 

splitting variables, subsuming particulars into the general or 

what Glazer and Strauss (1967) call the "constant comparative 

method" (p. 105). Focus on the meaning of any outliers to test 

the generality of the findings. Watch for intervening variables 

which can produce spurious relationships. Retain several 

possible explanations until one becomes increasingly more 

compelling due to more stronger and varied sources of evidence. 

Lastly, search for negative evidence that would oppose or be 

inconsistent with the conclusion(s). (Miles and Huberman, 1984, 

pp. 216-242). 

XXIII. Write final report. 

Data Analysis 

Analysis of the data was guided by the conceptual model (sec 

Figure 1) and by the research design. Factors in each element of the 

model were analyzed using varying methodologies (see Figure 3). The 

study design provided for single-case data collection and analyses for 

each case followed by cross-case analysis. 
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Community 

What is the socio-economic status of the target school community 
and how does it compare with other school conununities? 
What factors will be considered in determining an index to measure 
the SES across schools? 
How much parent/community support is provided to the target 
schools? 
What unique community attributes impact on the operation of the 
targeted schools? 
Data Sources: School self-study 

Parent volunteer hours 
School SES data 

Beliefs and Experiences 
What is the personal history of each principal? 
What is the professional background of each principal? 
What is each principal' s philosophy on schooling? 
Do the observed task-performance behaviors of the principal relate 
to the principal's statement of school goals? 
Data Sources: Principal questionnaire 

Principal interview 
Field observation 
School handbook 

Institutional Context 
What local, federal, or state requirements have unique impact on 
the school program? 
What local budget actions are impacting the school, either 
positively or negatively? 
Describe any thrusts from professional affiliations that impact 
upon the role of the principalship. 
Data sources: School Board Annual Operating Plan 

School budget 
Informal interviews 
Principal questionnaire 

Principal Routine Behaviors 
Describe the task-performance behaviors of the principal, to 
include such variables as activity locus, duration, frequency, 
participants involved, initiator, whether interrupted or not, etc. 

Methodology: Field observation 
Informal interviews/discussion 

Figure 3. Framework for data analysis. 
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The data were analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively. 

Integrating both data types is supported in the literature (Denzin, 

1978; Jick, 1979; Miles, 1979). 

Descriptive statistics were used to describe how principals spent 

their time. Frequencies and percentages were used to show variations on 

such factors as the type and purpose of the activity, locus of activity, 

length of time, etc. Quantitative data were used to substantiate 

researcher evaluations on descriptive work variables used by Mintzberg 

(1973) to include: volume, pace, variety, brevity, fragmentation, live 

action, and attraction to verbal media. 

Qualitative data was used to investigate the answer to the 

question: What accounts for the variation between princpals in how they 

spend their time? When analyzing qualitative data in case studies, Yin 

(1984) suggests using pattern-matching logic to "analyze the case study 

data by building an explanation about the case" (p. 107). 

In an explanatory study such as this, pattern matching takes on an 

iterative nature wherein "the case study evidence is examined, 

theoretical positions are revised, and the evidence is examined once 

again from a new perspective" (Yin, p. 109). In the analysis of the 

data from this research, the explanation was built around the variables 

presented in the conceptual model. 

Yin's description of the iterative process in case studies differs 

on a significant issue with the constant comparative method as developed 

by Glaser and Strauss in grounded field theory (1967, pp. 105-113). 

Yin's process is designed to conclude a study whereas Glaser and Strauss 
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use their technique to develop ideas for further study. The latter 

method is appropriate to this study due to the qualitative nature of the 

data sources. 

As a systematic approach to generating descriptive data which 

enables prediction and explanation of behavior, grounded field theory is 

well suited for studying behavior in natural settings. The process 

begins with the researcher making broad descriptive observations to 

obtain an overview of the situation. Note-taking is rich with verbatim 

accounts of the subject under study. Simultaneously, the researcher 

looks for salient characteristics and relationships in the data, and 

then narrows the focus to test earlier hypothesized relationships. The 

continued generation of data requires further inductive analysis as 

observation becomes more selective. Patterns, themes, and categ0ries 

emerge as different forms of analysis are conducted. As the study 

progresses the constant comparative analysis focuses on regularities 

while searching for exceptions or outliers (negative cases). Categories 

emerge and are modified as new evidence directs (Ziff, 1983, pp. 39-40). 

Spradley (1979) has developed and encourages the use of a language-

based technique for finding patterns in qualitative data. The 

researcher begins by searching the data for recurring nouns or verbs 

which he calls cultural domains, the smallest unit of analysis. After 

identifying domains, further investigation of each domain permits a 

listing of included forms which define the domain (taxonomic 

analysis). Lastly, componential analysis is used as a method to 

systematically look for similarities and differences in domains to 
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discover attributes associated with cultural meaning. Knowledge about 

the process of domain analysis permitted the researcher to look for 

recurring language and to exercise accuracy in recording as much verbal 

rich fieldnotes as possible. 

Test of Research Design 

There are four logical tests to be used as criterion when judging 

the quality of research designs (Kidder, 1981): 

• Construct validity - establishing correct operational measures 

for the concepts being studied; 

• Internal validity (for explanatory or causal studies only, and 

not for descriptive or exploratory studies) - establishing a 

causal relationship, whereby certain conditions are shown to 

lead to other conditions, as distinguished from spurious 

relationships; 

• External validity - establishing the domain to which a study's 

findings can be generalized; and 

• Reliability - demonstrating that the operations of a study--such 

as the data collection procedures--can be repeated, with the 

same results (pp. 7-8). 

Steps were taken in the research design and throughout the conduct of 

the study to satisfy these tests. 

Construct validity was increased using multiple sources of 

evidence. Sources of evidence in the data collection phase of research 

included: a) documentation in the fonn of memoranda, administrative 
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documents, announcements, and school self-evaluation studies; b) 

archival records such as organizational charts, budgets, and maps of the 

school; c) interviews; and d) non-participant observation. In addition, 

a chain of evidence was maintained connecting the initial research 

questions to the data and to the ultimate case study conclusions. A 

third tactic used to increase construct validity included piloting 

instruments and interview formats for their suitability and clarity 

prior to the formal field study. 

With respect to internal validity, the research was sensitive to 

the biasing and disturbing effects of the following intrinsic factors 

which threaten the study: (1) historical factors, (2) subject 

maturation, (3) subject bias, (4) subject mortality, (5) reactive 

effects of the observer, (6) changes in the observer, and (7) peculiar 

aspects of the situations in which the observations were conducted 

(Denzin, 1978, p. 197). Efforts were made to minimize the impact of 

these effects or to explain them as a part of the analysis if minimizing 

effects were not possible. 

Historical factors were those events that may have occurred prior 

to the field observation or events that may have intervened which could 

bias and distort the informants' behavior. Use of the formal interview, 

informal daily discussions, and unobtrusive measures (documents, 

calendar, yearbook, etc.) provided information to the researcher for 

identifying out of the ordinary events which could have had bearing on 

the informant's behavior. 
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The researcher remained sensitive to subject maturation, that is, 

any changes that occurred over the week due to the establishment of a 

relationship with the informant/respondent. The use of the daily 

journal recorded any observed or perceived changes in the quality and 

nature of information given or in the motives for cooperating with the 

researcher (Berreman, 1962). 

Informants were selected using a procedure that generated the 

specific participants for the study. Each was then asked if he or she 

wished to participate and each subsequently agreed. Since the sample 

was not selected using a population of those who volunteered for the 

study, it is assumed that informants differed in their amount of 

enthusiasm and support for the project and thus they introduced some 

subject bias into the design. By reviewing and analyzing the 

questionnaire, interview, field notes, and journal, the researcher was 

able to review information which could provide evidence of subject bias. 

Subject mortality was a factor if the principal was not able to 

complete the observation period as planned. Field notes recorded the 

effects of such absences on the setting. Journal entries recorded the 

researcher's feelings, perceptions, and insights. This study recognizes 

the naturalistic approach in field work by assuming that growth and 

attrition are normal processes in group settings. "The 

interchangeability of human informants and participants is a real and 

natural occurrence" (Goetz & Lecompte, 1984, p. 226). 

Efforts were made to minimize the reactive effects of the 

observer. A basic understanding of each other, and a sense of mutual 
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trust existed between the five principals and the researcher. This 

relationship was developed and fostered over the past 18 years when this 

researcher served both as a high school administrator and as a personnel 

specialist. These career positions gave the observer a sense of empathy 

and understanding about the role of the principal and also provided the 

opportunity to service the principals on personnel matters. In 

addition, prior planning and scheduling were conducted with the 

principals in an attempt to keep them well informed and to provide 

opportunities for personal interaction prior to the formal 

observation. Principals were contacted in person when asked to 

participate. An informal meeting was held for all principals in a 

relaxed setting to leisurely discuss the research project and establish 

parameters for observation. In addition, numerous phone calls were made 

to maintain communication as needed. To formally assess observer 

effects, the researcher asked a specific question to each principal 

during the interview which addressed the degree to which the presence of 

the researcher affected the day-to-day behavior of the principal. 

Lastly, both field notes and journal entries were reviewed to note any 

observer behavior or researcher perceptions which might provide 

additional instances of observer effects. 

The fundamental change in the observer was his improved ability in 

taking field notes. Although piloting the field work prepared the 

researcher for the formal experience, the confidence factor was higher 

at the end of the study than at the onset. The time period of one week 

in each school easily prevented the observer from the concern of getting 
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too close with the study participants, thereby losing objectivity and 

focus on the research questions. The researcher avoided "going native" 

(Miles & Huberman, 1984, p. 230). Every effort to maintain objectivity 

and think conceptually was made. In addition, the observer was aware of 

the archetypical qualitative research biases: 

1. holistic fallacy - interpreting events as more patterned and 

congruent than they really are ••• 

2. elite bias - overweighting data from articulate, well-informed, 

usually high-status informants and underrepresenting data from 

intractable, less articulate, lower-status ones (Miles & 

Huberman, 1984, p. 230). 

To reduce the chance that a single event or person would bias the 

observer, multiple methods and multiple sources of information provided 

a broad base for analysis. Data control procedures were established on 

both quantitative and qualitative information. 

Becker, Geer, Hughes, and Strauss (1961) have stated that "an 

important dimension of the behavior setting as a unit of analysis is the 

nature and number of participants present" (pp. 267-289). Some people 

act and say different when in the presence with another person versus 

when with a group. At the onset, the principal knew to exercise 

discretionary authority and excuse the observer when an activity was 

deemed too sensitive for the researcher's presence. When such 

activities concluded, the principal would provide the basic information 

needed to code the activity matrix. While this represented a time when 

the researcher was removed from the informant, another situation was 
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formally structured to remove environmental interruptions and permit the 

researcher and informant to be alone to conduct the taped interview 

portion of the research project. In this private setting, it was hoped 

that the principal could speak freely and comfortably and that both 

parties could give full attention to good corranunications. Principals 

were again guaranteed anonymity. 

External validity relates to the generalizability of the findings 

beyond the ilillllediate case(s) studied. The five principals were selected 

to maximize the personal variables of the principalship and the SES 

variables on the schools. The cross case findings provide a 

consolidated picture of the principalship which is representative of t~e 

position in a Virginia public school district at this time. 

Generalizing conclusions drawn from a single case and translating 

the findings to another population has been a major problem in doing 

case studies. Yin states that the misconception is due to survey 

research methodology which relies on statistical generalization, whereas 

case studies rely on analytical generalization. "In analytical 

generalization, the investigator is striving to generalize a particular 

set of results to some broader theory" (1984, p. 39). This study 

attempts to contribute to a broader understanding of the behavior of a 

segment of today's high school principals. The result of this study may 

help to identify other cases to which the results are generalizable. 

Only through the replication of the findings in additional case studies, 

will increased generalizability emerge. 
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The researcher was positively effecting the reliability of the 

study by maintaining the evidence for each case (field notes, activity 

matrices, all records) separate from the final case study report. 

Results and conclusions could therefore be traced back to the raw data 

and enhance replication and permit review of the researcher's logic in 

analysis. In addition, the overall step-by-step procedures in this 

study have been described in detail in this chapter to permit the reader 

or any researcher to replicate the procedures and increase the chances 

to obtain similar results. 

Either in this chapter, or within the overall study, the following 

information permits replication: 

1. The researcher status position is explained by identifying his 

role in relationship to the principalship. 

2. Selection of informants is explained. Previous or present 

professional/personal involvement with the principals was not a 

factor in the selection of subjects for study. 

3. Each school's demographic data is explained in relation to its 

ranking among all high schools within the district. 

4. Analytic constructs used in the activity matrix are defined. 

Classification schemes are explained. 

Internal validity is addressed when: 

S. Low-inference descriptors are used and judgments are avoided 

within the field notes. 

6. The computer is used to mechanically quantify the data. (Goetz 

& Lecompte, 1984). 
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Finally, the reliability of the data was increased by careful 

design of the interview protocols and the extensive documentation of the 

observations. Since the researcher conducted all five case studies, the 

reliability was strengthened across cases. 

Summary 

A multiple-case design was selected as appropriate to study the 

task-performance behavior of five suburban high school principals. Each 

case was considered individually, using replication logic and then in 

cross-case analysis. 

Multiple data gathering methods were used which included non-

participant observation, formal and informal interviews, and document 

analysis. 

The use of qualitative and quantitative data were collected and 

analyzed in a complimentary manner. Descriptive statistics were used to 

analyze the data for frequencies and percentages. 

Four tests of good research design were reviewed and related to the 

design and conduct of the case studies to ensure that validity and 

reliability issues were addressed. 



CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATION 

Introduction 

During the fall of the 1986-87 school year, five high school 

principals were observed for one full week each. Each of the principals 

worked in the same large suburban school district in Virginia. The 

total school system educated some 125,000 students, and the average 

population of the five selected high schools was 1,804 students. The 

high school student population was divided among three secondary schools 

(grades 7-12), 19 high schools (grades 9-12) and one science and 

technology school (grades 9-12). The sample for this study was selected 

from 18 of the 19 high schools. One school was removed from 

consideration because it was experiencing unique problems due to a very 

recent school consolidation process. Because academic requirements were 

used to select students for admission to the science and technology 

school and the secondary schools contained grades 7 and 8, they also 

were excluded as atypical of the general population. 

The first observation began in September; the last ended in 

November. Three of the five principals were observed continuously 

Monday through Friday while the other two were observed Tuesday through 

Monday. The latter schedule was necessary in one school because Monday 

was a school holiday. In the other case, the principal was called out 

of town and arrangements were made to begin on Tuesday of the scheduled 

week for observation. 

66 
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The observer recorded in 227.95 actual job hours for the five 

principals during the five weeks of observation. An additional 41.5 

hours were reported by the principals as evening school-related work. A 

total of 2,130 activities were observed, recorded, and analyzed using 

descriptive statistics. A total of 1,907 observed activities involved 

purely verbal behavior (e.g., personal contact with another person or 

persons). In addition, 1,196 pieces of written correspondence or mail 

were examined by the researcher during the five-week period. 

Each task episode was recorded using a 20-digit number. The 

placement of the 20 numerals in specific digits represented a total of 

ten different variables for each activity. Variable3 included activity 

type, purpose, verbal contact type, primary participant, total number 

involved, place, initiator, whether interrupted, if scheduled, and total 

activity time. Each variable contained from two to 14 cells, thereby 

creating a matrix for cross-tab analysis (see Appendix A). A special 

program was written and data were analyzed using the SPSSX Information 

Analysis System through the Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State 

University computer center. 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the data and discuss the 

findings. The conceptual organization of this chapter is patterned 

after similar research conducted by Martin and reported in The 

Managerial Behavior of High School Principals (1980). The chapter is 

divided into the following major sections: Introduction, Methodological 

Problems, and Profile of the Suburban High School Principal. 
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Methodological Consideration/Corrnnents 

Mintzberg's (1973) structured observation technique as modified by 

Martin (1980) proved to be a satisfactory research technique for 

recording the task performance behavior of the suburban high school 

principal. Further modification was made in two ways: Categories were 

altered based upon observation or emerging data and, secondly, computer 

support permitted coding the chronological and contact record as one. 

Suburban principals were never observed in processing or teaching 

activities as in the Martin study and so these activities were 

eliminated from the activity type category. The purpose category for 

activities was expanded. Whereas Martin used five cells--maintenance, 

school program, pupil control, extracurricular activities, and 

undetermined, this study increased the number of cells to include 

maintenance/direction, student control, student activities, personnel, 

instruction, school couununity relations, finances, visibility/social, 

pupil personnel, and other. The second modification was facilitated by 

computer support. Categories of information on the contact and 

chronological record were merged into one line and recorded as a single 

20-digit number. Computer retrieval permitted reconstruction of 

individual records and specific activity information as needed. 

On the first day of observation at each school, the first two or 

three hours required some initial adjustment for the researcher and the 

principal. For the researcher, the primary adjustment required 

establishing a comfortable distance from the principal, meeting staff 

members, and being at ease with complete silence. Since the researcher 
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worked in the school system as a line administrator and personnel 

specialist and had been connnunicating with the principals for three 

months prior to the observation period, he was, therefore, already 

familiar with the school policies, procedures, and personnel. This 

added knowledge greatly facilitated and reduced the period required for 

adjustment. 

The principals' initial adjustment was getting accustomed to being 

"shadowed" by the researcher while performing his/her regular work. 

Typically during the early part of the week, the principal would provide 

explanations to the researcher to clarify actions tied to events prior 

to the observation period. Such explanations would not have been made 

had the "shadow" not been present. Except for a few minutes on the 

first day of the week of observation when the principal welcomed the 

researcher, it appeared that the principals quickly adjusted into normal 

work routines. Subject mortality was not a factor in the study. All 

principals were each in attendance during the entire five days of 

observation. 

A basic concern in any field research is the subjects' reactive 

effects to the observer. Any major alteration in the subjects' behavior 

could affect the findings in the study. Observer affects on the 

principals in this study appeared to be minimal. The pace of the 

schoolday, the number and variety of unrelated activities, and the many 

people within the school interacting with the principals on an 

unscheduled basis prevented the principal from controlling the workday 

or altering his/her routine in order to convey a desirable impression to 
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the researcher. During the formal interview, each of the five 

principals accurately perceived his/her work routine and described a 

typical day in the principalship that was cotmnensurate with the observed 

behavior. 

Observer affects on others 1n the school were more difficult to 

assess since the researcher was focused on the principal. On several 

occasions, teachers peeked into the principal's office to "interrupt" 

what they saw to be a visitor with their principal. On such occasions, 

they were waved into the office with a friendly smile and told "it's 

only my shadow." Perhaps a less daring teacher could perceive the same 

situation and, going unnoticed, leave to try again later. Yet, the 

length of the researcher's stay and the relative urgency to get 

irmnediate responses from the principal prevented others from avoiding 

activity with their school's head administrator. To guage the 

researcher's perception of his affect on others' behavior and to give 

each subject the opportunity to voice any change noticed in his/her own 

behavior, the researcher asked each the following question on the last 

day during the observation period: "How has my presence affected your 

behavior ti1is week or the behavior of others 10 the schoo 1?" All 

principals stated the affects were generally minimal. Some specific 

responses included: 

• I explained things to you which I would normally not need to do. 

• The teachers may not approach me as much as they usually do, but 

generally, it seems pretty routine to me. 
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• I probably don't informally BS with teachers in the halls as 

much. 

• One teacher wanted to know if it was okay to see me since you 

were sitting there. 

At each site, the researcher coopted an informant and asked the same 

question. Responses were generally identical. One assistant principal 

recalled the first day of observation that he had had more time to do 

his own work since the principal was providing initial explanations to 

the researcher. Another told the observer she thought the principal was 

playing a joke by not introducing the researcher as the new assistant 

principal since the school had a vacancy and an appointment was 

imminent. 

Another concern which must be addressed in observation studies 

requires some explanation and analysis of those events or activities 

from which the observer is removed for one reason or another. The 

researcher's removal from such activities prevented any "thick" 

qualitative analysis of the data. All such activities were recorded, 

codified, and analyzed quantitatively, however. After each activity, 

subjects provided the essential information to input all variables. A 

total of 27 activities (1.3% of all activities) were conducted by the 

principal without the researcher. The average duration of each was 25.1 

minutes for a total of 678 minutes or 4 .4% of the total five-week 

observation period. 
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These confidential meetings or private sessions excluded the 

researcher almost exclusively at the principal's request. Examples 

included scheduled meetings with parents on their child's behavior, an 

unscheduled meeting with a superior regarding a budget matter, attending 

a lunch at her (the principal's) daughter's school, speaking to a coach 

on a personnel matter, interviewing a teacher applicant, conducting 

scheduled performance observation follow-up conferences with teachers, 

speaking on the phone with a member of the family, and attending a 

scheduled luncheon with vocational education students. Occasionally the 

researcher was excluded from an activity at the request of another 

school official. This occurred three times, two when assistant 

principals requested privacy and the third by a guidance counselor. 

Just as Martin (1980) concluded in his study, the reasons for excluding 

the researcher were either confidentiality or convenience. 

In general, the principals were most supportive of the researcher's 

presence. Exclusion from an average of 1.1 activities per day strongly 

suggests positive cooperation with and support of the research. When 

excluded, principals were always kind, almost apologetic, in their 

request to have the researcher step outside the office. 

Profile of the Suburban High School Principal 

Introduction 

Based upon the interviews and field work, a general overview of the 

suburban principal's task performance behavior shows a number of 

similarities. Each of the principals enjoyed their work and had no 
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immediate desire to move to another position. Four of five aspired to 

no higher position. All had been assistant principals in the same 

school system before being principals. Each was fiercely loyal to 

his/her community, verbalizing student achievements and defending the 

community's position on school issues. All principals described their 

schools' uniqueness in terms of community diversity in student 

population. All principals verbalized their value that the teacher was 

at the hub of the instructional program. An open door policy was 

observed to have been in effect for each principal. Four of five 

principals used their office as the central locus for communications. 

Each decorated their space with mementos as evidence or reminders of 

hobbies, interests, and earlier school-related activities. Bookshelves 

displayed more pragmatic than theoretical volumes. Most were germaine 

to the system or specific to the school and typically included 

yearbooks, a Teacher Effectiveness Training Notebook, a School Team 

Manual, 4MAT handbook, NASSP Bulletins, and the Annual Operating Plan. 

All principals regularly attended after-school functions without direct 

orders to do so from their superiors. 

All principals voiced a strong disregard for the amount of time 

spent away from their schools to attend mandatory scheduled meetings. 

The amount of time spent in the combination of scheduled and unscheduled 

meetings for four of the five principals is markedly similar. All 

principals left their offices to tour their schools to be visible and 

obtain information. All took pride in the physical appearance of their 
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schools and were observed absentmindedly picking up trash while touring 

the halls. 

Each principal was involved in "Domino eruptions" (Kmetz, 1982, p. 

73) and what will be referred to in this study as task tenacity. This 

would occur when an activity, which may or may not have been initiated 

by the principal, would start a series of related activities that would 

transpire over a period of time before the event would be completed. A 

series of many activities might occur in a short period of time 

requiring almost total concentration by the principal. Then again, an 

initial activity might occur on Monday with related activities 

distributed throughout the week requiring sporadic concentration of the 

principal's time. 

Principals were observed with a special in-school person with whom 

they would share frustrations, let their hair down, and speak 

candidly. It appeared that different reasons were responsible for this 

relationship. One such person was a staff member, female like the 

principal, who had been working at the school since it opened, knew the 

historical background on most issues, and could display cool objectivity 

in emotional matters. Another had shared a common school base history 

with the principal, having remained with him when he was transferred to 

another school, always assisting him and sharing experiences in their 

professional growth. Another was the head football coach in the same 

school where the principal had been the head coach. They shared mutual 

interests in sports and a common understanding of related coaching 

problems and challenges. Contrary to Martin's (1980) findings, 
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interaction between the five subjects and their peers and central office 

personnel was not observed sufficiently to draw conclusions that the 

principals artificially elevated a central office person to find status-

free communication. 

Finally, during the formal interview, all subjects stated the need 

for principals to exercise strong interpersonal communications skills. 

Each felt that personnel matters, particularly those that were 

sensitive, represent an area of work that they would not reassign to 

their subordinates. 

The Chronological and Contact Records 

The chronological record is presented in Table 1. It shows that 

suburban principals spend an average of 45.6 hours on the job during 

regular school hours. Each principal conducted near average workloads 

ranging from a low of 39.25 hours for Gamma to a high of 53.3 hours for 

Alpha. An additional average of 8.3 hours devoted to after-school work 

for the principals resulted in a mean of 53.9 hours total work time. 

The 53.9-hour workload was comparable to Martin's (1980) finding of 

53.2 hours per week. Willis (1980) reported an average 59.9 hour week 

for his principals and Mintzberg (1973) an average 55.0 hour week for 

his five executive managers. Pitner's study (1978) of the school 

superintendent reported an average week of 50.8 hours. 

Table 1 also presents the activity total and average number of 

activities per day for each principal. The average suburban principal 



Table 1 

AllALYSIS OF THE CHRONOLOGIC'.1\1.. RECORD 

Unit of Analysis Alpha Beta Gauna Delta Epsilon Total Mean Standard 
Deviation 

-
Totals 

Total job hours 53.3 47.8 39.25 41.3 46.3 227.95 45.6 
Total after hours 10.0 3.25 8.50 9.75 10.0 41.5 8.3 
Total hours worked 63.3 51.05 47.75 51.05 56.3 269.45 53.9 
Activity total 479 482 352 384 433 2130 426 
Activities per day 95.8 96 .4 70.4 76.8 86.6 426.0 85.2 

Desk Work 
Sessions 24 32 20 10 33 119 23.8 9.4 

* Total time 715 771 397 310 550 2743 548.6 198.2 
Avg. duration 29.8 24 .1 19.9 31.0 16.7 23.1 24.0 
Percentage of time 21.2 23.8 13.9 10.8 18.2 17.7 

Exchan~es 
Sessions 167 208 145 217 183 920 184.0 29.4 
Total time 167 208 145 217 183 920 184.0 29 .4 " Avg. duration 1 1 1 1 l l 50.0 C' 

Percentage of time 5.0 6.4 5.1 7.6 6 .1 6.0 
Unscheduled Meetings 

Sessions 135 151 105 100 118 609 121 .8 21.2 
Total time 1143 976 562 462 758 3901 780.2 282.5 
Avg. duration 8.5 6.5 5.4 4.6 6.4 6.4 7.5 
Percentage of time 33.9 30.2 19.7 16.1 25.l 25.4 

Scheduled Meetin~ 
Sessions 15 25 14 16 19 89 17.8 4.4 
Total time 629 711 473 1231 946 3990 798 296 .3 
Avg. duration 41.9 28.4 33.8 76.9 49.8 44.8 45.7 
Percentage of time 18.7 22.0 16.6 42.8 31.3 26.0 

Phone 
Sessions 109 46 22 23 51 251 50.2 35.4 
Total time TI/ 203 62 67 183 852 170.4 113 .4 
Avg. duration 3 .1 4.4 2.8 2.9 3.6 3.4 5.3 
Percentage of time 10.0 6.3 2.2 2.3 6 .1 s.s 

Statistical outliers arc~ underlined. 
* In minutes for f'ach activity category. 



Table 1 (continued) 
Analysis of the atronological Record 

Unit of Analysis Alpha Beta Gmmla Delta Epsilon Total Mean Standard 
Deviation 

Announcements 
Sessions 3 2 3 4 12 2.4 1.5 
Total time 3 4 3 6 16 3.2 2.2 
Avg. duration 1 2 1 1.5 1.3 .5 
Percentage of time • 1 .1 .1 .2 .1 

Tours 
Sessions 13 4 16 3 8 44 8.8 5.6 
Total time 253 98 537 97 99 1084 216.8 191.2 
Avg. duration 19.5 24. 5 JJ.6 32.3 12.4 24.6 17.2 
Percentage of time 7.5 3.0 18.8 3.4 3.3 7.1 

Monitoring 
Sessions 5 7 4 2 9 27 5.4 2.7 
Total time 46 120 25 22 185 398 79.6 71.0 
Avg. duration 9.2 17.1 6.3 ll 20.6 14.7 10.0 
Percentage of time 1.4 3.7 .9 .8 6 .1 2.6 

Trips -....J 

Sessions 1 1 2 .4 .5 -....J 

Total time 492 175 667 133.5 214.3 
Avg. duration 492 175 333.5 224.2 
Percentage of time 17.2 6.1 4.3 

Observations 
Sessions 1 2 12 4 19 3.8 4.8 
Total time 18 75 95 143 331 66.2 58 .1 
Avg. duration 18 37.5 7.9 35.75 17.4 19.8 
Percentage of time .5 2.3 3.3 5.0 2.2 

Personal 
Sessions 7 5 13 5 8 38 7.6 3.3 
Total time 58 67 iO 147 113 455 91.0 37.8 
Avg. duration 8.3 13 .4 5.4 29.4 14 .1 12.0 18.6 
Percentage of time 1.7 2 .1 2.4 '). l 3.7 3.0 

Statistical outliers are underlined. 
* In minutes for ea~h activity cat~gory. 
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participated in 426 activities during the week, or an average of 85.2 

activities during the school day. 

Caution should be exercised if comparing the weekly average of 426 

activities found in this study with Martin's (1980) figure of 746, 

Willis' (1980) average of 302.1, Mintzberg's (1973) average of 109.4, or 

Pitner's (1978) activity average of 146. Two explanations are 

offered. First, while all researchers used a structured observation 

methodology, their definitions and number of classification categories 

were not identical. Furthermore, some activities were counted in one 

study which were excluded in another. 

Martin (1980, p. 117) postulated that activity total was a function 

of management level, i.e., the higher the management level, the more 

insulated the manager and the fewer activities with which he or she was 

involved. His principals were middle managers with a daily activity 

total of 149.2, between Guest's (1956) foremen, with 583 separate daily 

incidents, and Mintzberg's (1973) chief executives, with 21.9 daily 

tasks. As expected for such figures, the mean duration of activities 

was longer as one moved to higher management level. Following this 

argument, suburban principals fall in the management hierarchy between 

Martin's princpals and Mintzberg's executives on both daily activity 

totals and mean activity duration. 

A review of the total time and activities for each principal failed 

to reveal any pattern or striking similarities. Likewise, major 

differences were not evident. 
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Eleven different categories or work activities were performed by 

the principals. All five categories in Mintzberg's (1973) 

classification scheme, as well as six additional categories found in 

Martin's (1980) study, were observed and adopted for use. The latter 

study included two additional categories, processing and teaching, which 

were not observed for the five suburban principals. The grand total of 

2,130 activities among the five principals could adequately be described 

using the 11 categories. 

Table 1 provides a breakdown of the total time and number of 

activities by each of the 11 work categories. For each category, the 

table presents the number of sessions, total time, m~an duration, and 

percentage of total time. After hours work is not included in these 

figures. It is analyzed separately later in this chapter. 

Data from the contact record are also introduced at this point to 

provide inclusive information and continuity to the analysis on each 

activity that involved some form of personal contact. Tables 2 through 

13 present analysis of the suburban principal's contact activities 

relative to the following factors: number and type of participants, the 

source of initiation, the activity locus, and the purpose of the 

activity. The analysis of each type of contact includes the number of 

each, the time of each, and the corresponding percent for both. 

Therefore, if a particular activity occupied a large percentage of time 

but a low percentage of number, its duration would be longer than 

average, and it could be said that the activity was more 

organizationally complex. 
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Information on each contact activity is discussed and analyzed in 

sequential order as the activity appears on the chronological record. 

Desk work typically occurred within the principal's office and 

involved processing correspondence, reading mail and reports, and 

writing notes. The suburban high school principal averaged 23.8 

sessions in desk work during the week, averaging 23.1 minutes each for 

17.7% of the total time on the job. This compares to the 16.0% in 

Martin's study (1980) and to the 22.5% total time in desk work recorded 

for Willis' principals (1980). Gamma and Delta had the lowest amount of 

time devoted to desk work. Gannna was out of his school for one full day 

on a trip, and he preferred touring to sitting. Delta clearly delayed 

desk work until the end of the day and then only for brief periods. She 

would often complete paperwork during a meeting, particularly when 

scheduled away from her school. The highest percent of time for desk 

work was recorded for Alpha and Beta. Both used their office as a 

center for conununications but unique to Alpha was the time spent 

organizing and writing a grant proposal and developing a budget estimate 

for funding the creation of a photo laboratory. 

The exchange represented a face-to-face verbal communication 

between the principal and another person lasting no more than one minute 

in duration. This was the most frequently observed activity (43.2%) of 

the suburban high school principal. Martin (1980) also found the 

exchange, at 36.3% of all activities, as the most popular activity among 

principals he studied. Many exchange activities occurred in less than 
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one minute. Since the smallest unit of time in the study was one 

minute, however, all exchanges were analyzed as one minute in 

duration. Thus, the total number of minutes equals the total number of 

exchanges. For example, referring to Table 2, Alpha recorded 52 

exchange activities with her secretary which also represents a total of 

52 minutes. This figure represents 31.1% of all her exchanges as well 

as her total time on this activity with her secretary. No category 

exists for the number of participants since almost all exchanges were 

dyadic in nature. 

Although the exchange occurred most frequently, Table 1 shows that 

the minute or less duration resulted in this activity using only 6.0% of 

the suburban principal's time. Participants internal to the individual 

school were involved in 90.9% of all exchanges. The proximity of the 

principal's secretary and frequency of contact with the principal 

resulted in the secretary as the giver or receiver of 24.8% of all 

exchanges. Three other most frequent participants in exchanges with the 

surburban principal were the school administrators, teachers, and 

students. Verbal communication with parents, citizens, superiors, 

central office, school finance, guidance personnel, and, to a lesser 

degree, peers were over matters that required more time than the brevity 

of this activity permitted. Courtesy alone required an activity to last 

longer than one minute when speaking with one's boss or a visiting 

parent. 

Initiation of exchanges was fairly equally divided between parties, 

with the edge, 54.1% going to the principals. Further analysis of this 
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Table 2 

U.CBABGES 
Number & Percent by Subject 

Unit of An.alyaia Alpha Beta c-a Delta Epsilon Total Hean 

Totals 
Number 167 208 145 217 183 920 184.0 
Time in minutes 167 208 145 217 183 920 184.0 

No./Time No./Time No./Time No./Time No. /Time 
Particieants 

School admin. 38/22 .8 34/16.3 29/20.0 23/10 .6 49/26.6 173 34 .6/18 .8 
Secretary 52/31.l 49 /23 .6 19/13.l 39/18.0 69/37 .5 228 45 .6 /24 .8 
Teacher 28/16.8 34/16.3 31 /21.4 31/14.3 23 /12. 5 14 7 29.4/16.0 
Student 17/10.2 41/19.7 24/16 .6 37/17.1 20/11.4 139 27.8/15.l 
Parent/Cocmunity 2 I l. 2 3/1.4 13 /9 .0 3/1.4 2 /1.1 23 4.6/2.5 
Peer l I .6 3/1.4 8/5 .5 27/12.4 39 7 .8/4 .2 
Superior 8/3. 7 8 1.6/ .9 
School support 13 /7 .8 11 /5 .3 11 /7 .6 12/5 .5 9/4 .9 56 11.2/6.l 
Central office 9/5 .4 18/8. 7 1/.7 3/1.4 31 6.2/3.4 
Inside, other l I .6 l I .5 l I. 5 1/.5 4 .8/ .4 
Finance officer 1 I .6 5/2 .4 1/.7 8/3. 7 6/3. 3 21 4.2/2.3 
Guidance 3/1 .8 9/4 .3 5/3 .4 6 /2 .8 4/2 .2 27 5 .4/2 .9 
Outside system 2/1.2 3/2. I 19/8.8 24 4.8/2.6 

Initiation 
Principal 77 /46. l 102/49.0 71/49.0 154 /71.0 94/51.6 498 99.6/54.l 
Other 90/53.9 106/51.0 74/51.0 63/29.0 89 /48 .4 422 84.4/45.9 

Place 
-OU ice 49/29 .3 82 /39 .4 19/13.1 10 /4 .6 55/30.4 215 43/23 .4 

Office proximity 77 /46 .l 43/20.7 25/17.2 84 /38. 7 90/48 .9 319 63.6/34.6 
Hallway 17/10.2 53/25 .5 51/35.2 33/15.2 16 /8 . 7 170 34.0/18.5 
Classroom 2 /1.2 18/12 .4 11 /5 .1 3 /! .6 34 6.8/3.7 
Cafeteria 7 /4. 2 3/1.4 6/4. I 10/4 .6 12 /6. 5 38 7.6/4.1 
Gym/Auditorium I I. 7 4/1.8 6 /3 .3 l l 2.2/1.2 
Inside, other 3 /l .8 3/1 .4 13/9.0 12/5.5 l I. 5 32 6.4/3.5 
Outside school 2/1.2 4/1.9 I I. 7 l I .5 8 l .6 I. 9 
Outside, off school 10/6.0 20/9.6 11/7.6 52/24.0 93 18.6/10.l 

Puq~ose 

Management/Direction 52/31.l 62 /29 .8 43/29.7 75 /34. 6 90/48. 9 322 64 .4 /35 .0 
Student control 13/7 .8 54/26.0 19/13.l 12 /5. 5 19/10.3 11 7 23.4/12.7 
Student BC ti Viti e S 12/7.2 17/8.2 9/6. 2 26/12.0 24/13.0 88 17.6/9.6 
Personnel 16/9.6 23/11.l 10 /6. 9 13/6.0 22/12.0 84 16.8/9.1 
Inst rue t iona l 21/12.6 9/4 .3 18/12.4 28/12 .9 6/3 .3 82 16.4/8.9 
School community 9/5 .4 2 /1.0 6/4 .1 4/1.8 3 /l .6 24 4.8/2.6 
Finances 8/4 .8 8/3 .8 2/l .4 l /. 5 4/2. 2 23 4 .6 /2. 5 
Visibility/Social 33/19.8 29/13.9 37/25.5 56/25 .8 15 /8. 2 l 70 34/18.5 
Pupil personnel 3/1 .8 4/1.9 1/.7 2/ .9 10 2 I l .1 
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subcategory shows that Delta's 71.0% initiated activities clearly give 

the principals the edge. Without her participation, the other party 

would have initiated the activity 2.2% more often than the principal. 

Exchanges were made 76.5% of the time within or near the 

principal's office and in the halls. This 1s expected when analysis 

shows that these are the three most frequented locations where the 

principal spends his/her time (see Table 17). 

The majority, 53.5% of all exchanges are directed toward 

maintaining and directing the school (35.0%) and interacting on a social 

basis (18.5%). When directing the school, exchanges occur as 

acknowledgements, approval, or giving information to another on school 

matters. Social exchanges are less formal, often display humor, are 

seldom school matters, and are frequently generated by asking the other, 

"How's it going?" 

Table 1 reveals that the suburban principal averaged 184.0 

exchanges per week. Gamma had the fewest at 145 and Delta the most at 

217. This mean figure is lower than the 271 exchanges in Martin's study 

(1980). Two explanations are offered. First, suburban principals spend 

considerably more time 1n scheduled meetings both in and out of 

school. Because these meetings were more formal and did not involve 

familiar in-school subordinates, fewer exchanges were recorded. Also, 

suburban principals spend less total time in monitoring and touring 

activities which occur in the high density areas of the school including 

the halls, cafeteria, and main entrances. In such locations, the 

frequency of exchanges 1s high, often one person interrupting another. 
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Unscheduled meetings were spontaneous, unplanned contacts between 

the principal and one or more others lasting over one minute in 

duration. Table 1 reveals that the unscheduled meeting was second only 

to the exchange in number of activities and second to scheduled meetings 

on the amount of time invested by the suburban principal. The 

principals participated in a weekly average of 121.8 unscheduled 

meetings with a mean time of 6.4 minutes per activity. Over 780 minutes 

or 25.4% of the principal's time occurred in this medium. This activity 

could be dubbed the "long exchange." It was less formal than its 

counterpart, the scheduled meeting. Any topics qualified for 

discussion. The spontaneity of the activity promoted information 

exchange instead of planning. This activity could be as informal as a 

75 second discussion on the weather in the hall between the principal 

and a teacher or as formal as a 61 minute unexpected conference with the 

superintendent. Martin (1980) observed unscheduled meetings occupied 

27.5% of the principal's time. While the total time for this activity 

was similar in both studies, Martin observed twice the number of weekly 

meetings, 244.2, with an average duration of 3.4 minutes. Despite the 

clear preference for unscheduled meetings (609 activity total) over 

scheduled meetings (89), suburban principals spent more time in 

scheduled meetings (3,990 minutes) than in the unscheduled activity 

(3,901 minutes). 

A closer look at Table 1 shows considerable variation among 

subjects in percentage of total time devoted to this activity. However, 

much less disparity exists when the total time for scheduled and 
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unscheduled meetings is combined for each principal and then compared. 

All but Gannna, then, fall within 4% of one another. Whether the 

principal selects the scheduled or unscheduled milleau in which to 

communicate appeared to be largely a matter of personal preference. 

An analysis of the data found in Tables 3 and 4 provides detailed 

information relative to the number of participants, the character of the 

participant, the party initiating the activity, the locus of activity, 

and the primary purpose. Dual entries in each cell of Table 3 provide 

first the total number of activities and secondly, the total time in 

minutes for the subcategory. For example, reference the subcategory 

"initiation" of activity for Alpha. The principal initiated 66 

unscheduled meetings for a total of 475 minutes. The information in 

Table 3 is then provided as percentages in Table 4. Referring to Table 

4 in the corresponding cell, the 66 activities represented 48.9% of 

Alpha's unscheduled meetings; the 475 minutes equated to 41.6% of the 

total time she spent in this activity. 

Three out of four of all unscheduled meetings (74.4%) with the 

suburban high school principal involved one other person. 

Communications between the principal and groups of more than five people 

occurred in only 2.8% of the meetings and occupied 5.0% of the total 

time in this activity. The other party initiated more unscheduled 

meetings (52.1 percent) than did the principals. 

School faculty and staff participated in 91.4% of the unscheduled 

meetings which consumed 88.4% of the principal's time. Involved most 

with the principal's time were the school administrators (32.5%), the 
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Table 3 

UNSCHEDULED tEETillGS 
Number & Duration in Minutes 

Unit of Analysis Alpha Beta c-a Delta !pailoo Total Hean 

Totals 
Number 135 151 105 100 118 609 121 .8 
Time in minutes 1143 976 562 462 758 3901 780.l 

No. /Time No./Tirne No./Time No. /Time No. /Time No./Time No./Time 
No. of Particieants 

1 104/803 123/716 63 /352 69/348 94/546 453/2765 90 .6 /553 
2 21/216 18/128 19/101 21 /71 14 /85 93/601 18.6/120.2 
3-5 9/122 7 /79 17 /67 7 /24 6/47 46/339 9.2/67.8 
Small group 2/50 3/9 I /2 2/46 8/107 1.6/21.4 
Large group 1/2 l /3 3/33 2/17 2/34 9/89 l.8/17.8 

Particieants 
School admin. 50/508 44/285 25/142 15/91 44/242 178/1268 35 .6/253 .6 
Secretary 9/28 14/48 2/6 15 /S4 5/18 45/154 9/30.B 
Teacher 25/113 37 /175 27 /114 33/130 30/176 152 /708 30 .4/141 .6 
Student 10/52 22 /l 80 10/46 15/55 7 /32 64/365 12 .8/73 
Parent/Community 2/12 3/47 5/37 l /3 2/6 13/105 2 .6 /21 
Peer l /2 4/21 l /2 l /26 7 /51 1.4/10 .2 
Superior 2/77 3/8 l /5 6/90 1.2/18 
School support 14 /108 4/12 14/65 6/39 l /5 39/229 7 .3/45 .8 
Central office 4/36 3/14 2 /15 l /27 6/70 16 /l 62 3.2/32 .4 
Inside, other 4/53 4/91 2 /24 3/22 9 /91 22 /281 4.4/56.2 
Finance officer 5/19 2/9 4 /16 2/8 6/14 19/66 3.8/13.2 
Guidance 7 /130 14 /98 8/69 3/19 5 /64 37 /380 7 .4 /76 
Outside system 2/5 4/17 2/7 2/4 l /9 11 /42 2.2/8.4 

Initiation 
Principal 66/475 59/297 63 /320 48/190 56 /36 7 292/1649 58.4/329.8 
Other 69/668 92 /6 79 42 /242 52 /2 72 62 /391 317/2252 63 .4/4'50 .4 

Place 
---OU ice 59/470 83 /630 22I154 18I124 42 /23 7 224/1615 44 .8/323 

Office proximity 4 7 /435 27 /145 15/86 38/168 50/316 l 77 /1150 35 .4/230 
Hall 11 /38 15/72 18/79 14/5 7 7 /25 65 /2 71 13/54 .2 
Classroom 7 /38 2 /5 11 /73 9 /27 3/15 32/158 6.4/31.6 
Cafeteria 3/26 7 /52 8/25 8/31 26/134 5.2/26.8 
Gym/Auditorium l /3 3/16 4/19 .8 /3 .8 
Inside, other 2/30 7 /38 32 /136 6/34 47 /238 9.4/47.6 
Outside school 8/27 2/10 l /4 l /9 12/50 2 .4/10 
Outside, off school 6/106 2/7 4/21 3/7 7 /125 22/266 4.4/53.2 

Pureose 
Management/Direction 2 7 /188 41/227 25/135 32 /142 32 /166 157 /858 31.4/171.6 
Student control 18/189 49 /315 14 /86 2/9 20/125 103/724 20 .6/144 .8 
Student activities 14 /87 14/6 7 19/99 16/46 17 /79 80/378 16/75 .6 
Personnel 11 /89 10/92 6/26 12 /81 18/88 5 7 /3 76 11.4/75.2 
Instructional 32/355 10/129 16/90 17 /72 8/72 83/718 16.6/143.6 
School community 3/15 4/30 2/16 1 /4 10/65 2/13 
Finances ll /132 l /6 3/13 3/8 18/159 3 .6/31 .8 
Visibility/Social 10/54 15/85 15/70 13 /53 14/142 67 /404 13 .4 /80 .8 
Other 3/20 3/20 .6/4 
Pupil personnel 9/34 11 /55 3/13 6/43 2/54 31/199 6.2/39.8 
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Table 4 

UNSCHEDULED MEETINGS 
Percent of Number & Percent of Time 

Unit of Analysis Alpha Beta c-.a Delta Epsilon Hean 

No. Time No. Time No. Time No. Time No. Time No. Time 
No. of Partici2ants 

1 77 .0 70.3 81.5 73.4 60.0 62.6 69.0 75.3 79.7 72 .0 74 .4 70.9 
2 15.6 18.9 11.9 13 .I 18.1 18.0 21.0 15 .4 11.9 11.2 15.3 15.4 
3-5 6.7 10.7 4.6 8. I 16.2 11 . 9 7.0 5.2 5. I 6.2 7.6 8.7 
Sma 11 group 1.3 5 .1 2.9 1.6 1.0 .4 1 . 7 6. 1 1.3 2. 7 
Larg<' grour .7 .2 .7 .3 2.9 5.9 2.0 3.7 I . 7 4.5 1.5 2. 3 

Partici2ants 
School admi.n. 37.0 44.4 29. I 29.2 23.8 25.3 15.0 19. 7 37.3 31.9 29.2 32. 5 
Secretary 6.7 2.4 9.3 4.9 1.9 1.1 15.0 11 . 7 4.2 2.4 7.4 3.9 
Teacher 18.5 9.9 24 .5 17.9 25.7 20.3 33.0 28. I 25.4 23.2 25.0 18 .1 
Student 7.4 4.5 14 .6 18.4 9.5 8.2 15.0 11.9 5.9 4.2 10.5 9.4 
Parent/Community 1.5 1.0 2.0 4.8 4.8 6.6 1.0 .7 I. 7 .8 2.1 2.7 
Peer .7 .2 3.8 3.7 1.0 .4 .8 3.4 1.1 1.3 
Superior 1.5 6.7 3.0 I. 7 .8 . 7 1.0 2.3 
School support 10.4 9.4 2.6 1.2 13.3 11.6 6.0 8.4 .8 .7 6.4 5.9 
Central office 3.0 3.1 2.0 1.4 1.9 2.7 1.0 5.8 5 .1 9.2 2.6 4.2 
Inside, other 3.0 4.6 2.6 9.3 1.9 4.3 3.0 4.8 7 .6 12.0 3.6 7. 2 
Finance officer 3.7 I. 7 1.3 .9 3.8 2.8 2.0 1. 7 5.1 1.8 3. 1 1. 7 
Guidance 5.2 11.4 9.3 10 .1 7.6 12. 3 3.0 4. I 4 .2 8.4 6 .1 9. 7 
Other, outside system 1.5 .4 2.6 1. 7 1.9 1.2 2.0 .9 .8 1.2 l.B I. I 

Initiation 
Principal 48.9 41.6 39. I 30.4 60.0 56.9 48.0 41 . I 47.5 48.4 4i.9 42.3 
Other 51.1 58.4 60.9 69.6 40.0 43. I 52 .o 58.9 52. 5 51.6 52 .1 5 7. 7 

Place 
Office 43.7 41.1 55.0 64 .5 21 .o 27.4 18.0 26.8 3'.> .6 31.3 36.8 41.4 
Office proximity 34 .8 38.1 17.9 14.9 14. 3 15. 3 38.0 36.4 42.4 41 . 7 29. I 29.5 
Hall1.1ay 8 .1 3.3 9.9 7.4 1 7. I 14 . 1 14 .o 12. 3 5. 9 3.3 I 0. 7 6.9 
Classroom 5.2 3.3 1.3 .5 10.5 13.0 9.0 5.8 2. 5 2 .0 5.2 4 .1 
Cafeteria 2.2 2.3 4.6 5.3 8.0 5.4 6.8 4 .1 4.3 3.4 
Gym/ Audi tor ium 1.0 . 5 3.0 3.5 .7 .5 
Inside, other 1.5 2.6 4.6 3.9 30.5 24. 2 6.0 7.4 7.7 6 .1 
Outside, school 4.6 2.8 1.9 1.8 1.0 .9 .8 1.2 2.0 I. 3 
Outside, off schoo 1 4.4 9.2 2.0 • 7 3.8 3.7 3.0 1.5 5.9 16.5 3.6 6.8 

Puq~ose 
Management/Direction 20.0 16.4 27.2 23.3 23.8 24.0 32 .0 30.7 2 7 .1 21. 9 25.8 22 .o 
Student control 13 .3 16.5 32.5 32.3 13 .3 15. 3 2.0 1 . 9 16.9 16.5 16.9 18.6 
Student activities 10.4 7.6 7.3 6.9 18 .1 17.6 16.0 10.0 14.4 .5 13 .1 9.7 
Personn~l 8 .1 7 .8 6.6 9.4 5. 7 4.6 12.0 17.5 15.3 11.6 9.4 9.6 
lnstructio!1 23.7 31.1 6.6 13.2 15.2 16.0 1 7 . () 15.6 6.8 9.5 13 .6 18.4 
School community 2.2 1.3 3.8 5.3 2.0 3.5 .8 .5 1.6 I. 7 
Finances 8. I 11.5 .7 .6 2.9 2. 3 2.5 1.1 3.0 4 .1 
Visibility/Social 7.4 4.7 9.9 8.7 14 .3 12. 5 13.0 11.5 11.9 18.7 11.0 10.4 
Other 2.5 2.6 .5 .5 
Pupil personnel 6.7 3.0 7.3 5.6 2.9 2.3 6.0 9.3 I. 7 7 .1 5 .1 5 .1 
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teachers (18.1%), the guidance department (9.7%), and students (9.4%). 

The more organizationally-complex and longer-lasting meetings occurred 

between the principals and their superiors (15.0 minutes average), 

guidance personnel (10.3 minutes average), and central office personnel 

(10.1 minutes average). 

The principal's office, main office, and halls provided the 

location for 76.6% of the number and 77.8% of the total time in 

unscheduled meetings. The difference in percents in the hall 

subcategory highlight the simplicity or brevity of the interaction. The 

average unscheduled meeting was 4.2 minutes in the hall where activities 

were frequently interrupted. In the office or near to the office, 

meetings lasted for 7.2 and 6.5 minutes respectively. When unscheduled 

meetings were recorded away from school, they occurred as an interrupted 

activity or as an opportunity to seize the moment and take advantage of 

the other's presence. A total of 27 unscheduled meetings away from the 

school averaged 12.l minutes, almost twice the mean time for this 

activity. The opportunity to speak face-to-face with a person not 

readily available on a daily basis probably prompted the longer 

interaction. 

Time in connnunications related to maintenance and direction 

(22.0%), student control (18.6%), and instruction (18.4%) accounted for 

59.0% of the total time spent in unscheduled meetings. The longest 

meetings were related to the instructional program, 8.7 minutes, and 

finances, 8.8 minutes. Spontaneous meetings related to the student 
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activity program were the shortest in duration, averaging 4.7 minutes. 

All other purpose categories approximated the mean time of 6.4 minutes. 

The scheduled meeting was planned in advance and occurred at a 

mutually agreed upon location. Table 1 reveals that suburban principals 

participated in an average of 17.8 sessions during the week, with a mean 

duration of 44.8 minutes, accounting for 26.0% of their total hours on 

the job. In other words, approximately one in every four minutes of the 

principal's time was spent in a scheduled meeting. This percentage of 

total time is considerably higher than the 17.3% observed by Martin 

(1980) and the 12.6% reported by Willis (1980). It is, however, lower 

than the 59.0% time investment reported for chief executives in 

Mintzberg's study (1973). The average duration of scheduled meetings 

and the lack of interruptions for this activity, insulated the 

participants from other activities. The increased time in scheduled 

meetings is, in part, an explanation for the lower number of total 

activities when compared to the Martin and Willis studies. 

Further explanation of Table 1 shows that time in scheduled 

meetings for Alpha, Epsilon, and Beta was near the mean of 798 

minutes. However, Gam:na and Delta represent the low and high ends at 

473 and 1,231 minutes respectively and, therefore, establish a wide 

range of 758 minutes. The major differences were idiosyncratic to their 

leadership and management styles. Gamma preferred to gather and 

disseminate information through touring. He seldom chose the planned, 

more formal activity for communications. In fact, only one of his 14 
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scheduled meetings was initiated by him and that was his weekly staff 

meeting. Delta, however, was involved daily in planned meetings to 

inform and be informed from in-school personnel and representatives from 

significant groups within the school. More than half of her meetings 

were initiated by herself. A comparison of the nature of scheduled 

meetings between Gamma and Delta shows very little evidence that the 

calendar initiated the activity. In other words, there was no evidence 

that one principal's scheduled time was impacted significantly over 

another's due to meetings scheduled beyond his or her control as a 

result of the time of the school year or the particular week of 

observation. 

The content of scheduled meetings varied considerably for the 

principals. All principals held weekly staff meetings to review coming 

events, update and discuss recent or present problems, make staff 

assignments, and to provide an opportunity for informal discussion. 

Processing information was the primary activity observed in staff 

meetings. Administrators freely exchanged information among themselves 

and generally participated by initiating topics or reacting to those 

presented by the principal. Planning was observed, but more often the 

principal would delegate long-range activities to committees and 

conununicate with the chairperson. Examples include a school self-study, 

school anniversary celebration, homecoming, and a school clean-up 

campaign. 

Other scheduled meetings within the school included parent 

conferences, parent coffees, faculty meetings, faculty advisory 
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committee meetings, department chairperson meetings, class and student 

government officer meetings, and conferences with individual teachers, 

students, and school support personnel. 

Most out-of-school meetings were cyclic, scheduled well in advance 

and recurred on a weekly or monthly basis. These included pyramid 

meetings to plan, promote, and conduct cooperative activities with those 

neighboring elementary and intermediate school communities within the 

high school boundary. All suburban principals regularly attended 

district council meetings (to plan interscholastic athletic and academic 

activities), the high school principal meetings, and meetings with their 

superiors. Other meetings occurred which were unique to individual 

principals. They included meeting nearby university officials to 

discuss staff development, attendance at luncheons where topics focused 

on curriculum, participation on a superintendent's advisory council, and 

selection to a central office committee to study and recommend changes 

in a personnel classification issue. 

The data on Tables 5 and 6 illustrate that almost half (44.9%) of 

the suburban principal's scheduled meetings involved just one other 

person. There were 40 such meetings lasting an average of 26.9 minutes 

each and accounting for 26.9% of the principal's total time in this 

activity. Planned meetings with groups larger than ten members was the 

second highest subcategory represented, requiring 39.8% of the 

principal's time. These meetings were usually with their peers, outside 

their school, initiated by a chairperson or superior, and lasting an 

average of 83.6 minutes in duration. Meetings between the principal and 
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Table 5 

SCHEDULED MEETINGS 
Number & Duration in Minutes 

Unit of Analyaia Alpha Beta c-a Delta Epsilon Total Hean 

Totals 
Number 15 25 14 16 19 89 17 .8 
Time in minutes 629 711 473 1231 946 3990 798.0 

No. /Timo? No./Timc No./Time No./Time No./Time No./Time No./Time 
No. of Partici2ants 

1 8/2% 12/266 9/213 4 /111 7 /186 40 / l 074 a1214 .e 
2 3/82 l /16 I /38 2/5 7 /141 1.4/28 .~ 
3-5 2/102 6/122 6/483 14/707 2.8/141 .4 
Small group 2/39 3/93 2/48 1 /177 1 /123 9/480 l .8 /96 
Large group 3/192 l /148 2/196 4/422 9/630 l 9 /1588 3.8/317 .f: 

Partici2ants 
School admin. 2/39 4/131 2/27 2/232 l /120 ll /549 2 .2/109 .s 
Teacher 3/69 8/2 71 4/68 6/247 2/217 23/872 4 .6/174 .4 
Student 2/30 7 /110 2/27 2/88 6/14 7 l 9 /402 3.8/80.4 
Parent/Community 3/132 3/29 1/93 7 /254 1.4/50.8 
Peer l /178 2/279 4/282 7 /739 1.4/147.8 
Superior l /3 1 /103 l /54 3 /160 .6 /32 .0 
School support l /3 7 l /10 2/47 .4 /9 .4 
Central office l /99 l /148 2/247 .4/49.4 
Inside, other 1/48 2/130 3/131 6/309 1.2/61 .8 
Finance officer l /15 l /15 .2 /3 .o 
Outside system l /31 2/22 l /10 2/294 2/39 8/396 1.6/79 .2 

Initiation 
Principal 4/253 l 9 /505 l /11 9/)16 8/222 41 /1507 8.2/301.4 
Other 11/376 6/206 13/462 7 /715 11 /724 48/2483 9.6/4%.6 

Place 
Office 5/72 20/425 8/99 4/111 9/193 46 /900 9.2/180 

Off ice proximity 7 /395 4/138 l /11 5/371 l /120 18/1035 3.6/207 
Classroom l /15 2/130 2/113 3/51 8/309 1.6/61.8 
Inside, other l /63 l /63 .2/12.5 
Outside, off school 2/14 7 1 /148 3/233 4/573 6/582 16/1683 3.2/336.6 

Pur2ose 
Management/Direction 2/29 l /53 3/121 7 /670 4/228 17/1101 3.4/220.2 
Student control 3/97 10 /144 l /11 l /51 l 5 /303 3.0/60.6 
Student activities l /48 l /2 3/42 2/88 4/23 l l /203 2.2/40.6 
Personnel 3/145 2 /159 l /12 3/49 9/365 1 .8 /7 3 
Instructional 3/226 10/338 2/49 6/422 3/184 24/1219 4.8/243.6 
School community 2/54 l /15 l /93 l /123 5/285 l /5i 
Finances I /15 l /30 2/45 .4/9 
Visibility/Socisl l /180 l /180 .2/36 
Other 2/130 2 /12 9 4/259 .8/51 .8 
Pupil personnel l /30 l /30 .2/6 
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Table 6 

SCHKDULED tEETIBGS 
Percent of Number & Percent of Time 

Unit of Analysis Alpha leta c.-a Delta Epsilon Hean 

No. Time No. Time No. Time No. Time No. Time No. Time 
No. of Partici2ants 

1 53.3 47.1 48 37.4 64 .3 45.0 25.0 9.0 42 .1 19.9 44.9 26.9 
2 12 11.5 7 .1 3.4 6.3 3.1 10.5 .5 7.9 3.5 
3-5 13 .3 16.2 24 17.2 37.5 39.2 15.7 1 7. 7 
Small gr our 13.3 6.2 12 13 .1 14.3 10 .1 6.3 14 .4 5.3 13 .0 10 .1 12 .0 
Large gr c ''>' 20.0 30.5 4 20.8 14. 3 41.4 25.0 34 .3 42.l 66.6 21.3 39.8 

Part ic i.eants 
School adn:i n. 13. 3 6.2 16 18.4 14 .3 5.7 12.5 18.8 5.3 12.7 12.4 13.8 
Teacher 20.0 11.0 32 38.1 28.6 14.4 37.5 20 .1 10.5 22.9 25.8 21.9 
Student 13 .3 4.8 28 15.5 14.3 5.7 12. ') 7 .1 31.6 15.5 21.3 10 .1 
Parent/Community 20.0 21.0 12 4 .1 7 .1 19. 7 7.9 6.4 
Peer 6.7 28.3 12.5 22. 7 21.1 29.8 7.9 18.5 
Superior 6.7 .5 7 .1 21.8 6.3 4.4 3.4 4.0 
School support 6.3 3.0 5.3 1.1 2.2 1.2 
Central office 6. 7 15.7 4 20.8 2.2 6.2 
Inside, other 6.7 7.6 14 .3 27.5 15.8 13.8 6.7 7.7 
Finance officer 7.1 3.2 1.1 .4 
Other, outside system 6.7 4.9 8 3.1 7.1 2. 1 12.5 23.9 10.5 4 .1 9.0 9.9 

Initiation 
Principal 26.7 40.2 76 71.0 7.1 2.3 56.3 41.9 42.l 23.5 46.1 37.8 
Other 73.3 59.8 24 29.0 92.9 97.7 43. 7 58. l 57.9 76.5 53.9 62.2 

Place 
Off ice 33.3 11.4 80 59.8 5 7 .1 20.9 25.0 9.0 47.4 20.4 51. 7 22. 6 
Office proximity 46. 7 62.8 16 19 .4 7 .1 2.3 31.3 30 .1 5.3 12 • 7 20.2 25.9 
Classroom 6.7 2.4 14.3 27.5 12. 5 9.2 15.8 5.4 9.0 7. 7 
Inside, other 6.3 5 .1 1.1 1.6 
Outside, 0 ff school 13 .3 23.4 4 20.8 21.4 49.3 25.0 46.5 31.6 61.5 18.0 42.2 

Pu q~ose 
Management/Direction 13. 3 4.6 4 7.5 21.4 25.6 41.2 54 .4 21.1 24 .1 19. I 27.6 
Student control 20.0 15.4 40 20.2 7.1 2.3 5.9 4 .1 16.9 7 .6 
Student activities 6.7 7.6 4 .3 21.4 8.9 11.8 7 .1 21.1 2.4 12 .4 5 . 1 
Personnel 20.0 23.l 8 22.4 7.1 2.5 15.8 5.2 10 .1 9 .1 
Instruction 20.0 35.9 40 47.5 14 .3 10.4 41.2 34 .3 15.8 19.5 27.0 30 .6 
School community 13.3 8.6 4 2 .1 7 .1 19.7 5.3 13.0 5.6 7 .1 
Financ<:>s 7.1 3.2 5.3 3.2 2.2 1.1 
Social 5.3 19.0 1.1 4.5 
Other 14.3 27.5 10.S 13 .6 4.5 6.5 
Pupil personnel 6.7 4.8 1.1 .8 
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two other persons occurred only seven times (7.9%) and were of 

relatively short duration compared to all others (20.1 minutes). 

For 71.7% of all scheduled meetings, participants were in-school 

personnel, occupying 61.3% of the suburban principal's time devoted to 

that activity. Meetings with teachers and students were most frequent 

(47.1%) with teacher discussions more complex than those with students, 

the former lasting an average of 37.9 minutes, the latter lasting 21.2 

minutes. All communication with the secretary was spontaneous and 

unscheduled. The difference in percentages between percent of number 

and percent of time is greatest for meetings with peers and central 

office personnel. Although few meetings took place, the average 

duration for each was disproportionately high. Meetings with peers 

averaged 105.6 minutes whereas those with central office personnel 

lasted even longer for an average of 123.5 minutes. 

More planned meetings were initiated by others (53.9%) than by the 

principals themselves. Of interest is the fact that principal-initiated 

meetings lasted for an average of 36.8 minutes (37.8% of time in 

scheduled meetings) whereas when the other party requested the meeting, 

the average duration was 51.7 minutes. 

Virtually all in-school meetings took place in the principal's 

office or the nearby conference room. Office meetings were considerably 

shorter (19.7 minutes) than those in the conference room (57.5 

minutes). This may be explained since the principal usually met with 

one or a very small group of people in his office and so appeared to be 
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more able to concentrate on the few individuals and exercise greater 

control over the meeting. 

The 16 meetings off school grounds (18%) occupied 1,683 minutes or 

42.2% of time devoted to this medium. Travel time was included in these 

figures. Comparing the average duration of all in-school meetings (31.3 

minutes) against all out-of-school meetings (105.2 minutes) shows that 

meetings requiring the principal to travel lasted three times longer 

than those at the principal's school. 

The more organizationally complex meetings had as their purpose 

discussion on topics related to instruction and maintenance/ 

direction. Instructional activities related to managing and improving 

the school's instructional program. Maintenance/direction activities 

included those related to the general operation of the school. The 

combined 46.1% of all meetings were scheduled for these two purposes and 

required 58.2% of the principal's time in this activity. 

Conferences with students and parents over disciplinary matters 

constituted the main portion of the 16.9% of scheduled meetings related 

to student control. 

A brief comparison with Martin's (1980) results on scheduled 

meetings shows suburban principals radically departing from the observed 

behavior of the five eastern Pennsylvania principals. Nowhere does 

Martin discuss principals meeting with peers or central office 

personnel. His use of the subcategory "outside" is not defined as being 

on or off school grounds. In Martin's study, the outside subcategory 

for scheduled meetings represented only 2.6% of the total activity 
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number and 6.9% of the total activity time. Assuming "outside" as 

analogous to off school grounds, the suburban principal spends a 

comparative 18.0% and 42.2% correspondingly. Interpreting these figures 

would place the suburban principal out of the building more, 

conununicating for longer periods of time with peers and central office 

personnel and less insulated from district and outside district 

professional issues. A comparison between studies in total time for 

this activity with Martin's results reinforces these differences. The 

scheduled meeting was observed to take 17.3% of the Pennsylvania 

principals' time whereas this research assigns 26.0% of the principal's 

time to this activity. 

Telephone calls included use of the phone and intercom system. The 

suburban principal spent 5.5% of his time during the week on the phone 

in an average of 50.2 different calls. This compares with Martin's 

(1980) 5.8% and Willis' (1980) 6.8% time on the telephone. A closer 

look at Table 1 shows Alpha as a clear outlier with twice as many calls 

as runner-up Epsilon. As a new principal, Alpha frequently phoned to 

establish community contacts and to keep her Student-Parent-Teacher 

Association (SPTA) president infonned. She also called to share her day 

with a neighboring school administrator and with her husband. In 

addition, calls were made to central office staff to obtain answers 

related to the school budget and for information to assist her in 

writing a grant proposal. Referring to Tables 7 and 8, the average 

suburban principal spends 31.6% of his/her time on the telephone with 
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Table 7 

TKLKPBOHE CONTACTS 
Number & Duration l.n Minutes 

Unit of Analysis Alpha Beta c-a Delta Epsilon Total Hean 

Totals 
Number 109 46 22 23 51 251 50 .2 
Time in minutes 337 203 62 67 183 852 l 70 .4 

No./Time No./Time No./Time No./Time No./Time No./Time No./Time 
Participants 

School admin. 13 /22 9/14 2/2 3/8 4 /8 31 /54 6.2/6.8 
Secretary 6/7 2/2 l /l 2/2 11/l2 2.2/2.4 
Teacher 5/9 3/4 l /l 4/9 13/23 2.6/4.6 
Parent/Community 25/98 8/49 4/23 l /4 4 /14 42/188 8.4/37 .6 
Peer 15/56 5/21 3/11 4/20 6/41 33/149 6.6/29.8 
Superior 4/16 3/4 5/9 1/4 13/33 2 .6/6 .6 
School support 7 /10 2/3 9/13 l.8/2.6 
Central office 18/66 10/98 11 /26 18/79 57/269 11.4/53.8 
Inside, other 7 /22 1/2 8/24 1.6/4 .8 
Finance officer 1 /1 2/3 1 /1 4/5 .8/1.0 
Guidance 6/28 2/3 3/6 11/37 2.2/7.4 
Ou ts ide system 2/2 4/8 3/10 l /3 9/22 19 /45 3.S/9.0 

Initiation 
Principal 67/195 31 /159 17 /35 17 /3 7 27 /92 159/518 31.8/163 .6 
Other 42 /142 15/44 5/27 6/30 24 /91 92 /33L.. 18 .4 /66. f\ 

Place 
Office 97 /319 46/203 21 /61 22 /64 48/178 235/825 47.0/165.0 
Off ice proximity 11/l6 2 /5 13/21 2.6/4.2 
Outside, off school l /2 l /l 1 /3 3/6 .6/1.2 

PurE'ose 
Management/Direction 28/45 13/25 8/19 4/6 9/14 62 /l 09 12.4/Zl.8 
Student control 13/45 7 /24 2/13 l I l 23/83 4.6/16.6 
Student activities 6/16 5/20 5/18 3/6 19 /60 3 .8/12 
Personnel 19/74 5/16 3/6 15 /4 7 29/134 71 /2 7 7 14 /55 .4 
Instructional 9/25 5/71 l /1 3/9 2/7 20 /113 4 /22. 6 
School community l l /52 4/20 l /5 16 /77 3.2/15.4 
Finances 6/23 2/3 1 /5 2/2 11 /33 2.2/0.6 
Social 3/11 1 /4 1 /7 5 /22 
Pupil personnel 14/46 6/23 l /2 3/7 24 /78 4 .8/15 .6 
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Table 8 

TELEPHONE COMTACl'S 
Percent of Number & Percent of Time 

Unit of Analysis Alpha Beta ea-a Delta Epsilon Kean 

No. Time No. Time No. Time No. Time No. Time No. Time 
ParticiEants 

School admin. 11.9 6.5 19.6 6.9 9 .1 3.3 13 .o 11.9 7.9 4.4 12.4 6.3 
Secretary 5.5 2.1 4.3 1.0 4.5 1.6 8.7 3.0 4.4 1.4 
Teacher 4.6 2.6 6.5 2.0 4.5 1.6 7.8 4.9 5.2 2.7 
Parent/Community 22 .9 28.7 17.4 24 .1 18.2 37.1 4.3 6.0 7.8 7. 7 16. 7 22 .1 
Peer 13.8 16.4 10.9 10.3 13.6 17.7 17.4 29.9 11 .R 22.4 13 .1 17.5 
Superior 3.7 4 .7 6.5 2.0 22 .7 14.5 4.3 6.0 5.2 3.9 
School support 6.4 2.9 3.9 1.6 3.6 1.4 
Central office 16.5 19.4 21.7 48.3 47.8 38.8 35.3 43.2 22.7 31.6 
Inside, other 6.4 6.5 4.5 3.3 3.2 2.8 
Finance officer .9 .3 9 .1 4.8 2.0 .5 1.6 .6 
Guidance 5.5 8.2 4.3 1.5 5.9 3.3 4.4 4.3 
Other, outside system 1 .8 1.8 8.7 3.9 13.6 16 .1 4.3 4.5 17.6 12.0 7.6 5.3 

Initiation 
Principal 61.5 58.4 67.4 78.3 77 .3 56.5 73.9 55.2 52.9 50.3 63.3 60.8 
Other 38.5 41.6 32.6 21.7 22 .7 43.5 26 .1 44.8 47 .1 49.7 36.7 39.2 

Place 
-OU ice 89.0 94.7 100.0 100.0 95.S 98.4 95.7 95.5 96 .I 97.3 93.6 96.8 

Office proximity 10 .1 4.7 3.9 2.7 5.2 2.5 
Outside, off school .9 .6 4.5 1.6 4.3 4.5 1.2 .i 

PurEose 
Management/Direction 25.7 13.4 28.3 12 .3 36.4 30.7 17 .4 9.0 17.6 7. 7 24.7 12.8 
Student control 11.9 13 .4 15.2 11.8 9 .1 21.0 2.0 .5 9.2 9.7 
Student activities 5.5 4.7 10.9 9.8 22.7 29.0 5.9 3.3 7.6 7.0 
Personnel 1 7 .4 22.0 10.9 7.9 13 .6 9.7 65.2 70.0 56.9 73.2 28.3 32.5 
Instruction 8.3 7.4 10.9 35.0 4.5 1.6 13.0 13.4 3.9 3.8 l 7. 7 13.3 
School community 10.1 15.4 8.7 9.8 2.0 2.7 6.4 9.0 
Finances 5.5 6.8 9.1 4.8 4.3 7.5 3.9 1.1 4.4 3.9 
Social 2.8 3.3 2.2 2.0 2.0 3.8 2.0 2.6 
Pupil personnel 12.8 13.6 13.0 11. 3 4.5 3.2 5.9 3.8 9.6 9.2 
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central support personnel and an additional 22.1% with parents and 

community citizens. Since the combined percentage of time (53.7%) 

exceeds the corresponding number of activities (39.4%), these calls are 

longer in duration (correspondingly 4.7 and 4.5 minutes) and more 

complex than, for example, telephone calls with school administrators 

(1.7 minutes' average duration). Calls with other principals 

represented 17.5% of the total time on the phone and lasted longer 

(average 4.5 minutes). These three participant types represented 71.2% 

of all telephone time and 52.5% of all telephone calls. Each of these 

three representative groups were external to the school and not 

subordinate to the principal's authority. Interestingly, the average 

suburban principal spoke with his or her superior 2.6 times in the week 

for a total of only 6.6 minutes. As expected, no calls were made to 

students and an average of only 2.6 calls were made to teachers. The 

more personal face-to-face communication was evident. 

The suburban principal initiated almost twice as many calls as he 

or she received. The principal's office served as the location for 

93.6% of all calls. Calls home were recorded as personal activities. 

The purpose of each call was related to one of seven categories. 

Personnel matters dominated the early part of the school year to account 

for 32.5% of the total time on the telephone. Adding 

maintenance/direction and instruction to personnel topics accounted for 

an additional 58.6% of the principal's time on the phone. 

Announcements require one tenth of one percent of the suburban high 

school principal's time. An announcement was defined as a one-way 
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verbal communication made to a large group. Examples included the 

principal admonishing the student body for its conduct in a pep rally, 

congratulating the field hockey team for an outstanding season, and 

informing the student body of recent vandalism. As a selected medium of 

communications, announcements permitted a principal to convey 

information on an immediate basis to large numbers. Because selected 

students normally made school announcements, the infrequency of the 

principal's voice and his or her position of authority added to the 

importance and significance of the message. Table 1 shows that the 

suburban principal averaged 2.4 announcements weekly lasting 1.3 minutes 

each. Martin (1980) recorded higher figures in his observations, with 

principals making 12.2 announcements per week averaging 1.7 minutes in 

duration. Of the 12 announcements, eight were made over the public 

address system in the main office, two were given in the gymnasium to 

the student body, and two were cormnunicated during a principals' meeting 

at another high school. Table 9 reveals that ten announcements provided 

information and two were used to caution students on their behavior. 

The tour was an open-ended activity which was recorded as beginning 

when the principal left the office and concluding upon his or her 

return. The purpose of tours was generalized into two categories: 1) 

those related to providing a service when the principal personally 

delivered the message or materials and 2) those related to 

supervising. In general, supervisory tours were not discipline 

oriented. The suburban principal was never observed beginning a tour to 

seek out potential problem students or to repeatedly tour an area where 
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Table 9 

AliNOUNCEMENT CONTACTS 
Number & Duration 

Percent of Number & Percent of Duration 

Unit of Analysis Alpha Beta Gamma Delta Epsilon 

Totals 
Number 3 2 3 4 
Time in minutes 3 4 3 6 

Puq~ose 
Give information 

Number 3 2 3 2 
Time in minutes 3 4 3 4 
Percent of no. 100 100 100 50 
Percent of time 100 100 100 66.7 

Discipline 
Number 2 
Time in minutes 2 
Percent of no. 50 
Percent of time 33.3 

Total Mean 

12 2.4 
16 3.2 

10 2 
14 2.8 

83.3 
87.S 

2 .4 
2 .4 

16.7 
12.S 
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altercations would most likely arise. Principals explained that the 

tour provided high personal visibility to the student body. They 

expressed a belief that their mere presence reduced potential problems 

and permitted their personal, quick reaction for those that did 

surface. More importantly, the tour appeared to be the primary activity 

used by the principal to evaluate the school climate. Walking through 

the halls, looking into classrooms, and entering faculty lounges 

provided a barometer by which the principal gauged the mood of the 

students and teachers. Tours were frequently interrupted. Interactions 

were brief and usually as much social in their nature as they were 

oriented to school-related matters. 

Table 1 reveals that the suburban high school principal toured the 

building 8.8 times a week--almost twice a day. The average tour 

duration was in excess of 24 minutes and accounted for 7.1% of the 

principal's time during the week. Martin (1980) recorded tour behavior 

accounting for 7.7% of the principal's time. A closer look at the 

subjects in Table 1 indicates a wide range in personal preference 

regarding this activity. Alpha and Gamma show greater time in this 

activity in relation to the other subjects. Alpha's high total is due 

to her tours at the beginning and end of each day to inspect for 

building cleanliness. Improvement in this area was among her highest 

priorities. For Gamma, the tour represented a management style to 

initiate and control information dissemination by going to subordinates 

in their work setting. 
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Table 10 indicates that 78.4% of the suburban principal's touring 

time was used to supervise. This was the sole purpose of tours for 

Beta, Gamma, and Delta. Only Alpha and Epsilon were observed touring to 

provide specific service to another school member. Service tours were 

understandably shorter due to the specificity of purpose, lasting an 

average of 19.5 minutes whereas the tours for supervision were 26.5 

minutes long. 

Most tours occurred within the school. Approximately one 1n 14 

would find the principal outside to survey the grounds. Tours 1n both 

locations lasted approximately the same time with the average inside 

tour at 24.7 minutes, exactly one minute longer than the corresponding 

outside activity. 

On 95.4% of the tours, the suburban high school princi?al walked 

alone. Only one subject, Alpha, toured with others--once with a 

visiting district principal and later with the school division 

superintendent. The tour with her peer occurred late 1n the afternoon 

and was designed to show him the improvement in building appearance. 

The superintendent's tour involved many brief classroom observations and 

introductions to teachers which accounted for the longer duration of 56 

minutes, more than twice the mean time for this activity. 

Monitoring was a supervisory activity where the principal remained 

1n one location. Table 1 shows the suburban principal participating in 

5.4 monitoring sessions a week, approximately once a day, with an 

average duration of 14.7 minutes. Only 2.6% of the principal's time was 

spent 1n this activity. Martin (1980) observed more than twice as much 
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Table 10 

TOUR CONTACTS 
Number & Duration 

Percent of Number & Percent of Dura ti on 

Unit of Analysis Alpha Beta Gamma Delta Epsilon Total Mean 

Totals 
Number 13 4 16 3 8 44 8.8 
Time in minutes 253 98 537 97 99 1084 216.8 

Puq~ose 
Supervision 

Number 4 4 16 3 5 32 6.4 
Time in minutes 80 98 537 97 38 850 170 
Percent of no. 30.8 100 100 100 62.5 72. 7 
Percent of time 31.6 100 100 100 38.4 78.4 

Service 
Number 9 3 12 2.4 
Time in minutes 173 61 234 46.8 
Percent of no. 69.2 37.5 27.3 
Percent of time 68.4 61.6 21.6 

Place 
Inside school 

Number 12 3 16 3 7 41 8.2 
Time in minutes 229 74 537 97 76 1013 202.6 
Percent of no. 92.3 75 100 100 87.5 93.2 
Percent of time 90.5 75.5 100 100 76.8 93.5 

Outside schoo 1 
Number 1 1 1 3 .6 
Time in minutes 24 24 23 71 14.2 
Percent of no. 7.7 25 12 .5 6.8 
Percent of time 9.5 24.5 23.2 6.5 

ParticiEants 
Alone 

Number 11 4 16 3 8 42 8.4 
Time in minutes 190 98 537 97 99 1021 204.2 
Percent of no. 84.6 100 100 100 100 95.4 
Percent of time 75.1 100 100 100 100 94.2 

Peer 
Number 1 1 .2 
Time in minutes 7 7 1.4 
Percent of no. 7.7 2.3 
Percent of time 2.8 .6 

Superior 
Number 1 1 .2 
Time in minutes 56 56 11.2 
Percent of no. 7.7 2.3 
Percent of time 22.1 5.2 
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monitoring and reported a 5.5% time investment by the principals he 

studied. Looking more closely at the subjects shows a wide range in the 

percent of time devoted to monitoring. This wide spread was also true 

for tours. Because touring and monitoring are both supervisory 

activities, combining the two and comparing the resulting percentages of 

total time (see Table 1) presents a more even distribution of time 

across subjects. Except for Beta, it appears as though principals 

prefer one supervisory activity considerably over the other. 

The monitoring activity, like the tour, occurred in areas of high 

density and was subject to frequent interruption. Table 11 provides the 

observed locations for monitoring and reveals that, of the 5.4 sessions 

during the week, the principal monitors the hall three times (10.9 

minutes average per session) and the cafeteria two times (17.2 minutes 

average per session). The gymnasium and outside of the school were 

monitored once each by Epsilon and Beta respectively which accounted for 

the remaining .4% of the activity. While the halls were monitored by 

all principals, the cafeteria was not. Although Beta, Gamma, and Delta 

occasionally ate in the cafeteria or in the adjacent faculty dining 

room, their behavior was directed to socializing, discussing school-

related matters, etc., and not focused on student conduct. Their 

primary purpose was not supervision, although it could be argued that 

their mere presence was a form of supervision. Depending upon the 

duration and subject of their verbal cormnunication, behavior was 

recorded as an exchange, unscheduled meeting, or personal activity for 

these three principals. 
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Table 11 

MONITORING CONTACTS 
Number & Duration 

Unit of Analysis Alpha Beta Gamma Delta Epsilon Total Mean 

Totals 
Number 5 7 4 2 9 27 5.4 
Time in minutes 46 120 25 22 185 398 79.6 

Hall 
Number 2 6 4 2 1 15 3 
Time in minutes 12 101 25 22 4 164 32.8 

Cafeteria 
Number 3 7 10 2 
Time in minutes 34 138 172 34.4 

Gymnasium 
Number 1 l .2 
Time in minutes 43 43 8.6 

Outside 
Number 1 1 .2 
Time in minutes 19 19 3.8 
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Trips were recorded when the suburban principal traveled to any 

location except the central offices or district schools. With over 180 

such locations within the district, when a principal traveled to another 

district school or to one of the central offices, driving time was too 

short to connote the meaning of "trip." When traveling within the 

school district, the activity was recorded as a scheduled meeting in 

every instance except when Delta ate lunch at her daughter's school. 

This incident was assigned to the category of personal activity. Except 

for Delta's visit with her daughter, no trips were recorded for personal 

reasons when a principal might leave the school for a dental 

appointment, cash a check at a local bank, etc. Personal trips of this 

nature were recorded in six of the 11 trips observed by Martin (1980). 

The high total in his study is due to the number of personal trips as 

well as the recording procedures which counted activities as trips which 

took the principal off school grounds. Had this study used the same 

definition, 15 trips would have been recorded for a total 2,553 minutes 

or 16.5% of the total observation time for suburban principals. This 

figure would have far exceeded the 2.2% total time for trips recorded 

for principals in Martin's study. 

Table 1 reveals that .4 trips are taken weekly by the suburban 

principal. While only two trips were recorded, one each for Gamma and 

Delta, when taken they represented a sizeable investment of time away 

from the school. Gamma's trip lasted one full day when he traveled to a 

state principals' meeting to vote on legislative matters related to the 

high school activity program. Delta traveled to a nearby city to attend 
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a luncheon with prominent educators, state, and local politicians. Her 

trip lasted 175 minutes. Table 12 provides a breakdown of the number 

and time for trips with corresponding percentages for this activity. 

Again, referring to Table 1 reveals that classroom observations 

accounted for 19 activities for a total of 331 minutes or 2.2% of the 

suburban principal's workday. Martin (1980) observed principals in this 

activity 2.4% of the time spread among eight separate activities. Table 

1 further reveals that the suburban principal averaged 3.8 observations 

per week with an average duration of 17.4 minutes. A closer look at the 

totals for each principal requires an explanation of the range exhibited 

by the number of sessions. Epsilon was observed early in September 

prior to the formal evaluation cycle when classroom observations 

begin. Classroom instruction was still in the start-up phase, Although 

Epsilon could have informally observed classroom instruction, any formal 

evaluation of teacher performance would have been premature according to 

policy and practice. The contrast in the number and duration of 

sessions between Garrnna and Delta can be explained as a difference in the 

formality of the observation. All but one of Gamma's observations 

occurred while touring the school. They were brief, averaging less than 

seven minutes each, spontaneous visits to the classroom. What little 

conversation was connnunicated was more with students than teachers. 

Delta, on the other hand, was observed in November, well into the 

prescribed evaluation cycle. She had elected to be responsible for the 

evaluation of teachers in a number of instructional departments and not 



Unit of Analysis 

Totals 
Number 
Time in minutes 

Student Activity 
Number 
Time in minutes 
Percent of no. 
Percent of time 

Instructional 
Number 
Time in minutes 
Percent of no. 
Percent of time 
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Table 12 

TRIP CONTACTS 
Number & Duration 

Alpha Beta Gama 

1 
492 

l 
492 
100 
100 

Delta Epsilon Total 

1 2 
175 667 

l 
492 

50 
73.8 

l l 
175 175 
100 50 
100 26.2 
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to assign the evaluating responsibilities for these teachers to her 

assistants. Each of her teacher observations were scheduled in advance 

and lasted an average of about 36 minutes in length. She entered each 

class with pen and legal pad and proceeded through a structured format 

which was repeated for each observation. 

Table 13 provides additional information on observation contacts. 

The suburban principal observed the teacher in the classroom in 84.2% of 

all observations. The remaining 15.8% of time was spent observing 

others--such as students rehearsing a musical production or speakers 

from the community sharing experiences related to the instructional 

program. The purpose of 94.7% of the observations related directly to 

the instructional program. In 15 or 78.9% of the observations, the 

principal initiated the activity. The three observations (by Delta) i~ 

the formal teacher performance evaluation cycle were scheduled by the 

teacher. 

Table 1 reveals that for 3.0% of the week, the suburban principal 

participated in personal activities. A typical week included 7.6 such 

activities, averaging 12.0 minutes in duration. Martin (1980) observed 

a higher rate of this activity utilizing 5.1% of the principal's time in 

26.6 sessions averaging 5.8 minutes each. Personal activities included 

the principal privately speaking to the researcher, time alone, and 

communications on non-school issues with friends, family, businessmen, 

and others. Except for the information presented in Tables 1 and 14, 

personal activities were not further analyzed. 
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Table 13 

OBSERVATION CONTACTS 
Number & Duration 

Percent of Number & Percent of Duration 
Unit of Analysis Alpha Beta ea-a Delta Epsilon Total Mean 

Totals 
Number 1 2 12 4 0 19 3.8 
Time in minutes 18 75 95 143 0 331 66.2 

Partici2ants 
Teacher 

Number 1 1 11 3 16 3.2 
Time in minutes 18 59 51 133 261 52.2 
Percent of no. 100 50 91. 7 75 84 .2 
Percent of time 100 78.7 53.7 93 78.9 

Student 
Number 1 1 .2 
Time in minutes 16 16 3.2 
Percent of no. 50 5.3 
Percent of time 21.3 4.8 

Parent/Citizen 
Number 1 1 2 .4 
Time in minutes 44 10 54 10.8 
Percent of no. 8.3 25 10.5 
Percent of time 46.3 7 16.3 

Place 
--cfassroom 

Number 1 1 12 2 16 3.2 
Time in minutes 18 59 95 95 267 53.4 
Percent of no. 100 50 100 50 84.2 
Percent of time 100 78.7 100 66.4 80.7 

Gym/Auditorium 
Number 1 1 2 .4 
Time in minutes 16 38 54 10.8 
Percent of no. 50 25 10.5 
Percent of time 21.3 26.6 16.3 

Inside, other 
Number 1 1 .2 
Time in minutes 10 10 2 
Percent of no. 25 5.3 
Percent of time 7 3.0 

Pur2ose 
Instruction 

Number 1 1 12 4 18 3.6 
Time in minutes 18 59 95 14 J 315 63 
Percent of no. 100 50 100 100 94.7 
Percent of time 100 78.7 100 100 95.2 

Student activities 
Number 1 1 .2 
Time in minutes 16 16 3.2 
Percent of no. 50 5.3 
Percent of time 21.3 4.8 

Initiation 
Pr1nc1pal 

Number l 1 12 1 15 3 
Time in minutes 18 59 95 10 182 36.4 
Percent of no. 100 50 100 25 78.9 
Percent of time 100 78.7 100 7 55 

Other 
Number 1 3 4 .8 
Time in minutes 16 133 149 29.8 
Percent of no. 50 75 21.l 
Percent of time 21.3 93 45 
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The Purpose of Activities 

All activities were classified under one of ten categories based 

upon a primary purpose for the activity. While initial categories were 

selected from the literature, the final ten emerged based upon early 

observations in the field. Each activity was labeled with a primary 

purpose on the same day the activity occurred and always prior to the 

researcher returning to the field. For each activity, the question was 

asked, "what basic area of school management is being served?" For many 

activities the question was not easily answered due to the dyadic or 

triadic nature of activity purpose. For example, an unscheduled meeting 

with the school finance officer to review the student activity accounts 

could be classified as finances or student activities. Since the 

principal was meeting with the person officially responsible for 

maintaining accounts and the discussion related to fiscal management, 

the activity was categorized as finance. Then again, a student explains 

her club's involvement in Homecoming activities and requests the 

principal's signature on a purchase order. This session was recorded as 

student activities. This time the interaction was with a student to 

approve an expenditure related to a club's participation in the school 

activity program. Determining the purpose of scheduled meetings 

provided the greatest challenge. While many topics were usually on the 

agenda, the main purpose of most meetings served a singular need, i.e., 

staff and faculty meetings for maintaining and directing the school, a 

parent suspension conference to maintain student control, interviewing a 
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teacher candidate as a personnel matter, and planning a drug education 

program with the social worker relating to the instructional program. 

Table 14 presents the data on the purpose of the suburban 

principal's work activity. Information includes the number and time of 

activities and the corresponding percentages of number and time for each 

of the ten categories. 

Maintenance and direction included the many activities related to 

the routine operation of the school. School support, building 

maintenance, substitute teacher coverage, fire drills, bell-schedule 

adjustments, and desk work were examples. Desk work was included as a 

routine activity involving a predominance of processing forms and 

correspondence related to the smooth operation of the school. It was a 

major contributor to this category providing 2,743 of the total 5,143 

minutes, the five principals devoted to maintenance and direction. More 

importantly, suburban high school principals spent 33.5% of their total 

time and 32.2% of all activities in maintenance and direction 

activities. 

Principal behavior in activities related to student control 

included brief exchanges to students to alter their behavior, student 

and parent discipline conferences, or any interchanges with faculty 

regarding student conduct. Table 14 reveals that the suburban 

principals spend 56.6 activities per week related to discipline or 13.3% 

of all activities and 310.8 minutes or 10.1% of their time during the 

week. The average duration of an activity related to student control 

was 5.5 minutes long. However, this mean time is not a true reflection 



Table 14 

PURPOSE OF PRINCIPALS' WORK ACTIVITIES 

Unit of Analysis Alpha Beta Gamma Delta Epsilon Total Mean Standard 
Deviation 

Totals 
Number 479 482 352 384 433 2130 426 
Time in minutes 3369 3233 2858 2874 3023 15357 3071.4 

Maintenance/Direction 
Number of tasks 141 149 98 130 167 685 137 25.6 
Percent of number 29.4 30.9 27.8 33.9 38.6 32.2 
Time in minutes 1054 1138 704 1205 1042 5143 1028 .6 193.2 
Percent of time 31.4 35.2 24.6 41.9 34.6 33.S 

Student Control 
Number of tasks 49 126 40 16 52 283 56.6 41.3 
Percent of number 10.2 2b.l 11.4 4.2 12.0 13 .3 
Time in minutes 353 628 154 82 337 1554 310.8 212.l 
Percent of time 10.5 19.4 5.4 2.9 11.1 10 .1 ..... 

Student Activities ..... 
.i:-

Number of tasks 33 39 37 44 51 204 40.8 6.9 
Percent of number 6.9 8 .1 10.S 11.S 11.8 9.6 
Time in minutes 163 124 660 160 173 1280 256 226.6 
Percent of time 4.8 3.8 23.1 5.6 5.7 8.3 

Personnel 
Number of tasks 49 40 20 41 76 226 45.2 20.3 
Percent of number 10.2 8.3 5.7 10. 7 17.6 10.6 
Time in minutes 324 290 54 142 322 1132 226.4 122.0 
Percent of time 9.6 9.0 1.9 4.9 10.7 7.4 

Instructional 
Number of tasks 69 35 so 59 19 232 46.4 19.8 
Percent of number 11* .4 7.3 14.2 15.4 4.4 10.9 
Time in minutes 795 606 264 8/l9 269 2783 556.S 279.8 
Percent of time 23.6 18.7 9.2 29.S 8.9 18. l 

Statistical outliers are underlined. 



Table 14 (continued) 
Purpose of Principals' Work Activities 

Unit of Analysis Alpha Beta Gamma Delta Epsilon Total ~an 
Standard 

Deviation 

School/ConununitI 
Number of tasks 25 7 11 6 6 55 11 8 .1 
Percent of number ).2 1.5 3 .1 1.6 1.4 2.6 
Time in minutes 130 37 129 20 135 451 90.2 56.7 
Percent of time 3.9 1.1 4.5 .7 4 .5 2.9 

Finances 
Number of tasks 25 9 8 2 10 54 10.8 8.5 
Percent of number 5.2 1.9 2.3 .5 2.3 2.5 
Time in minutes 163 14 33 6 44 260 52.0 63.8 
Percent of time 4.8 .4 1.2 .2 1.5 1.7 

VisibilitI/Social 
Number of tasks 54 51 68 73 34 280 56.0 15.4 
Percent of number 11.3 10.6 19.3 19.0 7.9 13.l 
Time in minutes 216 247 644 218 378 1703 340.6 182.2 -Percent of time 6.3 7.6 22.5 7.6 12.4 11.1 ...... 

Personal & Other ..... 
Number of tasks 7 5 15 5 13 45 9 4.7 \J1 

Percent of number l .5 1.0 1 •• 1 1.3 3.0 2.1 
Time in minutes 58 67 200 147 262 734 146.8 87.1 
Percent of time l. 7 2 .1 6.9 5.1 8.7 4.8 

PuEil Personnel 
Number of tasks 27 21 5 8 5 66 13.2 10.2 
Percent of number 5.6 4.4 1.4 2 .1 1.2 3 .1 
Time in minutes I 13 82 16 45 61 317 63.4 36.7 
Percent of time 3 .11 2.5 .6 1.6 2.0 2.1 

Statistical outliers are underlined. 
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of the usual duration for disciplinary activities. Typically, 

activities were either less than a minute or greater than ten minutes. 

Many brief interactions occurred as preventive measures with students 

when the principal monitored or toured the building. The majority of 

other activities in this category focused on principal behavior as a 

reaction to a student control matter. Activities included briefings by 

the assistant principals, conferencing with the student to alter or 

confirm the severity of discipline, and conferencing with parents prior 

or subsequent to student suspension. For all subjects, the time-

consuming investigative features of student control were assigned to the 

assistant principals. Instead, the suburban principals confined their 

energies to brief exchanges with students which reinforced established 

rules and to the final hearings with students and parents on more 

serious disciplinary matters. These latter, more lengthy activities 

were perceived by the principals as critical to their success in the 

community. While the community would evaluate the school on many 

things, no single issue seemed to have more bearing on the community's 

perception of their principal than the principal's reputation for 

decisions to be characterized by fairness, compassion, and understanding 

while concomitantly maintaining a school environment conducive for 

learning. 

A further review of Table 14 shows a wide range between principals 

on time invested in these activities. Reasons appear to be related to 

the socioeconomic level of the community and/or the principal's personal 

management style. For example, Gamma and Delta acknowledged that 
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discipline consisted of relatively minor student infractions, and both 

principals delegated discipline to their assistants. Beta, on the other 

hand, administered a school where disciplinary incidents occurred more 

frequently and were more serious. Here, the principal perceived that 

his success was pivotal upon the community's perception that he was 

"keeping the lid on things." He, therefore, preferred to keep close 

watch by increasing his personal involvement (19.4% of his time). 

The student activity program included an investment of 8.3% of the 

surburban principal's time. Averaging almost 41 activities related to 

this category per week requiring 256 minutes equated to an average 

activity duration of 6 .3 minutes. The significant deviation from the 

mean total time of 256 minutes by Gannna was due to attendance at an all-

day meeting to vote on legislative issues governing the interscholastic 

athletic and academic programs for all high schools within the state. 

Some events in the category included meeting with students and sponsors 

on club and government-related matters, planning and administering 

school athletic and related events with the athletic director, observing 

student rehearsals for the school musical, and assessing progress toward 

completing Homecoming preparation. 

The student activity program provided, for the most part, a 

positive, enjoyable medium through which the principal could interact 

with students, faculty, coaches, and parents. In addition, the extent 

of the program and the degree to which student enthusiasm engendered 

school spirit provided a sense of unification to the entire school. 
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Personnel matters required 7.4% of the suburban principal's time 

and were the purpose of 45.2 activities during the week. Usually, 

activities related to filling teacher and support personnel vacancies or 

checking the status of an anticipated personnel action. Examples of 

activities included interviewing teacher candidates, speaking to the 

building supervisor about the new assistant's abilities, calls to the 

personnel department to obtain approval for substitute funding, 

conferencing with a new teacher on his career goals, attending a 

district meeting to study reclassification of instructional aides, and 

commenting on and signing the annual performance evaluation for the 

cafeteria manager. 

Activities related to the personnel category were tied closely to 

the school calendar. At the beginning of the school year, enrollments 

were being adjusted, critical vacancies had still not been filled, and 

some anticipated classes failed to meet enrollment projections. 

Epsilon's 76 activities, chiefly phone calls, required the largest 

weekly time investment of 10.7%. He was the first principal in the 

study, observed during the third week of the school year. 

Instructional tasks were those that related to improving or 

managing the school instructional program. Suburban principals invested 

556.6 minutes a week in 46.4 related activities representing 18.1% of 

their time. This corresponded to an average of 12.0 minutes per 

session. Only time spent in the "personal and other" purpose category 

exceeds this length, thereby suggesting the complexity of the 

communication in instructional-related matters. Some examples of 
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instructional activities include formal and informal classroom 

observations of teacher performance, planning a drug education seminar 

for the counnunity, discussing annual instructional objectives with 

faculty and superior, writing a grant for computers to use in tracking 

academic improvement in underachievers, discussions on how to improve 

test scores, attending a luncheon prepared by students in home 

economics, and meeting with a teacher counnittee on self-evaluation. 

The school calendar and the principal's personal preference impact 

his/her involvement in the instructional program. With the opening of 

school, principals were busy justifying annual budgets, writing school 

objectives, and finalizing their faculty and staff. The formal 

observation periods and conferences had not been initiated. The lower 

percentages of time recorded for Epsilon and Gamma reflect this. 

However, Alpha was observed between Epsilon and Gamma and reflects the 

second highest percentage of time in this category. This was due to 

large amounts of time invested in planning the addition of a photography 

lab in the curriculum, supervising the writing of a grant to meet an 

annual instructional goal, developing strategies to improve student 

performance on standardized tests, and discussing the instructional 

impact from implementing study halls. Beta and Delta's greater 

instructional time reflect their decision to be directly involved in the 

performance evaluation cycle for their teachers. First, both evaluated 

certain curriculum areas which they chose not to delegate to their 

assistant principals. Secondly, the evaluation cycle required that 
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initial observation conferences and visitations be conducted at this 

time in the school year. 

Activities in the school/community category of purpose were 

characterized by the principal's communication with parents, citizens, 

or staff members to promote the school within the community. Examples 

of activities included the principal's attendance at parent coffees and 

SPTA meetings, attendance at pyramid meetings to cooperatively plan 

community events, thanking a visiting parent in the hall for her 

volunteer work, and meeting with the leader of the recreation department 

in the community to assist in staffing the recreation center with local 

school personnel. During the week, the suburban principal spent 90.2 

minutes (2.9%) in 11 activities (2.6%) on matters strictly related to 

school and community relations. 

Activities recorded in the finance category emerged early in the 

observation period and then diminished quickly by mid-October. It 

appeared that the school calendar significantly impacted the principal's 

participation in the financial arena of school management. The opening 

of school produced a flurry of activity related to the many student 

activity accounts. Equally time-consuming was the attention given to 

finalizing the school annual budget and responding to inquiries from a 

superior or from the central office. 

Table 14 reveals that the suburban principal averaged 

10.8 activities requiring an average of 52 minutes per week in 

activities directly related to school finance. Alpha and Epsilon were 

the first two schools in the study and, consequently, have the highest 
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percentage of time in this category. A pattern emerged with the other 

three principals, revealing that the percentage of time descended in the 

same order as the principals were observed. This provides further 

evidence that the principal's involvement in financial activities varied 

depending upon the school-year budget cycle. 

Alpha's outlying behavior is due to a 61-minute meeting with her 

superior to discuss her budget request. Delta's low of six minutes for 

the week is a reflection on the time of the school year (November--the 

lull between the fall and winter sports seasons), and her personal 

conviction that if the need is great enough, the money can be found. 

Through her actions and words, she demonstrated her lack of 

preoccupation with money concerns. 

Every suburban principal articulated the need to be seen by 

students, faculty, support personnel, and community. They spoke and 

acted as if they were not daily present among the students and faculty 

then they were severed from their source of information about the 

school's operation. During the school day, touring the halls, 

monitoring the cafeteria, and eating lunch provided the greatest 

opportunities for mixing with the in-school community. Activities 1n 

which the principal's behavior was directed toward socializing with 

others or surveying the school climate were recorded as having a 

visibility or social purpose. Verbal communications were not school-

related but typically light, personal discussions on such subjects as 

health, family, weekends, sports, etc. occurring with anyone in the 

school environment. 
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Behavior directed toward increasing the suburban principal's 

visibility and social interaction comprised 11.1% of the principal's 

time during the week in an average of 56.0 different activities. A 

closer look at Table 14 shows that Epsilon and Gamma averaged more than 

twice as much time in this category compared to the other principals. 

Epsilon's increased time is due to his attendance at an afternoon 

faculty social for 180 minutes. Gannna's outlying figure of 22.5% of 

time is due to his tour behavior which was responsible for 18.8% of his 

total time during the week. 

Pupil personnel was recorded for those activities with a purpose to 

provide student guidance, schedule changes, or to evaluate special pupil 

placement into or out of the school. Participants frequently included 

the guidance director, assistant principals, counselors, and parents. 

Very few activities conducted directly with students were recorded. 

This would be expected since principal involvement occurred when an 

exception to a regulation was being recommended or when a parent was 

requesting to speak directly to the principal. 

Table 14 reveals that the suburban principal spent an average of 

13.2 activities and 63.4 minutes a week on pupil personnel activities. 

These activities were closely tied to the curriculum and, to a degree, 

represent an investment of the principal's time in decisions that relate 

directly to the instructional program. 

The personal and other category consists of those activities 

between the researcher and principal, in addition to those recorded as 

personal. The variation in percentage of time between principals for 
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this category is primarily due to time spent with the researcher during 

the formal interview. For Epsilon and Gamma, the interview was 

conducted during the school day at their request and, therefore, 

inflated the figure. Interviews for the other principals were conducted 

prior to the observation period or during the evening in the week of 

observation at the conclusion of the school work day and are, therefore, 

not reflected in the data. 

Table 14 shows that the suburban principal averaged nine activities 

during the week for an investment of 4.8% of his or her time in this 

category. 

Polychronic Behavior 

Hall ( 1976) coined the term "polychronics" to reference 

administrative behavior when two activities are performed 

simultaneously. All subjects were observed using polychronics. 

Suburban principals were credited with polychronics through their own 

initiation as well as by the action of others. Simultaneous task 

performance would occur voluntarily when the principal elected to engage 

in two tasks at the same time. For example, while at the desk, the 

principal skimmed mail and talked on the telephone. The other variation 

of polychronic behavior occurred when the principal or another party 

would interrupt an ongoing activity with another activity. For example, 

while touring a principal is stopped by a student in the hall, or the 

principal chooses to interrupt the tour to speak briefly with a faculty 
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member between class periods in the faculty lounge. Such behavior was 

quite common among all the principals. 

Categorical totals in Table 1 were effected by the polychronic task 

performance of the suburban principal. Where two different activities 

occurred at the same time, each category represented was coded for the 

same block of time. As a result, the grand total on time in all 

categories (in minutes) exceeds the total job time reported (in hours) 

for each subject. For example, a tour lasting 30 minutes from start to 

finish is recorded as one activity for 30 minutes in duration. Assume 

during the tour six exchanges occur. In the exchange category six 

activities and six minutes are recorded. The result is a recording of 

36 activity minutes during a real time-frame of 30 minutes. 

Certain activities showed a universal tendency for interruption and 

for simultaneous task performance. Table 15 provides the same 

categories of activities analyzed in the Chronological Record (Table 1) 

less exchanges and personal activities. The brevity of the exchange 

activity (a minute or less) resulted in such few interruptions that, 

when it occurred, a continuance of the communication with the same party 

was recorded as a second activity. As earlier indicated, personal 

activities were not subjected to further analysis. Table 15 provides 

for each subject, the total number of activity sessions, the total 

number of sessions interrupted, the percentage of interrupted sessions, 

the total number of interruptions, and the mean number of interruptions 

for the average interrupted session. 



Table 15 

ANALYSIS OF INTERRUPTED ACTIVITIES 

Activity Alpha Beta Gamma Delta Epsilon Total 

Desk Work 
Total sessions 24 32 20 10 33 119 
Total sessions interrupted 21 25 14 9 29 98 
Percent of sessions interrupted 87.5 78.1 70 90 87.8 82.3 
Total number of interruptions 88 80 37 48 80 333 
Mean inter.linter. sessions 4.4 3.2 2.6 5.3 2.8 3.4 

Unscheduled Meetings 
Total sessions 135 151 105 100 118 609 
Total sessions interrupted 31 26 20 24 52 153 
Percent of sessions interrupted 22 .9 17.2 19.0 24.0 44 .1 25.1 
Total number of interruptions 42 31 20 25 81 199 
Mean inter.linter. sessions l.3 1.2 1.0 1.0 l.6 1.3 

Scheduled Meetings 
Total sessions 15 25 14 16 19 89 
Total sessions interrupted 7 7 2 10 6 32 ..... 

N 

Percent of sessions interrupted 46.6 28 14.3 58.8 31.6 36.0 \J1 

Total number of interruptions 10 16 10 22 16 74 
Mean inter.linter. sess icms 1.4 2.3 5.0 2.2 2.7 2.3 

Phone 
Total sessions 109 46 22 23 51 251 
Total sessions interrupted 18 8 3 17 15 60 
Percent of sessions interrupted 16.5 17.4 13.6 73.9 29.4 24.3 
Total number o[ interruptions 21 8 4 18 19 70 
Mean inter.linter. sessions 1.2 1.0 1.3 l . l 1.3 1.2 

Announcements 
Total sessions 3 2 3 4 12 
Total sessions interrupted 
Percent of sessions interrupted 
Total number of interruptions 
Mean inter.linter. sessions 



Table 15 (continued) 
Analysis of Interrupted Activities 

Activity 

Tour 
---rc>tal sessions 

Total sessions interrupted 
Percent of sessions interrupted 
Total number of interruptions 
Mean inter./inter. sessions 

Monitoring 
Total sessions 
Total sessions interrupted 
Percent of sessions interrupted 
Total number of interruptions 
Mean inter.linter. sessions 

Trips 
Total sessions 
Total sessions interrupted 
Percent of sessions interrupted 
Total number of interruptions 
Mean inter./inter. sessions 

Observations 
Total sessions 
Total sessions interrupted 
Percent of sessions interrupted 
Total number of interruptions 
Mean inter./inter. sessions 

Alpha 

13 
13 

100 
25 

2.6 

5 
5 

100 
13 
2.6 

1 

Totals 
Total 
Total 
Total 

number sessions interrupted 95 
number of interruptions 199 
inter. sessions and interruptions ~~~ 

Beta 

4 
4 

100 
7 
1.8 

7 
7 

100 
37 

5.3 

2 
l so 
1 
1 

78 
180 
m 

Gamma 

16 
16 

100 
102 

6.4 

4 
2 

50 
4 
2.0 

1 
1 

100 
11 
11 

12 
3 

25 
3 
1 

61 
191 
252 

Delta Epsilon 

3 
3 

100 
22 

7.3 

2 
2 

100 
7 
3.S 

1 
1 

100 
23 
23 

4 
2 

so 
5 
2.S 

68 
170 m 

8 
7 

87.S 
18 
2.6 

9 
7 

77. 7 
23 
3.3 

116 
237 
m 

Total 

44 
43 
97.7 

174 
4.0 

27 
23 
8S.2 
84 

3.7 

2 
2 

100 
34 
17 

19 
6 

31.6 
9 
l.S 

418 
977 

rn5 

...... 
N 

°°' 
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The Table reveals that polychronics occurred most frequently during 

tours and desk work. All but one of the 44 tours were interrupted. The 

average tour was interrupted four times. The longer duration of this 

activity and the timing of tours to be in a high density area of the 

school explain the frequent interruptions. Desk work was frequently 

interrupted (82.3%) to use the telephone or to speak with school 

personnel. A frequent contributor to polychronics was the principal's 

secretary who often spontaneously interrupted the principal at his/her 

desk to usher in the unscheduled visitor, bring in mail, relate a 

message, or announce an incoming phone call. 

Although principals spent approximately one-third as much time 

monitoring as they did touring, monitoring was second to the tour in 

highest percentage of sessions interrupted (85.2%) for what appeared to 

be the same reasons the tour experienced the high frequency of 

interruptions. 

The informality and greater number of sessions for the unscheduled 

meeting resulted in a higher number of interruptions (199) than in 

scheduled meetings (74). However, the longer duration of the average 

scheduled meeting increased the chances for interruption, thereby 

explaining why 36.0% of scheduled meetings were interrupted and 25.1% of 

unscheduled meetings experienced interruptions. 

The two trip activities recorded during the observation period were 

for long durations of time and placed the principal in circumstances 

with high visibility among many people. Interruptions were recorded in 

transit as well as during the activity. An average of 17 interruptions 
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per trip is indicative of the activity duration and the number and type 

of participants involved. With only two trips recorded, any conclusions 

or generalizations are avoided. 

Polychronics were recorded in 24.3% of all telephone calls. While 

persons occasionally interrupted the principal during a call, the 

majority of polychronics involved the principal's initiation to scan 

mail or write a note while conversing on the phone. Delta deviated from 

the other subjects using polychronics in 73.9% of her telephone calls. 

Observation activities were interrupted in six of the 19 sessions 

(31.6%). This occurred with students and teachers during the classroom 

observation. No interruptions were recorded during announcements. The 

brevity of the activity and the importance of the communication appeared 

to keep others from fragmenting the principal's connnunication. 

A total of 418 separate activities were interrupted by 977 other 

activities. Thus, a total of 1,321, or 65%, of all observed activities 

were either interrupted or interruptions. Martin recorded a 50% rate in 

activity interruption. 

Workdav Pace 

While all suburban principals daily exhibited the "busy person 

syndrome" (Weldy, 1979, p. 8), it appeared that during certain portions 

of the day the pace of the principal's activities increased. To examine 

this phenomenon, the subject's daily work activities were analyzed using 

Martin's (1980) concept of tripartitions. Results of the analysis are 

provided in Table 16. Each suburban principal's daily activities were 
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Table 16 

CRROHOLOGICAL RECORD AIW.YZED BY 'RIPARTITIOHS 

Unit of Analysis Alpha Beta c-a Delta Epsilon lleao Standard 
Deviation 

Hean activity 31.9 32.1 23.5 25.6 28.8 28.4 3.8 per tripartition 
Hean time* - 216 139 173 201 168 179.0 30.0 1st tripartition 
Hean time - 168 209 137 144 156 163 .o 28.4 2nd tripartition 
Mean time - 259 226 180 146 170 196.0 45.6 3rd tripartition 
Tripartition pattern 2'1 ,3 1,2,3 2,1,3 3,1,2 2,1,3 2,1,3 
Days in violation 2/5 3/5 3/5 3/5 4/5 of the pattern 

*All times are computed in minutes. 
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divided into three equal segments called tripartitions. Table 16 

reflects the average time for each tripartition over the five days for 

each subject. For example, the first tripartition time for Alpha is 216 

minutes. This represents the average time required for Alpha to 

complete the first one third of each day's activities during the week. 

Each subject creates a tripartition pattern. For Alpha, the pattern for 

tripartition I, II, and III in minutes is 216-168-259. This means that 

Alpha, on the average, took the least amount of time to complete 

tripartition II and the most time to complete the same number of 

activities in tripartition III. The pattern can thus be transposed to 

2-1-3 reflecting the order in pace of the principal's work. As 

indicated, the pace of activities in Alpha's day quicken as she 

completes the middle one-third activities in the least amount of time. 

Table 16 reflects the tripartition pattern for each principal and the 

number of days each subject failed to follow his or her average 

pattern. The mean pattern for all principals, 2-1-3, reflects the pace 

of the average suburban high school principal. A closer inspection of 

the 25 days of observation shows that the 2-1-3 pattern occurred for 

eight of the 25 days (32%). This result differs from Martin's 

observation of a 1-2-3 pattern among high school principals. 

A number of factors help to explain why the pace of suburban high 

school principal activities during the mid-portion of the day is 

accelerated. Lunch occurred during this time period and principals made 
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every effort to be highly visible in heavily populated areas of the 

building. Many activities occurred as exchanges and unscheduled 

meetings. Most communications were brief, often interrupted, and not 

organizationally complex. Also during this period of time, the 

principal was often returning from or departing to a meeting. In either 

case, a flurry of activity was predictable. Last minute messages, phone 

calls, or people to see brought the principal in contact with school 

personnel. When returning from a meeting, the principal would typically 

speak with his/her secretary, return important phone calls, scan mail, 

read messages, or speak with persons waiting to be seen. 

Three general conclusions from the data are rendered. First, the 

pace of principal activity during the latter third (end) of the day is 

slowest on 13 of the 25 days (52%) and most rapid mid-day (tripartition 

II) on 12 of the 25 days (48%). Secondly, meetings and trips away from 

the principal's school impact and distort the daily activity pattern. 

When out-of-school events occurred, the pace of principal activity 

slowed down as indicated when 75% of these events fell in the 

tripartitions having the longest time period. No out-of-school meetings 

or trips fell in any of the daily tripartitions having the shortest 

daily time period. Finally, during the 25 days of observation, every 

combination of tripartitions occurred at least twice. While the 

activity pace for the high school suburban principal followed the 2-1-3 

pattern in eight of the 25 days, the frequency was insufficient to 

conclude that one portion of the suburban principal's day is much more 

busy than another. 
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Locus of Principal Activity 

To discover if a pattern existed in the daily location of the 

suburban principal, graphic bar time-ordered matrices (Miles & Huberman, 

1984) were designed, one for each day of the week, and placed adjacent 

to one another for each subject. The vertical axis provided equal time 

intervals; the horizontal axis marked the days of the week. At the end 

of each day of observation, the chronological record was used to record 

the principal's movement throughout the school. The location was marked 

in the bar graph corresponding to the correct time of day. The result 

was a graphic display of the principal's movement from arrival to 

departure. At the end of the week, a reading of the five bar graphs 

allowed for the creation of a bar graph which reflected the mean 

location of the principal during the school week. This was done for all 

five principals. Finally, the five bar graphs summarizing the 

principals' locus of weekly activities were placed adjacent to each 

other and a final mean was created to represent the locus of activities 

for the high school suburban principal (see Appendix F). 

The pattern which emerged provides a sequence of locations and time 

periods during the day where the principal may be found. The typical 

school day begins at 7:20 a.m. and ends at 4:27 p.m. When the principal 

is in the building, a majority of the day is spent in his/her office or 

the nearby conference area. The morning is typically interrupted with 

two tours in the hall. One of these tours is just prior to or 

subsequent to a visit to the cafeteria during the lunch hour. The 

afternoon was spent in or near the office except for a single 
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interruption to tour or observe a classroom within an hour of 

dismissal. This pattern was interrupted 18.2% of the time when the 

suburban principal was attending activities away from the school. Such 

activities would occur at any time during the day or week. 

Table 17 reveals the locus of activities by percentage of number 

and percentage of time. It shows that 59.3% of the suburban principal's 

time is spent within the office or nearby conference area. Activities 

in the hall, usually while touring, account for 10.9% of the principal's 

time. Conducting formal and informal observations were largely 

responsible for the 5.2% of time spent in the classroom by suburban 

principals. Finally, observation data support the principals' concern 

that they prefer to be in their buildings more by providing evidence 

that 18.2% of the time, the approximate equivalent of one day a week, 

the principal spends away from his or her school. 

After Hours Work Record 

The information presented in Table 18 was reported to the 

researcher by the principal on the day following the activity. 

Considerable variation in number and time of activities is evident. The 

suburban principal spent an average of 8.3 hours a week in after hour 

work in the evenings and on weekends in school-related activities. The 

average weekly time investment for Martin's (1980) principals was 11.0 

hours. 

All four athletic events involved the principal's attendance at 

football games during the fall sports season. Delta was observed 
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Table 17 

LOCUS OF ACI'IVITY 
Percent of Activity & Percent of Time 

Location Alpha Beta C-a Delta Epsilon Total 

Act. Time Act. Time Act. Time Act. Ti.me Act. Time Act. Time ----
Office 49.8 49.1 55 .1 66.7 26.3 26.2 15.6 22.7 44.0 41.7 39.8 42.3 
Office proximity 30.5 28.0 15.9 10.4 12.l 4.4 35.1 23.0 34.4 18.4 25.8 17.0 
Cafeteria 2.8 2.0 2.1 1. 7 1.8 .2 4.7 1.3 6.3 6.2 3.5 2.3 
Gym .2 .5 .6 .1 2.1 2.1 2.1 1.8 1.0 .9 
Hall 8.7 8.9 16.1 9.5 26.3 24.8 13.7 7.7 7.3 4.2 13.9 10.9 
Classroom 2.5 2.2 .6 2.0 12.7 11.3 6.3 9.0 2 .1 2.4 4.3 5.2 
Outside school .6 .8 2.9 2.3 .9 .4 .5 .2 .5 1.1 1.1 1.0 
Off grounds 4.0 8.0 4.8 5.5 5.9 27.2 16.6 29.7 3.1 24.3 6.6 18.2 
Inside, other 1.0 1.0 2.1 1.3 13.6 5.3 5.3 4.4 .2 .o 3.9 2.3 
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Table 18 

AF'l'ER HOURS WORK RECORD 

Activity Alpha Beta Gamma Delta Epsilon Total Mean 

Athletics 
Sessions 1 1 1 1 4 .8 
Duration 3.5 3.25 3.5 4.5 14. 75 2.95 

Meetings 
Sessions 1 1 2 .4 
Duration 3.25 2.5 5. 75 1.15 

Ceremony 
Sessions 2 2 .4 
Duration 4.5 4.5 .9 

School Program 
Sessions 1 1 1 3 .6 
Duration 3.25 5.0 2.5 10.75 2.15 

Professional Improvement 
Sessions 1 1 2 .4 
Dura ti on 2.75 3.0 5.75 1.15 

Total Sessions 3 1 2 4 3 13 2.6 
Total Hours 10.0 3.25 8.5 9.75 10.0 41.5 8.3 

All times are computed in hours. 
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subsequent to the fall and prior to the winter athletic seasons--a 

period when interscholastic contests had temporarily stopped. 

Responsibility for supervision and crowd control had been delegated to 

assistant principals, and while principals were not required by 

superiors to attend, all chose to be present. They explained that their 

presence demonstrated support to the athletic program and provided 

opportunities for informal and enjoyable communication with students, 

parents, and community supporters. __ Principals acknowledged that they 

acquired considerable information regarding the community's perception 

of the school and more personal information about students and faculty 

at those events. 

The meetings reported for Alpha and Epsilon were both SPTA 

executive meetings. The principals reported that they always attended 

and typically assumed the role of advisor and interpreter of division 

rules and regulations. Although neither superior nor written regulation 

required the principals' attendance, they felt compelled to be present 

1n order to represent the school. 

The two ceremonies recorded involved Delta's attendance at the 

annual fall National Honor Society induction and at the annual fall 

sports banquet. Brief introductory remarks were given by the principal 

at both occasions. While her attendance at the induction ceremony had 

not been requested, the athletic director had made a point to invite 

Delta to the banquet and to remind her that a few remarks would be 

appropriate. 
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Three school program activities were attended by the principals 

after regular work hours. They included observing a drama/choral show, 

presenting trophies at a band festival, and attending a school play. 

While Gamma's attendance was solicited to present the awards, attendance 

at the other two activities was voluntary. 

Every principal endorsed professional growth through active 

membership in local, state, or national educational organizations. All 

were members of the National Association for Secondary School Principals 

and m~ny were members of the related state association and the local 

chapter of Phi Gamma Kappa. Other activities for professional growth 

included graduate coursework and attendance at the many school district 

level inservices on topics related to achieving annual school goals and 

objectives. During the five weeks, the two recorded professional 

activities included attendance in a graduate course to improve writing 

skills and meeting with the regional secondary school administrators 

association. Participation was voluntary for both principals. Reasons 

for attending included academic and professional growth and an 

opportunity to socialize with good friends. 

Four general observations are made concerning the school 

principals' behavior in after hour work. First, the amount of time in 

evening activities varies greatly from week to week. Most school 

activities are cyclical occurring in a season or during a particular 

month from year to year. Therefore, the principal may have little or no 

evening work one week and be out all five nights the next. For example, 
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Beta was out once during the week of observation. Yet, the previous 

week he had attended five evening events. 

Secondly, principals remarked how much the students and community 

appreciated their presence. Many acknowledged their understanding of 

the demands made on their principal. It seemed that the principal's 

presence at school events was reinforced by the compliments from 

supportive students and parents. The frequency of similar compliments 

during regular hours of the school day was not observed. 

Furthermore, the school principal's attendance at activities 

demonstrated his/her support for the total school program. Each subject 

gave the perception of impartiality by attending activities that were 

academic as well as athletic and those with low as well as high 

spectator appeal. 

Finally, evening activities provided opportunities for principals 

to process incomplete desk work. They reported staying at school prior 

to the activity to "catch up" on paperwork or, during the event, to slip 

away to their offices and return prior to its conclusion. Some were 

able to observe the activity while simultaneously completing paperwork. 

Analysis of the Correspondence Record 

All printed material that passed through the hands of the principal 

was reviewed and recorded by the observer as either input (incoming) or 

output (outgoing) correspondence. A total of 1,196 items of 

correspondence was analyzed for the five principals. This equated to 
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47.8 pieces of printed material the suburban principal came into contact 

with daily. This figure exceeded the 45.7 number recorded by Martin 

(1980) and the 11.0 daily total reported by Willis (1980). An example 

of input and output entries for a randomly selected day are provided as 

Appendices C and D. 

Input Record Analysis 

Table 19 presents the analysis of input correspondence. Each piece 

of written material was evaluated on its form, sender, purpose, 

attention given by the principal, and finally, the action taken. Dual 

entries in each column represent the number and corresponding percentage 

of each subdivision for the five subjects. The mean column reflects the 

input analysis for the average suburban high school principal. 

A total of 1,037 units of input were recorded which represented 

86.7% of all written material. Martin (1980) recorded a 68% rate of 

input and Willis (1980) found that 73% of his principals' mail was 

incoming. The amount of weekly input ranged from Alpha's low of 131 

pieces to Beta's high of 308. The average was 207 pieces a week. 

The first subcategory in Table 19 shows the dominance of internal 

organizational correspondence with only 19.3% of all input in the form 

of correspondence originating outside the school system. Largely this 

input consisted of advertisements, brochures, state and government 

memoranda, applications, letters, catalogues, and bulletins. 

Correspondence using forms and formats unique to the school system 

accounted for 40.8% of all input and included notes, daily and weekly 
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Table 19 

IKPUT OOUESPORDEBCE 
Number & Percent 

DDit of Analysis ilpba leta c-.a Delta Epsilon Total Mean 

~ 131 308 179 204 215 1037 207.4 

~ :z: No. :z: No. :z: No. :z: No. :z: No. No. :z: 
Form 
--r; achool 43 32.8 179 58.1 36 20.1 102 50.0 63 29.3 423 84.6 40.8 

In system 72 55.0 75 24.4 74 41.3 74 36.3 119 55.3 414 82.8 39.9 
Out system 16 12.2 54 17.5 69 38.5 28 13.7 33 15.4 200 40 19.3 

Sender 
-y;;-;choo 1 77 58.8 211 68.5 123 68.7 128 62.7 166 77 .2 705 141 68.0 

In system 38 29.0 49 15.9 25 14.0 47 23.0 23 10.7 182 36.4 17.6 
Out system 16 12.2 48 15.6 31 17.3 29 14 .2 26 12. I 150 30 14 .5 

Puq~ose 
Give information 59 45.0 94 30.5 61 34 .l 84 41.2 96 44. 7 394 78.8 38.0 
Request information 54 41.2 182 59. I 98 54 .7 110 53.9 72 33.5 516 103.2 49 .F. 
leques t service 15 11.5 9 2.9 9 5.0 I .5 46 21.4 80 16 7.7 
Advertise 3 2.3 23 7.5 11 6 .l 9 4.4 l .5 47 9.4 4.5 

Attention 
Skim 38 29.0 57 18.5 45 25.1 45 22. I 58 27.0 243 48.6 23.4 
lead 36 27.5 66 21.4 36 20.1 49 24.0 30 14.0 217 43.4 20.9 
Sign 55 42.0 185 60. I 97 54 .2 110 53.9 127 59.0 574 114 .8 55.4 
Write 2 1.5 l .6 3 .6 .3 

Princi(!al Action 
Return 65 49.6 193 62.7 108 60.3 126 61.8 133 61.9 625 125 60 .3 
Forvard 31 23.7 45 14.6 28 15.6 46 22.5 29 13.5 179 35.8 17.3 
Fi le 15 11 .5 21 6.8 12 6.7 22 10.8 33 15 .3 103 20.6 9.9 
Discard 4 3.1 28 9.1 8 4.) I .5 18 8.4 59 11.8 5.7 
Post l .8 I .6 2 1.0 2 .9 6 1.2 .6 
Hold 13 9.9 20 6.5 20 11.2 3 l.S 56 11.2 5.4 
Contact initiation 2 1.5 l .3 2 I. I 4 2.0 9 1.8 .9 
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bulletins, clinic rosters, attendance lists, school checks, letters, 

memoranda, school award certificates, and forms designed by each school 

for its own use. Close behind, 39.9% of input was sent on school system 

generated forms or format. Included were such items as district office 

newsletters, personnel bulletins, leave slips, letters, memoranda, 

regulations, notices, forms for field trips, time and attendance, and 

pupil accidents. These common items were used universally by all 

schools. 

The principal's secretary and teachers were largely responsible for 

sending the 68% of in-school correspondence to the principal. The 

remaining input was evenly divided between in-system (17.6%) and out-of-

system (14.5%) senders. The most frequent in-system senders included 

the division and deputy superintendents, the principal's immediate 

superior and central office personnel, finance and instruction. Out-of-

system material originated from colleges, professional associations, the 

state department of education, retail companies specializing in school 

equipment and instructional supplies, civic service organizations, 

parents, and other local citizens. 

The primary purposes of input correspondence were to provide and to 

request information from the principal. They accounted for the purpose 

of 87.8% of incoming material. Correspondence requiring the principal's 

signature was categorized as requesting information and is largely 

responsible for the higher 49.8% figure in this subcategory. 

The attention category reveals that the suburban principal signed 

over half of all input correspondence. The principal's signature was 
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required on most school and system forms and on generally all financial 

papers. In addition, most principals chose to sign student suspension 

letters primarily to stay informed and to convey to the student and 

parents their endorsement for the administrative action taken. While 

considerable variation emerged between principals on reading and 

skimming the mail, the average suburban principal was observed to skim 

slightly more input than he or she read. The principals recognized the 

priority given to signature mail and maintained a special folder marked 

as such to separate signature items from routine mail and 

correspondence. 

The last category on Table 19 reveals that very little input was 

retained by the principal. The great majority of input was processed 

quickly and either returned to the sender (60.3%) or forwarded (17.3%) 

to the appropriate person or office. Approximately ten percent of all 

input was marked for the file or observed to be personally filed by the 

principal. 

Output Record Analysis 

Table 20 reflects the amount of categories of self-initiated 

outgoing correspondence by the five principals along with totals for the 

average suburban high school principal as identified by the mean 

column. The title and number of categories is identical to the input 

record and should be read and interpreted in the same manner as 

Table 19. 
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Table 20 

ourPUT CORH.ESPORDERCE 
Number & Percent 

Unit of Analysis Alpha Beta c-a Delta Epsilon Total Hean 

Total 36 42 15 26 40 159 31.8 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. No. % --Fonn 

----rr;- achoo l 32 88.9 39 92.9 10 66.7 26 100.0 36 90.0 143 28.6 89.9 
In system 4 11.1 3 7.1 3 20.0 4 10.0 14 2.8 8.8 
Out systero 2 13.3 2 .4 1.3 

Target 
In schoo 1 29 80.6 40 95.2 6 40.0 24 92.3 34 85.0 133 26.6 83.6 
In system 6 16.7 2 4.8 6 40.0 2 7.7 6 15.0 22 4.4 13.8 
Out system 2.8 3 20.0 4 .8 2.5 

Puq~ose 
Give in format ion 22 61.1 26 61.9 9 60.0 14 53.8 26 65.0 97 19.4 61.0 
Request approval 3 20.0 1 3.8 l 2.5 5 1.0 3.1 
Request service 2 5.6 5 11.9 8 30.8 1 2.5 16 3.2 10 .1 
Reminder 12 33.3 10 23.8 3 20.0 2 7.7 10 25.0 37 7.4 23.3 
Give approval l 2.4 l 3.8 2 5.0 4 .8 2.5 

Attention 
Sign 2 5.6 3 7.2 14 35.0 19 3.8 12.0 
Write 34 94.4 39 92.8 15 100.0 26 100.0 25 62.5 139 27.8 87.4 
Retrieve file l 2.5 l .2 .6 

PrinciEal Act ion 
Return l 6.7 2 7.7 3 .6 1.9 
Forvard 23 63.9 28 66.7 9 60.0 20 76.9 28 70.0 108 21 .6 67.9 
File 12 33.3 1 2.4 12 30.0 25 5 15.7 
Post l 2.4 1 .2 .6 
Hold 2.8 12 28.6 5 33.3 4 15.4 22 4.4 13.8 
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A total of 159 pieces of written material were analyzed as output 

from the five principals. This figure represented 13.3% of all incoming 

and outgoing correspondence. A comparison with Table 19 shows that 

suburban principals initiate far less correspondence than they 

receive. The tables reveal that for every six pieces of mail or 

correspondence received, one piece was written by the principal and 

recorded as output. Martin (1980) recorded a two to one ratio between 

input and output correspondence. The lower ratio is partly due to the 

apparent inclusion of incoming mail which was later converted and 

recorded as output. This study recorded output units if they were 

originally written by the principal and sent during the time of 

observation. Mintzberg (1973) observed a self-initiated outgoing 

correspondence ratio of one to 26 for his chief executives. Willis 

found Australian high school principals received almost three times more 

input than output. No evidence is provided to determine if this ratio 

is based strictly on self-initiated output. These figures suggest the 

suburban principal's preference for delegating the writing of outgoing 

correspondence to assistants. Reports, letters from the school, and 

memoranda were prepared for the principal's signature. The 55.4% of all 

incoming mail requiring the principal's signature was an indicator of 

the amount of mail delegated to others for processing before being 

signed by the principal. 

The suburban principal wrote an average of approximately 32 pieces 

of outgoing material a week. Personal notes and letters, school 

memoranda, and reports comprised 89.9% of outgoing material. 
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Correspondence initiated by the principal on system forms occurred in 

8.8% of all output. A request for personal leave to a superior 

represented an example of in-system correspondence. 

The target subcategory shows that the vast majority of output, 

83.6%, was directed to personnel within the school--teachers, 

counselors, secretary, and to the principals themselves. Almost one-

fourth of all output was self-directed correspondence by the principal 

when he wrote a reminder note to himself. Teachers received 35.3% of 

the in-school input with the remaining correspondence directed to 

administrators, counselors, and support personnel, particularly the 

building supervisor. The principal's proximity and frequency in the 

number of verbal contacts were factors in the lower 11.8% of written 

correspondence directed between the principal and his or her secretary. 

In-system recipients of the principal's correspondence included 

13.8% of output. A superior or a person in the district offices was a 

prime target for in-system correspondence from the principal. 

Typically, letters and memoranda were sent to request service, funding, 

or obtain information in writing from the other party. 

The purpose category on Table 20 reveals that there were two major 

reasons behind the principal's output correspondence: to give 

information (61.0%) and to request service (10.1%). Actually, the 23.3% 

of output in the reminder category was a form of giving information 

which, if added to the information subcategory, would result in 84.3% 

output designed to inform others. The 23.3% of self-directed 

correspondence served as a reminder to the principal and was essentially 
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self-serving, giving information back to himself. The remaining 5.6% 

output was written to request approval from a superior and the district 

office and to give approval to a subordinate within the school. 

The attention category 1n Table 20 reveals that the suburban 

principal hand writes a vst majority, 87.4%, of output correspondence. 

Principals were not observed dictating to their secretaries or into 

machines and only once did a princpal sit at her secretary's desk to 

type a brief item. Twelve percent of output mail required just the 

principal's signature. These were items initially written by the 

principal, which had been typed and were now being returned for signing. 

The influence of self-directed correspondence is reflected 1n the 

principal action category. Notes written as reminders were either held 

(13.8%) or filed for future referral (15.7%). The majority of output, 

however, was forwarded (67.9%) to the target persons. Only two items 

were written by the principal and subsequently posted. It was apparent 

that, during the observation period, any schedules or lists which might 

qualify for posting were delegated to be written and posted by 

assistants. The principal's action in such matters would either be 

verbal approval to the assistant or a signature as the originator even 

though the item had been written by another administrator. 

To summarize the analysis of the correspondence record, for every 

seven pieces of incoming written material received, the suburban high 

school principal personally wrote one piece of outgoing correspondence, 

of which one in four was self-directed and held or filed as a reminder 

for future action. 
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Furthermore, Table 21 combines input and output correspondence and 

reveals that the written communication medium has a strong internal 

school system dimension with 82.9% of all written material sent either 

totally within the school building (46.5%) or between the school and 

district offices (36.4%). Finally, written correspondence from and 

directed to parties outside the school district represented 17.1% of all 

correspondence. 

Sender/Target 

In-school 
In-system 
Out-system 

Table 21 

PERCENTAGE OF INTERNAL SYSTEM FOCUS 
FOR INPUT AND OUTPUT CORRESPONDENCE 

Level Input Output 

40.8 83.6 
39.9 13 .8 
19.3 2.5 

Mintzberg's Characteristics of Managerial Work and the Suburban 
Principal 

Total 

46.5 
36.4 
17.1 

The empirical studies of Mintzberg (1973), largely carried out 

through direct observation of five different managers, resulted 1n the 

identification of six propositions characterizing management work. 

Subsequent observation studies on managers at different organizational 

levels have applied these propositions to the subjects under study to 

characterize their work-related activities (Kmetz, 1982; Martin, 1980; 

Pitner, 1978; Willis, 1980). Behavior was exhibited during the 
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observation period to permit comment on each of these six 

characteristics as they apply to the suburban high school principal. 

1. Volume and pace. The description of the manager who performs 

"a great quantity of work at an unrelenting pace" (Mintzberg, 1973, p. 

51) characterizes the suburban high school principal. In fact, both the 

job hours and hours in evening work exceeded those reported by Mintzberg 

for the five chief executives. 

The pace at which the principal works varies considerably. Further 

analysis based upon the duration of time and the number of activities 

performed in each tripartition indicate the range in pace varied from an 

activity every 4.3 minutes to one every 8.1 minutes. While a specific 

pattern for pace did not emerge, i.e., a predictable pace at a specific 

time of day, a consistently high volume of work load kept the principal 

busy all day. Table 22 reveals that the suburban principal, by 

averaging 85.2 activities per day, was engaging in approximately nine to 

ten activities per hour. 

Table 22 
PRINCIPALS' NUMBERS OF ACTIVITIES OVER TIME 

Activities Per Alpha Beta Gamma Delta Epsilon Mean Standard 
Deviation 

Day 95.8 96 .4 70.4 76.8 86.6 85.2 11.5 
Hour 8.99 10.08 8.97 9.30 9.35 9.34 .9 
Minute .15 .17 .13 .16 .17 .16 .02 
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2. Variety, brevity, and fragmentation. Suburban principals 

engaged in a wide variety of work situations where a multitude of 

variables influenced the nature of the their work. Principals were 

unlike workers on a production line, mastering one trade, working in the 

same location among the same few people each day. On the contrary, 

their day was influenced by many people, in differing activities, at 

various locations, to accomplish a variety of purposes. 

Table 23 
PERCENT OF TOTAL NUMBER OF ACTIVITIES BY TASK DURATION 

Task Duration Alpha Beta Gamma Delta Epsilon Mean In Minutes 

1-4 70.4 71.0 67.6 81.0 72 .3 72 .3 
5-10 14.0 12.9 17.3 7.6 12.0 12.7 
Above 10 15.7 16.1 15.1 11.4 15.7 14.9 

Table 24 

PERCENT OF TOTAL ACTIVITY TIME BY TASK DURATION 

Task Duration Alpha Beta Gamma Delta Epsilon Mean In Minutes 

1-4 15.6 16.2 12.6 15.6 16.7 15.4 
5-10 14.0 13 .6 15.3 6.9 11. 7 12.4 
Above 10 70.4 70.2 72 .1 77 .5 71.6 72 .2 

*In minutes. 
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While Table 22 provides information about the pace at which the 

principal works, Table 23 illustrates that most activities were brief 1n 

duration with 72.3% of all activities lasting four minutes or less. 

Remarkable consistency is evident among all the principals in the 

percentage of activities that fall within the task duration intervals. 

Table 24 illustrates how the same number of activities from Table 23 

impact the total principal's time. For example, of all the principal's 

activities, 72.3% last four minutes or less but take up only 15.4% of 

the principal's total job time. Further inspection of Tables 23 and 24 

reveal that 72.2% of the principal's total time is used to perform just 

14.9% of all activities which last more than ten minutes 1n duration. 

The variety and brevity of activities, for the most part, assured 

principals of a fragmented activity pattern. Table 15 illustrated that 

418 activities were interrupted. This further demonstrates how 

activities were fragmented. In addition, every principal was observed 

participating in a stream of chronologically unrelated activities, at 

varying paces, and speaking on a variety of topics with all types of in-

and out-of school people. Stewart (1967) referred to the behavior as 

the "grasshopper" approach to work, portraying the principal jumping 

from one problem to another. Perhaps more optimistic in explanation, 

this observer chose to coin the term "task tenacity" to name the 

principal's ability to maintain the momentum of one activity or event to 

completion before being interrupted by so many other activities that the 

initial event is forgotten. Activities occurred at such a pace and with 

such diversity that the principals demonstrated a skill to recall a past 
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incomplete activity, often "out of the blue," and move the action to 

completion. "The overall impression given was that the principal was 

beginning, in the middle of, and ending numerous issues all at one time, 

some dormant but any of them likely to resurge in their demand for 

attention" (Willis, p. 41). 

Furthermore, the peripatetic nature of the job was related to 

activity fragmentation. Although 59.3% of the suburban principal's time 

was spent in or near the office, the remaining time during the day was 

spent moving to various places in and out of the school where increased 

visibility made the principal more vulnerable to interruptions. 

3. Preference for verbal media. Suburban principals demonstrated 

a strong attraction to the verbal media. A reference to Table I shows 

that those activities which were purely verbal included exchanges, 

unscheduled meetings, scheduled meetings, phone, and announcements 

accounted for 63.0% of the principal's time in 88.3% of all 

activities. The range in time of verbal behavior varied from a low of 

43.6% by Gamma to a high of 68.9% by Delta. While these percentiles 

reflect purely verbal activities, all others had strong verbal 

components. The average duration of these more non-verbal activities 

(e.g., tours, desk work) was longer and, as Table 15 reflects, were 

frequently interrupted by others. Thus, the 63.0% mean time in verbal 

contacts underestimates the time in this media. 

Another approach to evaluating the suburban principal's preference 

for verbal activity is to compare the number of times he/she chooses to 

couununicate with others in the verbal medium with the number of times 
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written correspondence, or the non-verbal medium, is initiated and 

preferred. Table 25 provides information on the number of purely verbal 

contact activities initiated by each subject as well as those initiated 

by the other party. The announcement activity is not included in the 

table since communication was observed as one-way. The principal either 

proclaimed in person or spoke over the school intercom system to a large 

group of people. The non-verbal contacts have two subcategories which 

contain information taken from the correspondence record on Tables 19 

and 20. Output reflects the number of pieces of correspondence written 

and sent from the principal, whereas input shows the number of items 

received by the principal. The mean figures in the last column reflect 

that the average suburban principal initiated 198.0 purely verbal tasks 

and 31.8 pieces of correspondence. The verbal medium was preferred and 

selected six times more often than the written. 

Table 25 

VERBAL AND NON-VERBAL CONTACTS BY SUBJECT 

Unit of Analysis Alpha Beta Delta Kpsi loo Total Hean 

Verbal contacts 
Self-Initiated 215 211 152 227 185 990 198 
Other-Initiated 211 219 134 129 l 86 879 175.8 

Non-Verbal contacts 
Output correspondence 36 42 15 26 40 159 31.8 
Input correspondence 131 308 1 79 204 21) 1037 207.4 

Standard 
Deviation 

29.9 
42.3 

11.2 
64.9 
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Referring back to Table 25, when contacts were initiated by the 

other party, purely verbal activities occurred an average of 175.8 times 

and written correspondence was selected 207.4 times. Thus, other 

parties choose to communicate approximately 1.2 times more frequently 

through written correspondence than through the verbal media. Using the 

other parties' choice of non-verbal behavior for comparison, clearly the 

suburban principal preferred verbal over written communication. 

Following Martin's (1980) example, verbal activities were further 

categorized based upon the manner in which principals initiated their 

contacts. Table 26 reflects the two categories as face-to-face 

communications and use of the telephone. Face-to-face activities 

included the exchange, unscheduled and scheduled meetings. 

Announcements were again eliminated since all were observed as 

essentially one-way communications. 

Table 26 

COMPARISON OF VERBAL CONTACT TYPES 
Initiation by Self and Others 

Percent 
Type of Contact Alpha Beta Gamma Delta Epsilon Total of All 

Activities 

Face-to-Face 
Self-Initiated 148 180 135 211 158 832 39.1 
Other-Initiated 169 204 129 122 162 786 36.9 
Total 1618 76.0 

Telephone 
Self-Initiated 67 31 17 17 27 159 7.5 
Other-Initiated 42 15 5 6 24 92 4.3 
Total 251 11.8 
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The face-to-face contacts comprised 76.0% of all activities while 

telephone contacts totaled 11.8%. Martin's (1980) rates for secondary 

principals were 72.2% face-to-face contacts and 10.5% telephone 

contacts. Among the 2,130 activities observed, 39.1% were principal-

initiated, face-to-face communications and 7.5% were initiated by the 

principal over the telephone. In other words, the principal preferred 

to use the more personal face-to-face mode of communications five times 

as often as he/she used the telephone. 

4. Preference for live action. Mintzberg (1973) concluded that 

managers gravitate toward live action in their jobs and prefer a central 

communications role over that of a planner. Observations of the 

suburban principal supported Mintzberg's conclusion. 

Desk work was the single activity which provided the most "alone" 

time (17 .7%) for the principal. The longer duration of this activity 

and the insulation from others in the school accounted for this. The 

remaining 82.3% of the principal's time was spent with others in direct 

conversation or in an activity, such as monitoring or touring, where 

high visibility in heavily populated areas typically resulted in 

activity interruption. 

The suburban principal's attitude toward scheduled meetings was a 

reflection on his/her preference for live action. All subjects 

verbalized their disgust for lengthy meetings. With the exception of 

trips, the average duration of this activity, at 44.8 minutes, clearly 

exceeded the mean time of 7.2 minutes for all observed activities in 

this study. To be confined with a group of people for an activity which 
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lasted six times longer than normal, and to be unable to proceed at the 

regular work pace at school, clearly frustrated the principals. While 

all principals complained of the direction of scheduled meetings away 

from school, some displayed strategies for coping. Alpha would show up 

late, pressing on at school until she felt compelled to leave. Delta 

took her written correspondence to work on during the meeting and would 

step out periodically to make business calls. 

The suburban principal's approach to processing mail displayed a 

preference for other, more action-related activities Upon receiving 

mail, four of the five principals processed it immediately. They could 

complete 40 pieces of mail in less than a half hour. No principal 

verbalized a preference for this type of work. It seemed as if mail and 

correspondence were temporary road blocks which needed to be removed 

quickly to free the principal for more important activities. Delta 

differed somewhat by processing correspondence whenever it could be 

squeezed in during the day. She seldom sat at her desk. Paperwork was 

a polychronic activity that interrupted the ongoing event for Delta. 

The principal demonstrated a preference for immediate action in 

lieu of the standard, mundane activity. For example, Beta stopped in 

the middle of an evaluation conference with a teacher to investigate a 

student fight. He abandoned his calendar for the next hour to follow up 

on what he believed to be a top priority. Gamma's routine tour behavior 

was temporarily halted to follow up on a citizen's complaint. 

Furthennore, desk work sessions with few or no interruptions were 

typically ended by the principal to tour and "see what's going on." 
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Also, the number of recorded interruptions of activities 

represents, to a degree, the principal's preference for being in contact 

with other people. Table 15 revealed that 19.6% of all activity 

sessions were interrupted. Yet, if the total number of interrupters 

from each session (977) is added to the number of sessions initially 

interrupted (418), the grand total equals 1,395 separate activities, or 

65.5% of all activities observed and recorded in this study. That is, 

the suburban principal engaged in inunediate, unplanned, live action with 

another person in over half of all activities. 

5. Contact network. Mintz berg (1973) likened managers "to the 

neck of the hourglass, standing between his own organization and a 

network of outside contacts." He emphasized that one-third to one-half 

of the manager's time was spent with persons external to the system. 

Table 27 reveals the intra-organizational network of the suburban 

principal. Only 7.3% of verbal contacts are with persons outside the 

school system. The Table includes all activities having verbal contact 

with another person. Included are exchanges, telephone calls, scheduled 

and unscheduled meetings. Persons external to the school include 

parents, citizens, and others, with the exception of students who were 

not employees of the school system. 

Participant 

Insider 
Outsider 

Table 27 
PERCENT OF INSIDE ARD OUTSIDE SYSTEM CONTACTS 

Based on Number of Activities 

Alpha 

91.7 
8.3 

Beta 

94.3 
5.7 

90.0 
10.0 

Delta 

91.8 
8.2 

Epsilon 

95.3 
4.7 

Total 

92.7 
7.3 
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Table 28 provides information on the amount of time spent with 

inside and outside contacts. The Table reveals that 69.0% of the 

suburban principal's time is spent with subordinates. Martin (1980) 

reported even more time with a 87.9% figure. Pitner's (1978) 

observation of three school superintendents resulted in a 54% time 

invested with subordinates, while Mintzberg (1973) reported a 48% figure 

for the chief executives. It would appear that as one moves up in 

management levels, less time is devoted to subordinate employees. This 

would provide more time for managers to increase contacts with peers, 

superiors, and persons external to the organization, thereby expanding 

the manager's perception of the organization in context with its 

environment. 

Table 28 

PERCENT OF INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL CONTACTS 
Based on Duration of Activities 

Participant Alpha Beta Gamma Delta Epsilon 

Subordinates 66.1 77.0 70.7 59.9 72.0 
Superiors 1.5 .2 9.0 3.7 .2 
Peers 10.S 1.1 3.2 16.5 17.0 
Others z in s:z:stem 9.3 13.3 1.3 2.8 7.3 
Total 1 in s:z:stem 87.4 91.6 84 .2 82.9 96 .s 
Others, external 12.6 8.4 15.8 17.1 3.5 

Total 

69.0 
2.4 

10.1 
7.4 

88.9 
11.1 

Table 29 presents an analysis of the principal's number of 

activities and amount of time spent with others. The figures reflected 

in the total column represent the percentage of total activities and 
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Table 29 

PERCENT OF PRINCIPAL ACTIVITY/TIME 
With Self, Staff, & Others 

Participants Alpha Beta c-.a Delta Epsilon Total 

Act. Time Act. Ti.me Act. Time Act. Time Act. Time Act. Time ----- ---- -----
Admin. staff 22.2 19.3 19 .1 14. 7 17.l 7.2 11.3 13.0 23.0 14.5 18.9 14.0 
Secretary 14.2 2.6 13.6 3. l 6.5 .9 15.0 3.5 17 .4 3.0 13 .6 2.6 
Teachers 13. l 7.1 17.4 17.2 20. 9 8.2 19.3 19.8 13.8 14.6 16.6 13.3 
Students 6.4 3.0 15 .1 11.0 11.2 4. 7 14 .2 6.6 8.5 6.9 11.0 6.5 
Parents/Citizens 6.8 7.4 3.6 4.0 7.1 6.0 1.6 6.9 1.9 .8 4.2 5.0 
Peer 4.0 7.4 1.7 .8 4. 7 19. l 9.5 12.0 2.6 12.0 4.3 9.9 
Superior 1. 7 2.7 .6 .1 1.8 4.0 3.4 2.7 .2 .2 1.5 1.9 
In-School support 7.6 4.0 3 .1 .7 7.4 2.7 5.0 3.2 3. l .9 5.2 2.3 
Central office 6.8 6.3 6.7 8.8 .9 .6 4.0 2.1 5.6 5 .1 5.1 4.8 
Self 8.1 29.7 9.2 31.3 11 .8 36.0 3.7 15.8 12.0 28.5 8.9 28.4 
Finance officer 1.5 .6 1.5 .4 2.4 1.3 2.6 .6 3 .1 .7 2.2 .7 
Guidance 3.4 4.9 5.2 3.5 3.8 2.7 2.6 1.0 2.8 2.5 3.6 3.0 
Other 2.8 3.7 1.0 2.9 1.5 5.6 1.1 .8 3.3 7.8 2.0 4.2 
Outside system 1.5 1.2 2.1 1.5 2.9 1.1 6.6 12 .1 2.8 2.4 3. l 3.5 
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total time for the combined five subjects. Table 29 does not compare 

directly with Table 28 since the addition of the self category alters 

the percentages for all categories. Referring to the column labelled 

total on Table 29 reveals a wide spread in the dual percentage entries 

for secretary and self subcategories. Activities with the secretary 

were many (13.6%) but brief, requiring little of the principal's time 

(2.6%). In contrast, activities when the principal worked alone (self) 

were few in number (8.9%) but required considerable time to conduct 

(28.4%). Table 29 also shows that the principal spent more time with 

his/her staff (14.0%) followed by the teachers (13.3%) and then students 

(6.5%). Among those participants from outside the school, peers (9.9%) 

and parents/citizens (5.0%) spent the most time with the principal. 

6. Blend of rights and duties. Inconsistent explanations have 

been made to depict how a manager exerts control over his/her 

organization. Peter Drucker (1964) likened the manager to the conductor 

of a symphony who orchestrates the individual instruments to bring about 

a whole greater than the sum of its parts. Sune Carlson (1951), to the 

contrary, portrayed the manager as a puppet with hundreds of people 

pulling its strings. Mintzberg (1973) explained these contrasting 

perceptions as a blend of the manager's rights and responsibilities. 

The manager is responsible for making the initial cormnitments which 

direct the organization. He/She then initiates, but also reacts to, a 

myriad of related activities, the predominance of which is directed 

toward organizational goal attainment. While on this path to goal 
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attainment, the manager's behavior may be observed and perceived as if a 

puppet, a conductor, or both at different times. 

Mintzberg (1973) analyzed the percentage of purely verbal 

activities initiated by the manager as an indicator of a manager's 

control over his work. He included the number of telephone sessions, 

exchanges, scheduled and unscheduled meetings in his analysis. The 

issue of control and the suburban principal will be discussed from two 

dimensions: the number of principal-initiated contacts and the 

principal's role in goal determination and implementation. 

Suburban principals initiated 53.3% of verbal activities. Martin 

(1980) reported principals in his study initiating 59.9% of all verbal 

sessions. The suburban principal's rate of initiated activity well 

exceeds the 32% reported by Mintzberg (1973) of his five chief 

executives. More control was exhibited in the use of the telephone with 

an initiation rate of 63.3% and the least amount of control was 

exercised over establishing scheduled meetings which were initiated 

46.1% by the principal. The actual rate of principal-initiated 

activities is higher than reflected by these figures. The majority of 

other activities, i.e., trips, tours, monitoring, announcements, and 

observations, were virtually self-initiating which, when added to 

initiated verbal activities, shed a more true light on the principal's 

influence to begin tasks. 

Furthermore, principals demonstrated organizational control daily 

as they chose from the many demands that deserved their attention. Each 

demonstrated, to a fine skill, the ability to retrieve information and 
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initiate action at an opportune time. Even those activities which were 

initiated by the other party were observed as suddenly turning into an 

opportunity for the principal to request service or obtain information 

which served managerial interest. 

The principal's role 1n determining school goals and objectives 

represent another element 1n the degree of control he or she exerts in 

the position. A review of the formal interview and field notes revealed 

that control over their schools was a relevant issue for the 

principals. They had been meeting among themselves and with the 

division superintendent to define a working concept of school-based 

management. Delineating boundaries of authority between the schools and 

district offices and answering the question "who supports who?" were 

critical in the development of a working definition. It appeared that, 

while the principal was free to determine unique goals and objectives 

for his/her school, annual district goals would receive a priority and 

the degree of success in goal accomplishment would be a factor in the 

principal's annual evaluation. For example, every school had as a 

system goal to improve the aspirations and performance of underachieving 

students. District funding and inservice training was provided to 

facilitate principals meeting this goal in their own unique school and 

community. How each school approached meeting the goal was the decision 

of the principal. 

Yet other goals were clearly unique to the school and either under 

the direct control of the principal or delegated by the principal to a 

member of the staff. One of Beta's goals, for example, to educate and 
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improve the health of staff, faculty, and students, became a school 

connnitment based upon his own personal experience which he was able to 

translate to the faculty in such a way as to motivate them toward 

pursuing the same goal. 

Both district and school goals were under the direction of Delta 

who used networking to facilitate communication and arrive at 

decisions. She screened ideas, gave them impetus, and determined which 

person(s) or group(s) should be engaged in finding a solution. Although 

related activities were often initiated by others, there was never any 

evidence to suggest that she was not in control of the big picture. 

In short, principals demonstrated autonomy in their actions to 

adapt and achieve system goals and, by establishing, as well as 

directing, goals unique to their own schools. 



CHAPTER V 

THE SUBJECTS 

Introduction 

In the effort to provide descriptive data on the task role 

performance of the suburban principal, behavior of the five principals 

was analyzed qualitatively. Information used in the analysis included 

the semi-structured interview, field notes, observation records, and 

unobtrusive measures consisting of student and teacher handbooks, 

memoranda, school publications, daily bulletins, policy statements, job 

descriptions, sample forms, course selection offerings, and school 

demographic data. 

A minimum of one week was scheduled between each week-long field 

observation to allow the researcher time to organize and analyze the 

field notes and related reference materials and to discover patterns, 

themes, and categories which could explain suburban principal 

behavior. This provided for increased reliability since data were 

analyzed and a written qualitative record established prior to 

reentering the field. 

The purpose of this chapter is to develop a portrait of each 

principal describing unique circumstances, the daily problems 

encountered, and the articulated values and goals behind actions. 

Each subject, case by case, is presented using common topics as 

subheadings. The topics emerged from the field notes as broad 

categories to describe the principals' behaviors. The major subheadings 
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include: background on the principal and the school and community; 

instructional focus; communications; week of observation; conclusions; 

and an analysis of recorded outlying behavior. 

The final subheading on outlying behavior identifies and provides 

an explanation why an observed behavior by one principal radically 

varied from the average performance of other principals. Outlying 

behavior was analyzed on the number and total time expended for each 

type of activity (tours, exchanges, desk work, etc.) and for the related 

purpose (instructional, maintenance/direction, student activity, etc.) 

of each activity. Information from Table 1 was used to evaluate 

outliers on activity type whereas Table 14 was used to identify activity 

purpose outliers. 

Referring to Tables 1 and 14, the underlined numerals are 

statistical outliers. They represent scores that fell outside the 

limits as defined as one-and-one-half times the inner-quartile range 

(between the 25th and 75th percentile) of scores in the sample. 

The Principal 

ALPHA 

HILLSIDE HIGH SCHOOL 

Background 

Principal Alpha has served in the field of education as a 

mathematics teacher, administrative aide, assistant high school 
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principal and now, for almost a year, has been in her first 

principalship at Hillside High School. At 53 she reflects on the focus 

of her life and declares: 

Next only to my love and care for my family, would 
probably be _the pursuit for= intellectual excellence with 
right behind that caring for all the other people. In the 
school I would say the academic excellence comes first, 
and I use the caring to get them there. 

Majoring in mathematics at D. C. Teachers College, she was a member 

of a social sorority and a science mathematics honor society. She was 

influenced into the field of education by her father who was a physics 

teacher and by her positive feelings for young people. She received her 

masters in education and continues her professional affiliations as a 

member of Phi Delta Kappa and NASSP. The past four years Alpha has 

served in administrative positions and today is the only black female 

high school principal in the district. 

Her goal for Hillside is academic excellence. She gives an 

overview of her work plan: 

Our winning football team, or at least a football team 
that wins sometimes. They don't have to be .500 but they 
would win sometimes. I would say a teaching staff that 
feels respect and support of the administrative staff, not 
just the building principal. And a student body that 
finds their teachers and the programs in the classrooms 
leading them to want to learn more than they ever thought 
they could. I think what happens is that one thing kind 
of pushes the other. The kids push the teachers, the 
teachers push the kids, and the climate is set by the 
athletic program and by the support that the 
administrators provide the students and the staff. 

_The school would be a place where kids have a sense that 
what they're doing is important, they're important, that 
their education is excellent, teachers care and the staff 
is supportive. ~.The whole staff is generally there to 
solve problems for students and teachers and not keep 
record on infractions that have occurred. 
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As part of her plan, the principal envisions Hillside as a center 

for the arts. During the week of observation, the researcher learned 

about plans for a photo laboratory to enable students to take 

photography for credit, plans for a pennanent art gallery to display 

student work, a $150 expenditure for postage to obtain $300 in art 

history textbooks (to have the materials on time) and that her school 

was the Regional Center for the Northern Virginia Carving Association. 

The Center "brings community people across generations into high school 

to use its facility in the afternoon and the evening which makes the 

school central in some way to their lives." 

Alpha describes herself as a benevolent dictator. She delegates 

everything she can except signing the checks, "in order to be aware of 

where the money is going," and ''matters related to personnel that are 

negative." Once when turning over the writing of a grant proposal to 

her administrative aide, she said humorously she didn't do this very 

well--she was into "blue skies "--that was her specialty! 

Decision making style varies. In one case it may be autocratic; at 

other times it may involve input, debate, and a chance for her 

administrators' to stretch their critical thinking skills. 

I entertain ideas and this has been one of the difficult 
things at school because the administration is accustomed 
to saying things that are either self-serving or trivial, 
riot really thinking it through, not really accustomed to 
sharing in the real thought processing behind making 
decisions. So I say think about it, what do you think is 
going to happen? And I will entertain lengthy discussions 
about what ought to happen--about this and that--and 
whatever. 

Then, there are some things when collaborative discussions 
are inappropriate and then I will say what's going to 
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happen and I'll entertain reactions. Now I always want to 
hear the reactions because I can be wrong. But if I've 
actually thought it through, and I know what I want, and 
it's different from what anyone has ever done and they're 
going to think it's crazy, then there is no need for a 
giant discussion because we're not taking a vote. Now I 
don't do votes very well. I don't believe in votes. 

Alpha believes that when others say "no" or "we can't do that," 

it's really not a "no," but a question, "Do you really mean what you 

say?" If your reply is a pleasant yes, they'll follow. Then everybody 

pitches in: 

I think the running of the school is everybody's job. If 
it means cleaning the toilet, if it means putting up the 
flag, if it means building a section, if it means 
massaging a parent, if it means taking a kid to a 
hospital, I don't give a ----. It is our job to make it 
happen and what has to happen will be done. Our job is to 
figure out who's to get it done and I don't entertain 
well, we can't, it's too hard, it takes too long--we just 
do it. You start working and work until •••• 

As the principal, Alpha sees her purpose as being a decision maker, 

providing direction and making sure that rules and regulations are 

followed. "This isn't a sideline job and I don't have a passing 

interest." She believes in her ability to assess excellence and affirms 

her willingness to "break my butt to make it happen." 

She aspires to "provide an environment for all of us to be more 

than we ever thought we could be. We taught better, we innovated more, 

we helped more kids to succeed than we ever thought we could." She 

describes the environment as one in which the principal provides a 

climate where teachers are allowed to risk and experience success more 

often. The principal models this behavior: 

Where the principal encourages risk or the principal takes 
risks, the teacher is more likely to take risks. When the 
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teacher knows that the principal values the students, the 
teacher will value the students. You don't worry about 
failing, you assume you're going to be successful. You 
read into everything that you have done, you measure it, 
that's why you are a degree of success, not a degree of 
failure. Everybody learns through success. 

The second sentence in the philosophy of the school as printed in the 

teachers' handbook states, "We believe the student has the 

responsibility to succeed." 

The School and Community 

Hillside High School, built in 1967, provides an education to some 

2,307 students who come primarily from middle class economic families 

with 58% residing in single family units. The student population is 87% 

white with blacks (4%), Asians (6%), and Hispanics (3%) comprising the 

minority groups. Among the 18 high schools, Hillside is ranked 13th 

from the school with the highest percent of minorities. A combined 

ranking among all high schools on other socioeconomic factors which 

include the number of free/reduced-price lunches served, rates of 

student mobility, percentage of dropouts, rates of retention and 

suspension, results in an overall 11th position placing Hillside in the 

top half of schools socioeconomically. 

The school provides the usual curriculum course offerings. Unique 

is the planetarium program which provides an arena for learning visual 

as well as conceptual data. Special education in learning disabilities 

and speech are provided. The school offers some 55 clubs/activities/ 

organizations to which students may belong. Organizations provide 

instructional, service, government, performance, and athletic 
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opportunities for participants. Approximately 56% of the offerings 

relate directly to the instructional program within the school. 

During the past five years, Hillside has experienced a 12% decline 

in student population, due to boundary changes and the effect of lesser 

birth rates now reaching the high school level. It is the Hillside 

boundary that provides a unique challenge to the principal: 

We have a boundary that is very difficult. It is 
exceptionally large, elongated, and the school is not in 
the center. This makes for excessive travel time for 
studentst._93% ride the bus). And it makes it a difficult 
problem to establish a feeling of community and closeness 
to the school. 

The nearby town associates itself with another high school. There 

is no subdivision called Hillside. Students pass by two other high 

schools on the way to school in the mornings. More importantly, the 

administrative pyramid concept of a high school working socially and 

instructionally with all its intermediate and elementary feeder schools 

is less than satisfactory for Hillside. Hillside is in district B, its 

largest intermediate feeder is in district C, and many elementary 

feeders are in district D. As a result, Alpha is trying to personally 

get into those schools to meet with their communities via coffees, 

(phone calls to two intermediate principals, "I want to make some kind 

of hook over there. Our guys are lost in the shuffle," October 1, 1:10 

p.m., 4:16 p.m.) and speak before certain groups (call to a minister in 

a black community to arrange a meeting, September 30, 9:50 a.m.). 
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Instructional Focus 

Teachers and administrators at Hillside spoke of their principal as 

knowledgeable and creative in instructional matters. The following 

activities and statements focused on her instructional values: 

• In staff meeting on the subject of study hall implementation, 

·~e sure teachers aren't weeding out kids now to save their 

reported failure rate," September 29, 8:27 a.m. 

• Called a supervisor's secretary to articulate her concern about 

being called out of her building in the midst of three 

instructional problems to put her handwritten initials on a 

typed memo to make it official, October 3, 10:23 a.m. 

• Questioned her Athletic Director, "do the kids ,_on the football 

team know their coaches have their heads on straight?" 

September 30, 2:39 p.m. (referring to their values). 

• To an assistant principal, "Good teachers are good for blacks 

and bad teachers are bad for blacks. Don't confuse it with the 

racial issue," September 30, 9:01 a.m. 

• Requested funding from the Student, Parent, Teacher Association 

(hereafter referred to as SPTA) to: 1) partially reimburse her 

librarian for conference costs, and 2) provide aid to a foreign 

student, October 1, 7:00 p.m. 

• Wrote a grant to obtain a computer to monitor minority 

achievement, series of activities, October 1 through 3. 
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• Debated for funds to establish a photo lab to offer photography 

as an elective course, series of activities, October 1 

through 3. 

• Discussed with the director of guidance and department 

chairpersons on methods to raise standardized student 

achievement scores. Told chairpersons to "do whatever you need 

to make it happen--we'll find the dollars," October 3, 7:45 a.m. 

• Met with the librarian and encouraged her to submit a proposal 

for a high tech data base resource program, October 2, 8:06 a.m. 

• Upon hearing that a class was "out of control" she sent an 

assistant principal to observe, subsequently met with him, 

discussed solutions and directed him to meet with the two 

teacher team the next morning to develop immediate classroom 

control procedures, October 2, 3:37 p.m. 

• Encouraged students to create and fund their own word processing 

center and make it available as a resource to the connnunity. 

• Related to the observer, "There are two approaches to 

minorities--either the system is bad or the kid is bad. We, as 

a society, have been operating under the idea that the kid is 

bad when it's the system that needs fixing," September 30, 

9:26 a.m. 

• Told an assistant principal, "You have to build trust. Call the 

mother of that black kid and see if the kid can stay after 

school and then help the kid instructionally. You'll get the 
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trust of the parents and make a friend for life. A good 

instructional program will solve 90% of your problems," 

September 30, 9:02 a.m. 

Communications 

The usual formal school committees provided specialized information 

to the principal on a variety of subjects. Connnittees existed for human 

relations, curriculum, awards, faculty advisory, SPTA executive matters, 

discipline, budget planning, and advisory councils for parents and 

students. While she chaired three of these groups, she delegated the 

remaining connnittees to each of the other administrators. 

More informal communications provided daily information on the 

workings of the school. On Monday mornings, she met with her six 

administrative staff members to plan for the week. The agenda included 

discussions on the process for evaluating teacher performance, student 

behavior surrounding a food throwing event from the previous Friday, and 

whether or not to implement study halls 1n the first quarter of school. 

During the course of the week, numerous activities and considerable 

principal time were directed toward these items. 

By Friday, the events of the week were shared in a meeting with 

department chairpersons and items brought forward to the principal were 

then placed on Monday's staff meeting. 

It was, however, the hundreds of daily interactions and her 

location in the school during the week that kept Alpha abreast of the 

climate and flow of the school program. At the beginning of her day, 
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she spent nearly 30 minutes behind the counter in the main office to 

greet faculty and students as they arrived. Activities quickened as the 

principal responded to incoming calls on the switchboard and made face-

to-face contacts with maintenance personnel, parents, faculty, and 

students. Conversation was both social and business oriented. 

Information was given and received. Interactions were typically brief--

usually less than a minute in duration. Often faculty shared their 

concerns and added to the principal's agenda of daily things to do. 

Most often some problem arises before the beginning of 
first period that requires my e.ttpnti.'">~--.~lmost always. 
And usually it is a problem that needs to be addressed 
immediately. I would say finding out what problems are 
and solving that problem probably takes up the first hour 
of my day. 

Tours represented another activity essential to information 

gathering. They were often taken when students were out of classes in 

order to "feel the building" and to be visible to socialize. When 

students were not in the halls, Alpha used tours primarily to obtain 

information on the condition of the building, not to supervise. 

Patrolling problem areas or speaking periodically to misbehaving 

students was seldom observed. The morning tour was a daily activity 

occurring prior to first period, again after the end of the lunch 

period, and finally, at the very end of the day prior to departure from 

school. 

Monitoring to supervise students in the cafeteria was assigned to 

assistants. However, at some time during the lunch shifts each day, 

Alpha would speak to students, walk into the student government office, 

and socialize with administrators on duty. When she ate, she would 
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either go to the faculty dining room where discussions were socially 

oriented or go to the conference room and eat with her staff to discuss 

both social and business matters. 

Attendance at night activities provided Alpha with visibility to 

her community as well as to the students and faculty. For this she was 

often praised. Additionally, she gained information on students from 

parents, and received feedback about the school program. While high 

school principals in the district have complained about the many nights 

out each week (sometimes four and five), this principal seemed to value 

the additional information she received and appreciated the praise from 

parents and students for her presence. 

Written correspondence represented another form of school 

communications. A color-coded system for notes from the main office had 

evolved. Notes from the principal were blue. The color pink signaled a 

note from Alpha's secretary. At the end of each day, the principal 

updated her yellow pad which contained her "all to do list." If at home 

when an idea struck, she would jot it down and then transfer it to her 

yellow pad the next morning at school. 

The phone was used primarily to exchange information with persons 

outside the building. One very important person was the SPTA 

president. Alpha called her twice during the week for durations of nine 

and 13 minutes to go over events of the week and to explain her position 

on an earlier student disciplinary matter. 
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Week of Observation 

A Typical Day 

The day's problems never get solved in any kind of order 
because they are constantly being rearranged so that there 
are problems that come in and interrupt the flow of the 
day. I really don't even attempt to maintain a flow of 
the day. I only attempt to maintain a record of what has 
been acomplished or what still needs to be accomplished in 
the day. And I allow myself to go with the flow of what 
is happening in the school through much of the day. 

Arriving at 7:01 in the morning, Alpha remained in the main office, 

usually behind the large countertop, greeting faculty as they arrived, 

answering the switchboard, and reacting to the many questions and 

salutations. At that time of day, it is the most visible spot in the 

school. By 7:30 Alpha was in the halls for 15 minutes to exchange a 

"hello" or "hi ya, babe," to students and to make a general inspection 

of building cleanliness. The previous evening she had met the building 

supervisor and knew exactly what assignment had been given to each 

custodian. She would then return to her desk or to the adjacent 

conference room to work until mid-morning, conferring with parents, 

processing mail or paperwork, and informally meeting with her assistant 

principals. During three of the five days she took a mid-morning tour 

of the building for approximately 15 minutes and subsequently returned 

to the office until the lunch hour. She would then spend 30-45 minutes 

in the cafeteria speaking with student government officers, students, 

faculty, and staff, She would then eat her lunch in the faculty dining 

room or return to the conference room and join her assistant 

principals. The afternoon in the office was interrupted with a tour and 
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again Alpha would walk the halls around 5:40 p.m. just prior to 

departure. 

Major Events During the Week 

Of the 479 activities which occurred during the week, many were 

associated with five events that took much of the principal's time: 

1. Citizen complaint to division superintendent. A response was 

required for the superintendent's signature to be sent to a 

citizen who complained that a Hillside student(s) damaged his 

personal property which was located adjacent to the school 

after a Friday night home football game. The principal 

delegated the investigation and writing of the letter to an 

assistant principal. She required a high standard of writing 

and told her A.P. what to say: "I want to say we have an 

outstanding student body and that it was a wonderful event, 

very positive. Their behavior was exemplary. We don't need to 

apologize." The time on task for this event required 77 

minutes in seven different activities between Tuesday and 

Thursday. The event focused on student behavior and the 

principal was reacting to circumstances. 

2. Budgeting a photo laboratory. The implementation of a 

photography course in the curriculum was an instructional 

priority which required funds of $15,000 to construct a photo 

lab within the art department. As the week progressed, it 

became apparent that only partial funding would be provided. 
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The school would be responsible for making up the $8,000 

difference. The principal, not to be defeated, evaluated 

alternatives with her assistants based upon school resource 

availability. Between Tuesday and Friday, 15 separate 

activities occurred involving phone calls, unscheduled 

meetings, two scheduled meetings, exchanges and a tour to the 

potential site. By the weekend, a decision on establishing a 

laboratory had still not been resolved. The activities 

associated with this event were instructionally focused and 

initiated by the principal. 

3. Building cleanliness. The principal had not delegated 

supervision of the custodial staff to her assistants. She was 

personally meeting with the building supervisor each evening to 

go over custodial work assignments and highlight areas for 

improvement. Daily tours of the building occurred in the 

morning, afternoon, and at night to inspect the work. "So now 

I cycle back during the night at 7:00, 8:00, and 9:15. I cycle 

back so that the staff understands I am concerned. I monitor 

in an informal way the progress on the maintenance of the 

building." She focused on this as a personal goal because: 

My school has suffered from neglect of the 
physical plant and the acceptance of filth and 
low maintenance by the teachers, the staff, the 
custodians, the conununity, everybody. So it 
requires more than the usual effort to change 
that. 

Nineteen activities during the week were associated with this 

administrative duty. The goal for building cleanliness and 
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most of the observed related activities were initiated by the 

principal. 

4. Loss of student break. The Friday prior to the week of 

observation, a small group of students threw tomatoes and fruit 

in the hall during the newly instituted student break. 

Students, as well as two administrators, were hit. One student 

was black, and it was later rumored that the incident was 

racially motivated. This was proven not to be true. The 

principal endorsed suspension for some students and 

(temporarily) terminated the break. Loss of the break was not 

a popular decision since faculty, staff, and students saw value 

in it. Alpha explained that she was not punishing the entire 

student body for the behavior of a few. The break had not been 

lost but suspended to permit the administration time to decide 

how to insure the future safety and health of the students. 

The incident was proof that the administrators would not be 

able to monitor so many students should a similar circumstance 

arise. Alpha approached the students for the answer. Using 

the student government, an honor pledge was developed for each 

student to sign which focused on self-responsibility and the 

respect for others. Twenty-three activities, ranging from one 

to 60 minutes each occurred between Monday and Friday. While 

the initial event was a problem in student behavior, the 

principal's action was instructionally focused toward teaching 
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students to govern themselves. Her behavior was in reaction to 

the Friday incident. 

5. Student schedule change. A student had been transferred to 

another art class and was no longer with her friends. She 

complained to her parents. So the father called the principal 

to explain and persuade Alpha that this had happened the 

previous year and made their daughter miserable. The father 

charmed the principal! Alpha recognized that a dilemma existed 

between her director of guidance, who would not support the 

rationale for the student's change, and the persuasive father, 

who wanted to be effective in comforting his daughter and 

improving her chances for a better year by being with her 

friends. Eight activities between Wednesday and Friday 

occurred in the office, in the conference room, and in the 

classroom with persons to include the Director of Guidance, the 

parent, teacher, and student. By Friday, the principal had all 

parties agreeing that when the girl returned Monday she would 

choose between staying with the present teacher whom she now 

liked best or returning to her friends. The principal's 

activities were pupil personnel related as she reacted to 

another's request. 

Excluded Activities 

The researcher was excluded from two scheduled and three 

unscheduled meetings during the week for a total of 112 minutes or 3.3% 
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of the total time at Hillside. The two scheduled meetings related to 

student discipline and involved private discussions with the parents and 

students in the principal's conference room. Of the remaining three 

activities, two occurred in the school, one with an assistant principal 

and the other with a counselor, and the third, with her superior in his 

office to discuss Alpha's budget proposal. 

Conclusions 

The Scarcity of Time 

Throughout the week, the principal's actions and words reinforced 

how difficult it was to manage a large suburban high school and also 

have time for family and personal renewal. The following activities or 

statements provide insight into the demands on Alpha's time and how she 

reacts to these demands: 

• The use of polychronics occurred when the principal would skim 

mail, file papers, or write while on the phone; draft a paper at 

the evening choral concert; or scribble reminder notes while at 

a central personnel meeting on the classification of 

instructional aides. 

• When asked to speak at an engagement, she called the director of 

guidance to see if any Hillside students were involved before 

she decided if participation would be a good investment of her 

time. 
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• While writing a grant request, she repeatedly photocopied items 

herself in order to continue the project and not have to wait 

for her secretary. 

• During a meeting after school with another principal, a lengthy 

discussion opened on the topic of being an effective principal 

and good parent. The more experienced principal commented: 

"It's very, very draining. You get on the treadmill and there's 

no time for refurbishing." 

• When she learned that a future Virginia High School League 

(VHSL) meeting would conclude in time to permit her to attend a 

concert at the Kennedy Center, "That's music to my ears." 

• Principal arrived late to both away scheduled meetings. 

• At a two-and-one-half-hour personnel meeting with some 30 

participants, including other high school principals, Alpha 

remarked that one principal would have satisfactorily 

represented the high school level. 

• Her administrative aide announced that all principals 

customarily go to the band festival to introduce their school 

bands. 

• In reference to the hectic pace of the day, joking with her 

guidance director, she reflected on "the days when men offered 

us velvet pillows, movies, and magazines--and I was so stupid as 

to be offended!" 
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Continuity of Task/Task Tenacity 

Each of the major events in the week progressed incrementally. 

Sometimes the progression was swift and at other times a day would go by 

before the next step would be taken. Action occurred both at the 

initiation of the principal and by the other person. Alpha very 

skillfully was able to give the immediate activity full attention while 

putting all others on hold. Then, when she had time or determined it 

was necessary to initiate an activity, she would retrieve the concern on 

hold, apply the motivation, and direct it toward completion. While many 

of the 479 activities were completed in minutes, others were placed on 

hold at varying stages of task completion. Activities associated with 

the tomato throwing event and subsequent loss of the student break 

provide a good example: 

Activity 
No. 

September 29 

Time Ac ti vi ty 

6 7:20 a.m. Principal meets with parent and A.P., 
suspended student, & A.P.s 

11 8:30 a.m. In staff meeting, informs of 
suspensions, possible course of events 

42 11:53 a.m. Suggests to sponsor of class she 
should speak to student officer 
involved in incident 

49 12:29 p.m. Call from parent that he is appealing 
decision 

64 2:13 p.m. A.P. informs principal that rumor 
among some white students that blacks 
will get even since a black was hit 

73 2:41 p.m. Writes note to student why break was 
taken from entire student body 
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September 30 

October 1 

October 2 

October 3 

10 9:02 a.m. Discusses with A.P.s the suspended 
student who has a value problem 

25 10:41 a.m. Student asks why break taken away 

27 11:01 a.m. Student asks why break taken away 

71 2:19 p.m. Asks SGA sponsor for ideas to involve 
students in solution to restoration of 
break 

16 7:38 a.m. Teacher speaks to principal in hall 
about loss of student break since 
Friday's incident 

108 5:20 p.m. SGA sponsor provides feedback on 
student ideas 

24 9:09 a.m. Meets with parent who needs 
explanation for punishing all students 
for wrongs of a few 

41 11:46 a.m. SGA officer and sponsor up-date 
principal on student ideas 

42 11:57 a.m. Runs honor pledge idea by officer and 
sponsor 

45 12:10 p.m. Student wants to know about future of 
break 

8 7:26 a.m. SGA sponsor forwards draft copy of a 
pledge 

14 7:31 a.m. Meets with three students on 
reinstating break 

32 9:47 a.m. Speaks to student prior to his return 
from suspension for this event 

35 9:58 a.m. A.P. gives copy of draft honor code 
for principal's review 

51 10:57 a.m. Runs draft by attendance aide and 
another A.P. for their reaction 
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Outlier Analysis 

Telephone Calls 

Alpha used the telephone as a medium for communication more than 

twice as many times as any other principal. She clearly preferred using 

the phone as it provided quick and easy access for both incoming and 

outgoing parties. The even distribution of initiated calls is evidence 

that Alpha made herself accessible for others to call. 

A review of the field notes, observation records, and Tables 7 and 

8 reveal that the significant increase in phone calls occurred in four 

areas of purpose: management/direction, student control, school-

corrnnunity relations, and pupil placement. 

The major reason for the 28 phone calls in the management/ 

direction category was due to the scattered proximity of her staff, 

including the building supervisor. She was frequently observed calling 

an administrator to tell him/her to come to her office or to obtain a 

momentary response on an administrative matter. She acted spontaneously 

when a thought or remembrance came to mind; she would immediately pick 

up the telephone to follow through. Alpha far exceeded other principals 

in the percentage of calls made internal to the school. 

Specific events were responsible for the phone calls relating to 

the student control and pupil placement categories on Table 14. The 

food throwing incident related to student control and required 

considerable dialogue and explanation. Parents in the community were 

calling to obtain explanations from the principal and to further discuss 

or appeal the disciplinary action taken against their child. The calls 
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relating to pupil placement represented Alpha's personal involvement to 

help a parent and notify another principal regarding two pupil transfer 

requests. The series of related calls were not a specific 

responsibility of the principalship. Her involvement was strictly 

voluntary. 

Calls related to a school-community purpose were those made to 

inform her SPTA president on school matters and those with principals of 

feeder schools and neighborhood civic leaders to foster school 

identity. Alpha was a new principal, introducing herself to the 

community and acting to improve the school's position in the community 

based upon her perception of the school's past reputation. 

In summary, high telephone usage was idiosyncratic to Alpha's 

management style. She chose to use the telephone as a very accessible 

time-saving way to reach persons not in her immediate proximity. Her 

increased usage was also a function of her newness to the job as she 

reached out to get answers from school people, establish contacts within 

the conununity, and foster an image of an administrator who cares. 

Lastly, she had a flair for language and humor and appeared to genuinely 

enjoy conversing with others, to include those not within her inunediate 

proximity. 

School-Community 

While the total time in activities related to school-community 

relations is typical of other principals, the 25 activities in this 

category for Alpha exceeds the activity total for each of the other 
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subjects. The many phone calls to establish collllilunity ties and share 

information with her SPTA president resulted in this activity purpose 

identified as an outlier. This is an example of one activity type 

(phone) being excessively used to achieve a specific purpose (school-

collllilunity relations). 

Finances 

A significant number of activities and percentage of time were 

devoted by Alpha to financial matters. A singular event was responsible 

for this. In Alpha's efforts to fund a photography laboratory for the 

instructional program, she met wit~ her superior (61 minutes) held a 

strategy session with her assistants (18 minutes) and made numerous 

phone calls to her superior's office for advice. She had been 

responsible for establishing this activity as an assistant principal at 

her previous high school and wanted the same for Hillside. Each year at 

this time, superintendents were reviewing school budgets and deciding 

what to recommend to the division superintendent. The school fiscal 

calendar triggered these activities and was responsible for the contacts 

occurring during the observation period. However, behind the timing of 

the school calendar was the instructional decision made by the principal 

that providing photography was in the students' best interest. 
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BETA 

FRAZIER HIGH SCHOOL 

Background 

The Principal 

In his first year as principal of Frazier High School, Beta 

introduced himself to the incoming freshmen by saying, "In the words of 

Ronald Reagan when he was reelected, 'you've got me for four more 

years."' He knew what to expect from these students since he had been 

their former intermediate school principal. 

Respect between principal and student was observable. At the 

entrance of the school each morning and in the hall during the day, Beta 

and the students would exchange greetings. These exchanges focused on 

athletics, career counseling, and proper behavior in school. 

Interactions were friendly and open. As students poured in the main 

entrance, Beta would communicate frequently saying "hi" or "good 

morning," tell a football player to "keep the pride, don't look back," 

assist a student taking down a card table after selling donuts, and 

counsel briefly a student about making the grades for college. Other 

remarks would include admonishing a student for carrying a radio in 

school and taking pride in identifying the six-foot tall All American 

girl basketball player. 

Beta's knowledge of the students' names and family backgrounds 

gives him a distinct advantage as a second year principal at Frazier 

High School. Able to interact on a personal level with students, he 
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takes every opportunity to learn about the student and check if he or 

she has reasonable priorities for coping in the real world. Interacting 

in this manner is a part of Beta's role in the learning process. He 

believes that education must be relevant and functional. He believes 

that students learn in different ways and that they are basically 

reluctant learners, that the love of learning is not inherent. He sees 

his job then, as a two-fold challenge. First, he must select those 

teachers that filter out the best in instruction and provide alternative 

ways for children to learn in their individualized manner. Secondly, he 

reminds students and staff that high school should be a preparation for 

life. His focus is often in the area of behavior, reminding students 

that when their conduct in the school is unacceptable it will also be 

unacceptable in the real world where inappropriate behavior has far more 

severe economic consequences. 

He will have achieved his personal goals as principal if it could 

be said that: 

I had high expectations of the staff, students, and 
myself. That I was consistent in my expectations with all 
of those people, including myself, and that I really did 
care about everybody that I worked with. That I wasn't 
doing it because it was a job to do, but that because it 
was the right thing to do for the person at that time. 

Beta has enjoyed diversity in his professional career since 

graduating as a chemistry maJor from West Virginia Wesleyan College. He 

has served as a teacher of mathematics, senior budget analyst in 

finance, high school subschool principal, coordinator in personnel, 

principal in two different intermediate schools, and most recently, a 

high school principal. He continues his professional affiliations with 
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national education organizations to include VASSP, ASSP, and NASSP. 

While earning his way through college, he pursued his studies and 

participated in additional activities which included intramural tennis, 

a social fraternity, and an honorary chemistry organization. Graduating 

from college at the height of the Vietnam War, Beta chose the field of 

education since dental school was too costly and because he had been 

influenced by members of his immediate family who were educators. 

Over the past years, Beta has developed a philosophy of using tough 

love on students and providing a safe place for learning. He believes 

his reputation as principal is perceived by students as being "nice, 

fair, but don't cross him." The faculty is aware of his high standards 

for student conduct and appreciate his open-door policy which promotes 

easy access to his office. Beta believes the community perceives their 

principal as a disciplinarian with a no-nonsense approach to conduct who 

has high expectations for both children and staff. Feedback to him from 

his administrative staff target his fairness with the students and his 

control over school affairs as his strengths. 

The open-door policy keeps Beta at his desk for much of the day. 

If you have an open doer policy, it has to be an open door 
and if you close it, then it isn't open. I pay a price 
for that, fatigue-wise, probably in the quality of some of 
my decisions because you tend to get hit by so many 
things, one right after the other. 

Beta invisions the principal as the leader who makes the decisions. 

I used to call the principalship organizing the chaos, 
organizing all the stuff that you can't predict, into 
something that you can manage yourself and manage within 
the confines of the school. To be successful, the 
principal must have good interpersonal relation skills, 
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the ability to write and speak, and be able to make a 
'quick study' on issues to get to the heart of any matter. 

He describes himself as a benevolent dictator in the decision-

making process, particularly in areas of personnel evaluation. 

We don't take votes on things. If it's a big enough 
dee is ion, I take everybody's information. Everybody's got 
their shot at saying what they think, and I make the 
decision. I make the decision based on their input, not 
based on any vote. I don't even try to be sensitive to 
it. I don't try to keep a certain group happy. I do what 
I think is right. 

After serving for a number of years as intermediate principal, Beta 

informed the superintendent of his readiness for a high school 

principalship. Later, having earned the highest respect from the 

intermediate school community, he was promoted into the high school 

principalship within the community. 

The School and Community 

As principal of Frazier High School, he serves a larger 

community. However, his experience at the intermediate school served 

him well in preparation for the student diversity that he would 

experience at the high school. Frazier High, built in 1958, is one of 

the older schools in the district where residents no longer have their 

children in school and where a large senior citizen contingency lives. 

Located in the mid-eastern end of the district, it serves a large number 

of redevelopments, high-rises, and condos meeting lower income housing 

rental needs. The colIUilunity constituents represent both high and low 

socioeconomic extremes. However, more students come from lower class 

background and few represent the middle class. The boundaries for the 
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school have been stable for the past five years and should remain so in 

the immediate future. There has been a slow one percent average gain in 

population each year. Only 36% of the families live in single housing 

units with some students living in high quality developments priced 

between $150,000 and $400,000. Seventy-nine percent of the students are 

bused to school. 

The uniqueness of the community is defined by its diversity which 

impacts Frazier and makes it the high school with the greatest student 

diversity in the district. The student population consists of 51% 

white, 24% Asian, 10% black, and 15% Hispanic. Over 60 nationalities 

and 33 different languages are represented in a student population of 

1,570. Communicating and understanding one another requires special 

effort from students, teachers, and administrators. The cultural 

diversity challenges the administration and staff daily with the 

potential for cultural or racial conflicts between students. Pressures 

are brought to bear by lower class community citizens to maintain 

Frazier as a safe and healthy place where their sons and daughters can 

receive an education and prepare for gainful employment. At the 

opposite end of the socioeconomic spectrum, community members focus on 

academic excellence and expect accelerated course offerings to enable 

their children to enter the best of colleges. Preparing their child for 

the real world equates to being accepted in the college of their 

choice. Frazier sends 64.2% of its graduates to four-year colleges and 

universities and an additional 9% to two-year colleges. Five high 

schools in the district send fewer to these institutions. 
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The school's uniqueness can further be demonstrated by contrasting 

it with other schools' rankings in the district on the following 

factors: second highest student dropout rate; highest mobility rate, 

averaging 27.1% students moving each year; ninth in student suspensions; 

first with the highest percent minorities and the largest number of 

students qualifying for free and reduced-price lunches. Combining these 

rankings places Frazier at the bottom among all high schools in the 

district on the basis of socioeconomic standards. Disparity in test 

scores has identified Frazier as a school with special needs and 

qualified it for additional teachers. In addition, the diversity 

requires state and federal funding. Chapter 1 and the Prescriptive 

Learning Program assist the educationally disadvantaged. 

In a telephone call to the Director of Research, Beta expressed his 

concern that the school's energy be directed toward achieving realistic 

goals and not spending so much time writing about objectives which read 

well but fail to recognize the realities of the school and community. 

Fifty percent are minorities here. It's not like funding 
a Mosby or Roosevelt community where five to 15% of the 
population are minorities. Self-esteem is an issue and 
always will be at Frazier. I don't know what successful 
here is. If we send two kids to Norfolk State, that's two 
more kids--it doesn't mean we were a failure. We think 
having mentors will be successful. We'll talk to kids and 
survey the mentors, but let me report that, and not 
quantify it in percentages to determine success. 

We're over here busting our butts for minority kids. The 
hard statistical look is the job of your department. Is 
75% a good percentage? I don't know either. I was made 
to put a figure in there. I pulled it out of the air. I 
don't think we should be operating that way. 

Self-esteem is much harder to measure. Then how should we 
do it? It's an indirect measure. I'll have results, just 
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not in comparison with previous years. If I implement a 
mentor program for 100 kids with 75 faculty members, isn't 
that effort to 1mprove minority self-esteem? 

In discrepancy between verbal and math scores, we're 
second in the district. We have the potential to do 
better in the verbal, but it's all tied up with the 
culture, the nonreading and English-as-a-Second-Language 
(ESL) students. The math scores are not that poorly 
affected. 

I realize we don't fit in with everybody else with 60 
countries and 30 different languages here. I think it is 
a different school. We wouldn't be number one on the 
special needs list if we weren't different. When we have 
a fight, the first thing we think of is which groups are 
represented and what kind of reprisal or retaliation may 
occur. I'm not afraid of it, don't misunderstand me, but 
if they expect school-based evaluation, they've got to 
give the school proper resources. 

So much is how we look. I'm more concerned about what 
we're doing. Of course, we have a coDll!lunity that we're 
constantly giving information to through newsletters, test 
score results; and they come in to see what's going on in 
here. What matters is we're doing what's necessary. Does 
it really matter that we have to tell everybody? 

A good evaluation should include hard data and the proper 
human resources to do it. It takes time to evaluate 
students and to keep the lid on the school, and the 
community cares first about keeping the lid on before 
minority achievement. 

Throughout the week, many examples of cultural diversity 

surfaced. At the end of a Saturday night talent production, a white boy 

walks toward the front of the school with his arm around a Korean 

girl. The girl's parents see the behavior and display their anger and 

fear in front of the school. The principal spends his last minutes at 

the school on Saturday evening trying to calm the parents and reinforce 

the fact that both students are good people. On Monday morning, the 

principal relates the incident to the sponsor of the activity and then 
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receives a phone call from the boy's parents expressing concern over the 

Korean parents' reaction. The principal informs them that "they don't 

know the times--they barely speak English. It's a different culture, 

very, very strict. I cannot interfere with that, I just keep saying the 

same thing over and over again to be sure that they understand me." 

That afternoon, the Korean girl's parents met with the principal to 

apologize for their daughter's conduct. It was not acceptable for their 

daughter to hold hands with the boy until she was old enough to be in 

college. They liked the boy because he was shy. However, his behavior 

and their daughter's acceptance of the boy's behavior was most 

embarrassing to them, particularly in front of the school principal. 

Beta counseled the parents: 

I hope you will let your daughter do some things. Would 
you like me to talk with her? She needs to hear from me 
how very much you love her. But understand, it's hard for 
her. You want her one way and she sees her friends 
another way, and it's different. She's an excellent 
student. 

The following day, Beta sends for the girl and tells her how much 

her parents love her. He then discusses her performance at school and 

her plans for the future. Five activities occurred related to this 

event for a total of 51 minutes of the principal's time. 

Ethnic and cultural diversity is at the heart of much that goes on 

at Frazier. In discussing the activity program over the telephone with 

a citizen, the principal says, "Many of our foreign-born must work after 

school and, therefore, can't be a part of our activity program." During 

an annual operating plan committee meeting, one of the teachers recalls 

that when she takes roll now students no longer bat an eyelash when an 
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unusual-sounding name is read, and the foreign students no longer adopt 

English names as they did in the past. Another teacher comments on the 

increased participation in football by Hispanics and Vietnamese. At one 

point in the observation, the director of guidance entered the 

principal's office to explain that she had an Asian student's uncle on 

the telephone who was trying to remove the student from school without 

legal custody. She was getting nowhere since neither could understand 

each other. Parties began understanding each other when finally a 

student from Afghanistan used a student translator to communicate with 

the assistant principal concerning her conduct in a fight with another 

foreign student. Another instance where communication was facilitated 

using a translator occurred when Vietnamese parents brought their 

daughter to a parent coffee to act as an interpreter. 

Personnel in the school and community are selected to assist in 

reducing the communication barrier and subsequent tension between 

cultures. The local police substation employs a Vietnamese officer who 

can be called whenever needed. The Department of Recreation 

representative employs a multi-cultural staff to deal with the diversity 

and communication programs which may occur during evening recreation 

activities. During the week, the representative met with the principal 

to obtain a recommendation to hire a needed Vietnamese staff 

representative. The school cafeteria employs members of the nearby 

community who speak Vietnamese and Spanish. Often students would 

interact in their native tongue with cafeteria employees of their own 

race and culture while going through the food line. 
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The school uses considerable time and personnel resources working 

with endearing patience to succeed in communicating. For example, the 

Vietnamese assistant principal is frequently called upon to phone the 

Asian parent to explain the school's business. Letters home to parents 

are written in three different languages to be understood by the 

majority of the couununity. Teachers and administrators familiar with 

American names must learn to pronounce and to identify students with 

names such as Khaikham, Huynh, Ghahremanpour, Qasimi, Hassan-Shariai, 

Sequeiri, as well as differentiating between the many students whose 

last name is Tran, Ly, Mendez, or Nguyen. 

The visitor to Frazier cannot help but recognize the racial and 

cultural diversity within its walls. As you walk down the halls, you 

hear different languages spoken, see cultural influence in dress, and 

note the physical differences representative of the various cultures. 

You stand in front of a display case containing student artifacts from 

Nicaragua, Korea, Pakistan, Vietnam, and Latin-American countries and 

learn that in the world cultures course students spend considerable time 

discussing how countries handle universal concepts differently. As you 

go to the cafeteria, at a nearby table are seated 15 students, 

remarkably representative of the racial make-up of the school: six 

Asians, three blacks, and six whites in all grade levels. The students 

appear to mix easily and speak openly to one another. There are some 

"pockets" where races sit with one another but, in general, a variety of 

mixing occurs. American rock and roll music plays in the background and 

student dress accentuates teenage culture. 
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Instructional Focus 

While much of Frazier's energy is devoted to meeting the needs of a 

diverse community population, its specific goals for the school year 

have a strong instructional slant and align themselves closely with 

those associated with other district schools. Specifically, for 1986-87 

Frazier will improve minority achievement and self-esteem and improve 

writing skills across the curriculum. However, unique to Frazier are 

two goals bearing the principal's personal thrust: create an in-school 

staff development program and a plan to diagnose and improve student and 

staff fitness. For the first time, this year Beta has appointed a 

committee comprised of teachers to refine these goals and to make 

recommendations for the coming school year. 

The curriculum offers a variety of courses to meet the diversity of 

population needs. In addition to the standard courses and electives, 

Frazier offers advance placement in Latin, English, chemistry, physics, 

and computer science. Gifted/Talented program courses are also 

available in most subject fields. Providing the largest ESL program in 

the district, Frazier offers unique courses in English special 

materials, ESL I, II, and III, beginning choir for non-native speakers 

of English, contemporary living ESL, and an introductory course in 

computer applications for ESL students. Special education courses are 

provided for the mildly mentally retarded, learning disabled, hearing 

and vision impaired. Among the 53 clubs and organizations, 45.3% relate 

directly to the academic program. In addition to the variety of clubs, 

an established athletic program provides opportunities for student 
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participation in the regular competitive sports as well as a unique 

chance to join the crew club, a one-time winner of the Henley Regata in 

1968. 

Despite the ''brain drain" (students) sitting in the front lobby 

each morning waiting for the bus to go to the nearby high tech center, 

the principal is quick to point out academic excellence by boasting of 

the school's eight merit scholars and success as winner of "It's 

Academic" for the school district. 

During the course of the week, various activities occurred which 

represented Beta's involvement in the instructional progra~. Some 

examples follow: 

• Employs a full-time instructional aide to photocopy teacher 

materials freeing teachers to teach. 

• Discusses with his mathematics department chairperson the need 

to lower the failure rate among algebra I students, October 27, 

7:17 a.m. 

• Conducts seven evaluation-by-objective conferences with teachers 

and staff for a total of 219 minutes with an average duration of 

31 minutes per conference, series of activities from October 28 

through October 30. 

• Establishes a formal teacher cormnittee and meets to plan future 

teacher instructional objectives, October 27, 2:31 p.m. 

• Trades off one-half teacher position in order to gain three 

hours to assign a teacher to begin creating an in-school staff 

development program based upon faculty input. 
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• Provides staff development on writing individualized education 

programs to the special education faculty, reported October 28, 

12:12 p.m. 

• On two separate occasions approves instructional minigrants for 

faculty members, October 30, 7:42 a.m. and 12:20 p.m. 

• Schedules a party for honor roll students, October 30, 10:10 

a.m. 

• Discusses with a faculty member the new software package used in 

mechanical drawing for illustrating three dimensional relations, 

October 30, 10:47 a.m. 

• Provides support to the upcoming musical production by observing 

a student rehearsal, October 30, 2:21 p.m. 

• Attends the Saturday night performance of the annual student 

talent show, October 25, 7:30 p.m. 

• Meets for 61 minutes with a music teacher and an assistant 

principal to discuss the evaluation of a student teacher and to 

plan and develop a new course in the fine arts. The discussion 

incorporates team teaching, the use of flex-time, co-oping with 

an intermediate school drama teacher, and providing course 

availability to other high schools in the district. Beta plans 

strategically, looking at personnel needed, uses his knowledge 

as an intermediate principal, and engages his music teacher in 

all steps of the process. The course is designed with flexible 

rehearsal hours to allow students to work at their jobs and to 
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provide such content as to attract the gifted and talented 

students, October 30, 9:24 a.m. 

• Formally evaluates the instructional performance of all business 

and science teachers for the 1986-87 school year. 

Communications 

Visibility and Accessibility 

Formal committees were established to plan and provide input into 

future activities. These co!Illilittees included the SPTA, human relations, 

faculty advisory, and the annual operating plan. They met on a 

scheduled basis and provided systematic input to the principal. 

Beta's office was his central communication center where he 

completed desk work and interacted with students, faculty, and 

administrative staff over a multitude of daily matters. Verbal 

interactions occurred as exchanges, unscheduled meetings, and scheduled 

meetings. When not speaking with people, Beta would process the mail or 

read a recent regulation from cover to cover. He had a system to 

facilitate mail response. He incorporated the use of four folders, one 

each for signature, pony mail, U.S. mail, and financial matters. While 

his secretary would normally bring the mail to him, a number of times 

his finance officer would hand-carry in an item for his signature and 

leave immediately upon obtaining it. Comments would be written directly 

on the mail or Beta would generate a desk note on a piece of 3"x4" blue 

paper, fold the note in half, and put the recipient's name on the 

exterior. The mail was processed with a sense of thoroughness, and more 
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items were read than scanned. It appeared that mail was completed 

quickly and always read on the day it was received. Among the mail was 

the school's weekly bulletin, which included information from the 

Frazier faculty as well as the weekly activity calendar. 

The telephone was utilized for information exchange to in-school 

personnel as well as outsiders. Initiated calls by the principal were 

often based upon notes to return central administrators' calls, parents' 

calls, and in-house administrators' concerns. Beta used the phone 46 

times corresponding to 9.5% of all activities. Only one personal call 

was recorded in which Beta scheduled a future bridge game with a friend 

and administrator in the district. All other calls were initiatzd to 

conduct business. Beta would identify the reason for his call and 

socialize prior to hanging up. 

When Beta left his office, he processed information through tours, 

monitoring, and announcements. The tour was not a frequent activity for 

him and was used only in moving from one location to another. This 

would provide him with a sense of school climate and an opportunity to 

interact with those he passed on the way to his destination. Beta once 

expressed his dislike for this activity because he felt an obligation to 

correct each student that was misbehaving, i.e., late for class, 

carrying a radio, making a general disruption. Tours were seldom 

interrupted with informal, spontaneous classroom observations. 

I'm not real good about walking into classrooms. Some 
principals maybe feel more comfortable with that than I 
do. I don't do a lot of it. I just feel like there is a 
knee-jerk reaction on the part of the kids when I walk in 
the classroom. That's destructive to the process, and my 
basic philosophy is that I trust the teachers to do their 
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professional job. If they're not doing it, I can tell 
other ways. I don't have to walk into class to be able to 
tell it. If they're not doing their job, and I need to be 
in the classroom for a long period of time, then that's a 
different story. 

Beta preferred monitoring activity by positioning himself at one 

location in the hall and interacting with students and faculty. He 

regularly performed this activity each morning in the front hall as 

students entered the building. The principal explained that he was 

sharing this duty with other members of the staff and that his 

visibility was good because "the students get used to seeing me and it's 

important for the teachers to see me doing duty because I expect it from 

them." While Beta was fulfilling an administrative responsibility, he 

was also ascertaining the students' mood for the day and using every 

opportunity to engage students in brief discussions on the real meaning 

for going to school and its future impact on their lives. In general, 

interactions would last from five seconds to five minutes and would 

occur with teachers, coaches, students, counselors, and administrators 

to discuss discipline, student activities, Friday's football game, staff 

developnent, wellness, families, and friendly salutations. Monitoring 

behavior would also occur 1n the cafeteria, frequently eating at a table 

where students would also be seated. At the end of one day, on 

Wednesday after a number of fights had occurred, Beta positioned himself 

outside the school in the event of repercussions. By being at the front 

of the school during dismissal, he felt assured that at that location 

altercations would not occur. 
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Once while monitoring the cafeteria, a group of administrators 

spontaneously came together including the athletic director, football 

coach, assistant principal, and the administrative aide, thereby 

resembling an informal staff meeting. For 17 minutes the group 

informally discussed the future faculty breakfast, the need for the 

principal's walkie-talkie at the football game, students smoking on the 

bus, school insurance, and the need to serve students in the cafeteria 

more quickly. 

The announcement was another form of corranunications used by Beta to 

give information to large student groups. Twice during the week, this 

occurred when Beta gave recognition to the students in the Saturday 

talent show and when he offered a reward to the student body for 

information leading to the identification of individuals vandalizing the 

bathrooms. 

Peer Contacts 

During the week of observation, the principal spoke to other 

principals five times on the telephone. One of the calls was strictly 

social in nature to organize a bridge game. It lasted for three 

minutes. The other calls were business-related to inform one principal 

of an incoming pupil placement request and the others to take a 

principal's personnel recormnendation to fill his awareness aide 

vacancy. In each case, Beta transmitted business before socializing. 
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Secretary Relationship 

Beta shared his frustrations, his highs, and his lows with his 

secretary. It was often observed that after an activity he would relate 

the event to his secretary. She had been a very valuable resource to 

him at the intermediate school, and he was able to maintain her for his 

secretary when he had been promoted to the high school. She 

unobtrusively brought the mail to him and ushered people in and out of 

his office. It was evident that the two had established a good working 

relationship. 

Week of Observation 

A Typical Day 

The typical school day cannot be discussed without some 

understanding of the impact made by the school calendar. The students 

were winding up the nine-week instructional period and were facing 

quarter term examinations. The fall athletic season was over except for 

some playoff contests. Principals were also under the personnel 

regulation to complete preliminary observation conferences with all 

instructional staff who were to be evaluated during the year. Both 

factors affected the recorded behavior of the principal. According to 

the faculty and administrative staff, the student fights observed during 

the week were evidence of the stress from the examination period. In 

addition to the time spent on student control problems, Beta devoted 219 

minutes to conferencing with teachers on meeting their instructional 

objectives. 
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On a typical day, Beta would enter the school just prior to 7:00 

a.m. and remain until shortly after 4:30 p.m. He would spend his first 

30 minutes in the office reviewing notes he had made, working on desk 

work to include the mail, and interacting with administrative staff 

particularly concerning readmittance conferences for students who had 

been suspended. At 7:30 a.m., he would spend approximately 20 to 30 

minutes in the hall monitoring students entering the building. Beta was 

proactive and had many brief conversations with students and faculty. 

In most cases, he took the initiative by starting the conversation. 

Beta then returned to his office, speaking to those he passed in the 

main office with brief salutations and exchanging information on the 

school day. He remained in his office processing mail and taking both 

unscheduled and scheduled appointments until approximately 9:30 a.m. If 

there was to be a readmittance conference with parents concerning a 

student suspension, it was typically scheduled for this time. Between 

9:20 and 10:00 a.m., the principal would enter the hallway and tour a 

section of the building. He would return to his office to do desk work 

and be available to staff, faculty, and students until 11:30 a.m. when 

he would embark to the cafeteria for lunch. After lunch he would enter 

the halls for approximately 45 minutes and again interact with students 

and faculty before returning to the office. For the remainder of the 

afternoon, Beta remained in his office taking scheduled and unscheduled 

appointments, processing mail, and returning phone calls. At dismissal, 

he usually monitored the front hall. On one day, he entered the 
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auditorium to demonstrate his support by observing a rehearsal of the 

school musical production. 

Major Events During the Week 

Although the princpal had delegated student discipline to his 

administrative staff, he remained inextricably involved in disciplinary 

events. During the week, 126 activities occurred involving student 

behavior requiring 628 minutes or 19.4% of Beta's time. The prinicpal's 

active involvement in this area is in accord with his philosophy that 

the school must remain an orderly, safe place for education. In 

addition, his involvement provided hands-on infonnation concerning those 

incidents which had the potential for providing major disruption within 

the school. During the reentry conference when the student returned 

from suspension, Beta had the opportunity to speak and impart his 

philosophy to both the student and the parent, "I enjoy these 

conferences. It's my chance to make an impact." The principal used the 

opportunity to bridge the microcosm of the classroom with the reality of 

the outside world. His approach was pragmatic. To those students who 

said they did not like the classroom, his response was "that's life, you 

must learn to do those things that provide rewards 1n the end." 

I believe that every child has a right to fail. Sometimes 
the best thing that can happen to a youngster is for him 
to be kicked out of school and recognize what value it is; 
so when the student comes back, he or she can come back 
with the right attitude. 

Perhaps having the strongest bearing on Beta's participation in 

student discipline is his perception that the wide "diversity of Frazier 
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provides opportunities for racial-cultural conflict." Should violence 

erupt between cultures or races, the incident and related publicity 

would greatly affect the school image. Such events take years for 

administrators to rebuild. 

A clear format was evident in the conduct of disciplinary cases 

including out-of-school suspension. First an assistant principal or 

administrative aide would investigate the incident and obtain all 

pertinent facts. The administrator would then brief the principal and 

provide a recommendation for discipline. Upon obtaining concurrence, 

the administrator would schedule the reentry conference at a time when 

the principal, the student, and the parent could meet. Usually three to 

five days later, the conference would begin with the administrator in 

charge of the investigation summarizing the events, followed by the 

principal asking the student and parent if they have anything to say. 

Sensing the attitude of the student, Beta would then draw the line 

defining what was expected of the student and the consequences should 

the student transgress. If of age and the event was of such serious 

nature as to never be repeated, Beta would initiate a signed contract 

between the parent, child, and the principal which stated that future 

misbehavior would result in withdrawal from school. If the student had 

not learned the value of an education by the time he or she was 17 years 

old, then perhaps employment or military experience would be more 

advantageous. It was clear that the prinicpal was not going to permit a 

student to repeatedly disrupt the educational process after having 17 

years to learn how to play by the rules. 
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Proactive measures in student behavior by the principal were 

evident in both preventive as well as crisis activities. While 

monitoring, Beta spoke to students cautioning them on their behavior or 

reminding them to adhere to school rules and regulations. During the 

five days, 14 events were recorded that exhibited this behavior with 

each event lasting no more than a minute. Some examples of these brief 

exchanges include the following: 

• "Son, put it away or it's mine." 

• "You're running behind (but it's my birthday!)--it makes no 

difference." 

• After seeing the same boy in the hall twice, he explains, "You 

have a problem." 

• Tells Billy to swallow the blow pop or throw it away before 

class. 

• To a boy scooting off to class, "Don't be late to class, son." 

• To a student who failed to show for yesterday's conference, "I 

want to see you in my office first thing this morning, Billy." 

• "Scatter," to a group of students standing around in the hall. 

Other preventive measures by the principal included his calling the 

personnel department requesting that vacancies for two awareness aides 

be filled as soon as possible. Also, after confiscating a flyer that 

had been circulated through the school announcing a Saturday night bash 

in the community, the principal called the police to alert them to 

notify the parents before the weekend. 
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Fourteen events occurred during the week involving student 

discipline over such matters as fighting, appeal hearings, reentry 

conferences, and parent counseling. Principal activities associated 

with these 14 events varied from one activity to 14 in number. For 

example, a conference with Greek parents and their daughter involved one 

scheduled meeting which lasted for 21 minutes, whereas 14 activities 

were related to vandalism in the bathrooms for a total of 71 minutes. 

All together, 59 activities were associated with the 14 events for a 

grand total of 457 minutes engaging the principal's time. Four of these 

events will be discussed to demonstrate the impact of the cultural 

diversity as well as the principal's philosophy and style in counseling. 

1. Vietnamese and white altercation. Wednesday morning at 10:44 

a.m. Beta's conference with a faculty member is interrupted to 

report a fight between a Vietnamese and white student in the 

hall. The white student is brought into the principal's office 

by the assistant principal. The principal patrols the school 

grounds and then drives his car in a nearby community in an 

attempt to locate the Vietnamese student who he believes has 

fled the school. Three separate interactions sidetrack the 

principal by students who are off school grounds. Beta 

attempts to learn the reason they are not in class. Upon 

returning to school, he finds the police and the Vietnamese 

student in his office. Beta privately counsels with the police 

and relates his concern that "the white students will retaliate 

on the orientals that look like this kid. I'm concerned about 
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what is going to happen next." Both agree that the best 

strategy is for the police to lecture the students and threaten 

them that should they participate in any form of retaliation 

the police would return and lock up the offenders. After the 

investigation, the principal penalizes the boys with the 

maximum of ten days' suspension. Their return to Frazier will 

require a signed contract by the boys and their parents stating 

expected future behavior and consequences. The boys are sent 

home. During the remainder of the week, eight additional 

activities occur referencing the fight. 

Same Day 12:42 p.m. 

12:53 p.m. 

2:05 p.m. 

3:00 p.m. 

Thursday 7:41 a.m. 

12:35 p.m. 

12:36 p.m. 

Principal learns from his administrative 
aide that the white student's buddy, Mark, 
was not in class since the fight and is 
probably planning some form of retaliation. 

Beta learns that Mark is stirring up other 
students. 

Confirmed by the administrative aide that 
Mark never showed for last period. 

Assistant principal explains her difficulty 
with the police during the day's events. 

Principal discusses with the administrative 
aide the Vietnamese's reason for 
involvement. 

Assistant principal tells the principal 
that Mark and his father are waiting for 
conference and that, in addition to cutting 
periods four, five, and six yesterday, Mark 
is receiving two days' suspension for 
forging a note last week. 

Unscheduled conference between the 
principal, Mark, and the father with the 
principal explaining his concern for 
reprisal and the boy's involvement in 
stirring up other students to violate 
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school rules. The student confirms 
retaliation efforts. Father explains an 
earlier problem with a community gang where 
Mark's brother was injured by a black and 
that such action has been on his nerves and 
is the reason for his present behavior. 

The principal relates the above conference 
to the director of guidance. 

2. Bathroom vandalism. On Tuesday, the administrative aide 

reports to the principal that some students "have utterly 

destroyed four bathrooms." Using magic markers, students had 

written: "Rizaan Fis to," "The Fast Rules All," "Hot Dog Rules 

the World," "Go Go Frosh of NW Knockers," "Bone Crusher Crew," 

"Spooney," and a list of Spanish names. It appeared to the 

aide that messages were being exchanged between whites and 

blacks on the bathroom walls. The graffiti provided a sharp 

contrast between the dissonance of cultural diversity and the 

harmony which was evident as one walked through the halls of 

the school and viewed the many artistic murals painted by 

students from other countries. Beta received the aide's report 

with cool aloofness but confessed that deep down he was most 

upset. During the course of the four days, Beta continued to 

be informed on the matter and made the decision on the 

following day to announce to the student body that he was 

offering a substantial financial reward to anyone who could 

provide information leading to the conviction of those 

involved. He explained the innocence of the taxpayer who 

should not be obligated to spend money for such vandalism. 
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Beta knew that the opportunity to earn quick money would be a 

strong incentive for any student who witnessed the vandalism. 

By Thursday, the principal had received a student's 

admission. Fourteen activities in the form of exchanges, 

scheduled and unscheduled meetings occurred that related to 

this event. A total of 71 minutes of principal time was spread 

over a four-day period to find a solution to the problem. 

3. Readmittance conference with Greek girl and her parents. The 

student had been excessively truant to class and, when 

subsequently assigned to in-school suspension, had not 

fulfilled her responsibility. As a result, she received out-

of-school suspension. While on suspension, she trespassed on 

school grounds in violation of policy. The conference opened 

with the administrative assistant reviewing the student's 

insubordination in previous offenses. She stated that the girl 

always thinks she has reasons for everything she does but her 

actions reflect that she does not take school seriously. The 

parent promises that the child will begin to attend classes 

regularly beginning the second quarter. Beta looks to the 

parents and explains: 

I don't want her spinning her wheels. She's 
17. We're going to drop her from the roll, and 
she can go to adult education. I won't have our 
teachers writing lesson plans and doing all the 
special work for her and taking her seriously 
while she's not willing to do so. 

The student argues back to the principal. Her attitude is 

feisty and she states, "I have my say. You can't put me out 
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for my problem." Beta responds, "Actions speak louder than 

words. Why didn't you serve the days in the classroom as you 

were supposed to?" Student responds, "I don't like it." Beta 

responds, "If you stay out of trouble, it's not an issue. If 

you were to talk to an employer the way you talk to me, you'd 

last two minutes on the job." A contract is presented to the 

student and to the parents. The parents then speak in Greek to 

their daughter and she obligingly apologizes to the principal 

for her behavior. Beta responds, "The things that are really 

worthwhile in life you have to work for." Conference duration 

was 21 minutes, and no other related activities occurred. 

4. Reentry conference for a senior student. The boy has no 

father. His mother and the administrative aide are present. 

The aide summarizes the boy's excessive absences and relates 

that his attendance problem has been a concern for years. Beta 

explains that he questions the student's motivation when he 

sees 16 days absence in the past 40, three F's, incomplete 

grades, and excessive tardiness. The principal asks: 

Do you have a job? What kind of hours would your 
job have? Can you get up on time the next 
morning in order to be at school? By the time 
you are a senior, it's the person's problem, not 
the school's. You need to be thinking about what 
you are going to be doing for the rest of your 
life. The first thing is to get a high school 
diploma. We're not going to mess with you with 
this continued behavior. We're going to have you 
sign a contract. 
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Looking to the parent, the principal continues: 

Does this frustrate you? It appears we have a 
waste of talent here. I can show you kids down 
the hall that are trying but don't have it--
barely can write their own names. We should take 
his brain and let them use it. Have you thought 
about studying music? At 18 years of age you 
don't want to put all your eggs in one basket. 
Get the diploma. Do as well as you're able. 

Beta then shares how ten years ago he would never have pursued 

a doctorate but today he has his degree. 

Continuing to personalize the interchange, knowing the boy has 

no father, he offers fatherly advice: "Life's cruel--it 

doesn't always work out. Things collapse for people because 

they have no backup." After the boy and parent signed the 

contract, Beta asked, "What instrument do you play?" He then 

shares the story of his brother who played professionally. 

"But he never got very far--it's so very competitive. Be 

prepared to have some options in life on which to fall back 

on." He pats the boy on the back as the student leaves the 

office. 

Excluded Activities 

At the request of the principal, the researcher was excluded from 

ten activities. Seven of the activities concerned performance 

evaluation conferences with administrative staff and teachers. If 

deficiencies had been observed then this was a time when the principal 

would address those with the individual. Beta felt that the 

researcher's presence could adversely affect the openness of the 
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conference as well as provide a potential grievance in the future should 

a dismissal become evident. The remaining three events were personal in 

nature and remain unknown to the researcher. A total of 242 minutes was 

spent on these activities. 

Conclusions 

The Ability to Seize the Moment 

A single 15-second exchange may be the beginning of a series of 

activities which take considerable principal time or the exchange may 

begin and end within the 15 seconds. The brief salutation in the hall 

or the report from the athletic director that the press box is ready for 

Friday night's game provide closure in themselves. However, activities 

in the arena of discipline or instructional planning were examples that 

could be described as events which, over a period of time, required more 

than a single interaction to complete. The principal demonstrated daily 

the ability to consecutively move a sequence of events from start to 

finish without apparent pre-planning. For example, on the way to the 

cafeteria, he saw a faculty member who had requested the previous day to 

attend a conference and he could now respond to her face-to-face instead 

of in writing. After hearing of a child's misbehavior on Tuesday, he 

saw the administrator in charge on Wednesday and asked how the parents 

responded to the investigation. Events with more than one activity 

seldom occur consecutively with considerable time lapsing between 

activities--often a day or more before the event moved sequentially to 

termination. Events were also recorded in which the principal received 
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information from one party and needed to transfer that information to 

another. As though electronic signals had been sent, within moments, in 

walks the party to whom the principal has need to impart the 

information. This occurred at 8:25 a.m. on Friday when the principal 

received a call from central administration concerning records of an 

expelled student. The information had to be passed on to the director 

of guidance who at 8:26 a.m., prior to the principal hanging up with 

central administration, entered the office. Also, on the same day, the 

administrative aide reported to the principal that he would not be 

present at the evening football game and asked Beta to whom he should 

report this information. Before the principal could respond, in walked 

the athletic director responsible for game coverage! 

Activity Fragmentation 

Related to the principal's ability to seize the moment in event 

progression is his ability to deal with one activity after another 

constantly switching gears when there is no interrelationship between 

activities. An extract from field notes on October 28 beginning at 

10:24 a.m. illustrates: 

10:24 a.m. 
10:36 a.m. 

10:38 a.m. 

10:43 a.m. 

Scheduled readmittance conference 
Unscheduled meeting. Aide requests approval to 
send memorandum announcing faculty breakfast. 

Unscheduled meeting. Aide requests two hours' 
leave and explains that her hall duty 
responsibilities will be covered by another 
administrator. 
Exchange. The athletic director comes by to say 
he needs to speak with the principal at lunch. 



10:45 a.m. 

10:46 a.m. 

10:46 a.m. 

11:31 a.m. 
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Exchange. Secretary reminds Beta to begin a 
scheduled pre-performance evaluation conference. 

Scheduled meeting. Pre-performance evaluation 
conference. 

Phone call. From the administrative aide 
requesting use of the principal's walkie-talkie. 

Exchange. With student requesting to see his hall 
pass. 

Fragmentation of topics going from one to another with little or no 

interrelationship is also evident in a single conversation with staff 

members. For example, in a 14-minute conversation with his athletic 

director, the following topics are discussed: Rotary Club membership, 

supporting the tennis team, parents night and related activities, 

administrative coverage for the football game, the purchase of flowers 

to honor certain parents, latest Virginia High School League 

information, a local newspaper article on the football team, the 

purchase of faculty jackets, district, and regional league football 

playoffs, and the reassignment of a local university basketball coach. 

Outlier Analysis 

Student Control 

Table 14 reveals that Beta participated in 126 activities related 

to student control requiring 628 minutes (19.4%) of his time. The 

frequency of activities in this category qualifies as an outlier. 

Although the time was not statistically excessive as defined, it was 1.5 

standard deviations above the mean of 311 minutes for all principals. A 

review of Tables 2 through 8 reveals that the number of all types of 
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contact activities, with the exception of the telephone, were increased 

in this subcategory when compared with the other principals. 

The diversity of the student body and the socioeconomic status of 

the community had a direct bearing on the number of incidents 

observed. Cultural and physical differences alone provided fertile 

grounds for students to ridicule one another. Communications between 

students representing 60 different countries provided a major barrier, 

preventing some students from resolving their differences with words and 

instead resorting to physical force. 

The Frazier collllilunity clearly gave Beta a greater opportunity than 

many of his peers to focus on student conduct. His self-perception as a 

fair, no-nonsense principal had been endorsed by the community and, to a 

degree, by the school system which promoted him from intermediate to 

high school principal within the same conununity. Furthermore, Beta 

confirmed his personal preference for involvement when he affirmed he 

enjoyed speaking with the students and their parents. He said it was 

his small personal role in educating the students about the real world. 
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GAMMA 

:t«>SBY HIGH SCHOOL 

Background 

The School and Community 

Except for the disturbance caused by the two tornadoes which 

touched down in the neighboring communities during the past decade, 

Mosby High School has enjoyed a history of community stability and high 

economic standards. Children in this community have had the security of 

knowing that they would remain with their friends as they were promoted 

from the elementary grades to the same intermediate school and then on 

to Mosby High. Students in seventh and eighth grades could peer out the 

windows and see the large facility just across the fields and know that 

in one or two years they would participate as "Mustangs" selecting from 

a variety of sports, clubs and activities as well as academic and 

vocational curriculum offerings. The Mosby pyramid, which includes the 

high school and its intermediate and elementary feeder schools, was 

organized to promote unity of purpose by cooperatively planning and 

promoting school-sponsored activities and events to bring the school 

neighborhood together. 

Affluence and the expectation of academic success represent a 

standard of living and values that are of highest priority to the 

largely military and professional community membership, most of whom 

hold post-secondary degrees. The average home falls within the $150,000 
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to $225,000 range and 88% of the families live in single-family unit 

housing. The lower economic class is not represented at Mosby where 93% 

of the 2,103 students are white, 1% are black and 6% Asian and 

Hispanic. Generally, students live close to their school as reflected 

by the 66% of the student body who are bused seldom more than six miles 

each way. School rankings based upon 1984-85 data show that Mosby 

exceeds other county high schools on least mobility of student 

population, smallest dropout rate, and fewest percent minorities. Only 

one other school serves fewer free and reduced-price lunches, has less 

retentions, and graduates more students into two- and four-year 

colleges. Rank order on vandalism and suspension fall within the lower 

quartile of all high schools. The combined ranking of these 

socioeconomic indicators places Mosby at the top of all high schools 

within the school district. 

Active involvement by the school and community is evident. During 

the week of observation, a school board member spoke to social studies 

classes on an impending bond referendum; a local politician tried to 

convince the students that although he was a satirical humorist, he took 

his work seriously; a faculty member presented a program on the writing 

process at a one and one-half hour parent coffee during the school day; 

and the SPTA chairman was seen four out of five days in the school. 

While citizens contribute time and dollars to such organizations as the 

Boosters and SPTA, some 240 parents provide over 18,000 hours of 

continuous support as volunteers to clerically assist teachers, sponsor 

the Annual Craft Fair and perform duties as assigned by the parent 
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volunteer coordinator. This does not include the typical athletic and 

band parent booster support which all district high schools enjoy. 

The kids know their parents are in the building and it's 
surprising how many will talk to their parents during the 
school day if they see them and not feel embarrassed or 
not feel that there's something wrong with their parents 
being in the building. I wish we could get our 10% 
problem youngsters' parents in the building to be here. 

The parent volunteer coordinator position is salaried and obtained by 

using a budgeted teacher aide position. To further symbolize its 

importance, the coordinator's office is staffed full time and is located 

next to the principal's office to provide maximum visibility for parents 

and staff. 

It was not uncommon during school operation to see parents or 

graduates at the school. On three different days the principal stopped 

in the halls to speak to former students: two in military uniform--one 

in the service and the other attending military academy; a recent 

graduate now at Duke University; and a graduate returning to teach her 

professional dance routines to a P.E. class. 

In addition, the community this year is integrally involved in 

planning and celebrating Mosby's Silver Anniversary. A steering 

committee comprised of school and community members has planned a number 

of activities to be dispersed throughout the year to recognize and 

celebrate the school's history. Events include the Silver Anniversary 

Homecoming Dance and Spectacular Open House/Reception, a spring outdoor 

fun fair, a May Silver Anniversary Banquet and special commencement 

exercises in June. Former graduates throughout the county have been 
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invited, distinguished alumni will be honored, and school and community 

leaders will be introduced. 

A focus on academic success is easily recognizable in the school. 

Although the guidance handbook refers to the school's career center as 

providing information on the military, colleges, and vocational 

opportunities, the volume of information is spent toward counseling the 

88.4% of students who attend two- and four-year colleges every year. 

During the week, the following facts were revealed and observations 

were made which directly or indirectly focused on student achievement 

and success: 

• Mustang Hall - A tutorial program staffed by students for 

students having academic problems in three or more subjects. 

• The Arts for Life Committee - Responsible for developing a two-

week program in the spring to expose the entire student body to 

the fine and practical arts through assemblies, workshops, and 

seminars. 

• During three days of observation, 26 colleges visited the 

school's Career Center to recruit interested students. 

• Guidance handbook - Fifty percent of the information focuses on 

matriculation into college and includes a timetable to parents 

and students on college planning, testing deadlines, and dates 

to attend college fairs. 

• Daily homeroom bulletin - Largely comprised of a list of 

visiting colleges, scholarship opportunities and available jobs 

in the community. 
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• At the monthly parent coffee, parent-to-parent conversation 

focused on college admissions and the school's ability to 

prepare students academically. While one parent relates the 

high admission standards at William and Mary, another tells the 

group how top colleges have demands for so much writing--"even 

in the engineering school at Cornell." Later, a parent asks the 

principal to explain school administrative procedures regarding 

college visitations. 

• The principal announces to parents that the school's goal to 

raise the verbal Scholastic Aptitude Test scores and improve 

writing skills for students will require a parent commitment 

this year to endorse each family member to set aside 30 minutes 

daily for reading. 

• Latin program - The school offers Latin I, II, III, IV, advanced 

placement (AP) Latin, AP Vergil and AP lyric poetry. "We 

probably have more kids in two languages, Latin and another, 

than any other high school in the country." Students from Mosby 

annually win highest honors in state competition. In addition, 

PALS, or Parents for Advancement of Latin, raise funds by 

sponsoring a Latin bowl competition for some 1,500 students 

within the state. Profits support students in national 

competition. 

• Twelve merit scholars are in the Class of '87. 

• In last year's senior class, 225 of 500 students had 3.3 or 

better cumulative academic averages. 
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• The school's English team has won best in district honors for 

the past three years. 

• The school's math team has won best in county honors for the 

past 12 years. 

• Each year, students achieve SRA and SAT scores which rank Mosby 

at or near the top school in the county. 

• The school computer team, for the second consecutive year, has 

been designated National Champions by the American Computer 

Science League's All Star Contest. 

• The swim team has remained regional champion for the past ten 

years. A former Olympic swimming champion is a school alumnus. 

• The school boasts a national championship rifle team. 

• During the week of observation: 

A parent petitioned the principal to excuse his daughter from 

the first two hours of school and to waive the physical 

education requirement in lieu of time spent in his daughter's 

preparation for national ice skating tryouts. 

Teachers are requested to write course requirements for a 

student who will be temporarily leaving the school to prepare 

for national skiing competition. 

A representative from a large awards distributor meets with 

the principal to persuade him to purchase chenelle school 

letters for academic excellence, as well as athletic 

achievement. 
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• A wide variety of curriculum offerings are provided in both 

vocational and college preparatory coursework. Trade and 

industrial offerings include air conditioning, refrigeration, 

cosmetology, horticulture, electricity, microcomputer 

maintenance and repair, plumbing, practical nursing, restaurant 

trades, electronics, welding, and television connnunications. 

Health occupational offerings include dental and veterinary aide 

preparation. In addition to the standard academic offerings, 

the school provides advanced placement courses in the core 

subjects and foreign language. 

• In the September newsletter mailed to each family, the principal 

greets the community and ends with, "We will continue to strive 

for excellence, thus making Mosby High School one of the best 

high schools in the country." 

• Plaques and trophies for winning athletic, performing arts, and 

scholastic events decorate the hall showcases. At one point on 

a daily tour, the principal inspected a storage closet half the 

size of a classroom which was stuffed with accolades from the 

past--enough to open a trophy shop! 

Most students are motivated to earn good grades and discipline 

themselves accordingly. Major incidents are few while the majority of 

infractions involved students 1) eating in the halls--seven such 

incidents were observed in four days between the principal and students; 

2) failing to be in class on time--eight activities observed between the 

principal and students in four days; and 3) not attending all six 
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periods during the school day. As cited in the principal's interview, 

"Students need to be in class to learn. Teachers are becoming more 

involved in the process. It's difficult to explain to a parent how 

their kid is absent two times in one class and 15 in another." 

The principal's contribution to correcting these problems is his 

high visibility in the halls during peak times throughout the day. 

During the 15-minute break and at lunch, he can be found anywhere in the 

building hurrying students to class or explaining why eating in the 

halls cannot be permitted. He has also assigned four of his eight 

administrators to monitor student attendance and to be aggressive in 

correcting student tardin~ss. In-house suspension is utilized when the 

school has discretionary authority, whereas out-of-school suspension is 

reserved for direct policy violations where the penalty is mandated. 

The Principal 

The Mosby community and standards for education are not new to 

Gannna, 48 years old, the school's principal for the past two years. 

Influenced into education by his love for coaching and teaching, Gamma 

has spent all but two and a half years of his professional career (one 

year as a teacher, the other one and a half as a science specialist and 

personnel analyst) at Mosby where he started as a biology teacher and 

football coach. He was later promoted into administrative positions, 

first as an aide for two years and then as an assistant principal for 13 

years. Yet with 25 years service in education, he still finds time to 

be a clown for the Shriners and to assist in the operation of his son's 
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restaurant. Gamma looks the part of a former college football player 

from West Virginia University. His demeanor and appearance suggest 

firmness, decisiveness, and, if you were a student, not a person with 

whom you'd choose to tangle. Yet Gannna administers his school without 

emotional display, remaining outwardly calm, and listening more than 

talking. He identifies his listening skills and his patience, together 

with his knowledge of the school "to mesh staff, faculty and students 

into a workable situation," as the combination of factors which make him 

successful. 

Gamma's competitive spirit, fostered and developed in his football 

career, fits well into the Mosby tradition for success. In the hall 

with his football coach while discussing a recent disciplinary incident 

involving another school's coach, Gamma draws the line on what could be 

tolerated, "We win at all costs--but there are certain things (cheating) 

we don't sacrifice on (October 15)." 

Speaking socially with his football coach is a daily occurrence and 

one that Gannna seems to enjoy. The first day back to school after 

Friday's football game, the principal and coach spoke four times with 

each other, and when Gamma couldn't find his coach, he took the scouting 

report off his desk, knowing that now the coach would look for him! All 

eight activities were unscheduled meetings, each lasting more than six 

minutes in duration--longer than the typical unscheduled meeting for 

Ganuna. 

The building supervisor is another person with whom Gamma interacts 

daily. There appeared to be three reasons for this: 
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• He gets along well with his custodial staff. Business is mixed 

with social interaction. Conversation is interspersed with 

interrogatives, "Who worked the weekend? Can you find me a 

table for the ADP room? How's our new S-10 working out?" Ganuna 

related the story how he motivated a custodian to pass his 

driving license and then accompanied him to purchase a truck 

"without getting taken" by the dealer. 

• He values a clean building and recognizes the custodian's role 

in building maintenance. "Building cleanliness is essential. 

Students are reminded to place all litter in trash containers 

and to never leave items on top of lockers." (1986-87 Student 

Handbook, p. 1.) Gamma sets the example for building neatness 

and cleanliness. One of his present goals is to provide an 

environment conducive to learning. Whether monitoring or 

touring, Gamma picks up trash in the hall (eight times), in the 

auditorium (once), on lockers (four times), and from a water 

fountain (once). He removes tape and posters from walls 

(October 15) and purchases blinds for the faculty dining room 

(October 20) • 

• The building supervisor's office and adjacent workroom reminded 

the researcher of brer rabbit's laughing place. It was Garmna's 

"get away" where he could relax from those who made demands on 

his time, have a smoke, and bantor with the supervisor. 

Sitting still, waiting for the next interaction or for a piece of 

mail to be delivered, is not Gamma's idea of a good time. He goes to 
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his people to give and receive information. When the day's work is 

done, he heads home, not waiting until a magic hour for departure. "I 

don't use time as a yardstick to determine if someone is successful or 

not." 

Gamm.a values the time 1n his school as top priority. "Meetings 

keep taking us away from our school so we can't make instructional 

changes." At a scheduled meeting with their superior, principals argued 

for fewer meetings out of their schools (October 17). '~rincipals are 

so busy helping other people to meet their performance objectives 

(district office personnel) that we can't meet our own within our 

building." Departing from the meeting, Delta continued tc share his 

frustration on time out of his school with another principal. 

When in his school, Gannna leaves his desk to be with his people. 

When the faculty and staff request a meeting, he will regularly go to 

their space instead of having them in his office. This strategy saves 

the teacher time and leaves the principal in control of departure. 

"When the teachers come in your office they think they have to stay 

longer--often after the business is done." 

Simultaneously performing two or more tasks (polychronics) was 

seldom observed but did occur when Gamm.a would read mail while on the 

phone (October 14) or open and skim mail during a meeting with an 

assistant (October 17). Other examples of effective use of time 

occurred when a sales representative arrived 30 minutes early for an 

appointment and requested to immediately see the principal. Gannna's 

response was "Well, it'd be silly now if I had nothing going and told 
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you to come back at the scheduled time. Come on in." Then again, when 

passing the mailboxes in the main office, he picked up his own mail on 

Tuesday, Friday, and Monday, not waiting for his secretary to process 

the mail. At another time, instead of postponing the matter, he told 

his secretary to let an assistant take his appointment while he is out 

of town. 

Instructional Focus 

Gamma strives to improve the instructional program by motivating 

teachers to work with students. 

The teacher directs and processes out what's important for 
students to learn. The kids have the ability when they 
come in and that's why it's so important that the 
principal be involved with the instructional program. If 
you have the product that is capable of doing something 
then it's up to you to have the teachers take that product 
and expand it to its fullest potential. You never know 
how far you can take a kid. 

For Gamma, the teacher is central to the theme of instructional 

excellence. He listens closely to his faculty department chairpersons 

to keep informed on what's happening. When asked which of all the 

different groups served is most important to being an effective, 

successful principal, he replied: 

I'd say you have more concern about the teachers. They're 
really your satellites out there with the students and the 
parents. If you can keep those little satellites spinning 
at a high rate and doing a good job, then your problems as 
a principal are very minimal. 

Except in areas of finance and personnel, he believes his decision-

making style is democratic with such skills as patience and good 

listening being essential to success in the job. "I will be open and 
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will listen, but I don't ride the fence; and I'll make a decision based 

upon what I think is best for students and the instructional program." 

After obtaining input from department chairpersons, each year Gamma 

personally creates the master schedule. While many of his colleagues 

have re-assigned this duty to assistants, Gamma justifies his 

involvement as giving him total control over the school instructional 

program. He can focus on determining program thrusts by adjusting such 

factors as class size, teacher assignments, and approving or cancelling 

under-enrolled course offerings. 

In addition to instructional improvement "by assisting the teachers 

to become more effective," Gamma works to provide an environment for 

learning for all students. This includes a clean, safe school where 

students attend all their classes. While most Mosby students complete 

school, Gamma targets the "ideal" as a situation when the present .73% 

of students who dropout remain in school. 

Communications 

General 

The principal's office is attractively decorated in masculine dark, 

wood-tone paneling. A small desk-high shelf spans the far wall which 

permits Gamma to swing around from his table and use the phone or work 

at a counter with his back to the door. He prefers, however, when he 

must be in his office, to work at the oval table in his executive chair, 

facing the bookshelves and the display of clown portraits and 

figurines. The smiling and goofy clowns next to the pragmatic books and 
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manuals offer contrast. His books are not theory based but pragmatic 

and, in many cases, specific to district programs and regulations. They 

include the School Team notebook, school board rules and regulations, a 

food service manual, a resource notebook for school-based management, 

the Virginia High School League Rules, a dictionary, books on excellence 

in schools and a textbook on educational administration. Hidden from 

direct view are pictures of himself and his coaching staff in their 

early days at Mosby and a coffee cup, "Pittsburgh No. l." Within these 

confines, Gannna works at his desk, talks on the phone, and speaks with 

walk-ins and scheduled appointments. Except for the day when he was on 

a trip, Garmna averaged five desk sessions daily, ranging from four on 

Friday to six on Monday. 

Written Communication 

Mail would arrive from within the school, within the school system, 

or through the U. S. mail. Routines were established. U. S. mail was 

handled first thing in the morning with in-school and system mail 

processed throughout the day. Finance material was usually processed at 

the end of the day. Folders were color-coded to distinguish four 

different types of content: signature, finance material, paper to 

review, and low priority reading material. As mail was processed, the 

principal would write directly on the item or attach a commercial peel-

off note. A suspense file was maintained by his secretary which enabled 

her to remind Garmna sufficiently prior to report deadlines. If not at 
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school, a reminder was noted on a scrap of paper or 3x5 card and placed 

into his wallet or by his glasses, near items he was sure not to forget. 

Verbal Cormnunications 

Lengthy descriptive verbal discussions seldom occurred. Ganuna 

described himself as a listener. After a two-hour interview with the 

researcher, he said he had never talked so much in his life and that he 

would need a day off to rest his voice! His words with others were 

brief; particularly those on his staff, and to his secretary who kept 

his calendar, reminded him of appointments, and directed incoming 

calls. His preference for informal, brief interactions is evident. 

Fourteen of 373 activities were scheduled meetings and only one was 

initiated by himself--his staff meeting lasted for 11 minutes. 

I try to keep staff no longer than an hour and 15 minutes, 
and we don't do a lot of unnecessary talking in staff; 
it's strictly looking at the week, what has to be done, 
what's been done, and what's coming up that needs to be 
done. It's a time in which the assistant principals and 
the director of student activities and the administrative 
aide can relay information back to you about their week's 
work. It's a time that we talk about teacher evaluation 
and what's going on in the classroom and are they seeing 
any situations which I should be aware of or any teacher 
that I should be looking at. 

Furthermore, comparing Gamma's 43.6% time in purely verbal 

activities (exchange, phone, scheduled and unscheduled meetings) with 

the other four subjects reveals he spends the least time in verbal 

behavior. The next closest principal recorded a 65.0% verbal activity 

score. 
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The Tour 

The tour was a comprehensive information gathering activity that 

Ganuna conducted 16 times in four days. Tours were initiated during peak 

congestion times, either at class breaks or during the lunch periods. 

Only three of the 16 tours occurred after lunch--all brief and averaging 

9.3 minutes in duration whereas tours initiated before lunch lasted an 

average of 37.4 minutes. Touring time totaled 537 minutes with a mean 

tour duration of 33.6 minutes. 

Gamma walked without regular pattern through the entire building to 

verbally collect and disseminate information to employees and to sense 

the mood of the students. Teachers had told Garmna they appreciated him 

being in the halls. He believes his presence has a positive effect on 

student behavior and his positionality during heavy student traffic 

placed him where the action is and increases his chances for a quick 

response if necessary. 

So I guess the most important part of what I pick up in 
the day is my contact with the teachers. The next would 
be observation and listening to the students. The most 
important thing is what you see in the kids. You can 
observe whether they're happy or unhappy or whether 
they're hyper or not hyper. 

During a tour, verbal interactions would take the form of exchanges 

and unscheduled meetings. Less verbal usually, but highly visual in 

information gathering, were the monitoring and observation activities 

when the principal fixed his position for a period of time or when he 

stepped into a classroom to view the interactions between students and 

teacher. 
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A teacher has an ego situation, also, that has to be 
continually praised for what they're doing. In order to 
do that, you have to actually see what good things they're 
doing and tell them that they are doing nice things. 

Classroom observations were spontaneous, brief--usually between one and 

six minutes in length--informal "drop-ins." Neither were they scheduled 

nor were they a part of the formal personnel evaluation cycle. Once in 

the classroom, the principal would remain standing, usually near the 

door, and occasionally speak on a social basis to the teacher or 

student(s). During one of the twelve observations, Gannna provided 

direct feedback to the chemistry teacher by pointing out in class that 

students were heating materials without using safety goggles. 

One hundred thirty eight separate activities or 39.2% of all 

activities during the week occurred while touring (mean 8.6 activities 

per tour) with two tours having as few as one activity occurring within 

the tour and one tour having as many as 25 associated activities. Tours 

ranged in time from eight to 64 minutes in duration. 

Personnel contacted on tours included school nurses, custodians, 

food service employees, volunteers, teachers, students, administrators, 

finance officer, counselors, librarians and visiting community 

members. Teachers and students participated in 59.8% of all the 

activities associated with touring. 

A wide variety of information was gained when touring. The 

principal and teachers discussed: field trips, math team competition, 

philosophy on grading papers, the writing process, self-evaluation 

committee progress, football, Program of Studies requirements, speakers 

for social studies and English classes, computer assistance, 
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administrative and sick leave inquiries, personnel questions on destaff, 

student activities, awards, birthday celebrations, and a variety of 

social discussions. 

Topics addressed to or with students while touring included: 

student activities, getting to class on time, eating in the hall, 

purchasing doughnuts, hearing student explanations why they were not 

where they should be and brief salutations. 

When speaking with administrative or support personnel in the 

school while touring, conversations included student discipline, 

teacher's use of instructional time, weekend custodial coverage, moving 

furniture, cleaning the storage room, a new personnel addition and light 

social talk. 

Week of Observation 

A Typical Day 

Arriving between 7:00 and 7:30 a.m., Gamma parked his truck in the 

rear of the school and walked to the front office at the other end of 

the building, observing the school's appearance and sensing the mood of 

the students. Processing the U. S. mail occurred for ten to 15 minutes, 

and then touring the halls for approximately 30 minutes, "to be visible, 

walk around, and to listen to what the teachers may have to say." 

Between 8:30 and 9:00 a.m. he remained in the office for phone calls, 

received informal drop-ins, and spoke to staff. Few scheduled 

activities occurred. By 10:30 a.m., lunch had begun and Gamma would 

tour the building, concentrating on high density areas which included 
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the cafeteria and the major hall intersections. Little monitoring was 

evident. Gamma was always moving, particularly in the halls, reminding 

students where to eat, picking up trash on floors and lockers, or 

scooting kids off to class on the ring of the bell. Assisting Gamma 

were his eight administrators who monitored the cafeteria and halls 

during lunch periods. Ganuna participated to influence positive student 

behavior and to be highly visible to faculty who expected his presence. 

The other reason I'm out there in the hall so much is that 
the days when I'm out of the building at meetings and 
people don't see me, you get this comment--I've had it 
several times this year--gee, are you our principal? We 
haven't seen you in a couple of days. 

At the end of the two student lunch periods, Gamma might eat in the 

cafeteria with his administrative staff or return directly to his office 

to process the majority of the day's mail, return phone calls, and 

follow up on incomplete business. Between 1:15 and 2:15 p.m., he would 

again tour, speaking to students in the halls, stepping into classrooms 

for a few minutes to observe, and visiting faculty rooms to discuss 

instructional matters and socialize with teachers. 

After student dismissal, the principal worked from his office, 

spoke to his assistants, followed up on long-term paper work, read, 

approved financial requests, and returned phone calls. Between 3:00 and 

4:00 p.m., he left school--usually returning for night activities two or 

three times in the week. Such activities included monthly SPTA 

executive board meetings, band and athletic booster meetings each month, 

and home athletic contests two nights a week from September through 

February. 
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It's important that you go to the booster meetings. They 
need to see you present. They need to know that you're 
supporting them and also that sometimes they may have 
things coming up that you need to respond to, just like 
the question on running a raffle. 

I think a principal is most effective when he's accessible 
to the cormnunity and when the counnunity knows him. The 
only way they get to know you is by some of the activities 
you go to. 

During the week of observation, supervision of College Night was 

assigned to an assistant principal. On that Saturday, Gannna spent three 

and one-half hours at the school's football game and five hours at his 

school's Band Festival awarding trophies. 

Garrnna's daily locus of activity was very predictable. Only 

scheduled meetings out of the building were observed to alter his 

behavior. These occurred on Thursday, when an all-day trip was taken to 

Charlottesville to attend the Virginia High School League (VHSL), and on 

Friday, to meet with his superior to plan an administrator's forum as a 

staff development project for principals. 

Major Events During the Week 

While 373 separate activities were recorded during the week, five 

themes recurred interspersed with other activities. Omitted from these 

themes was the one day trip to attend the legislative meeting of the 

VHSL. Although this activity occupied almost 20 percent of the work 

week, only twelve activities were associated with the trip. When in 

session, the principal sat quietly and listened to the legislative 

items. During the one break, exchanges and unscheduled meetings between 

other principals and athletic directors were recorded which were 
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primarily social in nature with some informal business-related 

discussion on destaffs and VHSL rules and regulations. Travel time with 

the researcher was used to record a two-hour interview. 

The five themes included: 1) efforts to repair donated computer 

office equipment, 2) publication of the Silver Anniversary booklet, 

3) preparations for the accreditation self-study, 4) homecoming 

activities, and 5) discipline related to a fifth-year student class 

attendance problem. 

1. Efforts to repair computer equipment. Two terminals and one 

printer were donated to the school. Once operational, Gatmna 

wanted the secretaries to use the equipment to facilitate the 

use of form letters. He looked first within his school for 

help from an office clerk experienced with the equipment and 

then directed an assistant principal to call for central office 

support to determine if it could be repaired without major 

expense. Finally, he obtained a diagnosis that required the 

skills of an outside representative. During the five-day 

period, eleven related activities occurred, none of which were 

formally scheduled on the calendar. The purpose of these 

activities was coded as maintenance/direction, and all were 

initiated by the principal. The theme was not associated to a 

predictable event and was, therefore, not driven by the annual 

school calendar of scheduled activities. 

2. Publication of the Silver Anniversary booklet. The principal 

had assigned an administrative assistant to work with a parent 
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who was chairing the Silver Anniversary steering committee. 

During the week, the principal learned that sales from the ads 

would not cover publication costs and that the parent 

chairperson was in disagreement with administrative aide in 

charge over which school group should sell the booklets and 

receive the "profits ! 11 The first activity on this theme began 

with the administrative aide apologizing for not covering 

publication costs and saying "I want to tell you before you 

hear it from someone else." The aide then looked to the 

researcher, shaking his head, and said, "Being a principal is 

like taking a drink out of a fire hydrant." Six subsequent 

activities were recorded involving the principal, athletic 

director, and administrative assistant. Each was an 

unscheduled meeting between two and 17 minutes in duration and 

intense with emotion from all but the principal. At one point, 

Gamma looked at his aide calmly and said, "We'll be lucky if we 

get out of this alive." Activities related to this theme 

focused on school-community relations and the student activity 

program. The principal had delegated his responsibilities and 

was not directly in control of the related activities. 

3. Accreditation self-study. A major task every ten years, Gamma 

had established committees to develop their portion of the 

report and then, through periodic submission to and approval by 

the steering committee, consolidate all findings into the total 

study. The self-study required faculty and staff to align 
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philosophy and goals with instructional performance and 

evaluate whether the school was being successful. Eight 

activities during three of the five days included exchanges and 

unscheduled meetings and occurred primarily between the 

principal and the chairperson. Most interactions were over 

deadlines and whether or not the principal's presence in a 

meeting would hinder or assist in open discussion. Although 

occurring once every ten years, this event was cyclic and was 

governed by the calendar. The principal had no choice but to 

participate in this instructional activity. 

4. Homecoming activities. An annual event in whict the principal 

signs purchase orders for organizations, acts as a figurehead 

at the major events, and receives ongoing information from 

those responsible for its undertaking. Seven activities 

occurred as exchanges or unscheduled meetings which were event 

related. The principal's status is evident in these 

interactions as all school participants wanted "a piece of the 

principal": 

Activity 
No. 

October 15 

Time Activity 

27 10:20 a.m. Athletic Director asks best procedure 
to announce gift giveaway during 
Homecoming week. 

67 2:16 p.m. Student interviews principal for 
Homecoming edition of newspaper. 
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October 17 

1 7:33 a.m. Sponsor wants to know if 
superintendent has been invited yet. 

43 11:02 a.m. Finance officer needs more cash boxes 

66 

October 20 

15 

26 

for student sales related to 
Homecoming week. 

12:18 p.m. President of SPTA requests to create a 
Homecoming showcase. 

8:38 a.m. Administrative assistant tells the 
principal to be on 50-yard line at 
7:45 p.m. for introductions. 

9:14 a.m. Teacher requests principal's signature 
excusing students from classes to 
assist with last minute Homecoming 
preparations. 

The school calendar was the driving force behind this event. 

Sponsors and the athletic director were responsible for 

successful orchestration. The principal was kept infonned by 

the actions which were cited. 

5. Fifth year student attendance problem. Unable to graduate in 

four years as a result of excessive truancy, a student was 

approved by Gamma to return under the condition that he attend 

all classes and receive a passing mark. When it became 

apparent that this was not happening, Gannna investigated the 

matter by having each of the boy's teachers innnediately submit 

a progress. However, before he could finalize the matter, the 

student scheduled an appointment with the principal to complain 

that he was being hassled. He had heard that the teachers were 

submitting reports on him. Gannna explained his position, but 

when the boy continued by reminding Gamma that he was 18 and 
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that his parents were not to be notified, Gamma loudly and 

firmly explained the consequences of the boy's behavior. The 

principal's reaction was the most intense observed during the 

week and quickly resulted in the student's departure. Ten 

activities were recorded with the first four occurring within a 

period of 14 minutes. These activities were classified as 

student behavior oriented and were not driven by the 

calendar. The principal was in direct control initiating nine 

of the ten activities. 

Some activities occurred at the initiation of the other person 

because that party needed information. However, before the person 

departed, the principal seized the opportunity (there were no reminder 

notes, no future planned meetings) and requested information or action 

from the party on another subject. Two examples illustrate this point: 

October 15 

October 17 

Time Activity 

8:53 a.m. Gamma reads requirements for a 
Sensitivity Awareness Symposium Day. 
At 10:50 a.m. when the physical 
education department chairman finishes 
his agenda, Gamma tells him to 
schedule his idea of physical 
awareness week to include Sensitivity 
Awareness Day. 

The administrative assistant and 
athletic director initiate a meeting 
with the principal regarding the 
Homecoming Silver Anniversary 
booklet. Prior to their departure, 
the principal asks for a follow-up on 
the student skater who wants 
permission to repeatedly miss the 
first two periods of class. 
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Sometimes the correct party shows up at exactly the right moment--

as though an electronic signal had been sent: 

October 20 

Excluded Activities 

The principal went into the faculty 
dining room carrying the new window 
blinds to be installed by his 
operating engineer during the week. 
Going into the dining room, he runs 
into his operating engineer. 

After taking a call from a parent 
accusing a student of fighting her 
son, the principal goes into the 
office to verify if the student 
attends Mosby and there, out of 2,100 
students, sits the boy in the office. 

The researcher was excluded from four activities during the week, 

three personal phone calls and one unscheduled meeting with the school 

ticket manager for a total of 22 minutes or .8% of the total time at 

Mosby when the principal was without his "shadow." 

Outlier Analysis 

Analysis of Tables 1 and 14 reflect that Gamma demonstrated 

significantly different behavior in three types of activities and 1n two 

areas of activity purpose. The interrelationship between the type of 

activity and the associated purpose links Gamma's time in tour behavior 

with increased time in the visibility category, and similarly, connects 

the trip activity with outlier behavior in student activity. The final 

category reflecting outlier behavior, personal activities, is not linked 
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with a corresponding purpose since such activities were recorded only as 

occurring and not subjected to further analysis. 

Tours and Visibility 

Gamma's personal preference for touring was so pronounced that his 

locus of control was more closely associated with his positionality in 

the hall than it was at his desk. He spent 13.9% of his time in his 

office in sessions that averaged approximately 20 minutes long, whereas 

tours averaged almost 34 minutes each and consumed 18.8% of Gamma's 

time. Touring is tantamount to Gamma's administrative style, and it 

makes good sense to him. He is able to assess school climate, react 

quickly to student disturbances, socialize with faculty and students, be 

observed by large numbers of students, and conduct business with 

teachers, administrators, and support personnel. Touring also provides 

an element of control for Gamma. By meeting others on their home 

ground, he remains in control of his own departure. Gamma had observed 

that when people came to his office they seemed to feel the need to stay 

beyond the point when business had been completed. 

Touring serves a primary purpose providing principal visibility 

throughout the school. Visibility is a form of preventive discipline. 

When the principal is in the hall, student conduct is perceived as 

improved. However, the tour contains a strong instructional orientation 

for Gamma. As he socializes with teachers, he also inquires about their 

curriculum, reminds them of scheduled meetings, discusses plans for 

computer hardware, and informally observes teachers in classrooms. 
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Furthermore, frequent touring had been a behavior indicative of the 

former principal at Mosby--a gentleman who appeared to have been a role 

model for Mosby's present principal. Gannna spoke highly of him and 

expressed how much alike they were in their administrative philosophy 

and behavior. 

For Gannna, touring is idiosyncratic to his style; a style which has 

been strongly influenced by a former role model. 

Trips and Student Activities 

During the observation period, Gamma and other principals 

throughout the school district and state attended an all day conference 

out of town to vote on legislation connected with interscholastic 

activities. The 492 minutes invested in this activity were responsible 

for the trip and student activity categories being identified as 

statistically exceeding the norm behavior of the other four 

principals. However, caution should be heeded when interpreting these 

figures since a total of two trips were recorded during the 25 days of 

observation. More importantly, the impact of being removed for a day 

from the regular activity pattern in the school should be noted. Gannna 

participated in 12 activities on the day of his trip. This is far less 

than the 70.4 daily activity average reflected on Table 1. However, if 

the 12 activities during the one day are subtracted from the activity 

total of 352 for the week and the result is divided by the four 

remaining days, the average daily total becomes 85.0, which is only .2 

from the mean for all principals. 
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In summary, trip activity and its related purpose to serve the 

interest of the student activity program resulted at the initiation of 

the calendar. The meeting occurred annually with considerable 

forewarning to the principals. Historically, all district principals 

attend to vote and to enjoy comradery among peers. While not compelled 

to be present, a principal's absence would be noticed by his peers in 

the district and an explanation expected. 

Personal 

While the 13 sessions related to serving personal needs qualified 

as outlying behavior, the total time expended was well within the 

average for all principals. Table 1 reveals that Gamma's average 

duration of a personal activity lasted 5.4 minutes, which was the least 

among all principals. The many short sessions occurred in nine 

telephone calls to family and doctors regarding very recent surgery to a 

relative. 

Very seldom was Gamma observed initiating a personal call. 

However, he was quick to halt whatever he was doing when an incoming 

call was identified as personal in nature. 
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DELTA 

BROADWAY HIGH SCHOOL 

Background 

Despite limited criticism from her associates for applying for a 

principalship within her own community, Delta decided that the top 

administrative post at Broadway High School would provide an excellent 

opportunity and challenge in her first high school principalship. The 

community values for educational success and enthusiasm in academic 

activities were commensurate with her own. Her leadership style, 

characterized by enthusiasm, high energy, and strong communication 

skills, quickly proved effective with students, teachers, and parents. 

Top school administrators had recognized Delta's administrative 

skills; consequently, it was no surprise when in November of 1985 she 

was appointed principal of Broadway High School. 

Delta's career had moved swiftly since entering the county school 

system. After graduating from a Texas University where she majored in 

history and English, she taught in her field of expertise for seven 

years, providing instruction to intermediate and high school students as 

well as serving as the English department chairperson. At her present 

school district, in her second year, she entered administration and 

served consecutively as a subschool principal and as an associate 

principal before being promoted to intermediate principal. She served 

as an intermediate principal for six years at two different schools. 
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Today, at age 43, she is in her third principalship; however, it is 

Delta's first principalship at the high school level. 

The intermediate principalships placed Delta in schools where the 

burden of creating a cohesive school climate and strong connnunity 

support was firmly in the hands of the administrator. These experiences 

allowed her to develop and refine her present style of participative 

management. She radiates energy and enthusiasm as she interacts with 

people. She quickly identifies significant groups within the school and 

counnunity environment and, periodically, has face-to-face interactions 

to exchange information and to achieve goals. Delta's manner is 

positive and intent. She is able to focus well on what others have to 

say and is sensitive to incorporate others' ideas into her final 

decision or solution. As an example, after working with her custodians, 

Delta was still dissatisfied with the appearance and cleanliness of the 

building. Consequently, she decided to take the problem to those who 

created it--the students. 

I had to enlist the support of the kids so I went to the 
student government and I said this is the dirtiest school 
I have ever seen. I think it makes a big difference. I 
don't think you love it that much. They all said "no," it 
was awful. They couldn't stand it. Then it is your job 
to come up with a plan and a program to clean it up--
that's all I did. I gave them the time, and suddenly I 
started seeing posters around the school. They had gone 
to the art department and counnissioned them to do these 
fabulous posters. No one said the art department would 
help any group, but they helped the student government 
beautifully. They came up with a campaign which was so 
clever it was unbelievable. They created this little 
character and he appeared all over the building and the 
building got clean. 
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Aware that minority achievement and recognition was a district and 

school goal, Delta held a student government leadership breakfast to 

heighten student consciousness: 

Two weeks ago I ate with the president of the student body 
and his whole cabinet. There were about 10 kids--they 
were all the big movers and shakers who were seniors. I 
worked the conversation around to the black kids. There 
was not a black kid in this group and we had the most 
wonderful discussion. I let them stay over until part of 
the next period because they were so into it. I talked to 
them about the role I felt that white leadership had in a 
mixed racial community environment and what our role was 
if we were ever to integrate truly in the United States. 
We talked about it from Presidents on down. If they were 
going to be leaders, they had to think about this thing. 
They had to have an added level of sensitivity that you 
don't necessarily always expect. Those kids were so 
mature. They went and made a human relations committee of 
the student government. They got a person in charge of 
trying to help the various kids integrate better. 

Furthermore, last spring, after perceiving inconsistencies in 

implementing the county grading policy, Delta decided to entertain 

discussion with her faculty advisory council. "I always use them as a 

sounding board and let them understand my thinking long before it goes 

into action so that there is time to react." The council voluntarily 

met long beyond contract time and, prior to leaving, declared their need 

for staff development and willingness to plan and conduct the 

inservice. Delta explained: 

I had wanted to have an inservice program on the grading, 
but if I had gotten up there as a principal and said 
here's how you'll grade, particularly as a new principal, 
there would have been marches on it. They worked over the 
sununer--had three different meetings--and asked me if they 
could have a block of time in August during teacher 
inservice days. It was the cutest program. They gave a 
little skit. Every faculty person who came in was given a 
handout, and there was a secret code in the corner to make 
sure that we all mixed and didn't get in the group with 
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our (subject) department or our friends. They had gone to 
a lot of care to provide a wonderful program with 
discussion about how you grade kids--1 mean some real 
fundamental stuff. 

Such activities provide strong evidence to support Delta's belief 

1n school-based management--that each school and community have unique 

needs which, when identified and met by the persons involved, achieve 

lasting successes. 

I really think that's one of the healthiest things you can 
do. That's one reason I think the whole notion of school-
based management is so important. Who would have ever 
thought that our teachers needed inservices on grading. 
But you analyze it, you do as you see fit, and then to 
have had it (the inservice) teacher-led is really 
effective. 

While participative management was representative of Delta's style, 

occasions presented themselves when decisions were clearly autocratic. 

For example, she declared her expectation to an experienced teacher who 

entered Broadway well into the school year. Her decision showed an 

understanding of both the teacher's and the students' predicament: 

I just hired a new physics teacher. He and I had a long 
discussion about my view of the kids--what they needed in 
physics and the kind of approach I wanted him to take. I 
let him know that he was coming in at the beginning of the 
second quarter to a group of seniors at a school that has 
prided itself on academics. These are kids who are pretty 
academically oriented. They're relatively uptight about 
college and everything else, and they have been the 
unwitting victims of an unfortunate personnel situation 
where in getting rid of one physics teacher I could not 
get a satisfactory replacement. They've been through four 
substitutes. What they need now is a nurturing, upbeat 
situation and not one where the teacher starts out stern 
and then loosens up, which is the stereotypic way some 
teachers view how you deal successfully. He might have 
done it naturally, but I didn't want to take any 
chances. I wanted a guarantee that that would happen if 
for no other reason than the principal said so. If he was 
to err, to always err on the side of generosity. 
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Like every principal in the district, Delta has determined specific 

school objectives for the year. The first three of the five objectives 

were clearly system goals, although the plans for achieving objectives 

were unique to each school. Briefly, they were 1) to enhance student 

learning and critical thinking through improved student writing in all 

subjects, 2) to improve academic aspiration, achievement, and 

participation in co-curricular programs for all underachieving students, 

3) to increase awareness of substance abuse and curtail opportunities 

for student drug involvement, 4) to insure consistent and fair student 

evaluation procedures, and 5) to increase faculty communication on 

educational issues. During the week of observation, the principal 

participated in activities that were directly related to each of these 

goals. Some have already been cited. 

To further the objective for improved writing in all subjects, the 

principal: 

• organized and participated with faculty in a weekly three-hour 

graduate course in writing skills at her school, November 18, 

4:00 p.m. 

• discussed the status of the Writing Center in staff meeting on, 

November 18, 8:20 a.m. 

• reviewed school demographic data on minority achievement in 

staff and department chair meetings and placed responsibility on 

teachers to enlist minorities into elective writing courses and 

the Writing Center, November 18, 8:20 a.m. and 1:01 p.m. 
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• announced to staff that Art Buchwald would be the visiting 

writer in January, November 18, 8:20 a.m. 

• asked a P.E. teacher in observation conference how he has 

incorporated writing into the curriculum, November 11, 12:08 

p.m. 

• questioned freshman class officers at a breakfast meeting, "Have 

you been doing much writing in classes," November 19, 7:47 a.m. 

The principal focused on furthering the aspirations, achievement, 

and participation of underachieving students when she: 

• summarized the test performance and student demographic data in 

staff and department chair meetings and challenged teachers to 

work more with underachieving students, November 18, 8:20 a.m. 

and 1:01 p.m. 

• discussed minority participation in the activities program with 

Student Government Association (SGA) officers, reported to 

observer on November 20, 4:05 p.m. 

• suggested to the SPTA chairperson minority participation on the 

SPTA board and on the human relations committee, November 21, 

12:00 noon. 

• asked SGA sponsor to guide students in developing ideas for 

celebrating Black History Month, November 18, 11:38 a.m. 

The objective to increase substance abuse awareness was discussed: 

• in a pyramid meeting with feeder school principals, to offer a 

second program on the subject, November 18, 9:36 a.m. 
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• with the school social worker, to plan the agenda for the 

substance abuse awareness presentation, November 19, 10:50 a.m. 

Delta has increased faculty awareness and communication on 

educational issues by: 

• approving teacher participation in educational 

luncheons/meetings, November 21, 12:00 noon. 

• routing mail on curriculum issues to faculty, reported to 

researcher on November 20, 4:30 p.m., and observed November 18, 

2:47 and 3:35 p.m.; November 19, 2:48 p.m.; November 21, 3:46 

p.m. 

I know that I generate a lot of action. Part of 
that is because I choose to read and react to a 
Jive. I'll read an interesting article and make a 
note that other people need to read it. I know 
that department chairmen are telling me that their 
boxes are much more full these days of articles or 
other things. 

• discussing relevant curriculum issues with teachers during 

performance evaluation follow-up conferences, November 19, 11:30 

a.m. 

• opening dialogue with faculty on educational issues from grading 

students to senior privileges to creating an improved fine arts 

program, November 18, 1:20 p.m.; November 24, 1:06 p.m. 

I found that this faculty has been very isolated 
from one another--in many ways isolated from real 
educational dialogue. One of my goals for the 
faculty has been to open up communication, not 
just within departments, but between departments 
on educational issues. 
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She believes that success in achieving annual objectives will be 

determined by teacher behavior. Her role in the learning process 

requires that she nurture teachers. Principals must: 

help as many kids reach their potential and provide a 
nurturing and supporting environment for teachers because 
the more nurtured they feel, the more nurturing they are 
to kids. Teachers need a lot of stroking. They need a 
lot of interaction. Teaching is ultimately a lonely and 
isolating experience if you let it be. 

Beyond the annual school objectives is a v1s1on of what she 

believes the school can be. 

I think one of the key purposes for which a school has a 
principal is to have a vision of really what the mission 
of the school is. Schools have missions and principals 
need to be able to see beyond. During that school day 
you're getting really involved in all the little ticky 
tacky stuff, but you've also got to have some global sense 
of what the mission of the school is, what the needs of 
that particular school are, and how to present both the 
downside and the upside without alienating the faculty or 
the parents or placing blame or guilt on anyone. 

I always make a big state-of-the-school speech as my great 
state-of-the-union speech in August to the faculty about 
my v1s1on for the school, where we will go and what we 
will do. 

She envelopes the school objectives with her philosophy, influenced by 

Mortimer Adler's (1982) "Paideia Proposal," to formulate her v1s1on. 

She incorporates Adler's fundamental concepts that education should 

produce sound, intelligent, responsible citizenry, and that there is joy 

in learning--"a joy that arises from hard work well done and from the 

participation of one's mind in a common task." 

I watch my kids here. If it becomes easy, great. But at 
the moment, when they have to start struggling, suddenly 
the teacher is unfair, the subject is awful, all of 
that. You have to be able to see through that static. 
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That is part of the learning process and it is okay to 
struggle. We shouldn't relieve kids of the struggle. 
They will feel so much better if they have been allowed to 
struggle. 

Delta incorporates all three modes of teaching and learning 1n her 

vision: didactic instruction, maieutic or Socratic questioning, and 

active participation. The fusion of achieving annual objectives and 

providing an eclectic approach to learning has such "intellectual 

legitimacy that it would be hard for any parent or teacher to complain 

about it." 

Her vision will require three to four years for full 

implementation. It begins with a graduate course taught by herself and 

one other which focus on the Great Works in literature, art, and 

music. Instructors will model teaching methodologies. Participants 

include teachers as well as interested parents. Writing assignments 

will be designed to meet school objectives and provide opportunities for 

creative thinking. "I'm thoroughly convinced that writing is the best 

way to teach thinking, to clarify your thoughts, to become creative, to 

become confident in your intellect and the power of your mind that 

things can be uniquely yours." 

In the second year, those who were taught will go forth to teach in 

pairs. Once a week, during the school day, students who registered for 

the course will learn about the Great Works and share ideas. Students 

from grades 9-12 will be mixed, to permit exchanges irrespective of 

age. Those students and faculty not selecting the course will engage 1n 

a structured tutorial session in which students are assigned to a 
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teacher pair--one from the sciences and one from the humanities. These 

teachers will be expected to assist students with homework, regardless 

of the assignment. Such exposure to student homework may expand 

teachers' academic backgrounds and develop an awareness for what other 

teachers require of students. 

After four years, Delta hopes this program will enhance the 

intellectual core of the school and provide students and parents the 

opportunity for ongoing learning and meaningful communication across all 

ages and abilities. 

In attempting to meet her objectives and accomplish her vision, 

Delta works tenaciously by herself and with those groups she feels will 

be most effective. Red tape does not appear to slow or stop her forward 

movement. 

I seldom drop things. So first of all I've never asked 
permission. I'm a great risk-taker and I push people to 
be risk-takers. However, you have to have a relatively 
high sense of confidence that you'll be successful most of 
the time. It doesn't mean you can't make mistakes but 
it's not great to take a lot of risks if you're constantly 
making mistakes and the area offices have to be called in. 

Her confidence is a product of experience: 

I have learned this over the years and that's 
it's so nice to be an experienced principal. 
lot of mistakes when you're new at anything. 
a lot of mistakes anymore because I've made a 
the way. 

one reason 
You make a 
I don't make 
lot along 

A flair of the maverick attitude and a sense of confidence was 

displayed in decision-making during the week when the principal: 

• explained over the phone that the drama production and visiting 

director concept was an "entrepreneural effort on my part. 
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You do it first and apologize or ask later. I don't want to 

stir up the waters and draw attention too much," November 18, 

11 :12 a.m. 

• allayed the finance officer's concern to balance the budget on a 

personnel item, "I wouldn't worry too much about that," 

November 19, 2:23 p.m. 

• arranged to have the high visibility areas of the school painted 

without experiencing the normal administrative delays by the 

maintenance division, summer months 1986. 

• arranged with another principal for a paid transition day for a 

transferred teacher from another school before obtaining 

approval from Personnel, series of phone calls, November 18 

through 24. 

Delta viewed these decisions as a school manager's prerogative. 

Interestingly, shortly after a scheduled meeting with all high school 

principals and the division superintendent over the status of 

implementing school-based management, Delta acknowledged that she 

supported the concept since its implementation merely legitimized what 

she had been doing all along, November 20, 11:30 a.m. 

Delta attributes many of her successes to her ability to solve 

problems: 

I tend to think I'm a good problem solver but that does 
not mean I want every problem to come to me. You solve 
problems at the lowest level. Everyone is always 
happier. I have a strong conviction when parents have a 
problem that you do not call the principal, you go to the 
teacher. 
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A challenge she faced when she decided to be a high school 

principal was how to be an effective principal and a good mother. 

Although she accepted the principalship, she adjusted her behavior to 

find more time for her family. For example, her children attend evening 

activities when appropriate; her young daughter helps the cheerleaders 

at football games; Delta interrupts her day to eat lunch with her 

daughter; she arrives at work after delivering her son and his science 

project to school; and she adjusts her arrival and departure times to 

provide more time with the family. 

The School and Connnunity 

Broadway High serves a largely well-educated, prosperous community 

consisting predominantly of business, professional, government, and 

military residents. The Broadway community, along with its neighbors to 

the north, houses many of the permanent and visiting diplomatic families 

who work in Washington, D.C. Some 80 different cultures are 

represented, due largely to the community's proximity to the seat of 

government and to the affluence and values of its citizens. Government 

tours of duty affect the school's 20% student mobility rate which ranks 

fourth from the highest among district high schools. 

Approximately 68% of the residents live in single family homes 

ranging in value between 100,000 and a 1,000,000 dollars. Three-fourths 

of the population enjoy upper-middle to upper class socioeconomic 

status, with the remaining quarter representing the lower class. 
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The school is located in the heart of the community and carries the 

connnunity's name. Of the 1,700 students, 84% are Caucasian, 9% Asian, 

4% Hispanic, and 3% Black. Among 18 high schools in the district, the 

school ranks tenth from the highest in minority representation. School 

rankings, based upon 1984-85 data, show that Broadway ranks 13th from 

the highest in the number of free and reduced-price meals served, 15th 

in the number of dropouts, 18th with the lowest retention rate, 11th 

from the school with the highest suspension rate, and 13th from the 

school with the most vandalism. The combined rankings of these 

socioeconomic indicators place Broadway 14th, four schools from the 

highest in the school division. 

A special sense of loyalty to school and community persists among 

the faculty who live within the community and send their sons and 

daughters to the school. A number of the newer faculty members are 

former students of Broadway. Retired Broadway teachers living in the 

neighborhood would return to substitute teach or to volunteer their time 

and talents. When assistance was requested by the coordinator for the 

school clinic, the principal responded that she has always had luck 

going to the corrununity for whatever was needed, November 19, 9:38 a.m. 

Perhaps indicative of the wealth in the community, as well as the 

school calendar, were the ample opportunities students had to spend 

money for food, sweatshirts, jewelry, rugby shirts, yearbooks, class 

rings, fresh fruit, etc. Although some sales took place throughout the 

school day, most occurred in the cafeteria. Junk food sales had reached 

such proportions that curtailment of these activities was a point of 
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discussion in two staff and two department chair meetings. In a staff 

meeting, the principal said, "I was shocked last year to see how much 

was being peddled in the building. I don't know if this is typical of 

high schools or not," November 24, 8:42 a.m. In the department meeting, 

one teacher surmised that food sales netted the school activity funds 

$8,000 to $10,000 a year. In both freshman and sophomore class officer 

breakfasts scheduled by Delta, students were concerned over fund-raising 

responsibilities. Each class competed for the student body dollar in 

order to fund the prom and school gift during its senior year. 

Although cultural and racial diversity exist at Broadway, incidents 

involving the principal in student discipline were rare. Although out-

of-school suspension did not occur during the week, eight in-school 

suspensions were administered. The principal's involvement in 

discipline was primarily preventive in nature. During one of the lunch 

shifts, she monitored an iraportant intersection in the hall. While in 

the ha 11, brief exchanges included mild admonishments: "You guys 

remember what we said about being in these hallways? Who let you out 

early? Where do you need to be? You missed the trash can." Delta 

explained that monitoring "forces you out to interact with the kids. 

It's a cumulative process--stopping to correct a kid in the hall. From 

little drops come the ocean." 

A meeting scheduled with an assistant principal and two teachers, 

November 24, 2:12 p.m., to develop a strategy for a parent conference 

over a student described as a school phobic required the longest time 

span for the principal on a disciplinary issue. 
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Instructional Focus 

Whether interested in trade and industrial education or college 

preparatory coursework, Broadway students have a wide selection of 

course offerings from which to choose. Special programs include the 

advanced placement of the College Entrance Examination Board in 13 core 

courses and gifted and talented classes in English, math, science, and 

social studies. English-as-a-Second-Language is available for nonnative 

students needing preparation in speaking, reading, and writing 

English. Special education for the learning disabled, mentally 

retarded, and speech impaired are provided. Unique to the school is The 

Carnegie Foundation grant, which aims to provide students with a deeper 

sensitivity to other cultures and perspectives by tapping the 

governmental and diplomatic resources of the Washington, D.C., area. 

Delta's presence in a social studies class featuring a guest speaker who 

had been a prisoner of war in Iran was one such activity, November 19, 

10:17 a.m. 

The school is also the host for the Congressional Award Program, 

which is established to provide a means of recognition for young people 

who utilize their creative energies to achieve positive accomplishments 

and contributions within their communities, their states, and their 

nation. 

Delta's focus on the instructional program and the learning process 

accounted for 29.5% of her time during the week of observation, which 

was the highest among the five principals. Activities included 

classroom teacher performance observations, follow-up performance 
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conferences, discussions on the fine and performing arts program, 

coordination with the school social worker on a future drug awareness 

program, speaking with students and approving science symposium 

projects, attending professional meetings on the status of education 

today, and coordinating with a local university to plan future school-

based staff development activities. 

Largely due to the time of year and to her decision to be directly 

involved in the evaluation of individual teacher performance, Delta 

spent her longest instructional activities evaluating and providing 

feedback to classroom teachers. Prior to school opening, she had 

reduced her administrators' workload by assuming the evaluation 

responsibilities for teachers in the physical education, art, industrial 

arts, and library science departments. 

Furthermore, it appeared that the principal had standardized the 

evaluation process for teachers and herself. A suggested format existed 

for teacher write-ups. Objectives, methodology, required materials, 

assessment, and evaluation were all identified as components of a good 

lesson plan. Consistently during the observation, the principal would 

use a legal pad and write verbatim statements to support her 

observations and conclusions on teacher performance. She would note the 

sequence in the lesson--introduction, transition statements, student 

involvement, student understanding, summarization, and relevancy of 

assignment. At some point, the principal would interact with students--

either during the teaching, as occurred during wrestling and driver 

education classes, or while the students were working on their 
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assignment, as occurred in a drafting class. Her presence did not 

appear to deter students from normal behavior. Perhaps her style of 

participation and her high visibility 1n the school reduced such 

effects. It was not uncommon for her to participate on the wrestling 

mat to learn the "holds" with the students, or "dress out" to 

participate in the warm-up exercises in the basketball class. 

Her follow-up conference on the classroom observation was always a 

highly focused face-to-face interaction, lasting approximately 25 

minutes, in which the teacher and principal sat together on the couch 1n 

her office. Each session would begin with the principal complimenting 

the teacher on those aspects of the lesson which were outstanding. 

Remarks included "efficiently took attendance, stations set up well and 

highly creative, goals were clear, nice sense of humor, class momentum 

super, your planning paid off." 

Continuing to refer to her notes, the lesson would be reviewed 

chronologically. Skillful use of questioning would occur to get answers 

or focus the teacher on an area of concern. "Were the cards for the 

stations pre-printed? What was your strategy? Are showers not 

required? What's been done about George who won't dress out? Is there 

any evidence that the kids read that?" 

Conferences ended on a positive, enthusiastic note. While teachers 

appeared pleased with what they heard, the principal had imparted any 

concerns observed and a bit of her own instructional philosophy. 

Instructional conferences with faculty and staff are not 

exclusively teacher performance ratings. In one scheduled conference, 
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at her initiative, she spoke with a teacher about classroom 

methodology. "My approach is Aristotelian--you need to do a little of 

this and a little of that. Don't exclude any type of kid from learning 

his own way," November 18, 12:09 p.m. Then again, this time with the 

social studies curriculum specialist, Delta discussed the future of the 

Carnegie Foundation Fund and planned how to initiate a future Russian 

Civilization program, November 18, 11:45 a.m. More spontaneously, upon 

returning to the building, the principal spoke with a teacher in the 

hall and requested that she represent the school as a liaison with a 

nearby university for the purpose of planning and coordinating in-school 

staff development, November 21, 8:57 a.m. 

Other instructional activities observed throughout the week 

included discussions with: 

• students, parents, SPTA president, and faculty on the drama 

production. Much of the principal's focus was due to parents' 

concern that the drama program needed improvement. 

I turned most, if not all, of the parents who came 
to me with complaints about the drama program into 
a support group, and they have taken to this role 
just beautifully. They have their own 
organization and bylaws and officers. They have 
chosen an acronym called STAGE which stands for 
Support Theater Arts Growth and Education or 
something like that. 

• the researcher, after speaking to a student in the hall who 

should have been in class, "That's a result of a teacher with 

low expectations." 

• the SPTA president, "Our newspaper is doing a good job. Every 

page runs like a front page." 
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• her superior regarding the need to update texts and materials in 

earth and space science and the advisability of inviting 

connnunity senior citizens into the classrooms to share their 

knowledge and experience. 

Connnunications 

General 

"I have been well pleased with communications, but in an 

organization this size, you must work at it," department chair meeting, 

November 24, 1:06 p.m. 

It appears that Delta enjoys connnunicating with people to acquire 

information and to direct others in the accomplishment of school 

objectives. She prefers face-to-face interaction and initiates more 

such activities than any of the other principals in the study. She had 

the fewest desk work sessions and the least amount of time spent in her 

office. Again, she demonstrated a preference to be with people rather 

than answering phones and reading mail--all typically solo behavior. 

She would relegate such behavior to secondary activity, completing desk 

work while on the phone or during a meeting or while standing in the 

hall monitoring or listening to announcements. 

If I'm going to a horrible meeting, then I'm taking my 
homework with me. I'm not going to waste time at school 
doing it. I could sit at school until 5:00 doing it, but 
if I can do it at a meeting tomorrow, I'll leave at 4:00. 
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She was observed participating in polychronic activity more than 

any of the other principals. Excluding trips, tours, and monitoring, 

where polychronics is unusually high, an additional 18 activities were 

recorded when reading or processing mail occurred during meetings and 

exchanges. 

Executive Secretary 

Procedures existed for incoming and outgoing mail. The secretary 

would open, scan, highlight important dates or information, and place 

incoming mail into the top box on the principal's desk. Delta would 

process mail by placing it into one of several categories: outgoing 

(which included signature mail), hold for reading, and hold for staff or 

department chairperson meetings. Few articles of mail were discarded, 

and much was forwarded to teachers. 

In addition to highlighting important information, Delta's 

secretary kept her calendar, reminded her of important meetings, 

shuffled her off when late for an appointment, wrote letters and memos 

for her signature, and kept her informed of events which occurred while 

the principal was out of the office--targeting those that seemed to need 

immediate attention. For example, on November 18 the principal stood in 

front of the secretary's desk and told her to type the agenda for the 

department chair meeting, read and react to a school profile statement, 

set up two evaluation conferences, write a surmnary page requesting SPTA 

volunteer help, and set up meetings with the new faculty members, a 

parent who has an idea for fund raising, and the recently appointed 
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track coach. Delta then returned the award certificates she had signed 

and requested that the secretary forward them to the athletic director. 

Networking 

Delta's style of participative management required that she 

identify representative groups within the school and community and 

organize them with areas of responsibility. The groups were not to be 

isolated from one another, since school events or school problems often 

requires intergroup sharing of responsibilities and determining 

solutions. Often the solution to one group's problem is detennined by 

another group's action. "My approach is that it is a collaborative, 

collective effort, whatever the problem is from small to large." 

Delta met with school groups, usually two or more a day, to share 

information and make decisions. Groups included the faculty advisory 

cormnittee, the department chairpersons, class officers, student 

government officers and cabinet, school pyramid administrators, staff, 

and the Student, Parent, Teacher Association (SPTA). Less formal 

methods of sharing information with people were established by Delta 

through student breakfast sessions open to small groups of students, 

principal coffees open to all parents, a special session for sharing 

with new teachers, mini-faculty meetings in relaxed social settings, and 

an SPTA-sponsored luncheon for the faculty. 

Infonnation from and to the various groups assisted Delta in 

decision-making. Control remained with the principal since she 
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determined what information would be shared and, finally, which 

recommendation would be selected. 

A problem or concern would be generated by the principal or by a 

special group. The principal would then network the problem to those 

affected and to those who would be affected by the solution. For 

example, the faculty advisory connnittee requested that junk food no 

longer be sold in the school and that faculty parking be assigned. The 

principal discussed their ideas and reasons with her administrative 

staff and then took the problem to the department chair meeting. Both 

groups represented the faculty, yet differing opinions surfaced in the 

latter meeting. The topics were again discussed in subsequent staff and 

department chair meetings before decisions were made. The process 

permitted the faculty to experience the frustration in the decision-

making process and provided a system of checks and balances to the 

principal that one group was speaking for a majority of its 

constituents. 

Another example illustrates how information from one group may 

correct another and create opportunities for a third. After meeting 

with officers from the different classes, the principal learned that 

1) teachers were giving major tests on the wrong days (departments had 

agreed to specific days during the week to administer tests lasting more 

than 20 minutes), 2) seniors wanted specific class privileges, and 

3) class officers wanted a homeroom period once a month to conduct 

business. All were discussed in staff and in department chair 

meetings. Teachers learned that students were informing the principal 
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about school testing policy violations. The principal acknowledged that 

the faculty could detennine acceptable standards for senior 

privileges. Instead, the faculty preferred to let the principal 

decide. However, the opportunity had been theirs and the discussion 

provided a forum for teachers to observe each other's differing views. 

Lastly, the administration approved the homeroom and capitalized on the 

students' idea to use a portion of homeroom for guidance purposes, when 

necessary. 

Delta is the hub of the network. Individuals and groups bring 

their concerns or requests to the principal who resolves the situation 

directly or chooses to have the matter enter the network, thereby 

exposing it to a collective group think or group action. Some 

situations were not appropriate for network activity. For example, the 

parent complaint against a teacher for instruction in coed wrestling. 

After the phone call, the principal discussed the matter with the 

teacher, giving pointers on how to deal with the parent and then 

requesting that the parent be called by the teacher. Those matters 

which affected more than one group or individual, however, were prime 

targets for network activity. The speed with which the network resolved 

matters appeared largely due to the priority and motivation given to the 

activity by the principal. 

Use of the network permitted face-to-face communication with school 

subordinates. It was a personal way to give and receive information, 

plan, and problem solve. The network provided a forum for open 

discussion where everybody had a voice. In problem solving, group 
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members heard differing views and participated in the struggle for 

compromise. For the principal, she recognized that the groups' decision 

may not have been identical to her own, but that its chances of 

succeeding were better. In addition, the process had conveyed to the 

participants a sense of professionalism and respect toward their views. 

Visibility 

Weekly and monthly meetings with groups within the network provided 

high visibility for Delta. These meetings were longer in duration and 

cormnunications more complex than what was encountered when touring or 

monitoring the halls. Although touring and monitoring combined for only 

4.2% of the total time, they were frequently interrupted as a result of 

the principal's outgoing personality, the time of the activity and the 

location (cafeteria and hall which were high density areas). Attendance 

at student activities and performances at the end of the workday added 

to her visibility and provided opportunities to communicate with 

students, faculty, and parents, usually in a more relaxed setting and at 

the same time receive thanks and praise from community members and 

students who recognized the demands placed on her time. 

Week of Observation 

A Typical Day 

Delta would arrive at school between 7:30 and 8:00 a.m., after 

school had started. The later arrival permitted her more time to get 

her elementary children off to school. The first hour in her day would 
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involve scheduled meetings with staff, students, or faculty. During the 

five days, two mornings started with staff meetings, another two with 

freshman and sophomore class officers breakfast meetings, and the fifth 

took Delta out of her building for a county principals' meeting at a 

neighboring high school. The morning announcements at 8:30 would appear 

to signal the end of any scheduled meeting if it were still in 

progress. The principal would step into the hall to better hear the 

announcements and to interact with passersby. The remainder of the 

morning always appeared to be well scheduled by her secretary. 

Activities included classroom observations, which lasted some 50 

minutes, teacher performance evaluation conferences, typically 25 to 30 

minutes, attendance at a pyramid meeting with feeder school principals, 

introducing herself to a visiting speaker in a social studies class, a~d 

meeting with central office support personnel which included a social 

worker, school nurse, and curriculum specialist. In spite of the time 

needed for meetings, she maintained an open door policy which afforded 

others a chance to squeeze in between scheduled events. At 

approximately noon, when she remembered, she would enter the hall and 

position herself on the second floor to monitor students. Within ten or 

15 minutes, after frequent exchanges with students, which were usually 

mild admonishments for not remaining in the cafeteria or on the first 

floor of the building, she would return to her office and ask her 

secretary if any important messages or phone calls needed to be 

returned. 
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Delta would then depart for the cafeteria, speaking to students and 

faculty as she passed through the halls. While most of these exchanges 

were social, she would occasionally speak with a person about a school-

related activity; for example, she spoke to the president of the Key 

Club about obtaining a new sponsor, and to a new teacher to assess how 

she was enjoying her experience at Broadway. Once in the cafeteria, she 

would speak with students selling merchandise for their class or club. 

Students often requested that she purchase items which included 

sweatsuits, jewelry, and rugby shirts. In the cafeteria and hall, Delta 

would recognize students from earlier athletic and performing arts 

events and speak enthusiastically about their participation. The lunch 

room provided maximum visibility for Delta and gave her an opportunity 

to interact with both faculty and cafeteria staff. 

Again, scheduled events accounted for many of the activities in the 

afternoon. During the week, she attended two department chairperson 

meetings, a Thanksgiving dinner sponsored by the students in the home 

economics department, and two half-day meetings outside her building, 

one at a university to discuss staff development and the other at a 

nearby hotel for a luncheon and talk by the U. S. Secretary of 

Education. 

On each of the five days, scheduled meetings did not conclude until 

the end of the student day. If the principal was in the school, she 

would tour the halls between 2:30 and 2:50 p.m., speaking with faculty 

and those students still in the building. She would then return to her 
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office or to the nearby conference room and keep an open door for those 

who wished to speak with her. During the last hour of the day, she 

would scan her mail and return phone calls. If the desk work was 

interrupted, she was quick to postpone the activity and focus on the 

individual who wished to speak with her. 

Departure from school would occur between 4:00 and 4:30 p.m. Prior 

to leaving, she would review the next day's schedule to determine 

whether unfinished desk work should be taken home to be completed or 

whether the next morning's activities would permit her time to complete 

the work during the activity. School activities in the evening also 

provided opportunities for Delta to complete paperwork. fruring the 

week, she remained at the school after hours to participate in a writing 

course and fall sports banquet the same evening, and to attend a 

National Honor Society function and a school play on two other evenings. 

Delta participated in five scheduled activities away from her 

school. On one day she participated in three of these activities and 

never reported to her base school. Each of the five activities averaged 

over two hours in duration and, therefore, represented a significant 

portion of time during the overall week. 

Due to the limited five days of observation, it would be erroneous 

to say that Delta's pattern of activity was predictable on an 

hourly basis. It could be said, however, that many of her activities 

were scheduled and involved connnunication with in- and out-of-school 

personnel for periods of time in excess of brief interaction. While she 
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spends time in her office and adjacent conference room maintaining an 

open door policy, she is normally participating in a scheduled activity 

and so interacts informally with her staff on a hit-or"'1lliss basis. 

However, her secretary always knew her whereabouts and readily scheduled 

a meeting whenever necessary. 

Major Events During the Week 

Delta's participative management style of networking concerns to 

various groups in the school and community suited her ability to work on 

many issues simultaneously. A number of these have already been 

discussed. There were, however, a few events which progressively moved 

from start to finish at the sole responsibility and energy of the 

principal. These events occurred over the week and involved multiple 

activities. They included filling an English department vacancy, 

establishing ground rules for clerical coverage, and writing a school 

uniqueness statement for the division superintendent. 

1. Filling the English Department Vacancy. An English teacher was 

leaving in the month of January on maternity leave. The 

principal's interviews had resulted in the selection of a 

transfer teacher from another high school who would also 

provide sponsorship for the school newspaper. Many phone calls 

were made to the other principal and to the personnel 

department to arrange for the transfer. When approval and 

accommodations had finally been made, Delta learned from her 

teacher that the doctor required her departure in December. 
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Again, a flurry of activity occurred in order to provide a 

smooth transition. During the week, the principal engaged in 

15 activities to resolve the problem. 

2. Establishing Clerical Coverage. Upon returning to the 

building, the principal met her assistant in the hall to learn 

that clerical coverage had been inadequate. Three secretaries 

had been out ill and those present had not been reassigned to 

cover priorities during the day. The assistant was most 

disturbed over the matter. A sense of urgency was conveyed to 

Delta, and that afternoon and the following day she 

participated in a rapid succession of activities to establish a 

plan for future clerical coverage when reassignments would be 

necessary. Between Friday and Monday afternoons, the principal 

participated in 11 separate activities to resolve this problem 

3. Writing School Uniqueness Statement. On Monday morning, Delta 

received a request from the division superintendent for a brief 

written statement describing Broadway's uniqueness. She 

decided to discuss the matter with staff and involve her 

experts in the English department. Ideas were discussed and 

drafts of the statement were written during a series of 11 

activities which began and ended within 24 hours. 

Excluded Activities 

The researcher was excluded from two events. One occurred between 

the principal and her assistant. It took place in her assistant's 
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office and lasted for four minutes. The other event occurred when the 

principal left a scheduled meeting to have lunch at her daughter's 

elementary school. 

Conclusions 

Delta's administrative style of participative management coupled 

with her high level of enthusiasm and energy guarantee activity wherever 

she was present. She orchestrates many school groups in an effort to 

generate a product greater than the sum of its parts. Much like the 

other principals, her behavior provides evidence of task tenacity and 

the ability to seize the moment and move an activity forward toward 

conclusion. She verbalizes a strong loyalty to her school: ''It is a 

school of tremendous possibilities and potentials. We really have a 

very, very talented student body, a very caring staff, and a terrific 

community." Involving so many in the decision process provides evidence 

of her faith and trust in the school and community. Delta seems to have 

accepted the fact that scarcity of time will always be a part of the 

principalship. She uses polychronics with a high incidence of 

completing paperwork during scheduled meetings in order to free herself 

for person-to-person interaction during the school day. In addition, 

she makes whatever adjustments possible to spend time with her family 

while providing leadership as the school's principal. 

Outlier Analysis 

No outlier behavior was identified. 
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EPSILON 

RABDOLPH HIGH SCHOOL 

Background 

Principal Epsilon is an experienced administrator. When he was 26 

years old, he was appointed to his first principalship and has since 

served in this capacity at four different schools. During his 26 years 

as administrator, 21 have been in the position of principal. As the 

principal of Randolph High School for the last nine years, he presently 

sees himself in the position until his retirement. 

The field of education was not the original career goal for 

Epsilon. He graduated from college as an economics major and, while at 

Randolph Macon College, was a member of a fraternity and participated on 

the football and baseball teams. 

He also served in the army for two years as a supply and personnel 

clerk. Perhaps here he first began to develop his personnel skills 

which later served him well as a school administrator. Upon graduation 

from college, Epsilon had planned on entering hospital administration. 

Due to a serious family illness, it was necessary for him to gain 

employment and so he took his first job as a part-time teacher and 

administrator at Nelson County High School. While his professional 

career included such positions as teacher, assistant principal, 

coordinator of pupil services, and principal, his summers were spent in 
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various blue collar positions employed as a plumber's helper, 

construction worker, truck driver, and retail clerk. At one point in 

his career Epsilon aspired to a position beyond the level of high school 

principal; today, at 52, he sees his present position as his final 

career goal. He is presently a member of the National Association of 

Secondary School Principals and a member of his local chapter of Phi 

Delta Kappa. 

From his experience and love for sailing, he views the principal as 

the person whose vision points the ship in the right direction and has 

final responsibility for its course. 11 1 have said for years, empires 

are built out of dreams. I think you've got to dream and have that 

vision before you know where you're going." That direction may vary 

from time to time and so the principal must act as an effective change 

agent who is able to maintain a climate conducive to ever-improving 

standards of quality in education. Epsilon is clear about the process 

he goes through in setting the ship on the right course. First, he 

establishes a safe, orderly environment; "I like to tighten things up--1 

want attendance up and vandalism down. I want an orderly place." 

Secondly, he enjoys selecting capable administrators and teachers for 

his school. "I let people do their job." Then, he develops teachers 

through relevant inservice training. For example, this year's program 

focuses on learning styles and teacher self-evaluation. Finally, 

Epsilon supports his teachers by freeing them to teach. 
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Epsilon's vision of the good high school is directly tied to those 

contributions for which he would want to be remembered as an educator: 

I would like to be remembered for my compassion for kids, 
for being able to understand their problems. I mean, the 
ability to see and understand students at this age and try 
to put together an instructional program that would meet 
kids' needs regardless of the make-up of the student body. 

In addition, he targets the ability to assemble a staff to meet these 

diverse needs, and to provide and maintain a stable environment as 

factors critical to success. 

When I say compassion for kids, I mean putting the welfare 
of students first. The only time I ever got a standing 
ovation was when I explained to the faculty that while 
some of my decisions might not be the most popular, I try 
to focus on what's best for kids. 

The principal's values are reflected in his description of Randolph 

to such significant others as the parents, "We offer a program to fit 

the needs of students for all abilities"; to students, "It's a friendly 

place, you get the best education, and you should be involved in student 

activities, become a part of school life"; to his administrators, "This 

is not a jail but it's not a party either. Students should be secure, 

relaxed, but here for business." 

Epsilon believes the most important skills for a principal today 

are the ability to communicate with people and to develop a sense of 

organizational management which requires matching the best person with 

the job. This was evident during the observation. Epsilon had two 

administrative vacancies and was actively interviewing persons who would 

compliment his staff. He alerted his administrators that their 
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responsibilities would change once he determined the strengths of the 

new staff members. Epsilon developed his assistants by rotating 

assignments to maximize their experiences in school administration. He 

prided himself on the number of his assistants who were subsequently 

promoted into the central office or to the principalship: 

I project my staff in the limelight. I put them up 
front. I promote my people to others. It's necessary 
that others hear about them if they're going to move up. 
You've got to have confidence in the people around you and 
let them do their job. If you're a person that must have 
everything going across your desk and know everything, 
then you're going to confine the experience abilities of 
the people you're trying to develop. As a principal, 
you've got to be a fairly open person. You cannot be a 
person who wants to be in control of everything. 

Epsilon's philosophy of schooling is based upon the three R's, 

providing a secure environment, and developing the responsibility of 

students. How he works with people to implement his philosophy is 

expressed through his actions and his words. 

1. Lets teachers and administrative assistants plan and write the 

official related correspondence prior to his final verbal 

approval. ''I let them do their job--stay out of their way. 

It's okay if it's a mistake in the learning process but not if 

it's in judgment," interview with researcher, Septemer 9, 12:39 

p.m. 

2. The principal phones the personnel department that his 

assistant's promotion was never announced and requests that it 

be placed into the next edition of the district weekly 

bulletin, September 10, 2:19 p.m. 
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3. The principal signs the official ESL enrollment count for a 

teacher without reviewing, and she acknowledges his complete 

trust in her work, September 10, 2:42 p.m. 

4. When a member of the personnel department calls to inform the 

principal that his aide has been promoted to his assistant, 

Epsilon joyfully notifies her. He then proceeds to announce 

the news to everybody in the office, to the entire school using 

the public address system, and finally by posting the news on 

the school bulletin board--all within a period of 17 minutes, 

September 10, 3:20 p.m. 

5. Epsilon apologizes for not having a teacher to students in a 

data processing class. He assures them that a good teacher 

will be assigned within a few days. He asks that they have 

patience and not drop the class, September 11, 7:45 a.m. 

6. In the cafeteria, a boy sneers at the principal's stern words 

and is sent to the office. Twenty minutes later, Epsilon 

confronts the student to explain that he realized the boy 

didn't want to lose face with his friends, but his attitude 

toward the principal was intolerable. Epsilon speaks in a 

relaxed but firm manner and within two minutes sends the boy to 

class without lecturing him, September 9, 11:35 and 11:57 a.m. 

7. Upon discovering that the senior class president has announced 

that cars not driven by seniors, parked in the senior parking 

zone, will have the tires deflated, Epsilon calls the boy into 
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the conference room to tell him that he must exercise better 

leadership as a class officer. "You can't be one of the 

boys. That's the price you pay as a leader," September 11, 

8:53 a.m. 

8. In reminding the announcer about introducing the National 

Anthem at the home football game, the principal says, "Start it 

by announcing 'to honor America'--! really like that," 

September 12, 12:35 p.m. 

9. Custodians freely speak to the principal in the halls, 

cafeteria, and in his office and appreciate Epsilon's value for 

neatness and cleanliness. Epdilon's desk is not cluttered, and 

he moves paperwork across it as quickly as possible. One 

assistant principal does not maintain such neatness and Epsilon 

repeatedly, in a humorous way, reminds her of that 

responsibility, September 9, 8:02 a.m.; September 10, 3:54 

p.m.; September 11, 7:42 and 8:19 a.m.; September 12, 

4:07 p.m. On tours Epsilon fastidiously picks up trash he sees 

on lockers or in the hall, quite unobtrusively, never letting 

it interfere with a conversation. 

The School and Community 

Randolph High School, built in 1962 and renovated in 1984 to hold a 

capacity of 1,800 students, is located on the very outskirts of the city 

limits. Its population is somewhat diverse and mobile. Among 18 high 
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schools in the district, it is ranked eighth from the highest in 

percentage of minority student enrollment (24%) and ninth in mobility. 

Based upon these and other school-related socioeconomic factors, 

including the number of free and reduced-price lunches, dropout rate, 

and retention rate, Randolph ranks seventh overall--two schools below 

the district mean. However, its vandalism rate is next to the lowest in 

the district and has been so for the last two years. This is evident 

when one walks through the building and sees how exceptionally clean and 

neat the school plant appears. 

Having the smallest high school student body in the district, 

Randolph presently has 1,368 students attending and, according to its 

principal, is "the best-kept secret" in the district. The president of 

the Student Cooperative Association writes in the foreword of the 

student handbook, "Randolph is a very up-and-coming school that prides 

itself on its superior academics as well as its outstanding athletic 

programs." The school's diversity of population, size (which is now the 

smallest in the district), and numerous course offerings "make Randolph 

an excellent choice for a student education." Seventy-eight percent of 

Randolph graduates continue their education with 61% enrolling directly 

into a four-year college. When the population dropped below 1,500, 

Epsilon believed that being the smallest school and having the 

organizational and administrative abilities of his staff made it the 

best school 1n the district. As a small school, additional funding is 

provided by the school board to supplement staffing formulae and permit 

the continuance of a wide variety of curriculum offerings with a 
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commensurate reduction in class size. The 88 faculty members teach over 

200 courses which include unique offerings in 11 laboratory science 

courses, five years of French and Spanish, computer science, 

electronics, psychology, economics, business law, a special cooperative 

program in hotel management, and special courses for the gifted and 

talented. In addition, the school houses an extensive vocational 

education center which offers courses in auto repair, auto shop, 

cosmetology, etc. Also housed in the school is one of four adult 

education centers. Among the some 41 clubs and organizations, 54% are 

related to academic coursework. However, Epsilon is quick to point out 

that smallness has its drawbacks. The ability to fund the ~thletic 

program and to provide the variety of activities is so much more 

difficult for a small school than some other district schools where 

enrollments exceed 3,000 students. 

The surrounding cosmopolitan colillilunity presents a challenge to the 

administration. In 1984, school boundaries were adjusted and during 

school board hearings, communities with different economic interests 

struggled to be included in what they believed to be acceptable school 

boundaries. Communities were outspoken in their position for and 

against certain schools. Randolph received bad press as stories 

confused citizens regarding bars on the windows, rapes in the halls, and 

images of a red-neck vocational education school. Such information, 

once in the community, created a negative image which has been difficult 

to change and correct. The boundary adjustment resulted in needed 
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communities pulling away from the school and intercommunity ill 

feelings. 

We had one situation where a gentleman whose kids, I 
think, lived in Tara Village. I can't remember his name, 
but he was quoted in the paper. He was gathering the data 
for some of these parents so we had two kids write him a 
letter. They delivered it to his house and sat down and 
talked to him. He came by here to see me personally the 
next day. He said he was very impressed and was so 
apologetic that he had done anything to discredit our 
school. He was caught up, in my judgment, in the politics 
of the community civic association. They were looking out 
for their own interest and not thinking about the negative 
impact on our community. It seems like we can't ever get 
the political scene that makes the decisions to look out 
for the welfare of this school. 

The school lacked historic, confluent neighborhood boundaries which 

help to define a couununity. During this time, even the student body 

became involved and merchandised bumperstickers reading "Randolphtown," 

and "School Without a Couununity"--the former to identify itself as a 

community, the latter to prick the public's conscience. 

The kids were hurt; they were crushed. But if the kids in 
the original proposal had come, it would have done wonders 
for this school. It would have put us at about 1,600 
students and that would have been a nice size. But the 
parents from one community didn't want to be here even 
though they would send a small portion of students here. 
They also took away from us, in order to create a corridor 
over to another high school, the people over at the 
International Towers and further west and a couple of our 
best subdivisions as far as socioeconomics and high-
ability kids are concerned. 

A principal should remove himself from the political aspects of 

school boundary decisions. 

We take what they give us. I know my attitude during the 
boundary changes was not to get politically active, like 
I've seen some principals do. I just stayed in the 
background and let my PTA or the kids become involved. I 
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didn't want to be in a position after the decision was 
made of having said things that may hurt people's feelings 
or alienate people who had been assigned here. I felt 
like it was the board's job to make the decision, and it 
was my job after the decision to make those communities 
feel welcome. 

With the diversity of population, the variety of economic 

conditions and the high mobility of the metropolitan population, efforts 

continue in the attempt to build a cohesive cotmnunity for Randolph and 

its feeder intermediate and elementary schools. Each month, principals 

within the Randolph pyramid meet to plan and orchestrate shared events 

that are publicized and offered for the combined communities. Such 

events include football games, mutual teacher inservices, the Connecting 

Comets where high school drama students act out essays written by 

elementary students, the annual Pyramid Arts Festival--a program of 

performing and visual arts for elementary and intermediate schools 

within the high school attendance area, and other special events 

targeted to meet system goals. Partners in Education names the 

relationship between the pyramid schools and an aerospace foundation to 

underwrite the funding for school equipment and human resource needs. 

Indicative of the name, it also describes the principals' efforts to 

establish an interschool relationship with the business connnunity. 

Separate from the pyramid concept, Randolph fosters a sense of community 

through such efforts as: an active SPTA outreach program, sponsoring 

breakfast meetings and partnership arrangements with local businesses; 

the recently established Randolph Community Trust Fund, to encourage 

instructional excellence and meet special needs at school; and a 
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community energy conservation survey, initiated by the social studies 

department under a grant from the Washington Gas Light Company. 

In the spring of 1985, a specific school incident affected a number 

of the members of the black community. At a talent show, one of the 

white students blackened his face and performed on stage. While the 

student did not purposely demean the black population, a number of the 

black parents and students became very outspoken about the school's 

insensitivity to the race. Epsilon described the incident as traumatic 

because it was not anticipated and moved faster than could be 

controlled. He realized for the first time that he had not accurately 

perceived the community's satisfaction with the school: 

Apparently, the black parents, or some of them, saw that 
something was missing, and when this incident happened, 
all that came out. It made us more sensitive. I would 
like to be able to leave this school knowing especially 
that this aspect of our community has seen progress, is 
feeling more comfortable with their kids in school, and 
feeling more like their needs are being met. 

Today, he has greater sensitivity to the issues. A number of 

committees work within the school to provide and to share information on 

all types of school issues. Information comes from his human relations 

committee and subcommittees, the SCA, the guidance committee, the 

department chairmen, the SPTA executive board and the faculty advisory 

committee. 
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Communications 

Visibility and Accessibility 

The principal's office and adjacent conference room served as a 

communication center. His staff was organized around this locus to 

facilitate repeated daily interaction. Directly across from Epsilon's 

office is the guidance department. His assistant principals and finance 

officer were located down the hall within 30 feet. Even the photocopier 

that was placed in the conference room promoted interaction between 

faculty and staff. 

Upon returning to his office, the principal would inquire to 

determine if any important calls or messages had occurred. This 

behavior was observed repeatedly each day. For example, he returned 

directly to his desk on Monday after staff, after touring the building, 

and after monitoring the halls; then on Tuesday, after monitoring the 

cafeteria; on Wednesday, after a principals' meeting; on Thursday, 

before the pyramid meeting and directly after the luncheon on the same 

day; then on Friday, both directly before and after the pep rally as 

well as prior to leaving for home. 

During the week, Epsilon averaged 9.26 hours daily on-the-job with 

an additional two hours occurring after work when the principal attended 

such activities as a professional dinner, a faculty social, and a home 

football game. An average of 86.6 activities occurred daily. Among all 

activities, the exchange occurred most frequently. A total of 183 

exchanges occurred which represented 6.1 percent of the time during the 

week. More significantly, scheduled meetings occurred only 19 times but 
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accounted for 31.3 percent of the principal's time. The average 

duration of such an event was 49.8 minutes and represented a substantial 

portion of an administrator's day when it occurred. Also, a review of 

the data indicates that such meetings scheduled by others lasted much 

longer than when scheduled by Epsilon himself. 

Tripartitioning the number of daily activities allowed the 

researcher to evaluate Epsilon's activity density. In two of the three 

days during the week the pace of activities slowed down as the day 

progressed. Exceptions occurred on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. A 

review of the field notes indicates that scheduled meetings impacted the 

pace at which the principal worked on those three days. Either before 

or after the scheduled meeting, the principal hurriedly completed many 

tasks in order to either free himself before the meeting or to make up 

for lost time after the meeting. 

Touring had the distinct advantage of providing the principal with 

visibility to students and faculty. For Epsilon tours were never 

initiated to serve a primary supervisory purpose. Traveling through the 

halls was secondary to getting to his objective. Each tour was mentally 

directed to obtain or give information. He walked to the gym to inquire 

about the state of readiness for Friday night's football game. He 

traveled to a classroom to relate information he wished to share with a 

teacher. A total of eight tours requiring 99 minutes represented 3.3% 

of Epsilon's time during the week. 

Monitoring was a closely related activity to touring but was 

recorded when the principal remained stationary, posting himself at a 
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location for the primary purpose to supervise. A total of nine sessions 

in the cafeteria, hall, and gymnasium were recorded for this activity 

and represented 6.1% of the principal's time lasting an average of 20.6 

minutes in duration. 

Peer Contacts 

Eleven activities between Epsilon and other principals occurred 

during the week. Six were initiated by Epsilon using the telephone. 

The format of the interaction began with social conversation and ended 

on the reason for the call. Each time Epsilon initiated the call to a 

principal, he would turn his chair 180 degrees, place his feet on the 

near credenza, lean back in a relaxed manner, and speak in a relaxed, 

friendly nature. Except for one call, all were directly related to the 

operation of the school. Calls included discussions on such topics as 

the Friday football game, another principal's feelings toward a new 

assignment, and a candidate's qualifications for a vacant position. 

Social calls occurred primarily with two principals. One was a 

principal in Randolph's district, and the other had been one of 

Epsilon's assistant principals in earlier days. 

At the two scheduled meetings with peers, it was evident that 

principals shared ideas to help meet school and system goals. One 

principal suggested that they call another regarding a certain matter 

with the explanation that "why re-invent the wheel--let's just find out 

what he did." 
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Week of Observation 

A Typical Day 

When you get into administration, especially the 
principalship, you cannot plan what's going to happen 
during the day, you cannot stick to any kind of schedule 
because of things that come up that you can't forecast. 

The time period selected for the observation occurred during the 

second week of school. Certain activities that the principal engaged in 

were indiginous to that period of time in which administrators are busy 

finalizing their staffing based upon daily adjustments in enrollment. 

This was evident during the week at Randolph based upon the number of 

phone calls and exchanges that dealt with personnel matters. In 

addition to the normal changes due to last minute pupil enrollment 

adjustments, Epsilon had added pressure from the increased number of 

personnel turnovers experienced over the previous months. For example, 

the observation was conducted while he had an assistant principal and 

administrative aide vacancy, his secretary had been recently appointed, 

the two assistant principals present had not served a year at the 

school, and he lost his finance officer during the week of observation. 

In spite of the emphasis on personnel work, Epsilon's locus of 

activity appeared to be highly predictable. A typical day would find 

the principal arriving between 7:15 and 7:30 a.m., spending some time in 

his off ice or in in the nearby conference room speaking to his 

administrators and having coffee. Around 7:40 a.m., he would spend ten 

minutes in the hall or classrooms. For the remainder of the morning, he 
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would work from his office or the adjacent conference room until lunch 

began around 11:00 a.m. While at his desk, he would process the 

financial work and immediately hand-carry it directly back to his 

finance officer. Morning telephone calls and paperwork sessions would 

transpire. In the cafeteria, Epsilon would remain at a single location 

to supervise for an extended period of time before moving to another 

position. While students were aware of his presence, social 

interactions were infrequent. Occasionally, a student would ask him a 

question regarding the school activity program. Other remarks were 

initiated by the principal toward students who were misbehaving at 

tables. "I always try to be down in the cafeteria just to see what's 

going on. They get used to your presence and it's just an accepted type 

thing, you don't become a stranger to them." Students returned their 

trays and generally maintained an exceptionally clean dining area. 

After approximately 30 minutes in the cafeteria, Epsilon would return to 

his office to answer phone messages and process mail that had been 

placed on his desk. He had a proclivity to complete paperwork and 

remove it from his office. Upon returning from a meeting and seeing his 

desk piled with mail, he grunted, "This is the way it always is." 

Furthermore, on Tuesday, he received the accreditation report from the 

State Department of Education and quickly sorted out that information 

which he felt he should complete and that which he could assign to an 

assistant principal. He then hand-carried the report to his assistant 

to remove it from his office and to get the response under way. Then, 

as the afternoon progressed, Epsilon would pass through the halls on 
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tour. Finally, he would return to his office or conference room for the 

remainder of the day. 

Epsilon recognized the amount of time that he spent in his office 

and he commented that perhaps he should be out 1n the school more to be 

visible and communicate with others. Yet all persons connected with the 

school, including the students, knew where they could find Epsilon most 

of the time. The many brief exchanges which occurred between the 

principal and students, faculty, and administrators who dropped in to 

speak with the principal were evidence that communications were not 

adversely affected. Epsilon maintained an open door policy and readily 

ushered persons in and out of his office at their request. 

Excluded Activities 

The researcher was excluded from one unscheduled and three 

scheduled activities during the week for a total of 161 minutes or 5.3% 

of the total time at Randolph. The three scheduled meetings involved 

two interviews to fill a teacher vacancy in the business department and 

an administrative aide vacancy, while the third meeting required 

attendance at a student luncheon related to the district distributive 

education and marketing program. The latter event lasted 120 minutes 

and is largely responsible for the high average duration of 40.3 minutes 

per excluded activity. The one unscheduled activity occurred in the 

hall with the head football coach over a personnel staffing matter. 
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Conclusions 

Activity Initiation 

After eliminating desk work, personal matters, tours, 

announcements, and monitoring, all other activities were treated as 

total face-to-face verbal behavior. A review of these activities 

indicated the principal as the initiator in 50.5% of all activities. 

Insulated World of the Principal 

Epsilon's focus on internal school issues is reflected in the 

people with whom he came in contact. Within the school, Epsilon most 

frequently participated in activities with his administrative staff 

(23.0%) , his secretary (17.4%), and the teachers (13.8%). The addition 

of students and all other in-school participants account for 74.9% of 

all activities having an intra-school focus. This includes the 12.0% of 

activities when Epsilon worked alone. Cormnunication within the system, 

which included central office personnel, superiors, peers, and 

parents/citizens, accounted for 10.3% of all activities. While only 

2.6% of activities were with peers, a disproportionate amount of time 

(12.0%) was spent with this subcategory of participants. Such 

activities with peers were therefore more organizationally complex. The 

one scheduled meeting of three hours with principals was responsible for 

the considerable difference in percent of number and percent of time. 

Only 2.8% of all activities were with persons outside the school 

system. Examples include the driver of a retail supply truck who 
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illegally parked in the bus zone and was told to move by Epsilon. 

Another represented a telephone call to the police department to report 

an accident observed on a major highway directly in front of the school. 

Continuity of Action/Task Tenacity 

The observation that an ongoing task was to be completed as quickly 

as possible and that the overall event was to obtain closure was labeled 

continuity of action and task tenacity. Thus a student who is to be 

suspended for the use of alcohol at the away football game is first 

mentioned by the principal to his assistant at 7:17 a.m., and finally, 

at 2:58 p.m. on the same day administrative acti~n is complete. Four 

associated activities occurred prior to event closure. Also, the final 

appointment of the new athletic director, which began on September 9 at 

8:21 a.m., had 18 related activities; and finally, on September 12 at 

12:35 p.m., the appointment was approved. Then again, assignment and 

distribution of the state accreditation report began at 3:53 p.m. on 

Monday with five subsequent activities occurring over the next 24 hours 

until at 4:17 p.m. on Tuesday it was assigned to an assistant 

principal. Also, preparation for the first home football game required 

numerous exchanges and unscheduled meetings between the principal and 

those that were responsible for game set-up; seven related activities 

occurred starting Monday at 9:44 a.m. On Tuesday, the event progressed 

with two associated contacts. On the following day, a single related 
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activity took place, and finally, on Friday, three activities brought 

the event to completion at 3:46 p.m. 

Directly related to event closure was the principal's ability to 

seize the moment to resolve a problem or to exchange additional 

information about an earlier situation. Few notes were taken as 

reminders by the principal on those actions that were observed. The 

principal did indicate, however, that he would occasionally make notes 

to himself at home about the events of the day and place them on his 

mirror to review as he was shaving. Epsilon demonstrated the ability to 

be attending one task and, recognizing the opportunity to focus upon 

another, interact with the appropriate person to gain the necessary 

information and move the activity toward event closure. An example 

occurred on September 10 at 2:42 p.m. when a teacher came into his 

office to obtain his signature on the annual pupil enrollment ESL 

form. Signing the paper without reading it and telling the teacher that 

he trusted her numbers, Epsilon immediately turned the subject toward 

asking the teacher to sponsor the foreign language club. On the 

following day at 7:59 a.m. after passing through the hall shortly after 

a fire drill, the principal sees the office clerk and reminds her to 

record the time for clearing the halls d~ring the fire drill. Also, 

after discussion in the staff meeting to adjust the contract hours of 

the awareness aide (September 8 at 9:09 a.m.), while on subsequent tour 

of the building at 9:44 a.m., Epsilon runs into the aide and remembers 

to mention the change in his contract hours. 
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Outlier Analysis 

No outlier behavior was identified. 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMKARY, CON CL US IONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Introduction 

This study was conducted to investigate the task performance 

behavior of suburban high school principals to describe how they spend 

their time. An underlying assumption that principals differed in their 

work behavior led to a second inquiry to generate empirical evidence to 

explain why principals varied in their daily work routines. 

The sample consisted of five high schools, grades nine through 12, 

selected from a large suburban school district in Virginia. The sample 

was selected to provide as much diversity as possible on school and 

principal demographic variables. A combined ranking was used for each 

school based upon variables of school suspension, mobility, number of 

free/reduced-price student lunches, minority population, dropout rate, 

and student retention. Two schools were selected as representing the 

highest and lowest socioeconomic schools within the district. 

Principals of these schools were both white males with high school 

experience. One, however, had been principal of an intermediate school 

prior to his present position. The remaining three schools were 

selected based upon demographic factors related to the principal. Two 

of the three selected were women. One was black with high school 

background and newly appointed. The other was white, an experienced 

intermediate level principal who had been appointed principal the 
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previous year at the high school level. The fifth principal was a white 

male; the most experienced high school principal in the district. 

Each school differed in size and in student body make-up. The 

largest school had an enrollment of 2,307, while the smallest had 1,368 

students. The percentage of minority students ranged between 7% and 49% 

among the schools. 

A multiple case study design was selected to investigate the task 

performance behavior of the five suburban principals. A quantitative 

description was determined using the structured observation technique 

popularized by Mintzberg (1973) and modified by Martin (1980). This 

technique provided an initial structure to record observations in the 

field and yet was flexible enough to permit researcher changes in the 

initial categorical constructs based upon early analysis. 

The study progressed through four phases. These phases included 

the collection of preliminary data on each school; the actual field 

observations and commensurate recording and codifying of raw data for 

computer entry; data retrieval and analysis; and, finally, formulating 

descriptions and generalizations on the task performance behavior of the 

subjects. 

Collection of Data 

Preliminary data collection on the school, community, and principal 

occurred initially to select the sample. Once the sample had been 

identified, each school was visited twice between June and August 1986 

to further acquaint the principal with the study methodology, to 
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distribute a questionnaire, and to permit a walk-through for the 

researcher to become better acquainted with the facility. The 

questionnaire requested information from the principals on educational 

background, work experiences, personal philosophy on schooling, special 

influences in their professional lives, self-perceived administrative 

styles, and school district thrusts or constraints unique to their 

schools. In September, principals met to randomly draw for their week 

of observation, schedule a date for the semiformal interview, and return 

previously-requested information. This information included the 

completed principal questionnaire, a copy of the latest school self-

study, the principal's job description, student and teacher handbooks, a 

listing of school clubs and activities, and general information related 

to school start-up. This information was reviewed prior to field work 

in the respective school and again irmnediately following the week of 

observation as a part of the qualitative analysis on the principal. 

Either prior to observation or during the week of field work, each 

principal participated in a semi-structured interview lasting 

approximately two hours. The interview revealed information on 

perceived routine work behavior, school-community uniqueness, school 

goals, decision making style and areas of control, skills needed in the 

principalship, and personal aspirations related to school effectiveness. 

Field Observations 

Observations began in September and ended in November. A minimum 

of one week was placed between observations to permit reconfiguration of 
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the field notes and subsequent qualitative analysis of the data. 

Reliability was increased since images remained fresh and recall was not 

distorted by events from a subsequent field experience. Principals were 

observed for one full continuous week. Observations began when they 

arrived at work and ended when they left for home. Evening and weekend 

activities which occurred during the observation were reported to the 

researcher the next morning by each principal. 

Field notes were written in an effort to capture the intensity of 

contact as well as to record the basic descriptive elements used in the 

quantitative analysis phase. Quantitative elements included activity 

number, time of occurrence, description, location, participants, whether 

scheduled or not, identified initiator, and materials used. Each 

evening after leaving the field, these elements were transferred into a 

single word item and finally coded into a 20-digit number describing all 

elements of the activity. During this process, the purpose of each 

activity was determined, coded, and entered as a portion of the number. 

Principals and participants adjusted well to the presence of the 

observer. Except, perhaps, for an initial period during the first day 

of observation, principals and participants appeared to conduct 

themselves as usual. At each school, the principal and an informant 

verified the lack of observer effects. Both provided information on any 

perceived alterations in behavior by personnel due to the observer's 

presence. 
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In addition, the observer was excluded from 1.4% of the 2,130 

activities, largely due to the confidentiality of these contacts. While 

it had been agreed that the principals would ultimately determine 

observer exclusion, they likewise agreed to provide the descriptive 

elements of these activities to permit analysis. As a result, all 27 

activities were included in the analysis. 

The relatively few excluded activities and the subjects' readiness 

to explain events to the observer provided strong evidence of the 

principals' support and cooperation in the research. 

Data Analysis 

Data were evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively. The 

approaches to each were sufficiently different as to require separate 

analysis. Later the combined results would provide a complete 

description. 

At the conclusion of each observation and prior to reentering the 

field, field notes, journal entries, and all related reference material 

were read and analyzed. Field notes were digested looking for common 

themes or patterns which might tie one activity with another or 

demonstrate how a principal's goal(s) or philosophy emerged in his or 

her work. Use of verbatim language from the field notes and interview, 

the frequency or related activities, and the recording of intense 

emotionally-charged behavior assisted in the identification and 

description of the principals' behavior. Reference materials provided 

written documentation of events or values which may not have been as 
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easily recognizable in the field notes. Yet their identification 

assisted in developing an emerging theme. The analysis resulted in 

themes and behavior patterns common to the principals under study. Each 

is presented, case by case, in chapter five. 

During the weeks when the researcher was in the field, each evening 

was devoted to coding the day's activities to be computer-ready as input 

data for future quantitative analysis. Subsequent to computer analysis, 

a printed listing of all input was checked for accuracy. Finally, the 

data were analyzed using the SPSSX Information Analysis System to 

provide frequencies, percentages, means, standard deviations, and to 

identify statistical outliers. 

The printed format provided cross-tabulation information from the 

chronological and contact records. When an activity or purpose of an 

activity was identified as a statistical outlier, the nature and reason 

for outlying behavior was explained by referencing the case study 

analysis. 

Findings 

Chronological and Contact Records 

Mintzberg (1973) and Martin (1980) maintained the chronological and 

contact records as separate items. The chronological record 

sequentially listed the time, type of activity, activity duration, and 

cited a reference item to the contact or correspondent records. The 

contact record identified the same activity type but added purpose, the 

number and type of participants, location, identified the initiator of 
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the action and the activity duration. Whereas, the chronological record 

listed every activity, the contact record recorded only those tasks 

which involved another party. Martin (1980) applied a classification 

scheme to these activities by placing them into one of three 

categories. Face-to-face contacts included the exchange, scheduled and 

unscheduled meetings. Telephone calls and announcements were purely 

verbal contacts. The third type was labeled visual contacts and 

consisted of tours, monitoring, and trips. All other activities were 

omitted from contact record analysis due to their singular nature of 

purpose. In this study, all but desk work were included since 

essentially every activity type, in some way, involved contact with 

another person. 

Each evening during the field work, the chronological record was 

written from the field notes and all contact record information was 

merged into the chronological record. This procedure saved time by 

eliminating duplication of certain information, reduced cross-

referencing records for activity information, and accommodated analysis 

by the computer. Merging the two records also facilitated discussion of 

the findings. 

Analysis of the chronological record revealed that the suburban 

high school principal averaged 426 activities during a typical workweek 

lasting 45.6 hours. An additional 8.3 hours were spent in after work 

school-related activities for an average total workweek time of 53.9 

hours. Eleven categories of activities were sufficient to include all 

2,130 activities observed during the five weeks. 
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The suburban principal spends more time (26.0%) in scheduled 

meetings than in any other activity. By averaging 17.8 meetings a week, 

with a mean duration of 44.8 minutes, suburban principals end up in 

meetings the equivalent of one day out of every four. 

Meetings with one other person (26.9% of the time in scheduled 

meetings) or with groups larger than ten (39.8%) were conducted most 

frequently. Large group meetings lasted more than three times as long 

(83.6 minutes) as those involving one other person (26.9 minutes). The 

shortest scheduled meetings occurred with two other participants lasting 

an average of 20.l minutes in duration. 

The most frequent participants in scheduled meetings included 

teachers (25.8%), followed by students (21.3%) and in-school 

administrators (12.4%). While peers participated in 7.9% of all 

scheduled meetings, these activities were more complex, lasting an 

average of 105.6 minutes each meeting, for a total of 18.5% of the 

principal's time in the medium. Teachers were the only group using more 

of the principal's time (21.9%) but their many interactions were less 

complex, lasting an average of 37.9 minutes each meeting. 

Nearly two out of three meetings were initiated by the other 

party. Such meetings last longer than those initiated by the 

principal. Most in-school meetings occurred in the principal's office 

and nearby conference room. Out-of-school meetings were held in other 

schools or in a central office within the district and lasted three 

times longer in duration. The purpose of over half of all scheduled 
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meetings focused on the instructional program and the routine operation 

of the school. 

The unscheduled meeting was second only to the scheduled meeting 

for utilizing the principal's time. During the week, the suburban 

principal participated in a mean of 121.8 meetings, averaging 6.4 

minutes long for a total time investment of 25.4%. School 

administrators and teachers most frequently participated in these 

meetings, either singularly or in groups of two. Slightly over half of 

all unscheduled meetings were initiated by the other party. The 

internal school focus for this activity is evident when only 6.8% of the 

principal's time in this medium is spent away from school. 

Approximately two-thirds of unscheduled meetings occur in or near the 

principal's office with much of the principal's time devoted to 

directing the daily administration of the school, handling student 

control problems, and guiding the instructional program. 

The suburban principals spent 17.7% of their time completing desk 

work. The average session lasted 23.1 minutes long and occurred 23.8 

times during the week. In desk work the principal processed the many 

items of written material and was observed using polychronics to perform 

more than one activity at a time. Frequent interruptions characterized 

desk work as principals placed and answered telephone calls and ushered 

in persons without appointments. 

These three aforementioned activities--desk work, unscheduled and 

scheduled meetings--accounted for the majority of the principal's time 

(69.1%). 
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The exchange was the most popular activity occurring 184 times 

during the week. Due to its brevity, lasting equal to or less than a 

minute in duration, this activity was observed six percent of the 

time. Less than three percent of the principal's time in this medium 

occurred with persons outside the school. Within the school, the 

secretary, administrators, teachers, and students were the primary 

participants. Slightly over half of all exchanges were initiated by the 

principals with the office area and hallway as the primary locations for 

76.5% of all exchanges. The purpose of these brief communications 

focused primarily on the routine operation of the school, social 

interactions connected with the principal's visibility, and remarks to 

students regarding their behavior in the halls. 

Contrary to the exchange activity, the telephone served primarily 

as a medium for cot1UI1unication with persons outside the school. Central 

support personnel, parents and citizens, and other principals in the 

district were the object of 71.2% of the principals' time on the 

phone. Personnel issues, instructional matters, and routine 

administrative operation of the school were the primary purposes for 

telephone usage. The average duration of telephone calls provides 

further evidence of the external school focus associated with this 

medium. Calls to central office, other principals, and parents and 

citizens averaged over four minutes in length. Calls to in-school 

personnel averaged two minutes in duration. Finally, suburban 

principals averaged 50.2 calls during the week, utilizing 5.5% of their 

total time. Calls were brief, averaging 3.4 minutes each. 
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Announcements represented brief one-way conununications between the 

principal and large groups, usually the entire student body. The public 

address system in the main office served as the location for most 

announcements. The gym, library, or any area where large groups of 

people were assembled became target locations where this form of 

communicating could occur. The suburban principal averaged 2.4 

announcements during the week which used .1% of his/her time. The 

average duration for announcements was just over a minute, when the 

principal provided information or disciplined the group. 

The remaining activities, which include tours, monitoring, trips, 

and observations, represented contacts without a primary verbal focus. 

However, their duration and locus in densely populated areas resulted in 

frequent interruptions and brief verbal contacts. 

The suburban principal toured the building an average of 8.8 times 

a week. Each lasted approximately 25 minutes and accounted for 7.1% of 

the principal's time. Nine out of ten tours (93.2%) were conducted 

inside the building. Infrequent outdoor tours surveyed the grounds and 

provided visibility to students participating in the after-school 

athletic program. Approximately three-fourths of all tours (72.7%) were 

conducted to provide principal visibility and passively supervise the 

halls. Other tours were initiated to provide service to a faculty 

member or administrator. Tours were generally conducted alone (95.4%) 

except when special guests visited the building. 

Monitoring was closely related to the tour as a supervisory 

activity but differed from the tour because the principal remained in 
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one location for an extended period of time. During the week, suburban 

principals averaged 5.4 monitoring sessions, requiring 2.6% of their 

time. The typical session lasted 14.7 minutes and occurred 84% of the 

time in the halls and cafeteria. 

Trips involved activities which took principals out of their 

district or to commercial establishments within their district. 

Traveling within the district was recorded as a meeting or personal 

activity. While only two trips were recorded during the 25 days of 

observation, both represented a substantial amount of the principals' 

time and interrupted their daily routine behavior. Both trips were 

school-related. One served the school activity program and the other 

the instructional program. Attendance at the longer trip was required 

while the other was voluntary. 

A total of 2.2% of the suburban principal's time was spent in 

observation activities. Almost four times a week, suburban principals 

conducted observations averaging 17.4 minutes long to observe classroom 

teacher performance and student participation in the activity program. 

Instructional observations (94.7% of observation) varied in 

complexity. Two types emerged: informal--unscheduled, brief 

visitations, usually occurring during a tour, marked by social 

interaction; the other, formal--scheduled, longer in duration, and not a 

session which interrupted another ongoing activity. 
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The Purpose of Activities 

The purpose of each activity was determined and classified under 

one of ten categories. While initial categories were selected from the 

literature, the final ten emerged based upon early observations in the 

field. Each activity was labeled with a primary purpose on the day the 

activity occurred and always prior to the researcher returning to the 

field. 

Over half (51.6%) of the principal's time is devoted to 

participation in those activities having either a maintenance and 

direction purpose (33.5%) or a focus on the instructional program 

(18.1%). 

The suburban principal participated in 137 tasks related to 

maintenance and direction. Included in this category were activities 

related to school plant, health and safety, desk work, and 

administrative details governing the daily functioning of the school. 

Principals devoted 33.5% of their time in managing the day-to-day smooth 

operation of their schools. 

The principals participated in an average of 46.4 activities during 

the week directly related to instructional matters. Their involvement 

was a function of personal preference. They could choose to delegate 

teacher performance observations and related activities to assistants or 

elect to participate in the process themselves. In addition to teacher 

performance observations, principal involvement included planning 

inservices, formulating goals and creating a plan for action, grant 

writing, developing strategies for improving standard test score 
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performance, and attending instructional conferences and inservices. 

Instructional activities were more organizationally complex, lasting an 

average of 12 minutes each. This time well exceeds the mean of 7.2 

minutes for all activities in the study. 

Behavior directed toward increasing the suburban principal's 

visibility and social interaction comprised 11.1% of the principal's 

time in an average of 56 different activities during the week. This 

represented the third highest category of purpose based upon the amount 

of time invested by the principal. Touring, monitoring, and lunch 

activities were largely responsible for time spent in this category. 

Following close behind visibility were the 56.6 activities during 

the week associated with student control. Principals spent 10.1% of 

their time in activities which included brief exchanges to students to 

alter their behavior, student and parent conferences on discipline, and 

communications with faculty and staff regarding student conduct. 

Involvement in the student activity program required the fifth 

highest investment of the principal's time. Averaging 40.8 activities a 

week in this category equated to 8.3% of the principal's time. 

Principal behavior was demonstrated through meetings with students and 

sponsors of class governments and clubs, planning and coordinating with 

the school athletic director, and observing student musical rehearsals 

and athletic practices. 

Personnel matters required 7.4% of the suburban principal's time 

and were the purpose of 45.2 activities during the week. Activities 

related to staffing the school and giving responses to staff inquiries 
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on destaff, transfer, and other personnel policies. The number of 

personnel activities was influenced by the school calendar. A 

disproportionate number of activities occurred during September due to 

staffing problems related to the opening of schools. 

The remaining four categories of purpose contained 10.3% of all 

activities and used 11.5% of the principal's time. In descending order, 

based upon the percentage of time required by the suburban principal, 

they are: personal and other, 4.8%; school-community relations, 2.9%; 

pupil personnel, 2.1%; and finance, 1.7%. 

Polychronic Behavior 

The work activity of the suburban principal was frequently 

interrupted by another party or by the principals themselves to perform 

a different activity. Although these interruptions fragmented their 

workday, principals employed polychronics by engaging in two activities 

simultaneously to conserve time. A total of 418 separate activities 

were interrupted by 977 other activities. Thus, a total of 1,395, or 

65.5%, of all observed activities were either interrupted or 

interruptions themselves. Activities characterized by long duration or 

the principal's high profile were most subject to polychronics. 

Frequently interrupted activities of long duration included desk work, 

scheduled meetings, and unscheduled meetings. High profile activities 

included tours and monitoring. 
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Workday Pace 

The pace at which principals worked quickened toward the middle 

third of the day. During this portion of the day, principals maintained 

high profiles in heavily populated areas where activity interruption and 

fragmentation were connnon. It was also a time when principals were 

departing to or returning from meetings scheduled away from their 

schools. In both instances, principals created a flurry of 

connnunication activity giving and receiving information in anticipation 

of, or due to, their absence. 

Locus of Daily Activity 

On days which did not begin with a meeting away from the school, 

principals would arrive in their offices shortly after 7:00 a.m. The 

morning would be interrupted by one or two tours, one of which would 

occur prior to or subsequent to lunch. After a short period of 

monitoring in the cafeteria or hall, principals would return to their 

offices. The afternoon was usually interrupted for a tour prior to 

student departure. The remainder of the day was spent in or near their 

offices until their departure at approximately 4:30 p.m. When in their 

schools, principals used their offices (59.3% of their time) as 

communication centers. By being in their offices and maintaining an 

open door policy, principals offerred a sence of security and 

predictability to staff and faculty. 
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After Hours Work Record 

The suburban principal spent an average of 8.3 hours a week in 

after-hour work activities. These activities usually occurred during 

the evenings between Monday and Friday. Activities included the 

principals' attendance at athletic events, booster and Student-Parent-

Teacher Association meetings, school program events, and those related 

to personal professional improvement. Although principals reported 

averaging 2.6 after-hour activities during the observation period, each 

stressed the wide variation from week to week in the number of 

activities and the time required. Most evening activities were 

cyclical, relating to a specific time of the school year. 

The principal chose to attend evening activities. While some 

events seemed to compel principal attendance, their presence was 

traditional among peers and not directed by a superior. Also, 

principals gave the perception of impartiality by attending activities 

that were academic, as well as athletic, and attending those with low as 

well as high spectator appeal. Finally, principals reported engaging in 

polychronics during evening activities, usually to catch up on 

unfinished desk work. 

Correspondence Record 

A total of 1,196 items of written material were examined and 

identified as either incoming or outgoing correspondence. The suburban 

principal averaged a total of 47.8 pieces of correspondence daily. The 

volume of input was seven times greater than the volume of output. 
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Also characteristic of the correspondence record was the strong internal 

school system dimension with only 17.1% of all written material received 

or directed from outside the system. 

Input correspondence included memoranda, notes, letters, bulletins, 

rosters, certificates, reports, and forms. Most of the input either 

gave information to or requested information from the principal. Over 

half of all input items requested the principal's signature. Slightly 

more items were skiillllled than read. Over three-fourths of the items were 

then returned to the sender or forwarded to another party. 

Output correspondence consisted of items written by the 

principal. They included personal notes and letters, memoranda and 

reports. Four out of five items were directed to in-school persons. 

The 13.8% of correspondence directed to district offices reflects 

principals' delegation of responses to their subordinates. The primary 

purpose of outgoing correspondence was, again, to give information to 

the other party. Interestingly, the other party was the principal 

him/herself for 23.3% of all output. These items were self-directed 

written reminders for future action. After writing, the principal 

forwarded most of the material. Approximately one-fourth of output was 

initially held or filed, which reflects the impact of self-directed 

correspondence. 
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Characteristics of Managerial Work and the Suburban Principal 

Mintzberg (1973) identified six propositions characterizing 

managerial work. In five of the six propositions, the suburban 

principal's behavior adhered to Mintzberg's characteristics. 

A high volume of activities performed at a "relentless" (Mintzberg, 

p. 51) pace described principal behavior. Principals averaged a 

different activity every six minutes during their average 45.6 hour week 

on the job. This pace hints at the variety, brevity, and fragmentation 

in their work. The variety of activities is revealed when the eleven 

different activities are combined with other categories of participants, 

purposes, locations, and number of participants to produce a possible 

92,400 unique activity descriptions. Brevity accurately describes work 

behavior where 72% of all activities last no more than four minutes in 

duration. Field notes provide evidence of work fragmentation as 

dissimilar activities proceed one another. Furthermore, the work is 

fragmented since 65.5% of all activities are interrupted or act as 

interruptors to other activities. 

The principals used the verbal medium for cormnunicating 63% of 

their time. Purely verbal activities included the exchange, unscheduled 

and scheduled meeting, announcements, and telephone. While other 

activities (i.e., observations, tours, monitoring) were not purely 

verbal in nature, they generally resulted in spontaneous contact with 

other persons. Thus, the 63% figure underestimates the time in this 

medium. 
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Principals preferred live action. Desk work was the single 

activity providing the most time alone to the principal (17.7%). All 

other activities either involved another party or, due to their high 

visibility, resulted in interruption and personal contact. Even desk 

work experienced a high percentage (82.3) of interruption. If extended 

periods of time occurred, principals would enliven their work through 

touring behavior. 

Principals' control over their work was described by Mintzberg 

(1973) as a blend of rights and duties. The behavior of the suburban 

principal was likened to the conductor of an orchestra as well as the 

puppet who permitted others to pull his or her strings. While the 

principals initiated over half of all activities, they more clearly 

demonstrated their control in their actions to adopt and achieve system 

goals and by establishing, as well as directing, goals unique to their 

own schools. 

Lastly, contrary to Mintzberg's findings, the suburban principal is 

not characterized as "the neck of the hourglass, standing between his 

own organization and a network of outside contacts" (Mintzberg, 1973). 

With less than 12% of the principal's contacts outside the school 

system, the internal focus is clearly with subordinates (69% of the 

time) and with school system personnel (19.9% of the time). 

Outlier Behavior 

Activity type and purpose of activity were subject to statistical 

analysis to determine if a principal's behavior deviated sufficiently 
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from the norm to warrant an explanation. Any activity or purpose score 

falling outside one-and-one-half times the interquartile range of scores 

for that category was subject to clarification. Four activity types and 

four purpose categories were identified for three different 

principals. The remaining two principals showed no outlying behavior. 

A review of the field notes and the subsequent qualitative analysis 

revealed three different reasons for the eight outliers: the cyclic 

nature of the school calendar triggered the event; the principal's 

preference for involvement, idiosyncratic to his/her administrative 

style; and the student body make-up which mirrored the socioeconomic 

conditions in the school community. 

Conclusions 

This study attempts to contribute to a broader understanding of the 

behavior of a segment of today's high school principals. However, due 

to the limited sample size in multiple case study research, caution must 

be exercised in generalizing the findings to other populations. 

Task Tenacity 

Task tenacity refers to the principals' ability to move a series of 

related activities over time to completion. Seldom do related 

activities directly follow one another. More often principals 

participate in a stream of unrelated activities, at varying paces, on a 

variety of topics, with different persons. Yet every principal 

demonstrated the ability to link activities together to forward the 
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action to event completion over a period of time. Prior planning is one 

strategy which connects activities. However, more frequently ideas seem 

dormant until somebody or something triggers the principal's recall and 

the idea resurges to the forefront. 

Effective school administration requires the skill to timely recall 

earlier events or ideas which permit the principal to seize an opportune 

moment and link activities to accomplish goals. Without a sense of 

direction, principal actions and decisions seem disconnected, aimless, 

and result in the protrayal of a puppet manager whose strings are pulled 

by others. Direction, on the other hand, gave a sense of priority to 

decision making. District and school goals provide targets for 

principal action. For example, submitting plans to improve minority 

achievement or improving student attendance requires the principal to 

initiate action toward their attainment. Yet, in addition, it creates 

an awareness that permits the principal to envision how another 

activity, or particular person, might fit into the overall plan. This 

happened quite spontaneously. A piece of mail, a conversation at the 

other's initiative, or while eating lunch, the principal would be 

observed linking earlier events or furthering the achievement of 

established goals. 

Task tenacity appears effortless for those principals who are clear 

about what they want for their schools. Their clarity was evident when 

they articulated their plans for the school and showed how district and 
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school goals entwined to meet the needs of their own students. For 

these principals, a sense of vision provides enthusiasm and an improved 

ability to motivate others toward goal attainment. 

Conflict Over Scheduled Meetings 

Every suburban principal complained of scheduled meetings which 

took them away from their schools. These meetings were characterized as 

long (three times longer than in-school meetings), initiated by another 

party (meeting someone else's agenda), and boring (too redundant, an 

insult to one's intelligence). Away meetings were characterized by 

large group attendance. Discussions were general and were perceived as 

lacking the specificity of information which would directly serve the 

needs of the individual principal and his/her school. 

The principal's attitude is not unexpected in light of his or her 

workday task performance behavior. In 72.3% of the principal's 

activities, action is completed in four or less minutes. A typical day 

at work is characterized by fragmentation, brevity, and variety. Away 

scheduled meetings, which average 105 minutes long, provide few 

opportunities to interact with others, and require personal innnobility 

for an extended period of time, represent the antithesis of routine work 

behavior which is associated with "getting the job done." Furthermore, 

the intra-school focus provides a sense of security since 69% of the 

principal's time is spent with subordinates in situations where they can 

exercise authority and control. 
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Yet the away scheduled meeting has advantages. It reduces the 

insulated world of the principals and exposes them to other ideas. In 

this respect, suburban principals more nearly resemble Pitner's (1978) 

school superintendents who spent 51% of their time in the medium than 

the 17.3% of time spent by high school principals in Martin's (1980) 

study. The district is able to identify inter-school needs, coordinate 

goals, and provide continuity in the instructional program across 

schools. 

Finally, since all principals voiced such distaste for this 

activity, districts might be wise to adjust the characteristics of their 

meetings to more clusely resemble principal-initiated in-school 

meetings. 

Instructional Focus 

Suburban principals spent 18.1% of their time in activities 

directly related to the instructional program. Their degree of 

involvement hinges on their personal preference to delegate 

instructional responsibilities to their assistants. Furthermore, the 

school calendar impacts the timing of principals' behavior with budget 

submissions on instructional matters and check points in the teacher 

performance evaluation cycle. 

Principals serve in a number of capacities as instructional 

leaders. They are resource persons to teachers and staff on 

districtwide programs. They facilitate instructional implementation and 

change by knowing how to cut red tape and how to direct district and 
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school resources to assist teachers. They initiate new course offerings 

and participate in the planning of inservice presentations to staff and 

community on relevant instructional issues. 

Principals also serve as motivators to inspire teachers to grow 

professionally through such activities as grant writing and attendance 

at local, state, and national curriculum seminars. 

Principals are evaluators of teacher performance. A principal may 

log in many hours in an evaluation system which requires 

preconferencing, observation, and postconferencing. During observation, 

principals focus on teaching methodology and the characteristics of a 

good lesson. Subject knowledge remains the province of the teaching 

staff. 

Finally, principals are the overseers of the school instructional 

program. They are able to see the big picture. They assist in the 

articulation of instructional matters between departments, adjust master 

schedules to provide unique school program thrusts, and bring together 

human and material resources unknown by faculty or other staff members. 

Differences in Role Behaviors for Male and Female Principals 

Few major differences could be found between male and female 

principal task performance behavior. The characteristics of managerial 

work described by Mintzberg (1973) fit both equally well. The 

quantitative and qualitative analyses provided two areas where 

differences were identified. One difference occurred in the purpose of 
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activity and the other in how male and female principals described their 

roles in the learning process. 

While the men spend more time 1n student control activities (12% to 

6.7%), the women average more time 1n instructional matters at 26.6% 

compared to the men's 12.3%. Personal preference and style account for 

the differences. The female principals were observed at the beginning 

and at the end of the field work. They were observed conducting 

classroom observations, writing an instructional grant, and discussing 

curriculum issues with faculty and staff. The same opportunities 

appeared to have been available to the men during the weeks of 

observation. 

The second difference is identified in the descriptions males and 

females give of the principal's role in the learning process. The men 

are pragmatic, describing role duties including staffing the school with 

the right teachers and insuring that students are in classes. The women 

are nurturing in their role description. They describe their duty as 

providing a climate where teachers and students can risk to be more than 

they ever thought they could. Their ideal school has a benevolent 

atmosphere where students and staff have a sense that what they are 

doing is important. The ideal school for the male principals involves 

removing existing problems--a bad community boundary, an old facility, a 

few major discipline problems, and the dropout rate. 
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Role of the Community 

While less than three percent of principals' time is spent in 

activities which directly relate to the community, their perceptions of 

the communities' expectations for them has a direct bearing on their 

work behavior. 

Principals inherit school communities. Working with the community, 

to its satisfaction, is essential to success in the position. New 

principals, particularly, work at establishing links to obtain 

information and to be perceived as successful. Established principals 

continue to develop programs to serve connnunity needs and maintain open 

channels of communication. 

All principals defined their schools' uniqueness on this 

variable. Yet schools varied between 7% and 49% minority as each 

principal described the challenge presented by the socioeconomic and 

cultural diversity of the student body. District goals were deteI1T1ined 

by identifying common problems among all schools. Goals became 

meaningful when the principal directed their adaptation to fit an 

accurate perception of the school and community needs and 

expectations. In fact, principals expected the district to adapt when 

necessary to meet community needs. When this did not happen, some 

displayed a maverick attitude, fighting more autonomously for what they 

believed was in the interest of school and community. 

Every principal valued his/her community. Each focused on the best 

and spoke of the negatives only as challenges which make the job 

interesting. 
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Disturbance Handler 

The sheer size of the large suburban high school requires that 

principals delegate the daily responsibilities associated with deviant 

student behavior. As former assistant principals, all subjects had 

worked on student control problems. Their past experiences would have 

bearing on their future involvement as principals. The range in percent 

of involvement by the principals is partially indicative of their 

personal preference for these activities. 

Also a factor influencing their behavior is the principals' 

perceptions of their connnunities' expectations for a school climate 

conducive to learning. If disruption begins to reach a point that 

principals believe will offend community standards, their routine 

activity pattern will change to restore normalcy. Furthermore, school 

client control problems vary in nature and frequency and relate directly 

to class socioeconomic standards and values. One school's problems 

relate to fighting and potential racial conflict while another sees 

reducing the number of class cuts as the major problem. The perceived 

severity of school problems affect the principal's role in client 

control activities. 

Suburban principals devote 10.1% of their time to actively and 

passively control deviant student behavior. Actively, principals tour 

and monitor areas of high student density during periods of the day when 

potential disruption is more likely to occur. Brief exchanges and 

unscheduled meetings caution students to remind them of existing rules 

and regulations. 
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Principals believed that their presence reduce the likelihood of 

conflict. They schedule their time to be at events where crowd control 

is necessary. In the more severe discipline problems, principals were 

the final reviewing authority at the school level. While all subjects 

strived to make decisions characterized by fairness, compassion, and 

understanding, behavior varied. Tough love characterized some. Others 

used their assistants as the "bad guy," placing themselves in a position 

to reduce the penalty when they perceived a change for the better in the 

student's attitude. 

Work related to establishing a routine of student life represented 

passive ways in which the principal controlled client behavior. The 

many regulations, bell schedules, announcements, attendance procedures, 

and student handbooks all corrununicated a standardization of procedures 

to regulate and control school personnel. Much of the time spent in 

maintaining and directing the operation of the school (33.5%) involved 

these matters. 

Work Cycles 

Life is full of eye les and rhythms combining both time and 

association (Hall, 1973). So it is with the work of the suburban 

principal. There is such a variety of overlapping cycles and associated 

activities that the work of the principal appears fixed--that he or she 

has all but to react to the multitude of predetermined events. Cycles 

are both concentric and overlapping. Principal behavior relates 

directly to activities within cycles. The language of the principal 
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indicates the cycle of time in which the activity occurs. In fact, 

reference to clock time is almost abandoned during the school day. For 

example, the timing of activities associated with a daily cycle occur in 

relationship to periods, lunch, the break, after school, before 

homeroom. Tours, monitoring, and completing the daily mail represent 

activities in this cycle. 

Time cycles expand into weeks, months, and years. Other activities 

are associated with principal behavior on a weekly basis. Like 

clockwork, principals hold weekly staff meetings, meet with department 

chairpersons, attend Friday night athletic contests, and submit 

suspension reports. Monthly, principals attend district meetings, sign 

teacher payroll vouchers, and complete reports. Each year specific 

activities require the principal's attention. For example, the budget 

requires principal input. Associated behavior shows an increase in 

phone calls, desk work, and instructional planning during specific times 

during the budget cycle. Each summer and early fall, staffing impacts 

the principal through phone activities, scheduled interviews, and 

concentrated work with the personnel office. Other annual events 

include the evaluation of teacher performance, goal setting, and unique 

singular events traditional at a specific time each year. 

Other cycles do not adhere to the annual calendar. Grading 

periods, quarters and semesters, relate to instructional timing. 

Seasons relate to the student activity program, particularly athletics 

and related events. 
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Proximity and Organizational Control 

Principals are responsible for their schools. State law requires 

it and the district expects it. While principals do not measure their 

control by keeping lists on the number of activities they initiate, they 

do have a sense that the people for whom they are responsible are within 

the confines of the school building and that their proximity to these 

people relates directly to the amount of control they have in their 

jobs. Within the school, activities move at a quickened pace, they 

relate to work for which principals are directly responsible, and 69% of 

the principals' time is devoted to interaction with subordinates. The 

reinforcers to stay within the school building include security, 

control, and achievement. Yet the greater the internal school focus, 

the more insulated principals become. Thus, principals must be willing 

to surrender a sense of control to expand their professional horizons, 

to see beyond the microcosm of the school. 

Suburban principals voice their discontent over being away from 

their schools so much. Their time away from school, however, more 

closely associates with that of chief executives (Mintzberg, 1973) and 

school superintendents (Pitner, 1978) who spent 48 and 54% of their 

time, respectively, with subordinates. 

The continuing ability to release the perception that proximity is 

tantamount to control will enable principals to expand their 

professional knowledge and experience. 
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Behavior of the New Principal in the School 

Suburban principals new to their schools behaved differently from 

those with years of experience in the same building. A new principal 

acts as a change agent while the experienced principal is more a 

stabalizing force. Among the first changes made is a touch-up of the 

school's physical appearance. Besides being acceptable to all, this 

change is symbolic. It signifies a new leader and alerts others that 

more alterations could be forthcoming. 

Principals new to their schools averaged more hours on the job each 

week. They spent their time learning about their staff, teaching others 

of their administrative expectations, assessing school needs, 

determining future priorities, and developing links with their new 

communiti.es. 

These principals show evidence of spending more time with the 

instructional program. Principals new to their schools average 23.9% of 

their time in instruction whereas established principals spend 9.1%. 

Perhaps new principals believe it is particularly important to exert 

greater personal commitment to be initially involved in the 

instructional program. 

Contrary to what might be expected, principals new to their schools 

spoke more of risk taking. They were observed aggressively competing 

for funds from superiors, establishing a unique program without 

obtaining permission, and speaking out against central office 

expectations. In their efforts to change the status quo, these 

principals would behave boldly if they deemed it necessary. They 
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recognized the maverick in themselves and viewed it as a positive trait, 

necessary at times in the interest of the school and community. 

Principal Behavior and the Hierarchy of Needs 

Principals were observed behaving in relation to Maslow's (1970) 

hierarchy of needs. First, they established an orderly, clean, safe 

envirorunent conducive for learning. Administrative behavior was 

maintenance/direction and student control oriented to meet the safety 

and psychological needs of the school inhabitants. Secondly, the 

principal's role in school and community relations, pupil personnel, 

personnel staffing, and presence (visibility) had strong implications 

for unifying the school, providing familiarity with working colleagues, 

and satisfying the desire for contact with others. These behaviors 

might be viewed as corresponding to satisfy the need for belonging and 

love. Finally, once these needs have been satisfactorily accomplished, 

the principal can focus on the higher goals in the hierarchy directed to 

esteem and self-actualization. Comparable principal behaviors here 

target instructional innovations and provide a variety of activities 

which permit students to meet unique needs. This level focuses on the 

individual's desire for achievement and need to be recognized as having 

status with others. 

Two axioms must be met. As each need must be satisfied in 

ascending order, so must principals first achieve goals insuring an 

environment free of harm and meeting basic needs. To give a creative 

instructional program priority before desks and chairs can be purchased 
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or to expect students to be present in an unsafe building would be 

considered irrational and ignore the hierarchy of needs. 

Esteem 

Belonging 
& Love 

Safety 
Physiological 

Connnunity 
Personnel 

Pupil Personnel 
Visibi lit 

Student Control 
Maintenance/Direction 

Finances 

Figure 4. The relationship between the purpose of high school 
principal activities and the Hierarchy of Needs. 

Secondly, deprivation of a lower hierarchical need requires 

satisfying at the expense of meeting higher needs. This holds true for 

principal behavior. For example, regardless of the level of creativity 

or individualization provided in the instructional program along with 

the commensurate gain to student and faculty self esteem, a riot which 

threatens the safety of others cannot be ignored. Principals will 

abandon complicated organizational tasks to assess major student 

disturbances inherently knowing that unless the problem is "fixed," the 

potential remains for destruction of higher, loftier goals. 
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Recouunendations 

A number of recommendations for further research are offered as 

outgrowths from the analysis of suburban high school principal behavior. 

Future studies to identify specific skills related to actual 

principal behavior have implications for training programs and for 

further developing skills for existing principals. For example, the 

brevity and fragmentation components of the job require that principals 

link associated activities over a period of time and apply the necessary 

motivation to orchestrate tasks to event completion. This appeared to 

be a critical factor in achieving school and district goals. What 

commensurate skills are required? The identification of such skills 

will permit districts to assess, teach and reassess for specific skills 

to identify and prepare persons for administrative positions. 

For the principals in this study, all had been successful teachers 

and assistant principals at some point in their careers. It appeared 

that successful service as a high school assistant principal or 

intermediate principal was the logical stepping stone to the high school 

principalship. Further observation studies are needed to identify job 

skills associated with effective performance for teachers as well as 

these two positions. Such information would permit a comparative 

analysis of skills across jobs to determine if the teacher, assistant 

principal, principal career path is indeed a logical one. 

The pace at which suburban principals worked generally quickened 

during the midday period. This finding was contrary to the pace pattern 
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in Martin's (1980) study of rural, less cosmopolitan principals. 

Further research is necessary to determine if work rhythm is a 

predictable variant related to the level and type of principalship. 

Results would also permit administrators to develop strategies to alter 

behavior and improve their time management. 

The role of the suburban principal in the school instructional 

program varied considerably among principals. Since it appeared that 

all principals had equal opportunity to control their involvement in 

these activities, the variation in instructional time was associated 

with personal preference. Further research focused on the principal'a 

instructional role could identify specific skills with related 

activities and measure their impact on the principal's time. Such 

knowledge could help principals prioritize their instructional 

involvement and target those activities which best fit school needs. 

The paucity of observation research on the high school principal 

limits the generalizability of findings. Further studies using this 

methodology are necessary to develop a comprehensive understanding of 

the task performance behavior of high school principals. The cyclic 

nature of activities clearly impacted the characteristics of principal 

behavior. While the results of this study are confined to activities 

during the fall season, additional studies can address task performance 

behavior at other times during the school year. In addition, 

replication of this research in the less suburban areas of Virginia 

would provide a comparative study to develop a state profile of the high 

school principal. 
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Furthermore, the results of this study indicate that suburban 

principals more closely resemble upper management in the amount of time 

they spend with subordinates. While the majority of their work remains 

internal to the school, more time is spent at the school district level 

than reported for the principals in Martin's (1980) study. In large 

districts, communication is essential between schools and central office 

personnel if services and the quality of education are to be 

consistently provided. ls internal school focus a function of 

organizational size or managerial position? 

Finally, each conclusion in the study renders further 

investigation. For example, using an acceptable definition of the high 

school principal's instructional role, do women spend more time in 

instructional activities than men? If so, what are the differences and 

are they having any measurable impact over and above the instructional 

program offered under the direction of male principals? 
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s Scheduled Inotruction Diocipline Parent-
Hee ting• Citicena 

6 Tour School/ Give Peer C:O-.Unity Approval 

1 Honitor Finance• Give Superior Service 

• Trip a Viaibility/ Requeat School 
Social Sf!rvice Support 

9 Peroonal Pupil M/A Central 
Pereonnel Office 

10 OboerTe Self 

ll Announce Inaide, 
Other 

12 Finance 
OHicer 

13 
Q.Jidance 
Counaelor 

14 Outoida 
9J•t-

ACTIVITY MATRIX 

c R 

Totd No. Place Involv•d 

I Office 

2 Office 
Proxiaity 

3-5 Hallway 

S.att Cluaro.,. Croup 

i.. Croup, Cafeteria Over 10 

Alone Cy./ 
Auditoriua 

Inaide/ 
Other 

Outside, 
School 

Outoide, 
Off School 

Diatrict 
Office 

l J 

lnithtor Interrupted? 

Principal Yeo 

Opposite "° 

A. School Code 

I. Actl•lty lluoober 

~ L 

Scheduled? *Total 
Ti•e 

"° 
Tea Cet Info 

Share Info 

Plan 

*ln •lnutea 
**cate1orlea omer1• froa data 

w 
.i:--
(J'\ 
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Date 10/31 -------School 4 ----INPUT OORRESPONDENCE 

Number Form Sender 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
H 
I 
J 
M 
N 
0 
p 
R 
T 
u 
v 
w 
x 
y 

AA 
BB 
cc 
DD 
EE 
FF 
GG 
HH 
II 
KK 
LL 
MM 
00 
RR 
SS 
TT 
uu 
vv 
WW 
yy 
zz 

AAA 

Pup. Accident Rpt.(2) Secretary 
Leave Slips(2) Teachers 

Time Report Secretary 
Checks(8) Finance Off. 

Memo, Inner Quest Finance Off. 
Memo, Field Trip Finance Off. 

P.0.(1) Finance Off. 
Letter, TESOL TESOL-Central 

Memo, CPR Dep. Supt. 
Bus. Ed. Mail(2) Outsiders 
Advertising(2) Outsiders 

Advertising, NSTA Outsiders 
Letter, Perf. Arts Kennedy Ctr. 

Letter, Tchr. of Yr. Parent 
Letter Sweet Adalines 

Safety Inspec. Aide 
Personnel Eval. Dir. of Guid. 

Memo, Football Rtgs. VHSL 
Letter, Tchr. of Yr. Outsider 

Accident Rept. Secretary 
Memo Supt. 
Memo Maintenance 
Memo GT-Central 
Memo Central Supply 
Flyer County 
Memo Central Instruc. 
Memo Personnel Comm. 
Memo Central Maint. 
Note Teacher 

Suspension Ltr. Asst. Prin. 
Newsletter Dist. Office 

Memo, Pupil Place. Dist. Supt. 
Pupil Placement Dir. of Guid. 

Pup. Accident Rpt. Secretary 
Suspension Ltrs. (3) Asst. Prin. 

Dist. Magazine Central Office 
Letter Cosmotology Dept. 

Letter, Draft Principal 
Letter Math Dept. 

Weekly Calendar Secretary 
Memo Dist. Supt. 

Letter Dept. of Navy 

Purpose 

Give Info 
Req. Approval 
Req. Approval 
Req. Approval 
Req. Approval 
Req. Approval 
Req. Approval 

Give Info 
Give Info 
Advertise 
Advertise 
Adverise 

Req. Approval 
Give Info 
Give Info 

Req. Approval 
Req. Approval 

Give Info 
Give Info 
Give Info 
Give Info 
Give Info 
Give Info 
Give Info 
Give Info 
Give Info 
Give Info 
Give Info 
Give Info 

Req. Approval 
Give Info 
Give Info 

Req. Approval 
Give Info 

Req. Approval 
Give Info 
Give Info 
Give Info 
Give Info 
Give Info 
Give Info 

Req. Approval 

Attention Action 

Sign 
Sign 
Sign 
Sign 
Sign 
Sign 
Sign 
Read 
Read 
Skim 
Skim 
Skim 
Sign 
Read 
Read 
Sign 
Sign 
Read 
Read 
Sign 
Read 
Sign 
Read 
Skim 
Skim 
Skim 
Skim 
Skim 
Read 
Sign 
Read 
Read 
Sign 
Sign 
Sign 
Skim 
Read 
Read 
Read 
Skim 
Read 
Read 

Return 
Return 
Return 
Return 
Return 
Return 
Return 
File 

Forward 
Forward 
Discard 
Forward 
Return 

Forward 
Return 
Return 
Return 
File 
Hold 

Return 
Forward 
Return 

Hold 
Forward 
Discard 

File 
File 

Forward 
Discard 
Return 
File 
Hold 

Return 
Return 
Return 

Hold 
Hold 
Hold 

Return 
Hold 
Hold 

Forward 
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Date 10/31 
School 4 

OUTP1IT CORRESPONDENCE 

Nmnber Form Target Purpose AttentionAction 

G Note Faculty Member Give Info. Write Forward 
K Note Faculty Member Give Info. Write Forward 
L Letters (2) Teacher Give Info. Write Forward 
Q Note Self Reminder Write Hold 
s Note Teacher Give Info. Write Forward 
z Memo Personnel Give Info. Write Forward 
JJ Note Teacher Give Info. Write Forward 
NN Note Director, Guid. Give Info. Write Forward 
pp Note Teacher Request Svc. Write Forward 
QQ Note Bldg. Supv. Give Info. Write Forward 
xx Evaluation Aide Give Info. Write Hold 
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1. School name 

2. Your age 

352 

PRINCIPAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
Part 1 

3. A) First child or B) only child or C) neither 

4. Race 

5. Sex 

6. Years as a principal in this school 

7. Total years as a principal (any level) 

8. Total number of principalships held (any level) 

9. Age when first appointed principal 

10. Is high school principal your final 
occupational goal? 

11. Highest degree earned 

12. Major field of undergraduate degree 

-------

(Y/N) 

School -------
13. Military experience 

If "yes": no. of years 
branch of service 
position held 

---------

14. List extracurricular activities in college (sports, clubs, 
organizations, etc.): 

15. Professional affiliations: 

16. Employment positions held: 

(Y/N) 

17. What influenced you to go into the field of education? Explain: 
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18. Describe your professional career (positions held): 

19. Describe your philosophy or beliefs on schooling: 

20. Describe your leadership style: 

CONSTRAINTS 

21. What local school requirements, such as goals or thrusts, are 
placed on your school for this school year? 

22. What significant budget actions are impacting your school, either 
positively or negatively? (Cuts vs. Supplement for small school 
staffing, SES, etc.) 

23. Are any state or federal programs impacting your school? If so, 
what program(s) and what is the impact? 

24. Do any of the above constraints (questions 21-23) significantly 
alter your behavior in fulfilling the responsibility of principal 
at your school? 
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I. DAILY ACTIVITIES 

355 

PRINCIPAL INTERVIEW 
Part 2 

1. Can you suggest 3 daily activities you carry out in a typical 
day that you prefer not to assign to your staff? 

2. In an "ideal" day as principal, can you suggest 3 daily 
activities that you would like to reassign, but don't? And, 
why don't you reassign them? 

3. At the end of the school day, what's the first thing you 
usually do after you leave school? 

II. SCHOOL UNIQUENESS 

1. I know the county has statistics on schools to show school 
differences but what would you describe makes 
~~~~~~~~~~-

unique from other high school student 
bodies? 

2. If you could wave a magic wand and would 
be exactly as you wanted, describe your ideal for this 
school. 

III. VISION 

1. I'm not aware of any myths/legends about 
~~~~~~~~~~ 

I was wondering if you had a favorite story that you like to 
tell others about this school. 

2. How would you talk to a new parent to describe your school? 

Parent? 

Student? 

School Board Member? 

Teacher? 

Assistant Principal? 

Another High School Princpal? 

Your Spouse? 

3. What kind of role does the school play in this community? 
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I am the brand new Superintendent and 
your school for a tour--unannounced! 
do you take me? 

have just come into 
It's 11:30 a.m., where 

Is there anywhere you prefer we don't go? 

5. Let's name this school after you. At the dedication 
ceremony, you are praised for your greatest contribution as 
an educator. What would that contribution be? 

IV. GOALS 

1. Today, how would you describe your goals 
for ? 

2. When your aims or goals are blocked, e.g., by inadequate 
funds or central office, what have you done? Can you give 
some examples? 

V. LEADERSHIP 

How would you describe others' views of you as principal 
here? For example, how do you think the students "see" their 
principal? 

- the faculty? 

- the administrative staff? 

- the community? 

- the support personnel? 

VI. PHILOSOPHY 

1. If you could name just 3 purposes for which a school has a 
principal, what would they be? 

2. What do you believe about how kids learn? 

3. What do you see as the principal's role in how kids learn? 

4. What does it mean to be a principal in suburbia today? 
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VII. DECISIONS 

1. Could you shed some light on how decisions are made in your 
school? (your style) 

2. In what areas do you make decisions that are totally yours? 

3. In what areas of school operation would you like more 
autonomy in decision-making? 

VIII. CHANGE AGENT 

How do you react to the concept that you, as principal, are 
the focus of change in the school? In what areas of school 
life do you believe you have had the most impact? Explain. 

IX. COMMUNICATIONS 

In a school this size, how do you keep informed on what's 
happening? 

X. ROLE SKILLS 

1. Can you think of some of the most important skills needed in 
carrying our your job? 

2. What do you assess as your greatest skill or strength in 
running this school? 

3. Supposing you went to the dime store tomorrow and could buy a 
skill that you don't have or you'd like more of, what would 
it be? 

4. If you were promoted, what would you want to be sure and tell 
the new principal about the job as principal here? 

XI. OBSERVER EFFECTS 

How has my presence affected your behavior this week? The 
behavior of others in the school? 

XII. FINALLY 

Is there anything you want me to know about you or this 
school that we haven't addressed? 
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EVENT-STATE RETWORK: 
LOCUS OF PJUHCIPAL ACTIVITY 
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4 6 8 
ToUI Age 

Yra in Yra I of lot 
Sl'T!! Age R•ce Sex School Prin. Prin. Prin. 

A 

• 

c 

• 

• 

9 

rind 
Coal 

SITE BY AITRIBUTK MATRIX 

Part I 
Principal Questionnaire 

10 

Righut 
Oettr~~ 

11 

Undergrad 
Pield 

12 

Hll!tary 

I) 
!1:tra 

College 
Act. 

14 

Prof. 
Affll. 

I~ 

!aploy.ent 
Po11i t inn1 

Held 

w ·a-
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16 
lnfluf!nce 

into 
!due. 

I 7 

Profeeeional 
Carf!er 

18 
Phi looophy 

of 
Schooling 

SITE BY ATTRIBUTE MATRIX 

Part I 
Principal Questionnaire 

19 
Required 

Local School 
Coo lo 

20 
Budget 
l•pact• 

•,-

21 
Stote/Ped. 
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•,-

22 
Altered 
Behavior 
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Part II 
Principal Interview 
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